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A b s tra c t
Traditional approaches to sim ulating fluid dynamics have fo­
cused on spatially and tem porally discretised versions of the underlying 
Navier-Stokes partial differential equations. These approaches form a 
huge body of work th a t has evolved over the last century; the modern 
technique of sim ulating these systems by numerical approxim ation is 
collectively referred to  as com putational fluid dynamics or CFD. Re­
cently however, new schemes have evolved out of cellular au tom ata  and 
lattice gas approaches which can, under the right circumstances, form 
efficient and fast alternatives to CFD and which lend themselves to 
various com putational stream lining procedures. These are well repre­
sented by the so called lattice Boltzm ann and LBGK formalisms — 
those employed in this work.
In this work the LBGK mono-phase scheme for internal flows is 
extended, prim arily to incorporate models of turbulent flow charac­
teristics, in order to  generalise the validity of the schemes for more 
complex flow geometries and to  higher Reynolds numbers. Turbulent 
flow in infinite aspect ratio ducts is examined in detail. Results sets 
derived using the extended model are compared quantitatively against 
theory and experiment. Features of the model are analysed to  deduce 
potential improvements to the scheme and alternatives. Propositions 
for continued work are discussed in detail.
Before this is done, investigations are carried out on issues of clo­
sure for the general LBGK scheme and an improved, adaptable and high 
order accuracy boundary scheme is developed. For various benchmark 
geometries, this is qualitatively and quantitatively compared against 
accepted alternatives. In addition, a central geometric problem of sim­
ulating cylindrically symmetric systems on two dimensional Cartesian 
lattices is addressed. Work is presented on transform ing the governing 
lattice Boltzmann BGK equation, to enable the use of a regular Carte­
sian grid for performing simulations of flow in pipes. Results for pipe 
flow are compared to  the analytic solution.
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1.1 Front m atter
This thesis presents work undertaken by the author as a research student a t Sheffield 
Hallam University over a 36 month period, to October 2001, for the award of Doctor of 
Philosophy.
The work is sponsored by Rolls-Royce Associates (formerly Rolls-Royce Marine 
Power) who have a keen interest in the development of modern, alternative approaches 
to traditional com putational fluid dynamics for the sim ulation of flow in internal ge­
ometries. It was carried out under the supervision of members of the (com putational) 
Modelling Group at Sheffield Hallam University, which is jointly provided for by the 
School of Science and M athem atics and the M aterials Research Institu te  thereof.
M otivation for the work arises in the practical im portance of obtaining an accurate 
description, at various levels of detail, of flows in m any and varied fluid systems. The 
basis for the specific approach taken arises in the interests of members of th a t group 
and of the sponsors, in the truly alternative approaches to  the problem of sim ulating 
fluid systems th a t have arisen from studies into cellular au tom ata  and lattice gases over 
recent decades. In our case these are Boltzmann type approaches; simulations of discrete 
particle distributions, as opposed to continuum type equations.
In the following introductory sections, opportunity  is taken to  describe and convey 
firstly, the industrial, engineering, scientific and socio-economic context of the work; in 
section 1 .2 . Secondly, the general content of the thesis, its layout and mode of presenta­
tion; section 1.3.
Following the introductory m aterial, a large portion of the thesis is devoted to  presen­
tation  of background m aterial, illuminating the scientific details underpinning the work. 
It is only after this th a t the main sections of work are presented. Busy readers, or those 
familiar with the background of the project are invited to  om it these introductory sections 
if desired.
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1.2 Fundam ental context o f the work
The im portance of fluid processes to hum anity is a largely unappreciated fact. Fluids, 
in their various forms, are indeed central to life and to nature. From the air th a t we 
breathe and the blood in our bodies, to convection of therm onuclear plasm a in the life 
breathing sun, fluids and their dynamics lie a t the heart. W ater, in its liquid form, has 
recently been identified as the single requisite for the existence of life as it is currently 
understood.
Perhaps as a consequence of such significance and ubiquity, the scientific study of 
fluids has reached a relatively m ature stage. Much effort has been directed to their un­
derstanding over the years, especially the la tte r four centuries. Indeed m any of the great 
natural philosophers such as Archimedes and da Vinci are known to have contem plated 
the dynamics of fluids. O thers still, including m athem aticians such as Stokes, Euler and 
Kolmogorov, have devoted enormous tim e and effort in the field. Despite this m aturity  
however, there remains much more to  be done; some of the most pertinent questions 
endure unanswered.
In the light of such issues then, it is a sad reality th a t a knowledge of fluid dynamics 
is not generally perceived to  posses high value. In fact, presently, the general public has 
little appreciation th a t such knowledge or understanding might have value, whether it 
be real and tangible or prospective. It is unfortunate too th a t the value of advancement 
in our knowledge is only half heartedly recognised, especially as it is the public who 
ultim ately pay for research activity.
As a small personal effort to counter such a situation, it  is hoped th a t the m aterial 
discussed in these introductory paragraphs, intended prim arily to  form a basis for a 
complete appreciation of the science, might advance a fairer picture of the place, relevance 
and need for fluid dynamic knowledge in society. T hat is, by forming a full picture of the 
social, economic and scientific context for this work, interest will be generated, its value 
dem onstrated, and its pursuit thus justified.
To th a t aim, it is im portan t to  have an appreciation of the following two points. 
Firstly, the ubiquity of fluids and diversity of fluid processes, both  hum an and natural. 
Secondly, the generality of the science th a t emerges in the field and its breadth of appli­
cability. In discussing these m atters, a feel will be acquired for the level of interest in the 
subject, held by scientists, industrialists and engineers alike.
Considering the aforementioned ubiquity; the prevalence of fluids and the manifold na­
ture of processes involving, or critically influenced by, their motion. The fluids themselves 
are commonplace, encompassing liquids, gases and plasmas (the ‘fourth sta te  of m a tte r’), 
bu t also including species only differentiated in technical ways (as will be dem onstrated),
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for instance traffic. As regards the processes; these may be heat driven (convective), pres­
sure driven or gravitationally driven. More complex processes are common and include 
transport processes (movement of variable properties of a fluid with the fluid), mixing, 
e.g. distribution of contam inants, combustion and other plasm a behaviour.
Instances of processes and systems are diverse, arising in fields such as: biology 
(rheology); vulcanology; planetary science; hydrology and even astronomy. An obvious 
example being meteorology — the study of atmospheric characteristics and prediction of 
our weather — which is clearly relevant to everyday life and experience. Less obvious 
examples are ju st as significant however. The geomagnetic dynamo for instance — motion 
of liquid iron in the E arth ’s core — is believed1 to be responsible for the E a rth ’s global 
m agnetic compass field. It is now appreciated th a t w ithout such, and the concomitant 
protective ‘m agnetosphere’, life on E arth  would perish under constant bom bardm ent of 
high energy solar radiation.
Arguably of greater relevance on a hum an scale, many non-natural systems involve the 
m otion of fluids. Indeed, it could be said th a t they all do, either directly or indirectly 
in some way. Illustrating the point with a non-obvious example for the unconvinced, 
consider the  creation of modern solid componentry by the injection and subsequent so­
lidification of molten solids in moulds. Such components are essential to  virtually every 
m anufacturing process. More apparent industrial and technological examples are as di­
verse as natural ones. They include: flows around solid bodies (cars, aircraft, shipping); 
flows through porous media (oil extraction, filters, percolation, wicking); the flow of com­
plex fluids (colloids, suspensions, solutions, multi-phase); reactive flows and combustion; 
drag reduction and noise reduction. Collectively, the scientific and industrial communities 
have strong interests in each.
Moving now to the latter point to be highlighted, ‘generality’. In the  present context, 
generality refers to  the inherent power, aptitude and broad validity, of natural philosoph­
ical reasoning and the language of physics. T ha t is, the applicability of our scientific 
tools and skills to diverse circumstances and within diverse fields.
The principle of generality is perhaps the least appreciated aspect of the physics 
discipline; it is certainly th a t most often lost on those working outside the field, hence 
common misconceptions. W hilst it could also be said, th a t generality is sometimes not 
well appreciated even by physicists, most realise th a t understanding one system allows 
much to be said in other superficially unrelated fields and th a t their work can, under said 
generality, be readily applied elsewhere. Moreover, it could be argued th a t generality
decen t studies provide evidence for presence of 5km fission/fusion reactor at core of Earth; contrary 
to the established theory [7].
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has subtle appeal to practitioners which is often crucial in their adoption of physics as a 
subject of study, for it belies the prim ary utility  of physics itself.
In the context of this work, generality is w hat allows us to take a vintage theoretical 
approach to the modelling and study of gases and transform  it into a m odern, practical 
tool for the sim ulation of liquids in real systems. Moreover, generality is the principle th a t 
would perm it adoption of the same scheme for study of other, less obvious flow types. In 
fact diversification proves viable to: snow in an avalanche; and (amazingly) the  collective 
behaviour of people in rush hour and traffic on motorways. It becomes apparent th a t the 
generality a ttribu ted  to any subject m atter, m ust compound the interest th a t a physicist 
has in the field.
A feel for the au thor’s enthusiasm for physical generality — the science’s prim ary 
beauty — may be apparent at this pointlln  fact it is easy to  extend the point, to  include 
the prim ary focus of the current work, namely turbulence. The physics th a t is applied 
to the study of turbulence is incredibly diverse in nature. As a direct consequence, 
parallels may be drawn between studies of turbulence and seemingly unrelated sciences, 
from image recognition (via e.g. wavelet transforms) to prediction and modelling of stock 
m arket indices (via traditional statistical analyses).
On a more specific level in is perhaps now pertinent to review more closely the specific 
circumstances and nature of this work.
As a m anufacturer of modern propulsion systems for the aerospace industry and mil­
itary, most notably marine power plant, the interests of the sponsors of th is work is 
perhaps obvious. Their competitive advantage arises in the efficiency, lifespan, quality, 
fitness for purpose and cost effectiveness of the engineering solutions they implement. 
Many of the problems they have to address relate to the flow and energetics of fluids, 
specifically those contained by so called ‘in ternal’ geometries, th a t is, flows th a t at least 
locally have no free surfaces. Im portant examples include heat exchangers, pumps, tu r­
bines and compressors. The prevalence of such systems, in engineering and industry 
should be pondered for a moment; whereupon the scarcity of industrial processes inde­
pendent of such technologies must become apparent.
Of utm ost practical relevance, to describing flows in these ‘real’ systems is turbulence. 
Turbulence is one of the most commonly occurring fluid phenomena. Its relative im por­
tance in fluid dynamics, cannot be overestim ated, especially since the effect it has on 
global flow properties ranges from highly adverse, to interestingly beneficial, depending 
on the case in point. Moreover, it is well recognised th a t most flow realisations — above 
a certain size or velocity, or in fluid w ith low viscosity — occur well inside the  turbulent 
regime.
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It has been suggested th a t all aspects of turbulence are ‘contained’ in the Navier- 
Stokes equations, th a t is to say th a t the Navier-Stokes equations fully describe hydro­
dynamics and turbulence arises merely as a consequence of complexity or uncertainty in 
the solution. W hilst this is very likely true, a practically useful description for turbulence 
requires much more than  hydrodynamics; despite the practical im portance, it has proved 
a very difficult problem to crack. For these reasons turbulence is one aspect of fluid 
dynamics th a t receives a great deal of attention and its study is generally perceived to 
be of high value and importance.
The problem has been tackled on each of the three conventional fronts: experimental, 
theoretical and com putational; in addition to some hybrid approaches. One aim  here, as 
is perhaps now evident, is computationally to model turbulence in a particular context.
Modelling as a strategy uses the physical insights generated over past years of intensive 
investigation to  find inroads on the m athem atical problem. Then, depending on the  exact 
nature of the investigation, these are used to generate either exact, statistical or numerical 
solutions. Owing to the vast complexity of typical systems of interest and the practical 
requirement for near infinite accuracy, most practical solutions are generated numerically, 
which necessitates significant use of com putational power and efficient algorithm s.
‘Com putational fluid dynamics’ (CFD) is the name attribu ted  to this pursuit. The 
work described in this study, whilst similar in nature to CFD, does not directly tackle 
the fluid dynamical (Navier-Stokes) equations. Instead, it is an indirect approach, made 
possible under the aforementioned generality and arising with physical insights into the 
parallels between fluid dynamics and the macroscopic emergent behaviour of micrody- 
namical (point particle mechanical) gas systems.
Instantiating the m atter of generality, it is now possible to  clarify some basic points 
regarding the approach in this work. The modelling strategy adopted is derived from the 
lattice gas cellular au tom ata  (LGCA), see section 2.5, these in tu rn  being a variant of the 
more fundam ental cellular au tom ata (CA), which were conceived early in the tw entieth 
century. The particular derivative of LGCA is known as the lattice Boltzm ann m ethod 
(LBM) (section 2.5.2) and of that, the B hatnagar-G ross-K rook (BGK) form (page 73). 
This is an especially simple gas dynamical model, which amazingly, may be so arranged 
as to be indistinguishable at the macroscopic level to hydrodynamics.
Specifically, for the purposes of turbulence modelling, the detailed form of the LB 
scheme is to  be altered in such a way as to incorporate those more significant effects 
th a t turbulence exerts on the average flow. The model employed is based upon the 
eddy viscosity concept, as expounded in section 2.4.4. W ith respect to  the m any other 
modelling strategies in existence, this has certainly proved its worth from both practical
7
and historical perspectives; it is especially simple and therefore an appropriate starting  
point.
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1.3 Work statement and synopsis
A concise statem ent is now given, describing prim ary elements of the m aterial to be 
presented; both  as a review for interested readers and a synopsis of the work undertaken. 
This is integrated with sectional references, so th a t the layout of the presentation is 
clarified, thus facilitating targeted reading and general navigation.
The order with which the work is presented in this discourse, does not strictly  adhere 
to th a t by which it was carried out, nor a clear chronology. In fact most elements of the 
work ran concurrently over long periods, developments in any one field modifying the 
efforts made in others. Instead the order of presentation is to a greater extent ‘logical’, in 
th a t during the main th ru st of effort toward turbulent channel flow, exploration was nec­
essarily initiated into side issues, as and when they were encountered. Since dependencies 
between each existed, resolution of these occurred on a logical basis.
Brief preview then, of the thesis composition, starts  as follows:
•  Chapter 2 provides a sufficient exposition, of each aspect of relevant underlying 
physics, upon which the scheme itself and our novel developments are based. These 
aspects fall into two categories, the scientifically general and those specific to the 
work reported. Treatm ent of each occurs in such order where possible.
Following the grounding of C hapter 2 , Chapters 3 to  5 form the core m aterial to  be 
presented. There, a description is given of individual subjects of investigation, followed 
by review and analyses of results obtained. An appraisal is made a t the tim e, of the 
general efficacy and fitness of each idea; these are to be brought together and discussed 
further in the summary, C hapter 6 . Opportunities and ideas for continuation of the work 
are discussed in Chapter 6  also.
Returning to the preview, the prim ary results chapters, which are each preceded by 
a short abstract, are as follows:
•  In Chapter 3, the core lattice Boltzmann scheme is augmented by carefully derived 
forcing term s intended correctly to model flow characteristics th a t occur in three 
dimensional, cylindrical geometries, whilst employing a two dimensional Cartesian 
space discretisation for the simulation. The capacity of the modified scheme for th is 
purpose is then investigated in some detail, based on simulations, and an analysis 
of errors made.
•  Chapter 4 introduces an alternative improved lattice closure scheme, for lattice 
Boltzmann simulations. The new scheme is based upon simultaneous solution, of 
non-equilibrium components of link densities propagating onto the lattice, using
9
the density information propagating off lattice. After firstly deriving the scheme, 
results on its efficacy and comparisons to analytic solutions are presented for 2 
benchmark internal flow configurations. The developments of this section were 
necessitated as a basis for turbulence studies of the next chapter.
•  C hapter 5 describes work on the prim ary th ru st of the project as a whole. A 
P rand tl mixing length model for channel flow turbulence is adapted for implemen­
tation  within the lattice Boltzmann framework. This is aimed at the problem of 
reproducing characteristics of the turbulent flow of simple fluids in internal geome­
tries. Also in this chapter, the improved lattice closure scheme, as developed in 
chapter 4, is applied to the problem of modelling boundary layer properties a t the 
wall, such as development of sub-grid scale wall layers, and the effect of such on the 
core channel flow. Results for two main cases, w ith and w ithout a law of the wall, 
are thus investigated and compared. Also in this chapter, section 5.4.2 presents an 
analysis of the aforementioned turbulent channel flow model. This is done to anal­
yse the errors introduced by the model and to search for possible means to correct 
for these by introducing generalised corrective forcing term s to  the LB evolution.
Finally:
•  C hapter 6  rounds off the work by an in depth discussion of the results generated so 
far. This is to include the relative efficacy of each scheme developed, their individ­
ual m erits and disadvantages, as well as any errors or inaccuracies introduced. Also 
discussed are alternatives for further work, especially simultaneous application of 
each novel development previously explored, to the case of a simple internal geom­
etry; which would embody an ultim ate test of their effectiveness and com patibility 
together. A deeper, general appraisal of the approach is also made, with respect to 
i t ’s true alternatives, th a t is those which differ fundam entally in basis.
M aterial of relevance for following the work, bu t not in essence part of the novel 
developments or results, is presented in the appendixes. Also there, some technical 
m atters are addressed in greater detail:
Appendix A attem pts to draw together some of the more pressing m athem atical 
aspects of the work, for definition and clarification. Note th a t there is not scope to  be 
completely exhaustive here, so some m athem atical experience is thereby necessitated.
Appendix A .l briefly outlines general aspects of the nom enclature employed, extracted 
from each of the various scientific disciplines employed herein. This is supplemented by 
appendix A . 2  which lists some general m athem atical prerequisites which are presumed 
known in the main body of the thesis.
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Appendix A.3 is of particular importance; it deals with specific issues surrounding 
averaging, which is of fundam ental relevance in this work. It introduces notations, the 
physical meaning associated with the different types of averaging and gives some useful 
relations which are used regularly throughout other chapters.
Appendix B presents a collection of unrelated topics, too analytically detailed to  leave 
in the main body of text.
Appendix 7 describes some alternative forms of the Liouville equation. Finally, 
appendix B .l derives the formula for turbulent relaxation param eter by solving the 
quadratic given by equation 5.15. Some equivalent forms for this are detailed and as­
pects of their variation discussed. In particular, a set of derivatives are derived which 
describe the gradient of the viscosity function, across the typical relaxation param eter/ 
stress domain.
11
Chapter 2 
Background science
12
2.1 Introduction and synopsis
I t is intended th a t this section of the thesis should provide a solid foundation of relevant 
knowledge for the interested reader in order to  assist pursuit of the work and so th a t they 
may gain the maximum insight. Additionally it is hoped th a t the m aterial presented here 
will inspire interest in the  field, both  specific to  the work and to  the science in general, 
to stim ulate further work and ensure th a t it will in tim e be built upon.
The m aterial presented is prim arily an overview of the fields and is not intended to 
be comprehensive. It is not intended either, to  form a summ ary of the m aterial learnt 
by the author so far, despite the a ttraction  of doing this with respect to completeness. 
It merely contains m aterial required for the development of the ideas used in the project 
and to facilitate any continuation.
Before moving to the detailed background presentation, two short asides are taken. 
Firstly, in the following paragraphs, a brief review is given of the fields th a t are to 
be covered and their relevance, so th a t the busy reader may skip sections of m aterial 
which they are familiar with and novices may target their weaker areas. After this, in 
section 2 .1 .1 , the fundam ental areas of relevance and scope of the science is discussed.
The detailed background presentation is in itiated in se c tio n  2 . 2  with a sum m ary 
of ideas from the c o n tin u u m  th e o r y  o f  f lu id s  so th a t the governing equations of 
hydrodynamics, the so called Navier-Stokes equations, may be derived. These equations 
are central to any analysis of the flows of interest here. Derivation proceeds by first 
finding a generic equation th a t represents all the various forms of the fluid dynamical 
equations simultaneously, it is then shown how and under what simplifications and limits, 
this reduces to the more commonly known forms.
Following this, in se c tio n  2.3, a brief excursion is made into s ta t is t ic a l  p h y sics . 
There, a review is given of derivations of perhaps the two most im portant equations of 
statistical mechanics, the Liouville equation and the Boltzmann equation. These related 
equations are of high relevance in this work and form fundam ental introductory m atte r 
in the field.
S e c tio n  2 .4  deals with various aspects of the phenomenon of tu rb u le n c e . S tarting  
with an overview regarding the phenomena in general the focus moves to the principle 
equations th a t govern averaged quantities in the fluid. Eventually, the various means by 
which the turbulence may be modelled are described and discussed.
Subsequently, s e c tio n  2.5 covers the specific m odern alternative to CFD  which is 
utilised in this work for the problem of solving for tu rbulen t flow in practically interesting 
geometries. Prim arily this means the la t t ic e  B o l tz m a n n  m e th o d , toward which all 
the novel developments in this work pertain. It will be seen th a t the lattice Boltzm ann
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m ethod is the culm ination of efforts in diverse fields which are now seen to be equivalent 
to hydrodynamics.
Finally, in s e c tio n  2 .6  a brief review is made of g e n e ra l  s im u la tio n  specific  is­
sues. Geometries of interest to  CFD practitioners and engineers are discussed, especially 
symmetries, coordinate systems and solutions. For these cases the focus then moves to  
lattice closures, boundary conditions and forcing strategies. Finally characteristics of 
turbulent boundary layers are discussed and boundary issues of relevance to subsequent 
work clarified.
2.1.1 Fundamental concepts
As previously stated  in the introductory m aterial, the subject of this study is to  model 
global characteristics exhibited by simple fluids during complex motions and subsequently 
to deduce properties of their average motion. The emphasis falls upon flows in internal 
geometries; those of interest to us being reviewed in section 2.6. It is necessary however, 
to further refine other aspects of this specification before moving on. Primarily, it m ust 
be emphasised th a t a tten tion  is constrained to so called ‘simple’ fluids, an expansion 
of w hat is m eant by simple is given next. In addition to  this, the nature of the flows 
considered is restricted to those in a turbulent state, characteristically irregular and 
apparently random; points relating to this will be addressed subsequently.
S im p le  flu ids
Specifically, with respect to simplicity, the properties th a t the fluid exhibits and the 
conditions th a t the fluid system is subjected to, may be described as ‘conventional’ in 
th a t one might expect to  encounter such, in everyday experience. This has relevance 
to various aspects of the study. Firstly, under a macroscopic perspective, the fluids 
considered are characterised by m oderate values for density and viscosity param eters, 
comparable to those of water for instance, hence justification for the term  hydrodynam ic. 
Also a t the macroscopic level, fluid systems of interest are not of extreme size (smallness) 
and are not subject to  any extremes of tem perature or pressure th a t might invalidate 
underlying assum ptions made during formulation of a relevant m athem atical description. 
This means th a t no phase properties need be considered; boiling, which gives rise to  the  
vapour phase, and freezing which gives rise to  solid phase, do not occur. To summ arise, 
only ‘mono-phasic’ systems are dealt with.
This point must be augmented however, as phase character also varies in accordance 
with molecular properties of the fluid, th a t is a t the microscopic level. The prim ary 
molecular restriction placed on the fluid is th a t it be ‘single species’, th a t is, consisting
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of only one type of molecule and, species interfacial effects not being present, unable to 
separate, coalesce or display other related behaviour.
Molecular anisotropy also leads to complex fluid behaviours not considered here. A 
good modern example of fluids composed of such molecules is liquid crystals. There, 
anisotropy originates in the shape of the molecules, which are elongated, often sub­
stantially, giving rise to a tendency to  align amongst themselves and thus form quasi­
crystalline states. Anisotropy also arises from dipolar electron distributions which again 
causes certain packing tendencies in the m aterial. The fluid is deemed to be ‘simple’ 
a t the molecular level in th a t the molecules themselves can be considered spherically 
symm etric and they posses no unsymm etric charge distributions.
A subtle yet still im portant addendum  to those points above, of relevance to m atters 
raised in later discussions regarding further work 6 .1 , is th a t here molecular motion 
manifests only translational degrees of freedom, th a t is molecules considered in this study 
neither vibrate nor spin.
In fact, formulation of the simulation technique employed in this work (LBGK), is 
based upon even greater molecular simplification than  has been made already. To be 
precise, it is derived from frictionless point masses, th a t undergo fully elastic, binary 
only collisions. Surprisingly, such simplicity does not adversely affect the validity of 
the approach taken; it will in fact be seen th a t the scheme possesses greater validity 
than  is required of us to  utilise, especially with respect to  density and tem perature 
constraints. Aspects such as this and other related m atters are discussed where relevant; 
in particular, the ‘hydrodynam ic’ and ‘Boltzmann gas’ lim its are covered in the LB 
section 2.5. A ttention now moves from issues regarding the nature of the fluid, to those 
regarding the nature or type of flow.
T u rb u le n t  flow
The interests of the author and sponsors is focused on the turbulent flow state. This is 
probably the most typical sta te  th a t fluids a tta in  in industrial circumstances or those of 
engineering interest, as well as during natural processes and is therefore of high interest 
to  the  scientific community generally. For these reasons, it is unfortunate th a t tu rbu­
lent flow is such a complex phenomenon, having proved to  be extremely difficult to  fully 
understand or describe mathematically. In fact precious few practically valuable results 
arise in theoretical investigations unless they are extremely involved in nature. Exper­
im ental investigations have proved worthwhile, bu t are significantly more difficult and 
costly to carry out and tend not to posses much generality. During the improvement in 
com putational resources th a t has occurred over recent decades and with the development
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of new com putational techniques, various modelling strategies have become of interest 
and relevance. It is in this light th a t the present work adopts a com putational modelling 
approach to the problem of turbulence.
Various methods exist for the solution of flow problems, both  turbulent and non- 
turbulent, each however falls into one of two broad categories. E ither the exact and 
instantaneous detail of the flow configuration are to be resolved, or merely the average 
of these details over some suitable and convenient domain. A prime characteristic of this 
work is th a t full resolution of tu rbulent flow is not the goal. Exact detail of space and tim e 
dependence in a flow is not autom atically valuable, except in some theoretical studies, and 
is anyway practically unrealisable in m any cases. Im portant flow characteristics tend to 
depend upon global or average properties, such as the mean velocity field and associated 
streamlines. Their im portance stem s from their relevance to calculating global heat and 
other transfer properties. It is intended th a t only such mean properties are sought.
Most turbulence modelling approaches originate in the CFD realm  proper in th a t 
they focus on direct numerical im plem entations of either the governing hydrodynamic 
equations, traditional turbulence models or both. The modelling strategy here adopts 
a tru ly  alternative approach, differing significantly at a fundam ental level. Despite this, 
the insights th a t traditional modelling provides, are still of great u tility  here.
In fact, this approach choses not to  sim ulate the Navier-Stokes equations, nor any 
other continuum or hydrodynamic system. An amazing consequence of generality in 
this science, means th a t under the transform ation from microscopic to  macroscopic per­
spectives, the Boltzmann equation and its lattice counterpart, are found to be exactly 
equivalent to  the Navier-Stokes equations for certain param eterisation ranges. This prop­
erty is exploited to  great effect here, where the (lattice) Boltzmann equation is sim ulated 
directly. It is then supplemented with a model for the effects of turbulence and turbulent 
boundary layers, which has been derived specifically for im plem entation within the LB 
framework. In this way, a turbulence model for the cases of interest is developed in a 
highly alternative fashion. E xtra  difficulties and problems are introduced compared to 
CFD, bu t these turn  out to be surm ountable and not significantly detrim ental. Moreover, 
m odern approaches to sim ulate the Boltzm ann equation are found to be highly efficient 
and com putationally amenable, the LB especially lends itself to algorithmic parallelisa- 
tion, a point th a t provided decisive im petus to its original development.
In the rest of this chapter, a detailed exposition is presented, of all relevant background 
m aterial required to; fully grasp the issues involved in the equivalence and transform ation 
between Boltzmann and Navier-Stokes realms; understand which turbulent properties 
it is intended be modelled; and how such complex hydrodynamic phenomena may be
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2.2 C ontinuum  m echanics: T he equations of m otion  
for a fluid
The fluid dynamical equations may be derived by careful consideration of finite volumes 
within the fluid and the surfaces th a t bound them . They are essentially balance equations 
for the mass and the momentum fluxes into and out of these spatial elements. The mass 
balance equation is known as the ‘continuity equation’ and the simplest form of the 
momentum equation is known as the Euler equation after the prominent scientist of the 
eighteenth century — both are derived in the following. The Euler equation describes the 
time evolution of the velocity field of an inviscid fluid and it may be generalised in such a 
way as to incorporate more detailed physics such as viscous dissipation, thus giving rise 
to the Navier-Stokes equation (hereafter NS equation). Alternatively, a generic form for 
the dynamic equations may first be derived and thereafter reduced to the other widely 
recognised forms; such is the route taken here.
Equations describing the motion of fluids necessarily involve differential term s, deriva­
tion of these being viable by two distinct approaches; it is possible to formulate integral 
relations for a control volume, or to  formulate differential relations for fluid particles. For 
simplicity of exposition, the former m ethod is adopted here, though it demands accep­
tance of a deeper m athem atical result1 not within the scope of this work. Those preferring 
to follow differential approaches might consider [3] for an easily followed derivation using 
rectilinear fluid element, or more generally [93,148].
Making derivations via integral relations necessitates considering volumes of fluid, 
especially the ‘infinitesimal’ volume element. In this way integral equations are gener­
ated a t first, which require transform ation to  their differential counterparts via Gauss’ 
theorem.
In doing so a slight caveat is required regarding the meaning attached to  the word 
infinitesimal; it is im portant to clarify the scale of the volume element. Continuum  theory 
regards the behaviour of fluid elements which are, a t the scale of flow detail, effectively 
infinitesimal, but which are supposed still to contain large numbers of elementary particles 
or molecules. The number of internal particles m ust be sufficiently high to justify  speaking 
of the so called ‘continuum lim it’, where the fluid medium within the finite volume may 
be considered, in essence continuous, homogeneous and isotropic.
Such an assumption is, perhaps surprisingly, realistic, especially in hydrodynam ics 
where enormous particle numbers and close particle proximity prevail. It is only tested 
for elements the size of which approaches length scales characteristic of processes by which
1 Gauss’ theorem for transforming surface integrals into volume integrals. See for instance [4,123].
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flow energy is finally dissipated into therm al energy, the so called dissipation length scale 
l t . Such small scales are, by default, of negligible im portance in typical lam inar flow 
simulations. U nfortunately however, they are of some im portance as regards turbulent 
phenomena, the objective area of this work, for which reason, some discussion of the 
m atter will occasionally be necessitated throughout. The m atter is set aside for the 
moment.
In the following, a volume element is considered which possesses the properties referred 
to  above. It contains m any millions of molecules, but is tiny with respect to  even the 
least significant features of the flow. The element is not constrained to  have any regular 
shape and may be arbitrarily  bounded. Equations for the balance of both  mass and 
m omentum fluxes will be formulated, in and out of the elemental fluid volume V , across 
its surface S. All comments in the following will be made in the light of figure 2 .1 , which 
shows the volumes and surfaces considered.
dx
Figure 2.1: Representation of finite arbitrary volume F , with surface (vector) S in Cartesian 
coordinate system. Also shown are two infinitesimal volumes dx dy dz and dV. An infinitesimal 
surface element is shown not to scale: dS. This has unit normal n and fluid flow u  across it. 
The volume of fluid crossing dS in unit time is shown on the right also (u • dS).
It is also possible, note, to  derive an energy balance equation in a sim ilar way to 
the above. For general isotherm al flows however, energy considerations are unim portant, 
its derivation here is therefore not justified. Instead, in section 2.2.5, the energy bal­
ance equation is simply stated; its inclusion is later necessitated during discussions on 
turbulence energetics.
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2.2.1 Mass balance
The mass contained within any arbitrary  region will in general depend on the variation 
of the fluid density there and on its volume. W here density is functionally dependent on 
bo th  space and time, p(x, t) it is clear th a t the mass is the integral sum of the product 
p d x  across the entire volume V:
M = /  p(x, £)dx. (2 .1 )Jv
Here dx denotes the elemental volume in space. The tem poral variation of the above is 
given by
(2 .2)V dt
dM  _  r
dt Jv
which is the rate of change of mass in the finite volume.
Conservation of mass asserts th a t this mass change m ust be balanced by the fluid 
th a t flows across the surface S of the elemental volume, i.e. they must sum to zero. 
An expression may be obtained for the flux term  by considering an elemental area on 
the surface dS, where the vector notation is a reminder th a t area is a directed (vector) 
quantity. The mass flux across this element is proportional to the velocity of the fluid 
a t th a t point u (x , £), the area of the element dS and the density p(x, t); in fact it is 
proportional to  the product thereof, as may be seen when one considers the dimensions 
of the flux, [M T-1].
So the flux d M /d t  over the infinitesimal surface element is, after dropping the inde­
pendent variables
d M = pu  • dS (2.3)dt e le m e n t
and it is apparent th a t the to tal mass flux is the integral of this over the entire surface 
of the arbitrary  volume, th a t is
dM
dt = J  pu  • dS . (2.4)to ta l  * /S
This is a surface integral to which may be applied Gauss’ theorem  from differential 
geometry, turning the surface integral into a volume integral2 as follows
^  =  ^ V - ( p u ) * c .  (2.5)
Summing these two terms, 2 .2  and 2.5, to form the balance equation, gives the fol-
2Readers interested in the validity of this may consult books on vector calculus such as [4,123].
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lowing:
f  -j-dyi +  I  V • (pu)dx =  0 . (2.6)J v  dt  J v
which is easily simplified on realising th a t each integral may refer to the same arbitrary  
volume. In fact if the volumes are taken to coincide, then the integrands may be collected 
together to form one integral
X ( S +v'M )rfx=o- (2-7)
Subsequently, on noting th a t the volume V  may be arbitrarily chosen, the only way th a t 
this expression is non-trivially valid is if the integrand is identically zero at all points, 
hence the fluid ‘continuity equation' is arrived at, so named because it is essentially a 
mass balance equation:
^  +  V - ( p u )  =  0.  (2.8)
Various simplifications may be made to  the form of the continuity equation, these 
and its properties with respect to the current work are discussed at a later point. Here, 
the presentation continues with derivation of the momentum balance equation, which is 
of param ount importance in the remainder.
2.2.2 M om en tu m  balance
The m omentum balance equation may be found by considering the same fluid volume, but 
this time in contrast looking at momentum  fluxes. Momentum contained in the volume 
is calculated in a similar fashion to th a t for mass previously, the net change in this is 
then balanced with the to tal influx and efflux of momentum. Some complicating factors 
arise, one being the fact tha t there are more possible contributions to the momentum 
flux than for mass flux and hence further terms in the balance equation. In fact mass 
flow may be due to the advection of m omentum along with the fluid, it could originate in 
stress or pressure forces given by the pressure tensor or it may be due to external forces 
such as electromagnetic or gravity; each contribution requires separate consideration. In 
addition, tensorial qualities are inadvertently introduced to the equation; a short aside 
on which is appropriate before proceeding.
In the context of a fluid with a spatio-tem poral variation in velocity and density 
param eters, momentum may be arrived at as the product of the density and the velocity, 
which effectively gives a momentum density [ML~2T ~ 1]. Similarly, a flow of momentum  
may be given by the product of momentum density pu, times the velocity u, turning the 
m omentum density into a momentum flux per unit area [ML~lT ~ 2]. Care must be taken
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however, as this in effect creates tensor quantity; the velocity vector appears twice in this 
product. This more general direct case of product between two vectors, means neither 
the dot or cross product of the vector with itself; it contains more inform ation than  both 
of these together. In tensor notation, the direct product uu , is necessarily given by the 
introduction of a further subscript, giving: uaiip. Note in contrast, the vector product 
UaUa gives the dot product under the implied sum m ation on a.
Having accounted for this, forms for momentum  and m omentum  flux term s are now 
available and attention must tu rn  to the m atter of deriving the individual contributions 
to the balance equation. For simplicity, external forces are considered no further here; 
their relevance to the work is not high and they may be introduced easily a t later stages. 
This leaves two other contributions, which are expected to balance w ith the change in 
the to ta l m omentum  over the volume, derived as follows.
The momentum in the volume, here denoted by G, is given by the integral sum of 
the m om entum  density at each point pu, over the volume
G  =  /  p u d x , (2.9)Jv
the tim e variation of which is thus given by
dpud G _  r
dt J y dt ■dx. (2 .1 0 )
This total change in momentum content d G /d t  is physically, or dimensionally, a force; 
it m ust balance with net flux of m omentum into the volume across its surface, th a t is 
the term s m ust sum to zero. Derivations for the pressure /  stress contribution and 
advection contributions are treated separately and the two are denoted by Fpres and Fad,, 
respectively —  both vector quantities with dimensions of force [M L T ~2].
The advection term  F ad„ may be arrived a t by summing the dot product of the 
tensorial m om entum  flux per unit area term , p u u  over the entire bounding surface of the 
volume as follows
F a d u 'S=  J  p u u - d S ,  (2 .1 1 )
where the integrand is more explicitly given in tensor notation by puaup.
Similarly for the pressure contribution — ‘general’ pressure being a tensor quantity, 
herein denoted by sans serif fonts. The pressure force term  is given by
Frra = J P - d S .  (2 .1 2 )
These contributions summed: d G /d t  +  F ad„ +  F pres, must equate to  zero, so the
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balance equation reduces to
/  ^ d V  + J ^ p u u - d S  + J  P - d S  = 0.  (2.13)
This untidy integral form however, is not easily recognisable, nor is it particularly useful 
here. To address this, Gauss’ divergence theorem is applied once again, as done for 
the continuity derivation, turning surface integrals into volume integrals. Then, upon 
recognising th a t the equation holds for equal and any volumes V , a more recognisable 
form for the m omentum  balance equation may be arrived at:
-TjjT  +  V  • (fiuu) =  - V  • P , (2.14)
which, in this highly general form, conceals much detail of the physics of fluids in the 
nature of the pressure term .
Equation 2.14 is a ‘generic’ form for the continuum equations of motion of a fluid 
in the absence of external forcing. It encompasses both  the Navier-Stokes and Euler 
equations, th a t is viscous and inviscid versions respectively, in their compressible and 
incompressible forms. Some comments are in order before we may proceed to develop 
specific, more often quoted variants than  2.14 represents.
Deriving a generic momentum equation in this way leaves unspecified some of the 
essential physics of fluids such as viscous dissipation of energy, forcing of the flow by 
net external forces and the like. However, these may be injected as contributory aspects 
to the form of the momentum  flux tensor and the pressure tensor as the level of detail 
requires it. It is more in keeping with the physics to develop the individual equations 
in this way, bu t it is pertinent to point out th a t other direct derivations are possible, 
which atta in  the well known forms in more visible or rigorous ways. A good readable 
example of the la tte r approach can be found in the book by Anderson [3]. The starting  
point there is to consider, a t the level of infinitesimal elements, balance equations for
the environment th a t the volume element is subject to, explicitly and individually; to
th a t aim it is efficient to consider regular volume elements to facilitate the m athem atics 
(V  =  A x A y A z  —>• d x d y d z  of figure 2 .1 ). This type of treatm ent loses some generality 
and care is required in ascertaining the breadth  of validity of equations generated in the 
light of characteristics of the fluid medium, such as bulk and shear viscosity and whether 
the fluid is considered Newtonian in its stress /  strain  characteristics.
Here the presentation moves in the opposite direction. Taking 2.14 as the starting  
point and inserting the appropriate forms for the pressure and m omentum flux tensors, 
perm its simplification of the equation for certain regimes and limits. The various well
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known forms are then obtained during simplification. Before this can be done however, 
the exact detail of the pressure tensor P needs to be specified; which must appropriately 
represent additional physics originating therein. Additionally, the m omentum  flux tensor 
/m u may be looked at, to uncover the nature of any simplifications.
Firstly then, the general form for the pressure tensor. Assuming th a t the fluid exhibits 
Newtonian3 behaviour, this is found to be4
P = I — 27ysym(Vu), (2.15)
where tj and A are coefficients of viscous terms, 1 is the unit tensor, w ith components 
equal to the Kronecker delta  I =  5ap and p is the scalar quantity  representing the common 
notion of pressure. This semi-empirically derived expression for the pressure tensor is 
used hereafter w ithout further concern, being generally accepted as adequate for the 
Newtonian case. A Represents bulk viscosity, th a t is the constant of proportionality 
between compressive or tensile stresses applied to the fluid element and the strain  th a t 
it exhibits (in any given direction) — fluid isotropy is assumed. 77 Represents the  shear 
viscosity of the fluid, equivalent to A but for shear stresses.
Secondly, the m omentum  flux tensor, /m u. Term two of equation 2.14 consists of the 
divergence operator, acting on both u  the velocity and p the density of the fluid. It is 
the divergence of a triple product, dppuaup to  which m ay be applied the product rule of 
differentiation in the usual way: successively to parts of the product. The initial choice 
of partitioning of the product proves to be unim portant, leaving, in tensor notation:
dp puaup = puadpup +  pupdpua +  uaupdpp . (2.16)
After substitution and rearrangem ent, this has the effect of giving 2.14 an extra non-linear 
contribution on the left-hand side. Its detailed form then appears as follows
)  , (2-17)
where the th ird  term  on the LHS, is term s one and three of RHS of 2.16, in a condensed 
form5.
Following the above it is now possible to make refinements to  equation 2.14, honing
3 Newtonian character asserts that the functional form of the strain exhibited by the fluid under stress 
— stress being proportional to only first order contributions to fluid velocity gradients — is simple linear 
proportionality.
4 A derivation of this form for the pressure tensor can be found in [66] where the 81 potential compo­
nents of the general rank 3 tensor are vastly reduced.
5 This is conventionally done to group terms which go to zero under incompressibility.
dpu
dt +  p (u • V )u  +  u (V  • pu) =  —V A ) V - u — 2 7 7 s y m ( V u )
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it toward recognisable target forms.
2.2 .3  B alance equation s for incom pressib le  fluids
In the first instance, to obtain the fluid dynamical equations in the lim it of fluid in­
compressibility, it is ensured th a t variation of density with independent param eters is 
negligibly small; th a t is, dtp and dap are set to zero. Invariance of the density param eter, 
p , in both continuity and m omentum balance equations (2.8 and 2.14), then perm its its 
factoring from all differential operators and subsequent dividing out, which is sufficient 
to ensure th a t it then appears only on the RHS of equations. There, by dividing the 
viscous coefficients, it forms the so defined kinematic viscous coefficients: n — p /p  and 
v' — A/p, being the kinematic shear and kinematic bulk viscosities respectively.
A great simplification to the mass balance, or continuity equation, 2.8, emerges as a 
consequence of the above. Since there is no time variation in the density, it now takes 
the form:
V • u  =  0 , (2.18)
which says that, for an incompressible fluid there is no divergence in the velocity field.
Simplifications to the momentum  equation arise in parallel with the above; their 
application leads to the so called ‘incompressible Navier-Stokes’ equation:
+  (u • V )u  =  —~ V p  + v V 2u . (2.19)ot p
which is the most crucial continuum equation as regards this work. It describes the motion 
of Newtonian fluids under the commonly applied assum ption of negligible variation in 
fluid density. It may very usefully be expressed in tensor form as follows
dtua +  updpua = — ~dap +  vd0dpua , (2.20)
which will be more commonly utilised.
This is the continuum momentum equation tha t the LB model of later chapters aims
to recover as macroscopics for its hydrodynamic regime. In essence, the final form of
macroscopic conservation equations, as arise through the Chapm an-Enskog expansion of 
the lattice Boltzmann equation, must be identified with the likes of equation 2.20 and 
for the LB equation to be pronounced a sufficient hydrodynam ic model, equivalence of 
the two must be demonstrated. This procedure, which is at the heart of the LB m ethod, 
is followed in section 2.5.2, page 76.
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2.2 .4  M om en tu m  balance for inviscid  fluids
To obtain the inviscid form of 2.14, th a t is the Euler equation, it is required that 110 
account be taken of dissipation of momentum into thermal energy. This is equivalent to 
specifying viscosity param eters of the pressure tensor to be zero. Terms therein, which 
represent viscosity, are therefore assumed to tend to the value zero in advance.
As can be seen, if viscosity coefficients are allowed to tend to zero 77, A -* 0, describing 
an infinitely ‘mobile' fluid, or a fluid with no viscous dissipation of momentum transfer, 
then the pressure tensor reduces to the far simpler form P =  p\. The divergence of this 
(RHS of equations) is then simply the gradient of the scalar pressure field6.
The following form for the compressible Euler equation is thus arrived at:
^  +  V • (puu) =  - S / p , (2.21)
In a similar way to equation 2.19, equation 2.21 may be rephrased in tensor form to give 
the following
dtpua + dppUaUp = - d ap . (2.22)
Further, incompressible versions of the above Euler equation may be formulated, 
following the same approach for the momentum flux tensor, which gives rise to
dll . . 1 .—  +  (u  • V )u  =  — S /p . (2.23)
2.2.5 T he continu um  energy  equation  for a fluid
fn a similar m anner to th a t discussed above, equations may be generated describing the 
energetics of fluids under the continuum assumption. These are as follows:
BEp—  +  p(u • S7)E =  - P  : V u  -  V • q , (2.24)
in ‘vector’ notation, with the following tensor equivalent:
pdtE  +  puadaE  = -PapdpUa -  daqa . (2.25)
Here, E  is the to tal non-kinetic energy, excluding potential due to external fields; q  is
the energy flux vector field, see for instance McQuarrie [93], which is usually assumed to
6Note that pi — pSa g , so that d g P  —  dgp S ag =  d ap  by the summation convention, which is simply 
S/p.
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be given by a simple relation such as Fick’s law:
q  =  —A V T , (2.26)
where T  is the tem perature and A the therm al conductivity coefficient.
The prim ary equations derived previously: mass balance 2.8; m om entum  balance 2.14; 
taken with the above energy balance, 2.24, are a system of non-linear partial differential 
equations which are widely supposed to  correctly describe all fluid flow phenomena at all 
bu t the microscale. As a consequence of this they are said to ‘contain’ even turbulence. 
This point is open to debate, bu t it arises in the ability of the equations to  model many 
levels of fluid behaviour in a way which has been corroborated experim entally and with 
some degree of accuracy. The momentum  equation, with appropriate substitu tion for 
the pressure tensor (equation 2.15) is often called the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation. It 
has been known since the work of Navier, [97], of 1823! Stokes, working separately, is 
credited for its development despite the fact th a t his work appeared much later [130,131]. 
The plural Navier-Stokes equations, either refers to the vector nature  of the equations, 
or is a misnomer loosely referring to the fluid dynamical equations.
For some simple flow geometries, analytical solutions for the velocity field have been 
found which have also been verified experimentally. However these instances are few and 
far between owing to the complex nature of such equations and their general intractabil­
ity. Indeed for the vast m ajority of flow geometries, the NS equations are presently 
insoluble and even some of the deeper m athem atical questions regarding solubility, such 
as existence or uniqueness of solution, are as yet unanswered (see Frisch [45] and texts on 
dynamical systems theory [6,8]). For this reason, most a ttem pts to  obtain the solution 
velocity field nowadays, are carried out numerically using appropriately form ulated finite 
difference versions of the continuous equations.
Finite difference schemes discretise the governing equations both  spatially and tem ­
porally onto an underlying grid (not necessarily regular) by truncating  Taylor expansions 
for differentials to a specific order of accuracy. This allows efficient calculation of flow 
variables and tim e updating by computer algorithms; they are generically referred to  as 
com putational fluid dynamics (CFD) ‘solvers’.
It is possible however, to model the behaviour of a fluid (i.e. the Navier-Stokes equa­
tions) w ithout directly tackling a NS numerical scheme. Such is the  approach adopted 
in the main body of this work. Section 2.5 of the background m aterial details how this is 
possible. In brief preview, a m athem atical ‘creature’ is created (refined form of cellular 
au tom ata  (CA)), th a t is not a fluid, bu t which is endowed with ju st enough basic proper­
ties of fluids, to ensure th a t on m athem atically ‘zooming o u t’ from idealised micro-scale
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basis to the macro-scale, the observable and quantifiable attributes of the system assume 
essentially fluid dynamical character. Before going on to discuss this modelling scheme, 
it is timely to review some of the underlying statistical mechanics upon which it is based; 
this is discussed next. It is recommended th a t a good feel for the approach then be 
obtained, by reviewing section 2.5, before moving on to the main presentation of new 
results.
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2.3 S tatistica l m echanics
The m athem atics and ‘language’ of this thesis, is based centrally upon th a t pertaining to 
descriptions of random  or complex systems. Randomness in the conventional sense may 
arise as a direct consequence of complexity, as even simple systems exhibit seemingly 
random  behaviour if they are very large, have strong internal interactions (non-linearity) 
or if the observation timescale is relatively large. Randomness also arises in other ways — 
some processes are stochastic a t core level. Both cases of system, may only be described, 
or have their characteristics inferred, in a statistical sense. The field of m athem atical 
physics developed for such purposes is collectively referred to  as statistical physics.
This branch of physics has seen a huge investment of effort over the years. Various 
subdivisions exist w ithin the field, prim arily reflecting the age and nature of the physics. 
For instance, it may be subdivided into classical and quantum  descriptions and further 
into mechanical (determ inistic) and, say, true stochastic systems.
Statistical mechanics is a term  loosely relating to  statistical descriptions of mechanical 
systems. Traditionally the systems are models developed for molecular level (microscopic) 
dynamics, usually in gases. The field envelopes a huge proportion of the great physics 
done around the end of the nineteenth /  beginning of the twentieth century and provides 
the formal m athem atical framework to which this work belongs. In essence it is the  global 
(macroscopic) physics, of classical particle dynamics and interactions a t the  atom ic scale. 
For the purposes of background to the work herein, this is encapsulated in the Boltzm ann 
equation.
To present a full review of such a body of understanding, is not w ithin the scope of 
this work. Hence m aterial presented in the following is intended simply as a ‘ta s te r’, of 
a small bu t representative selection of the more crucial topics. Good standard  tex ts on 
the subject include [18,19,66,93,117].
2.3.1 Statistical physics for two essential equations
In order to  fully understand and appreciate the m aterial upon which this work is based 
it is advisable to develop a solid, practical knowledge, of the formalism and scope of the 
Boltzmann equation, which is of fundamental relevance. This equation may be derived 
in more or less physically intuitive ways. Rigorous derivation of the Boltzm ann equa­
tion requires working within the Liouville formalism, the development of a knowledge of 
which is facilitated by observing derivation of the Liouville equation; hence the following 
section, 2.3.2. Both the Boltzmann equation and the Liouville equation describe simple 
models of gas systems — the dynamical evolution of a great number of idealised particles.
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In a subsequent section 2.3.3, a comparatively intuitive Boltzmann derivation is fol­
lowed. Parallels between the two formalisms will be discussed, in order to enhance the 
understanding th a t is sought. Before th a t however, some elementary topics from the 
statistical physics literature are described. This is to provide the necessary conceptual 
framework for the analyses. In addition, it is intended to  clarify general points and tech­
nicalities such as notation, scope, assumptions and lim itations of the m ethods employed.
A definition and discussion of phase space
Derivation and basis of the Liouville formalism depend upon the notion of phase space. 
For some readers this concept may require definition before headway is possible, hence 
the current discussion. Readers who are familiar with the concept of phase space should 
freely om it the following paragraphs.
Phase space is a theoretical construct which could be considered as a generalisation of 
the familiar Euclidian space — denoted 7£3 — which surrounds us. In V? a unique point of 
th a t space may be exactly specified by stating  its coordinates; three numbers, quantifying 
the distance in space th a t the point is at, along three m utually perpendicular or orthogonal 
axes, from an arbitrary  space origin point. M athem atically then, the position of a point 
in the three dimensional Euclidian space is an ‘ordered trip le t’, consisting of three scalar 
components with respect to  three orthogonal axes. This idea is readily extended to  any 
dimensional space, say n-D, by stating an ordered n-tuple of coordinates specifying a 
generalised idea of point in the n-dimensional space. Many examples of this exist, the 
mere inclusion of time creates the conceptually familiar idea of a ‘point in space-time’. 
I t is a powerful tool however, and is of great use here.
Unfortunately phase space comes in two ‘flavours’, confusing the m atter slightly, as 
will be seen. It may readily be accepted for instance, th a t the position and velocity 
of a particle, consisting of three spatial and three velocity components, may be taken 
together to  construct a new six dimensional space. There, a point specifies exactly the 
position and velocity of a particle simultaneously. I t provides an interm ediate space, 
to a basis for Boltzm ann’s velocity distribution (phase) space of the next section, 2.3.3. 
Alternatively, a parallel construction of arguably higher use and m erit m ay be devised, 
involving position and momentum  for the particles. This is more in keeping with the 
accepted notion of phase space, because momentum  based analyses arise naturally  in 
quantum  mechanical and Ham iltonian analyses. T h a t aside, it is apparent th a t the three 
velocity vector components of a particle Vi , i =  {1 ,2 ,3} may be considered equivalent 
as coordinates to the particles’ traditional position coordinates Xi in th a t they specify 
a vector quantity exactly, with respect to some known orthogonal system of axes. The
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Figure 2.2: Generalisation of Cartesian space, via three stages, to the phase space. Following 
the arrows: from 773 to the six dimensional ‘configuration’ space of Boltzmann (x , y, z, u, v, w ), 
here denoted C6; then, incorporating all particles’ positions (blue vectors) and their velocities 
(red vectors) in a congruent physical space, denoted C6Ar; finally, true phase space, where all 
coordinates are equivalent except time, denoted r 6/v. Note that in phase space momenta are 
used instead of velocities; also that in the diagram all coordinates are confined to the (p, q) 
plane and time is represented in the vertical axis.
same may be said for momentum coordinates.
Extending the idea one step further still, leads to an heuristic definition for the phase 
space. Following Gibbs [47], not just the six dimensions of a single particle’s position 
and momentum are included, but the six vector components for all the particles in the 
system of particles which constitutes the gas. For N  particles this leaves a 6 iV dimensional 
vector, which is an ordered 6 iV-tuple, specifying a point in the 6 iV dimensional phase 
space. This exactly specifies the dynamic state  of the whole system of particles at any 
one instant.
The phase space is often denoted by T and the point within it, variously by, for 
instance, (p, q) in the m omentum-position formalism. This is a condensed ‘vector-style’ 
notation; the bold type is used to highlight the two 3N  dimensional sub-space vectors7 
in T. Notation for the coordinates of a T-space point is then as follows8
Here and in the following, the suffix a =  {.t, ?/, z}  denotes spatial components and superfix
' This generalised notation is fine until one adopts consistent generalised forms for the various vector 
differential operators; div, grad, curl and V 2 etc. where some care is then due; see equation 2.36, item 6 
of appendix A.2.
8See appendix on m athem atical technicalities; A .2, item 5.
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(n) is a particle label such th a t n = {n  G M \n  <  iV}; J\f being the set of natural numbers.
Note th a t the trajectory of such a point, describes simultaneously, the exact dynamical 
evolution of all particles in the system under consideration (neglecting collisions for now). 
As will be seen, the Liouville equation describes the dynamical evolution of this point in a 
statistical sense; alternatively it describes the probable evolution and thus the behaviour, 
en mass, of the system.
It is pertinent to note at this stage th a t the definition of T provided here is lacking in 
some respects owing to its relative simplicity. Complicating factors exist, om itted here 
for brevity of exposition. For instance it is explicitly assumed th a t the dynamical state  of 
the system is given by the 6 N  dynamical variables for position and velocity of particles 
and therefore th a t no degeneracy occurs for other modes of kinetic motion. So there 
can be no vibrational or rotational components to the energy and motion of particles, 
implying th a t they must be spherically symmetric and internally homogeneous. Our 
adopted system therefore is highly idealised in nature and forms a first approxim ation to 
real fluid behaviour.
In addition to this some very subtle assumptions are being made about the nature 
and density of the system, since if a particle has finite size then some subsets of the phase 
space are effectively excluded from occupation, as no two particles can occupy the same, 
or overlapping areas of real space. O ther subtleties exist which are discussed as they 
arise, but they do not greatly alter the fact th a t the T-space concept is extremely useful 
for the m athem atical description of complex dynamical systems.
2.3.2 T he L iouville  equation
The Liouville equation is widely regarded as the most fundamental equation in statistical 
physics. It belies descriptions of a wide range of physical systems, made within the 
statistical framework. It also provides the link between statistical properties of phase 
space and the real macroscopic phenomena th a t is observed and can be measured. W h at’s 
more, it has validity in both the classical and quantum  formalisms.
For this reason alone, inclusion of its derivation here may be warranted, however 
the argument is more powerful than th a t owing to the fact tha t the Liouville equation 
may be employed in rigorous derivation of the Boltzmann equation — which is of great 
importance in this work — and since the language of the Liouville derivation is used to 
arrive a t many of the powerful statem ents of kinetic theory.
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The Liouville equation derived
In the  absence of collisions, or equivalently, for the case of true ‘poin t1 particles, equations 
of m otion describing the motion of gas particles in the system are already in place. They 
are simply Newton’s second law applied to  each particle, which gives rise to  differential 
equations for each particle trajectory and, consequently, the evolution of the  entire sys­
tem. In the Ham iltonian formalism, Newton’s laws are expressed in term s of positions 
and conjugate m omenta. For a system of N  particles with three degrees of freedom, they 
are:
P{a ] =  ^ | )  , 5for «  =  x , y , z  and n =  l ,2 ,. . . ,3 iV . (2.28)
OQa vPa
In principle it is possible to  integrate th is set of ODEs to obtain the functional form 
of p ^  (t ) and (t) for all particles. However this is practically impossible for all but 
the sim plest systems. The reasons for this impossibility lie in more than  one factor; but 
prim arily in th a t, to find an exact trajectory we need to  specify an exact s ta r t point, say 
(p0, qo) a t tim e t  =  to. Knowing this ‘initial condition1 would perm it determ ination of all 
constants of integration in the aforementioned integration. However, such da ta  can never 
really be known , not least because their mere specification requires infinite accuracy.
On account of such uncertainty in data, it becomes logical to  think in term s of a 
statistical framework. It seems plausible to  determine a likelihood of the system  being 
in a specific sta te  a t to, or alternatively a probability distribution for initial s ta te  oc­
cupancy. This line of attack proves incredibly useful, partly  because it  bridges the gap 
between the theoretical and the practical, bu t im portantly  because for any specific set of 
sta te  variables describing a whole system, a virtually infinite num ber of phase points are 
consistent.
This suggests the introduction of an ensemble of systems, in the  trad itional sense of 
statistical mechanics. Consider an ensemble consisting of N s  isolated system s9 (techni­
cally, the micro-canonical ensemble). The exact dynamical sta te  of each system is given 
by a point in T and the ensemble appears as a ‘cloud1 of such points. To th is cloud it is 
useful and fair to associate a density (number density), which, in the lim it of infinite N s  
may non-rigorously be regarded as having a value at all points, th a t is may be regarded 
a continuous function on phase space. Having dispensed with some m athem atical pitfalls 
a t this point, the idea is readily pursued.
A probability distribution function is defined, denoted P (p , q, t), for the  probable
9Note the distinction between number of particles N  and number of systems in the ensemble Ns-
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occupancy of states in T-space. Note th a t P  is normalised as follows:
J  P (p , q, t )dpdq  =  1 , (2.29)
th a t is, there are no regions for the sta te  to  occupy th a t aren’t  in I \  Alternatively th a t 
the state  is in T w ith probability certainty. The said number density of particles is then 
the product: N sP {p ,  q, t), th a t is the num ber of systems times the local probability 
distribution. In saying such, the following are assumed: firstly, th a t all areas of T are 
equally relevant; secondly, there is equal theoretical, or ‘a priori’, sta te  occupancy prob­
ability. These are subtle but im portant points of relevance to establishing the validity of 
statem ents made within the Liouville, and to some extent Boltzmann, formalisms.
Now, since the m otion of points in T is given by determ inistic equations, noting also 
th a t the effect of collisions is not considered in the Liouville analysis10, it follows th a t 
an evolution equation for the distribution of systems in the ensemble may be derived. 
Hence if the distribution a t t  = to is known, namely P (po, qo? to): if is possible to predict 
-P(Pj q, t) a t subsequent times. This is also equivalent to writing an equation of motion 
for the probability distribution in T-space. The Liouville equation is th a t equation.
Derivation here, of the Liouville equation, follows closely th a t given in [93] (p. 402 
(also p. 118)) and is similar to those less rigorous presentations of other texts, such as [18, 
66,117]. The treatm ent is closely analogous to  derivation of the continuity equation 2.8 
of fluid dynamics, to  which the reader is referred 2.2.1.
Consider now, an elemental volume in the phase space, denoted dpdq, where it is 
understood the ‘bold’ vector-style no tation11 merely hints a t the two underlying 3 N  
dimensional phase sub-spaces. Similarly, consider some finite arb itrary  region in T, the 
volume of which being denoted Vp', note th a t in term s of volumetric m agnitude: Vt  ^ > 
dpdq. In general the number of phase points within the volume Vt  will be proportional 
to the size of Vt  but not to its shape. The number, denoted N Vt is in fact the integral 
sum of the number density function over Vt , i.e.
N Vt = N s [  P (p ,  q, t )dpdq .  (2.30)J Vj.
10It is this point which degrades the practical utility of the Liouville equation and distinguishes it 
from the Boltzmann equation. Such (important) matters are discussed as the Boltzmann equation is 
derived, 2.3.3.
n Here dpdq represents the product dp ^  dp\p dp{1^ d q ^  ... d p ^  ...d p ^ .d q ^  ...dqiN\  Also often de­
noted d3Npd3Nq. Again, see appendix on mathematical technicalities A.2, item 4.
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This will in general vary with tim e, following the variation of P , giving
d N y T f  d P= N s J  - jjrdpdq,  (2.31)dt j Vt
where the dependency notation is now dropped for brevity. This represents the net 
change in the number of phase points within Vt  a t any time.
Next consider the flux  of phase points across the surface S  of the volume as individ­
ual system ensembles evolve. Drawing analogy with aspects of the continuity equation 
derivation, the ensemble of phase points may be considered a fluid, bu t with density P . 
The motion of this fluid is the velocity field in F ; th a t is the tim e derivative of each coordi­
nate, a t every point, both coordinate types (momentum and position) having equivalent 
status. Defining this generalised velocity as the tim e derivative of (p, q), here denoted 
u r :
Ur =  (p ,q )
=  (dtp £ \ d t p § \ d t P iz \ d tq£K..dtp£). . A p £ )d tq£)---dtqiN)) , (2.32)
it is thus possible to derive an expression for the rate  of flux of phase points across the 
volume surface. In the usual way the familiar ‘mass density equals mass over volume’ 
m ay be used, bu t adapted to ‘(surface elemental) number flux  equals (local) number 
density times (local) volume-rate\  Here the volume-rate is the usual dot product of local 
velocity up and elemental surface area, denoted dS. Since the local num ber density is 
iV5P (p ,q ) ,  this gives rise to
d NvF
dt = - N s P u r • dS , (2.33)e lem en t
where the negative sign indicates outward flux for positive velocity. The to ta l flux is then 
(in the absence of collisions), simply the integral over the entire surface S:
= - N s [  P u r  • dS . (2.34)J s
d N Vp 
d t  ./S
Again, as for equation 2.4, a (generalised) form of Gauss’ theorem  may be applied to 
this result and transform the ‘fa/persurface’ integral into a volume integral12 giving
dNyFdt = ~ N S J  V r  • (P u p )d p d q , (2.35)
12See mathematical technicalities, A.2, item 8
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where it is understood th a t the divergence and ‘velocity’ u  term s’ subscript, T, denotes 
generalised forms of divergence and velocity for phase space vectors. T ha t is th a t up 
represents the phase space velocity and Vp the divergence operator in T-space; given by
vr-EfE-VE-TrV ( 2 ' 3 6 )
Here the terminology means th a t the sum over the set i =  1 ,2 ,3  actually denotes sum­
m ation over spatial components x , y , z of p(n) and q(n) respectively for any particle n.
Now, each possible phase point represents a potential state of the system and as such 
they may neither be created or destroyed. For this reason, if the two phase space volumes 
coincide, Vt  =  Vp = V,  then the two term s 2.31 and 2.35 derived above must be equal: 
dNyT/d t  =  d N vp /d t , alternatively their difference is zero, or the net influx and efflux of 
phase points within Vp must be zero:
N s  [  ^ - d p d q  +  N g  [  V r • (Pur)dpdq =  0 . (2.37)JvT dt JvF
The case of coincidental volumes, Vt  =  Vf, allows combination of term s to form one 
integral. Moreover, the relation 2.37 is valid for arbitrary choice of volume V; hence, since 
the integral is always zero for arb itrary  V, the integrand must be zero over all regions as 
corollary. The implication being analogous to  th a t for the continuity equation 2.8:
dP— +  V p . ( P u r ) =  0 . (2.38)
This is the Liouville equation in its m ost concise form13; some discussion on it now 
follows. Most comments are necessarily quite theoretical in nature; compare the following 
with those for the Boltzmann equation of pages 42 on.
The Liouville equation, 2.38, describes the motion of the system phase sta te  (point) in 
the theoretical phase space I \  It also describes the nature of the probability density and in 
th a t respect is similar to the continuity equation 2.8 of fluid dynamics. This allows quite 
simple interpretational alternatives to the equation to be stated (see G ibbs’ original works 
and [47]): 1) the Jacobean determ inant, for transform ation of coordinates in T, is unity; 
2) the density of phase points is conserved along a system trajectory, because volume is 
similarly conserved; 3) equivalently, the phase space ‘fluid’ is incompressible; 4) phase 
space trajectories do not cross. Refer to  figure 2.3 for diagram m atic representation. It is
13 There exists many ways of expressing this equation, each having specific advantages and disadvan­
tages, dependent on the context; see appendix 7 herein. See also [93] for Hamiltonian forms and the 
‘Liouville operator’.
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not trivial to a tta in  good understanding of these equivalent statem ents, for this reason the 
interested reader is referred to the general literature, say [47,66]. Finally, an im portant 
theorem on phase space assures us th a t the system will always return arbitrarily  close 
to its s ta rt point if given enough time. This is the Poincare recurrence theorem, [105], 
mentioned in the following discussion on the Boltzmann equation.
<6N
Figure 2.3: Aspects of the nature of phase space. Part i) is representation of phase space 
itself, with the evolution of a phase point over time (motion). Part ii) represents a portion of T, 
highlighting that phase trajectories cannot cross, no matter how complex their actual topology. 
The motion highlighted blue demonstrates the Poincare recursion theorem: the system will 
always return arbitrarily close to its original state after the recursion time, here denoted tR. 
Part iii) represents the various Liouville conservations along a system motion. The coloured 
volume, whilst changing shape, preserves both its volume and the density of phase trajectories 
inside.
Note th a t the Liouville equation does not incorporate the effect of collisions between 
particles. By assuming th a t the particles are point like, it is also implicitly assumed 
th a t they have zero collision cross-section and therefore don’t collide. In this respect 
the Liouville equation is purely Newtonian, deterministic and effectively reversible: a 
system phase space trajectory, could equally well be followed in either direction — the 
evolution is deterministic and one to one. This is the prim ary way in which it differs 
from Boltzm ann’s result, which imposes a preferred direction of time.
Boltzm ann’s result, 2.49, to follow, can be thought of as a realisation of Liouville’s 
more theoretic counterpart, and collision processes aside, may be derived from it. The 
importance of the two is acknowledged in fields as diverse as astrophysics, plasm a physics 
and fusion, gas kinetics, many body systems, combustion and, most relevantly here, even 
hydrodynamics.
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2.3.3 The Boltzmann equation
No exposition may be made, of the modern lattice Boltzmann theory or the m aterial 
upon which it is based, without first setting the historical and physical context th a t 
the LB formalism occupies. The lattice Boltzmann scheme, as its name suggests, is a 
m odern discrete parallel to its more theoretically interesting counterpart, the Boltzm ann 
equation. Ludvig Boltzmann [1844-1906] developed the equation th a t bears his name, 
during the nineteenth century (see for instance [14]), a t a tim e when all physics was 
‘classical1. I t  is w ithin this framework th a t the theory possesses most of its validity.
Boltzm ann’s approach focused squarely upon gases, but it transpires th a t his work 
is a valid explanation and description for more general condensed m atter, namely fluids. 
Specifically, he considered the case of simple gas molecules, undergoing binary only col­
lisions; the  meaning of such term s is expanded upon in the following. Primarily, they 
possesses no capability for storing energy to rotational or vibrational degrees of freedom, 
nor mechanism by which the energy associated with translational degrees of freedom 
may be dissipated. This simplification is concomitant to underlying assum ptions th a t 
the particles are spherically symmetric and posses no internal structure. Here the focus 
is on single species, monatomic gases.
Note the loose, interchangeable use of the words molecule and particle. W hat is 
m eant is a point like entity, resembling an atom  in th a t it is considered a ‘fundam entally 
indivisible p a r t’. Generalisation to  multiple species or to  molecules w ith internal degrees 
of freedom is relatively simple in all respects except notation; the former being carried 
out in most relevant texts. See for instance [18,19,66,93] for good general treatm ents.
W hat Boltzm ann generated was a statistical description of dynam ic processes a t a 
molecular level, which, crucially, took account of collision processes. In bringing in this 
increased realism in the particle physics, over th a t of the Liouville equation, he turned 
theoretical u tility  into practical validity. Central to  the picture is the concept of the ‘ve­
locity distribution function’, the dependent solution variable of the Boltzm ann equation, 
which is to be defined and further described next.
Notation and basis
The essence of Boltzm ann’s analysis is an a ttem pt to  determine global and macroscopic 
properties or behaviour of an assembly of a great many modelled particles undergoing 
microscopic dynamical processes. The work draws heavily from th a t great m onument of 
knowledge known broadly as statistical physics. For a full discussion of Boltzm ann gas 
kinetics, see for example [18,19,66,93], or any similar text.
Boltzm ann firstly creates a formalism for describing the states th a t  such a system  may
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occupy, the so called ‘velocity distribution function’, / ( x ,  v , t). This is a single particle 
distribution function  for state  occupation in configuration space; equivalent to a particle 
probability density 14 , over positions in the range [x, x  +  dx] and velocities in the range 
[v, v  +  dv] at tim e t. The velocity distribution is therefore only superficially similar to 
the probability density P (p , q, t) of the Liouville derivation; note th a t the ‘space’ of the 
Boltzmann distribution is a ‘configuration’ space, as opposed to the phase space — see 
C6 of figure 2.2. It also differs in th a t there is no reflection of T-space’s m ulti-particle 
na tu re15, only ‘a ’ (singular) position and m otion define the dimensionality — the space 
is six dimensional.
The Liouville probability distribution P , autom atically, by its definition, took account 
of the many individual particles in the system. In th a t way it is a form of m ulti-particle 
distribution function, equivalent for instance to the product16 of single particle d istribu­
tions, le t’s call P[n  ^ say, one for each particle, n :
^ (p ,q > f)  =  Y l P i n)(Px,py,Pz,qx,qy,qz,t) ,  f o r : i < n < i V .  (2 .3 9 )
n
where N  is the number of particles. The single particle distributions exist over overlap­
ping or congruent six dimensional spaces, {px ,p y,p z,qx,qy,qz). Boltzm ann’s distribution 
function can be interpreted heuristically as ju s t one of these, for an arb itrary  particle, 
n*. So, in effect, it is P(p,q, t) integrated or averaged over N  — 1 coordinates of (p, q) 
as follows:
/ ( x ,v , t )  =  P in* \p x ,Py,pz,qx,qy,qz, t ) , (2.40)
where (qx,qy,qz) is effectively the same as (x, y, z).
The following moments of the velocity distribution function are initially defined17
/  / ( x ,  v , t )  dxdv =  M , (2.41)
JSc
where S c  is the entire accessible configuration space; contrast with norm alisation of P ,
14Note the density at a point is zero; similarly, the expected number of particles with position, x  and
velocity, v  is zero — the point has zero measure.
15In addition to common usage of velocity, v, over momentum, p.
16Probability of combination of individual independent events is the product of individual probabilities, 
note. See equation 2.39.
17Note that some presentations use different definition for / .  Here we follow Cercignani [18], in which 
/  is a ‘mass distribution’ function.
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equation 2.29. Also:
=  p(x, t ) , (2.42)
=  p ( x , t ) v (x , t ) ,  (2.43)
where S y  the entire velocity space. Here, M  is the to ta l mass of gas, p(x, t) is its local 
density. Later, other m oments are used th a t further indicate the nature of / .
D e r iv a tio n
By considering fluxes and balance equations for the velocity distribution function, the 
Boltzm ann equation may be derived in a way very similar to: th a t for the Liouville 
equation, in section 2.3.2; and th a t for the mass continuity equation of fluid dynamics, 
section 2.2.1. Hence it is perhaps not surprising tha t, when the macroscopic behaviour 
of the microscopic Boltzm ann formalism is investigated, fluid dynamical properties are 
arrived at; there is some underlying similarity or tru th  behind it all.
Here, for purposes of indicating equivalencies between derivation approaches, it  is 
helpful to follow an alternative route. This m ethod may ju st as effectively be applied to 
continuity or Liouville derivation, the la tte r case however, would generate some notational 
complexity, obscuring the point. Here the reduced dimensionality of the configuration 
space is more amenable and makes the formal argum ents more transparent.
Crucially the effect of collisions is invoked; the beauty of which only becomes apparent 
upon further analyses. These will be discussed here briefly in the comments, page 42 on. 
Also crucially, the Boltzm ann equation addresses the case of dilute gases. In a dilute 
gas, molecules are taken to spend large periods of tim e between collisions. Moreover, 
collisions between three or more particles are considered extremely rare and therefore 
negligible in their effect. The specific domain of validity is known as the Boltzm ann gas 
lim it (BGL), which is discussed further in later the comments, page 42.
Under these circumstances the state  of the gas relates more closely to the singlet par­
ticle distribution — hence the applicable definition of / ,  given previously: page 38 on. 
Moreover, whilst /  represents probability, it also, for a finite volume, d xd v  say, represents 
particles. So, in the absence of collisions, the mass density field a t some configuration 
space point (x, v ), namely / ( x ,  v, t), is expected to  evolve entirely determ inistically ac­
cording to  simple dynamics.
In fact the mass density function at the evolved point, consists exactly of the  evolved 
particles from the initial point, i.e. they are the same. Positions change from x  to  x + A tv  
(old position, plus velocity times time duration); similarly velocities change according to
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the acceleration: v -» v  +  A tX, where X  is force per unit mass: and time increments by 
A*. Hence
in the absence of collisions.
The RHS of equation 2.44 is readily identified as the result of Taylor expanding the 
function / .  but in the higher (six) dimensional space. Carefully establishing appropriate 
gradient term s for this space allows the velocity distribution function /  to be expanded 
as follows:
where, to accuracy of order A t , 0 { A^) term s are ignored. Note th a t the forcing term  dot 
product X  • V v is between the forcing vector, X  and gradients with respect to velocity 
coordinates, (dVx. dVy, dV:), hence the del operator subscript v.
Combining equations 2.44 and 2.45, with A t set to unity and incorporating a book­
keeping term, say d f  / d t |con, to account for the effect of collisions, gives
In essence this is the Boltzmann equation. It has LHS which is effectively a substantive 
derivative, but with forcing term  also (third on LHS); the RHS is an undefined collision 
operator. So far, the RHS collision term  d f  / d t  |coii merely accounts for  the net effect of
to collisions. As yet no physics has gone in to specify its nature.
Rigorous microdynamical analyses of collision processes give rise to collision terms 
necessarily dependent upon the two particle distribution function f 2 — obviously the
right place at the right time. This gives rise to an ‘open' and therefore insoluble system 
(two particle distribution depends upon three and so on). However it is possible to 
express f 2 in terms of f i  (f i  = f  note) as the combined probability of two individual 
independent events (i.e. the product of probabilities for the two occurrences):
/ ( x  +  A*v, v  +  AfX, t  + A t) = / ( x ,  v, t) (2.44)
/ ( x  +  A*v, v  +  AfX, t  T  A f) — [1 +  X tdt +  A^(v • V) +  A^(X • V v)] / (x, v, t ) , (2.45)
(2.46)
mass scattered both into and out of the stream  from (x, v) to (x +  A*v, v  +  A*X) due
chance and nature of collision depends on the chances of the two particles being in the
(2.47)
where * denotes the second particle and which, for f i  =  / ,  translates to
f'2 =  / /*  • (2.48)
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Again, see appendix A for notations and meanings.
This is the nature of Boltzm ann’s ‘molecular chaos’ assumption, often called the 
‘stosszahlansatz’. It effectively says there is no correlation18 between the two particles 
velocities before any collision and crucially defines the range of validity of the ensuing 
Boltzmann equation. Validity of the assumption weakens as the density of the system 
increases, as in reality, some correlation does exist.
Here, the detailed form of Boltzm ann’s collision term  is not investigated further. It 
is arrived at by considering scattering cross sections and angles for two body collisions
and bears only minor relevance to the aim here. Instead Boltzm ann’s eventual result is
merely stated, as follows:
§^  + (v' V ) /  = ~  J J  ( / 7 * - / / * ) | v r -n |d n d v * . (2.49)
Here, m  is particle mass, o is the particle scattering cross section, n  is a unit vector mean­
ing th a t integration occurs over all directions (strictly here n  varies over one hemisphere), 
and v r is the two particle’s relative velocity as follows:
V r =  V  -  V * . (2.50)
O ther distribution terms, ( / ’s), are distinguished: according to which particle (second 
one denoted by subscript *); and by pre- and post-collision velocities (la tter primed), 
given as follows:
f  =  / (x ,  v ', t), where: V  — v  — n (n  • v r),
/* =  /(** , v*, t), where: v ' =  v* +  n (n  • v r),
/* =  / (x * ,v * ,t ) .  (2.51)
In equation 2.49, external forcing terms have been neglected. Note also th a t integra­
tion is over velocity of the second particle. The collision term , RHS of equation 2.49. is 
often abbreviated to
C o m m e n ts
Equation 2.49 is the Boltzmann equation in its well known form. At a fundam ental level 
it expresses simple continuity arguments and balances for a system of elastic spheres in a
I8Here correlation applies between velocities of two particles approaching a  collision. In real fluids, 
liquids especially, to which the Boltzmann formalism possesses some validity, there is in fact finite 
correlation on a local scale.
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m anner entirely analogous to the mass and m omentum  balance equations of continuum 
fluid dynamics. It is an w£e</ro-differential equation, describing the evolution of the 
velocity distribution function. A quick review reveals two prim ary aspects to its nature: 
the LHS is analogous to a substantive derivative in continuum  theory, which describes 
the convection and advection of an idealised gas; whereas the RHS integral, is
a specific representation of particle collision effects for Boltzm ann’s hard elastic sphere 
model.
It is the la tte r of the two contributions — incorporation of realistic, but complex, 
particle collision effects within the gas — th a t makes the Boltzmann equation valid for 
classes of real fluids; w ithout this it would posses little practical value. Moreover, therein 
lies its intractability.
The most fundam ental corollaries of B oltzm ann’s collision arise with the molecular 
chaos ansatz, the weakest bu t most significant aspect of the derivation. By invoking the 
stosszahlansatz, Boltzm ann introduced non-determinism  by the back door. This not only 
diversifies away from Newtonian mechanics and predictability, significantly, it introduces 
the ‘arrow of t im e \  Up to this point the (Liouville) dynamics are entirely reversible — 
invariant under tim e reversal — and regions of V map, one to  one, in either direction, to 
other regions of T. Now, the randomness encapsulated in the stosszahlansatz m eant the 
following:
•  The dynamics are irreversible — mappings under tim e translation, in phase or 
configuration space, are no longer one to one.
•  A functional of the velocity distribution function —  namely H  — is found to  only 
ever change by decreasing; this is the famous H-theorem.
•  The functional H  reveals the existence of equilibrium states and th a t the system 
will continuously evolve toward these.
•  H  also provides a  means to find equilibrium states, thus facilitating dem onstration 
th a t the equilibrium is Maxwellian.
•  H  can be associated with an ever increasing entropy — hence physical in terpretation 
of irreversibility and the arrow of time.
•  Interesting theoretical corollaries emerge, revitalising philosophical debate on the 
meaning of entropy, reversibility and the recurrence time:
-  Loschmidt’s initial objection [85-87] regarding the existence of a t least one 
motion for which H  would increase — the reverse motion.
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— Zermelo’s paradox, see for example [154-156], which bases its argum ent on 
the Poincare recursion theorem [105], th a t a system m ust eventually return  
arbitrarily  close to its original configuration. See figure 2.3.
The greatness of B oltzm ann’s work was not realised until much later. Note for instance 
th a t at the time, even the ‘atom istic’ nature of m atter — a cornerstone of modern physics, 
which has since only been adapted by quantum  mechanics — was not yet accepted! 
Depressed by the lack of faith  in his work, even hostility toward his ideas, and for unclear 
personal reasons, Boltzm ann took his own life in 1906. The poignancy of this tragic 
outcome becomes more acute when viewed retrospectively; it was not long after th a t 
th a t atom istic physics was accepted and Boltzm ann’s work took its founding place for a 
whole new discipline.
Most of the objections (which were quite scathing) were not rigorously resolved until 
years later, in the works of the Ehrenfests [39] and later still Smoluchowski [126]. The 
la tte r of these painted our m odern picture of the ‘reality’ of phase space; it also effectively 
redefined what is m eant by equilibrium and highlighted the role of ‘non-equilibrium 
fluctuations’.
Diversifications of B oltzm ann’s gas kinetic models were developed and analysed in 
ensuing years. However, in term s of balance between breadth of validity and depth  of 
realism, equation 2.49 and its variants will always rank highly. In th a t respect, some re­
gard the Boltzmann equation as one of the most im portant equations of classical physics, 
though this point of view has been described as exaggerated by others. W hatever the 
stance taken, it is true th a t the equation has stood the test of time, unaltered from its 
original form, being as valid today as it ever was. T hat it has stood such a test is largely 
due to its simplicity of reasoning, hand in hand with its practical utility.
For further modern reading on the Boltzmann equation, including: means to  ap­
proach its solution, various theoretical and practical issues and its: range of validity, 
weaknesses and strengths, there can be few better works than  Cercignani’s [18]. Therein 
close reference is made to the current literature too. Furthermore, a small bu t significant 
proportion of Boltzm ann’s own work has been published — translated  to  English —  and 
is currently still available, see Brush [14],
Lim itations and scope of gas models are briefly discussed in section 2.5, where the con­
text is more in keeping with this work. In particular, the scope of discretised dynam ical 
gas models of liquids — the LB — is emphasised.
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2.4 Turbulence
The general intractability th a t turbulence has presented to theorists over the past cen­
tu ry  or so has given rise to the development of some spectacularly creative and diverse 
schemes aimed toward understanding and predicting the prim ary characteristics of typical 
tu rbulen t flows. These schemes, some elegant others artless in their general approach, 
exemplify some of the best creativity originating in the field of science. Progress has 
however proved grueling, and nowadays, especially with the explosion in availability and 
performance of com putational hardware, much effort is directed toward either modelling 
turbulent flow characteristics, or directly sim ulating the flow (DNS), usually with some 
form of small scale cut-off mechanism incorporated (e.g. large eddy simulations (LES) 
or sub-grid scale (SGS) models).
Here is not the place to present a review of the vast literature th a t has appeared on 
this subject over the years, it is too diverse in origin and range of validity. Instead, the 
intention is to build a solid knowledge base and framework of reference m aterial, upon 
and around which much of the subsequent discussion will be based.
The presentation starts  with a brief review of some core turbulence phenomenology, 
to  include: Reynolds number and transition and flow similarity. Any detailed treatm ent 
should ideally consider: the energy budget and cascade, some dimensional analysis, vortex 
dynamics and other heuristic theories; unfortunately, here there is not the scope. Instead, 
the discussion moves on to describe central issues regarding transition  to  turbulence 
and how the turbulent fluctuations are sustained. Beyond th a t, the focus moves to the 
so called Reynolds decomposition; an early and im portant analysis which leads to the 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. This m aterial is of great relevance to  the 
work described later. Finally a brief review is provided of the commonly encountered 
m odelling strategies; again, this m aterial is of great relevance in subsequent chapters.
2.4.1 Some turbulence phenomenology
This section presents a small selection of m aterial frequently encountered during studies 
on turbulence. It includes both aspects of the nature of turbulence itself and some con­
ventions regarding the framework within in which it is commonly viewed and described. 
Treated firstly is what must be the single most useful param eter used in fluid dynam ­
ics — an unavoidable aspect of the phenomenology — the Reynolds number. Strictly 
speaking this might be more appropriately defined in later sections, say 2.7 page 111, in 
the context of complete flow realisations, th a t is ‘fluid, plus geometry, plus flow forcing’. 
However, it is included here by necessity, as a consequence of its fundam ental descriptive
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utility.
Reynolds number and transition to turbulence
The Reynolds number is a dimensionless grouping of basic fluid and flow param eters, 
which describes and param eterises the level to  which a flow is ‘driven’ or subjected. F irst 
utilised in founding works by Reynolds, in itiated in 1883 [115] (and up to  [116]), it is 
used as a means to fairly compare the physical state  of a  flow between different regimes 
and scenarios.
It is constructed from length £, velocity V  and viscosity v  param eters, which have di­
mensions: [L]; [LT~l] and [L~2T ~ l] respectively, the la tte r being the kinematic viscosity 
(r]/p). These combine as follows:
t vR e  =  —  , (2.52)v
to give the dimensionless Reynolds number. O ther definitions may be made depending 
on the context.
Typically the mean flow velocity is used, hence the capitalisation. Length param eters 
may be arbitrarily  chosen, bu t m ust be consistent if direct comparison of distinctly dif­
ferent flow types is required. For the case of simple channel geometries, as utilised in this 
work, a measure of the channel w idth is all th a t is required. Some care is required how­
ever and the issue is addressed properly in the section on hydraulic radius, see page 97. 
Pre-em pting th a t to be specific, the channel hydraulic diameter, 0h , is typically used for 
the length param eter t.
I t is only in the context of Reynolds number th a t similarity between flows may be 
considered; see ‘sim ilarity principle’ in the next section, page 47. Similarity may be 
defined between flows, over ranges of Re, after realising th a t flows generated for various 
forcings and geometries may be considered equivalent if their Reynolds numbers are equal.
Just as im portantly, the Reynolds num ber describes the point around which transition  
between lam inar to flow turbulent regimes occurs. A brief discussion of the m athem atics 
of transition is provided in a later section herein, 2.4.2. W hen driving conditions in 
a lam inar flow mean the Reynolds num ber approaches certain value Recr, the lam inar 
nature of flow spontaneously degenerates into apparent random  m otion superimposed 
onto an altered mean — this being a prim ary finding of Reynolds’ early papers [115,116]. 
A brief aside is now taken to  illustrate the u tility  of the Reynolds num ber in th a t context.
In his famous experiments, of flow gradually constrained into a long and regular glass 
tube, complete with an injected dye trace, [115,116], Reynolds observed the following:
• For low driving conditions (Re) the flow is ‘lam inar’ — fluid flows in continuous
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annular layers which slip over each other; shear does not change between layers, 
giving a parabolic profile.
•  At some level of forcing, now denoted R ecr, spontaneous disruptions of the  lam inar 
nature emerge interm ittently.
•  Any higher level of forcing generates a fully turbulent flow sta te  —  complex, ap­
parently random  motion, imposed over a distinct average profile.
•  Illum inating the turbulent flow state  by electrical discharge reveals the complex 
nature of the sinuous motion.
•  Improving the isolation of the apparatus and thereby decreasing perturbations on 
the flow enables higher Reynolds number to  be reached in the lam inar sta te , before 
transition.
•  Finally, there appears to be no basis to suggest th a t transition must occur a t any 
Re; decreasing disturbances always led to  higher transition — a m odern day point 
of contention.
See any good fluid dynamics /  mechanics text.
The point a t which transition is initiated is thereafter denoted the critical Reynolds 
number, R ecv. Below th a t point the flow is lam inar and stable; above it, infinitesimal 
flow perturbations are amplified through non-linear term s of the Navier-Stokes equations 
and the flow exhibits instability of one form or another. See section 2.4.2.
Flow similarity principle
Note th a t ‘sim ilarity’ in the sense it is to be defined in the following, is applicable in 
the context of both  turbulent and non-turbulent flow; however, it is strictly  only valid in 
incompressible fluids. It may be arrived a t by observing symmetries in the equations of 
motion for the fluid. However, it is also an apparent feature of (lam inar) flows suggested 
under even casual observation.
The sim ilarity principle says th a t there is only one param eter which describes a flow 
for any particular configuration of flow boundaries, no m atter what their size. T h a t 
param eter is the Reynolds number; the dimensionless grouping of the earlier section, 
page 46. As a consequence, flows in the same shaped geometry are sim ilar (and described 
as so) if their Reynolds numbers coincide, even when their size, velocity or viscosity differ.
The implication th a t ‘all /  to ta l’ size has no bearing on a flow realisation is more 
precisely a reference to scale and it is the scale invariance symmetry  of the underlying
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Navier-Stokes equations which lies a t the heart. This will not be detailed further here, 
those interested might refer to  say [45].
Experim ental investigations dem onstrate its validity for both lam inar and turbulent 
flows. In the former it is visible in streamlines; in the la tte r it is only true and therefore 
only observable in a statistical sense. T ha t is, turbulence actually breaks some of the 
symmetries, but taking suitably long term  averages of measured properties reveal tha t, 
especially a t high (limiting) Reynolds number, the averaged values posses equivalent 
symmetries.
It can be proved in more advanced theoretical studies how symmetries are restored in 
a statistical sense. In th a t respect the book by Frisch [45] is an especially good starting  
reference.
In a common practical sense, the sim ilarity principle has as corollary, th a t bodies 
of equivalent shape have the same ‘drag coefficient’ no m atter what their size. Drag 
coefficient — being defined in essence to  utilise this point —  is therefore an ideal param - 
eterisation, of the shape (form) or design quality of a body, with respect to efficiency of 
movement through a fluid.
2.4.2 Stability and the transition to turbulence
The following few pages provide a brief m athem atical description of the onset of tu rbu ­
lence. This is of interest partly  because it illustrates an im portant tools in the physicists 
arsenal for investigating complex systems; namely perturbation  approaches and spectral 
analyses. Some comments in later chapters assume a degree of fam iliarity with such 
concepts.
Not every solution of the equations of motion, even if exact, can occur in nature. 
Natural flows must obey the governing equations but also be stable.
Stability of a flow means th a t any inevitable perturbations th a t occur as a  natural 
feature of real systems, must have a tendency to  decay in m agnitude over tim e.W hen 
there is a converse tendency for these perturbations to  grow over time the flow is said to 
be (absolutely) unstable.
Adopting the notation v '(x , t ), for a small perturbation  on the steady solution, v 0(x), 
to the fluid dynamic equations, implies the velocity decomposition:
v  =  v 0(x) +  v '(x , t ) , (2.53)
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where, note, v0(x) has no time dependence by definition. Similarly for the pressure, set
p =  p0( x ) + p '( x , i ) .  (2.54)
Upon substitution of equations 2.53 and 2.54 into the governing Navier-Stokes equa­
tion, 2.19, a soluble equation for the velocity perturbations is generated. This is made 
possible on appeal to  the fact th a t v 0(x) and Po(x ) are ‘known’ functions, which them ­
selves satisfy the Navier-Stokes equation:
(v0 • V )v0 =  - ^ V p 0 +  ^V 2v 0 . (2.55)
Also, since the quadratic term s in v ' generated in the substitution are negligible, under 
the presum ption th a t the  perturbation is small. The following is derived:
dtv '  +  (v0 • V )v ' +  (v ' • V )v0 =  - - V p '  +  i/V2v ' . (2.56)
P
Here the independence of v 0 with tim e has nullified a dfV0 term  (continuity equation).
This PD E for v '(x , t) is seen to be linear, in contrast to the usual Navier-Stokes 
equation (also non-parabolic), w ith coefficients which are ‘known’ functions of x  and not 
t. The general solution of such may be w ritten as a sum of solutions in which v '(x , t) 
depends on tim e as e~w t :
v '(x , t) «  ^ A w(£)/w(x) , A u (t) & (constant)e_tw<. (2.57)
wen
The discrete (p indexed) u  €  Q therein, are determined by solving equation 2.56 w ith 
appropriate boundary conditions (the particular solution). They are in general complex:
u  =  u p +  «7P . (2.58)
Now, the crucial term  in this analysis is:
A u {t) ~  (constant)e- ^  ; (2.59)
from equation 2.57, part two. This, dependent on the values taken by u  and on the index 
p , can represent either:
•  A damped oscillation, where 7 P is negative;
•  A non-oscillating, monotonically increasing or decreasing, function where 7 P is zero.
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This case is of little interest here as we have already assumed the fluctuating velocity 
term  to be composed of oscillatory contributions.
•  An unstable and therefore increasing oscillation, where 7 P is positive. This case is 
crucial, as it describes a spectral mode which is (once initiated) increasing in time.
Bearing the above points in mind, then stable lam inar flow m ust consist of 7 P =  0 for 
all possible u p (all p). However, consider the effect of increasingly exciting the flow; such 
as occurs when conditions such as forcing, velocity and shear stresses are increased, or 
when viscosity (the damping mechanism) is reduced.
As the Reynolds number increases and additional modes are excited, eventually it will 
reach a critical value Re = R eCT the ‘critical Reynolds num ber’ a t which point a mode 
is excited where tup is negative. From th a t instant, as modes couple to modes, each of 
which may at any tim e have the property cjp <  0, the flow exhibits gross instability and 
may be described as in a turbulent state. Such ‘blow u p ’ — see Frisch [45] — describes 
the onset of turbulence well19.
In the following section, reference will be made to a decomposition of the velocity and 
pressure fields which is superficially similar to this, bu t where the net effect of the 
term s accumulate to form a single contribution. The fluctuating term  there is supposed 
to  be stochastic and, in general, is not of small m agnitude; in contrast to  assumptions 
for the true perturbation v '. Care must be taken to not blur the distinction between the 
to.
2.4.3 Averaged equations and the closure problem
Reynolds, in his now antique work on the subject [115,116], revealed the nature of the 
beast to  some extent. His approach took as basis a decomposition of the velocity field into 
the sum of two distinct contributions, suggesting th a t u  be comprised of the mean flow, 
plus a fluctuating part representing the effect of the turbulent eddies. In the following 
discussion, the following decomposition notation is used20
u(x , t) = U (x) +  u (x , £). (2.60)
Hence, the velocity field is assumed to consist of the sum of an average term, U , and 
fluctuating term  or perturbation u 21. Im portantly, note th a t the velocity average term
19Note, the basis for the above analysis was taken from Landau and Lifschitz [81] which is a recognised 
classic of the literature.
20Note, the notation here does not conform to any work thus far cited. Discussion of this and summary 
of notations is provided in appendix A.3.1, page 260.
21 Note that the perturbations here need not be small, as is required in strict perturbation expansions.
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U , is spatially but not tem porally dependent, representing a point average over time; in 
contrast, other contributions vary with both space and time. The nature of the averaging 
is of great relevance to the analysis, a m atter addressed in more detail elsewhere, A.3. 
Reynolds substitu ted  the velocity sum 2.60, into the governing equations of the veloc-
is followed here. Firstly, an analogous decomposition is adopted for the pressure p, into 
average and fluctuating components, as follows:
Upon substitution and, after expanding all products, the following is derived, in tensor 
form
where dependencies (spatial and tem poral) have been dropped for brevity. Here, it is 
implicitly assumed th a t there is no variation of fluid density: p =  0, or d(a or t)P =  0; th a t 
is, equation 2.62 is applicable only to  incompressible fluids, which assum ption perm its 
further simplification in the following.
The aim is to now take a statistical average of equation 2.62, over a suitable tim e 
domain and in accordance w ith restrictions arising in the light our particular aim. Such 
are discussed further in the appendix A.3.1. There are well established rules applying to 
averaging of the type employed here, these are listed in the appendix also, from page 262.
In taking the average, it is im portan t to bring out the fact th a t simplification (of 2.62) 
depends critically on the dependencies th a t each variable has. Note th a t mean quantities 
are spatially variant, but not temporally, Ua (xa), whereas fluctuating quantities vary 
with both space and time, u a (xa,t) .  This is im portant since, whether ensemble or tim e 
averaging is employed, expectations are made a t each point in space; hence a t any point, 
mean quantities (e.g. Ua) and their derivatives, are constant with respect to the  averaging 
and may be factored out.
Equation 2.62 may be further simplified in the light of applying the Reynolds decom­
position to the continuity equation. Since continuity in incompressible fluids amounts to 
V  • u  =  0, then (in tensor notation):
ity field, namely the continuity 2.18 and Navier-Stokes equations 2.20; an analysis which
p = P  +  p . (2.61)
dJJa +  dtua +  UpdpUa +  UpdpuQ +  updpUa +  updput 
- ~ d aP  -  - d ap  +  vdpdpUa +  vdpdpua , (2.62)
& cJJa ^aV 'ct —  0 , (2.63)
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which on averaging gives, see operator identities A. 18 and A.20:
daUa +  da (ua) =  0, (2.64)
where angular braces, (•), denote averaging (expectation operator). Now, since
(6a} =  0, (2.65)
(defining property of stochastic variable, 1) it is deduced th a t bo th  the mean flow and, 
by direct corollary, the turbulent fluctuations, are incompressible:
daUa =  0 , daua =  0 . (2.66)
In this way and in accordance with appendix A.3.2, page 264, the following averaged 
equation is derived:
dtUa +  UpdpUa +  (updpua) = ~ 9 aP  +  vdpdpUa , (2.67)
applicable to incompressible fluids. Note th a t this is exactly the Navier-Stokes equation, 
bu t for averaged dependent variables (velocity field and pressure) and with the caveat 
th a t there appears a new term  (term  3, LHS) which consists entirely of fluctuating 
param eters. Note th a t under the averaging, the time derivative strictly  disappears, see 
the appendix A.3.2; here it survives, for later purposes, under the finite tim e averaging 
applied.
Equation 2.67 relates mean quantities; th a t is to say, all the term s in it are resultant 
of the averaging process, except term  2 which is an ‘unresolved’ mean of some fluctuating 
velocity terms. Term 2 is, however, to tally  analogous to the others in th a t it represents a
transport of mean momentum (strictly per unit volume), th a t arises in the contribution
of fluctuating components to  the velocity.
Equation 2.67 may be written in a form to highlight the role of stresses. Stress term s 
appear under the simple divergence operator; here dp. On noting th a t the ‘m ean strain  
ra te ’ S ap, is defined conventionally as22
* • - ! ( £  + £ ) •
22Note that Sap, the symmetric part of the general tensor daUp, is often denoted Dap on account of its 
interpretation as a ‘deformation’ tensor. Both names will be used interchangeably. The anti-symmetric 
part: (dpUp — dQUQ) / 2 defines vorticity, that is, ‘rotation without deformation’ and is often seen as 
| f l 7£a/37, where fi7 =  dpUaEapy. eap7 being the Levi-Civita third rank tensor, see page 259.
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it is apparent th a t the last term  of equation 2.67 is ju st vdp(2Sap — daUp). This, on noting 
th a t the order of (‘adjacent’) differential operators may be swapped, is ju st 2vdpSap, as 
under incompressibility the la tte r term  is zero (dad\vU  =  0). Hence it is possible to pu t 
equation 2.67 in the following form:
dtUa +  UpdpUa 4- {updpua) =  -dpY*ap , (2.69)
P
where the mean pressure P  term s and the mean strain  rate  term s S ap (both stress) are 
subsumed into a new collection of stresses defined by
'Zap =  —P&ap +  2VpSap . (2.70)
This procedure may be taken a step further by m anipulating the crucial fluctuations 
term . Invoking the product rule for term  2 of the  LHS implies:
(updpua) =  (dpuaup) -  (u adpiip) ,  (2.71)
the la tte r RHS term  of which is zero by further application of the continuity conditions 
(2.66). This then implies:
(updpua) =  (dpuaup) ,  (2.72)
allowing equation 2.69 to be recast in such a way as to highlight the interpretation of 
term  2 as another form of stress23:
dtUa +  UpdpUa =  ^-dpiPap -  p{uaup) ) . (2.73)
Finally, note th a t the total mean stress may be defined as
Tap = ~ P 6 ap +  2vpSap -  p{uaup) , (2.74)
which, logically, is equivalent to
Tap — Tiap p iua^p ) . (2.75)
This contains all term s upon which the divergence operator acts, hence its in terpretation 
as to tal stress.
The contribution, p{uaup), of turbulent m otion to the to ta l mean stress, is usually
23 After applying relation A.20 of page 263, the RHS of 2.72 is observed to be of divergence operator 
/  operand form. See also, for example, Tennekes and Lumley [139] for a demonstration of this.
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denoted by rap and is called the Reynolds stress tensor in honour of the theorist who first
stress term s are now discussed.
•  C o r re la tio n s . The second term  in RHS of 2.75 is of param ount im portance in
on the mean flow. Under the statistical definition of the random  variable u  it is
The traditionally  defined correlation coefficient is the ratio  of this to the  square 
root of the product of the two variances:
where, note, the  Einstein summ ation convention does not apply. Obviously cap 
varies between -1 and 1, the two extremes indicating perfect correlation and anti­
correlation respectively. cap = 0 means no correlation.
For the case of the two fluctuations read a t two differing points, the correlation 
tensor is vector dependent on distance:
the (assumed invariant) density coefficient, where it is then known as the Reynolds 
stress, rap.
W ith respect to the m agnitude of the correlation and therefore the Reynolds stress,
In general, and especially in turbulent flow, rap ^  0 and correlation exists. In fact 
the m agnitude of the term  is relatively large and the net effect of turbulence on the 
mean flow is significant.
•  C lo su re  p ro b le m . It is apparent th a t decomposing the velocity and pressure fields
noted it. Equation 2.73 itself is known as the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation, 
or the Reynolds m om entum  equation.
Some points on the nature of the Reynolds averaged momentum equation and its
work on turbulence. It determines the effect th a t the turbulent fluctuations have
apparent th a t the  term  {uaup) there is the point correlation tensor between u a and
U p .
Ca/3 =  r  - (2.76)
Rap(r) =  ( W q (x ,  t)up (x  +  r, t ) ) . (2.77)
In the Reynolds decomposition the (point) correlation tensor occurs adjacent to
=  0 where ua and up are not correlated, 
0 where ua and up are correlated.
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into contributions of differing types but a t ever decreasing scales seems a t first to 
be soundly based. The process introduces term s (correlations here) in increasing 
power, th a t is higher order non-linearities. U nfortunately however, with respect to 
to turbulence, it not possible to argue th a t such term s may be considered small, as 
one would in a perturbation expansion. In fact generally the turbulent correlation 
tensor plays a significant, if not dom inant, role. Repeating the process with ever 
smaller corrections ju st leads to  higher order correlated term s appearing in the 
equations. Such is a m anifestation of the so called closure problem ; a characteristic 
of all non-linear systems, of which turbulence is a prime example.
The Reynolds stress tensor then warrants a direct attack, of which the eddy viscosity 
/  mixing length approach, to be discussed later this section 2.4.4, is an early and 
still im portant example. See page 58 on.
•  R e la tio n  to  m ix in g  le n g th  The process of deriving Reynolds averaged N avier- 
Stokes equations is of heightened relevance here because similar m anipulations are 
used in the very early stages of mixing length analyses.
The mixing length analyses of P randtl, von K arm an and Millikan (for citations, see 
next paragraphs) all are based upon dimensional argum ents and simple physical 
reasoning on an equation for the energy of the turbulence— specifically for the 
channel, a differential equation equivalent to 2.126. This equation is derived as a 
specific geometrical form of the more general ‘tu rbulen t energy budget’ which is of 
central importance; see equation 2.83
The turbulent energy budget is derived, in a way sim ilar to  the Reynolds averaged 
Navier-Stokes, by m ultiplying the Navier-Stokes equations by ua , taking the tim e 
average and subtracting the energy equation for the mean flow (similarly derived). 
Details of this can be found in e.g. Tennekes and Lumley [139]; also see page 56. 
Note, the energy budget can be derived via a lternate means; see Frisch, [45], where 
a Fourier analysis is performed scale by scale on the turbulent fluctuations.
Foremost for the interests of modelling, Reynolds’ work hints a t parallels between the 
usual viscous stress term s and characteristics of the turbulence. This was first realised by 
Boussinesq [15] as long ago as 1877, which led him to invoke the now ubiquitous concept 
of eddy viscosity, see the later section of page 58. Over ensuing decades the eddy viscosity 
idea was built upon by the likes of P randtl [107], Taylor [137] and von K arm an [142,143] 
with the aim of turbulence modelling in mind. Their more fundam ental turbulence 
modelling schemes successfully exploited the eddy viscosity insight; they constitute the 
tool through which the early inroads on modelling were made, retaining a high degree of
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credibility even today. Partly  for this reason and partly due to technical suitability, the 
work presented here utilises this idea from the outset.
Dynamical energy equations
Another prime use for the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations is in deriving dy­
namical energy equations, for which they compromise the s ta rt point. For such purposes 
the stress crap, may, in a similar fashion to  velocity 2.60 and pressure 2.61, be decomposed 
as
&a/3 =  ^a/5 T  dQ/$ , (2.79)
with the fluctuating stress tensor taken to be
+  2vsap , (2.80)
and with the fluctuating strain  rate  (not necessarily conventionally) taken as
l f d u p  dua \  ,OQ1x
S^ = 2 W a + d ^ ) -  (2-81)
All these relations will be referred to occasionally elsewhere.
To derive dynamical energy equations then, firstly consider equation 2.73 m ultiplied 
by the mean velocity, Ua. After some m anipulation (mainly generalised product rule) it 
is possible to obtain the dynamical equation describing the mean flow energy, U ^/2. In 
tensor notation it appears as follows:
pUpdp p(uaU[j)C7a) ^aP^aP pifla^p)^aP  ? (2.82)
where as previously defined S a/g =  —P5ap -f 2vSap.
Alternatively, if equation 2.73 is multiplied by the fluctuating velocity, u a, then,
after taking the time average, and subtraction of the aforementioned equation for the 
mean flow energy 2.82, it is possible to rearrange and obtain the dynamical equation 
describing: mean kinetic energy o f turbulent velocity fluctuations, (u^)/2 . In practice 
the la tte r process is considerably more involved, but is very im portan t as regards the 
energetics of turbulence as it am ounts to derivation of the so called turbulent energy 
budget:
Updp Q (w a& a)^ = ~  dp Q ( Upp) +  ^ (u ttuaup) -  2v{uasafi) Sj
ifloflp)Sap 2v(safjSaj f) . (2.83)
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Both equation 2.82 and 2.83 are crucial for our understanding of turbulence. They 
describe production, dissipation and transfer of energy between its various elements. This 
is a m atte r to which attention will return.
2.4.4 Approaches to turbulence, especially modelling
Conventional means of arriving a t a representation of turbulent characteristics are diverse 
and numerous. Broadly however, they fall within the three usual categories: experimen­
tal, where d a ta  measured in real flows are collected; theoretical, which offers very diverse 
strategies; or com putational, where traditional CFD is used, either with or w ithout some 
form of turbulence model. Here some general points are m entioned emphasising the 
context of internal channel geometries.
Experim ental work investigating flow in simple channels has been in evidence for 
decades, see later sections 2.7 and 5.1.2. It dem onstrates some consistency between re­
sults of activities of the various groups, especially true toward the lim it of high Reynolds 
number. Bearing in mind the simplicity of such conduits, it might be argued th a t exper­
imental work on such might be considered complete, in th a t little  may be gained from 
further work except perhaps increases in accuracy. In the light of the various empirically 
derived inferences based on such work, see for instance those of sections 2.7 and 5.1.2, 
this argum ent is strengthened. At a practical level anyway, further experim ental investi­
gations, on even simple channels, are: generally expensive (cost of equipm ent); often time 
consuming (building sufficient driving apparatus, measurement systems and the physical 
channel etc.); very case specific; and difficult to further extend or generalise quan tita­
tively. Moreover, discrepancies do exist between results of various experim ental groups, 
a m atter which is far from fully understood. W ith no precise consensus engineers often 
tu rn  to the other two alternatives, namely CFD or theory.
Theoretic approaches to  practical turbulence problems suffer a similar range of po­
tential inadequacies. They are: possibly lim ited or unsuccessful in their power and scope; 
difficult to  validate without invoking additional experiments or models; and technically 
relatively complex. They may also come to fruition over longer timescales. Moreover, 
owing to  complexity, theoretic studies are usually carried out w ithin the academic com­
munity, as the theory involved may be highly intractable, consequently the work is often 
not exploited as vigorously and might be either to general or too specific to be of great 
practical use. Various theoretical approaches to  turbulence are described in brief in the 
la tte r  parts of this section, pages 63 to 64.
Com putational methods are fast gaining in popularity a t present. Researchers now 
have easy access to increasingly better com putational resources, m eaning improved speed
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and accuracy along with improved algorithm ic efficiency, improved applicability and 
scope and improved validation. Essentially, com putational m ethods generate increas­
ingly trusted  results, relatively quickly and a t low cost.
Obviously a com putational modelling stance is adopted in this work, the LBGK alter­
native to CFD being exploited for the purpose. Results so generated are to  be compared 
and judged with respect to those of the diverse earlier studies ju st mentioned. Identifi­
cation is therefore required of any consensus between these, which is treated  in another 
section, 2.7. In the ensuing section a deeper review is given of the com putational m od­
elling approach, specific to current purposes.
Turbulence modelling
Boussinesq’s eddy viscosity insight [15] mentioned in section 2.4.3, draws an analogy 
between the normal microscopic collisional in terpretation of viscosity, which is the only 
‘real’ viscous process in hydrodynamics, and a generalised form which appears to  be 
manifest in typical turbulent flow. Essentially the net effect of the complex swirling 
hierarchy of eddies, may be regarded as another means by which m om entum  is transferred 
in the flow, the effect of such on the average velocity being represented by the Reynolds 
stresses, rajg ,  in equation 2.74. The Reynolds stress term  can be seen as equivalent to, 
and is dimensionally the same as, the microscopic viscous stress term  th a t  precedes it: 
2vS ap. This suggests guessing a relationship between rap and Sap as a modelling strategy. 
Boussinesq assumed a linear relationship, thus modelling turbulence by introducing the 
‘eddy’, ‘apparent’ or ‘turbulence’ viscosity, vT '.
Tap = —P5ap +  (2v  +  VT)Sap . (2.84)
which is, of course, equivalent to the turbulent velocity correlations modelled as follows
rap =  ~p{uaup) = vTS af} =  uT . (2.85)
More concisely, if less tersely, the eddy viscosity is often referred to as the  ‘turbulent 
exchange coefficient for m om entum ’, th is name being more indicative of its origin.
Many turbulence models employ the concept of eddy viscosity to  some extent. The 
difference between them  arises prim arily in the way th a t we assign the value of the 
modified viscosity, 1>r, which m ust be assigned for the model to be of any practical use. 
Probably the most common of these involves the  characterisation of a length scale over 
which properties of the turbulence are supposed to  ‘prevail’. This is conventionally known 
as the mixing length hypothesis, which leads to ‘mixing length models’.
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These are usually a ttribu ted  to P randtl, bu t Taylor reached a similar s ta te  of reasoning 
independently (may have published earlier). In the body of this work, a mixing length 
approach is taken to  the problem of modelling effects of turbulence on m ean character of 
a flow. For this reason the following analysis and th a t of 5.2.2 are presented, to  introduce 
the mixing length and the various subtleties and ideas involved.
Mixing length hypothesis, model and limitations
The mixing length model may be arrived a t via two distinct routes, as will be demon­
strated. The originator, P randtl, attem pted to quantify transfer of m om entum  in a 
turbulent fluid in a way analogous to th a t used for derivation of molecular viscosity, th a t 
is by taking a gas kinetic approach. In his early work (of 1925) [107], P ran d tl was re­
quired to invoke the concept of a length scale over which turbulence is assumed to  prevail 
(the mixing length); heuristically the argument goes as follows.
Consider a ‘p lanar turbulent shear’ flow along direction x , where the m ean velocity 
Ux (y), invariant with x  and z, is sheared over y\ shear dyUx is positive and decreasing, 
say, due to the presence of a boundary (these are conventional planar shear coordinates). 
Then envisage th a t the fluid is composed of fluid particles flowing in d istinct layers and 
th a t a property of the flow might, under turbulent fluctuations, be transported  between 
layers, th a t is along y , intact. At some definite distance, the properties of the  particle 
are assumed to have finally but suddenly mixed, so th a t a differential in the property 
is im parted to  th a t layer. The dubious nature of this proposition is understood, bu t 
is deliberately extended: Suppose now th a t shear is constant between layers (they are 
sufficiently close with respect to mean velocity gradient); moreover, th a t th is applies 
to all relevant particles arriving in any layer. A position is then reached from which 
may be derived a gradient /  diffusion model of turbulent mixing. The property  P rand tl 
was interested in of course is the turbulent m omentum flux, so the working proceeds by 
finding the m omentum  differential im parted by each particle, translating  this to a flux 
by i t ’s product with the local velocity and finally quantifying the average effect over the 
particles.
Firstly, a particle changing between layers to some reference layer a t y = yo, from 
one A y  away, will have a m om entum  differential A M V (per unit volume, hence V  suffix) 
according to
A M V = p[Ux(y0) -  Ux(yQ -  A y)  +  ux(y0, t) -  ux (y0 -  A y , t -  A £)], (2.86)
after the Reynolds decomposition. Preem pting a following step, it is apparent th a t
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differences between the random  fluctuations may be expected to be zero if averaged over 
all particles arriving a t the plane y = y024. The other (first two) term s may then be 
taken as the first order approxim ation to gradient in Uy. T h a t is
A M v  =  • (2.87)
This is supposed to hold for all particles arriving in the plane y0 (from either direction); 
hence, denoting each particle by index i , the distance it has traveled as Ay*, then for 
each particle arriving in the plane, the momentum  differential per unit volume is:
A M V l= p A Vi^ - .  (2.88)
In the usual way (see continuum mechanics section 2.2.2), the flux  per unit area and 
time of this m omentum differential is derived from product of the above (2.88) w ith 
the velocity associated with fluid particle i, which shall here be denoted uyi. Hence, 
indicating the new quantity  by the suffix A t, the differential per unit area and time  is:
dUA M Ati =  p A y i - ^ - u Vi, (2.89)
this being applicable to each particle i. Taking an expectation of this gives the desired 
turbulent momentum transfer quantity and invokes the statistical properties of fluid 
particle velocities uyi and initial positions y0 — Ay*. The turbulent momentum flux for 
this particular flow configuration consists of only a x y  component and, with respect to 
prior analyses, is denoted rxy\ th a t is, ( A M ^ )  =  rxy. Hence
dU(.AM.Ati) =  ^xy =  P Qy {u y iA y i) . (2.90)
In P rand tl’s analysis no explicit averaging in 2.90 need be undertaken. Instead, he 
hypothesised tha t
(uy.Ayi) = cuyimix , where uy =  , (2.91)
which implies
Txy = pcu ' / m i x , (2.92)
where c is an undetermined constant. Also, by virtue of our definition of turbulent
24This amounts to another accepted weakness of the analysis.
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exchange coefficient for momentum, equation 2.85, the eddy viscosity m ust be:
— CU7.^mix . (2.93)
These three equations are the essence of P rand tl’s mixing length hypothesis. All statis­
tical properties are subsumed into the RMS velocity term , u'y\ the distances traveled A yi 
are assumed then to  be represented by one length scale, th a t being the  mixing length 
4nix- Reference to any text on kinetic theory dem onstrates th a t such is directly analogous 
to the fact th a t kinematic viscosity is the product of RMS molecular velocity and particle 
mean free path .
In practice P rand tl went further by means of an additional assum ption to  approxim ate 
the velocity scale. Specifically, he assumed th a t transverse and axial components of the 
velocity were roughly the same, i.e. ux «  uy\ equivalently, th a t good correlation exists 
between ux and u y. These arguments perm it the following
~  '-m ixp . dUxdy (2.94)
See for instance Hinze [65], or Tennekes and Lumley [139] for details. This gives rise to 
the familiar
dUxT  _  n K 2p2 W *xy  ~  ''m ix  q dy
and, im portantly  here:
dUx
dy
The la tte r two equations may readily be generalised to:
dU> 
dyTap =  ^ m i x - ^ l ^ l  , and VT =  ^ i x l ^ l  ,
(2.95)
(2.96)
(2.97)
for purposes of later chapters herein.
In retrospect it is evident th a t specification of £mjx is a ‘supplem entary’ m atter, in 
th a t it is the assumptions made prior to  th a t point which are of greatest relevance. In 
fact modelling is relatively insensitive to  the way mixing length is quantified and diverse 
ways to  allocate its value exist. This is not to diminish the value of P ra n d tl’s ideas, 
which despite their flimsy basis, continue to be of general value in both  analyses and 
sim ulations alike. It seems th a t weaknesses of the model must in some way cancel each 
other out.
Modern perspectives show th a t a relationship of the form of equation 2.92 is little 
more than  a dimensional necessity of P ran d tl’s assumptions; again see [139] “The gradi­
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ent transport fallacy” p.47, for a good explanation of this. More interestingly, modern 
statistical analyses enable the length scale arrived at, whichever means is followed, to be 
related to definite and physically tangible a ttribu tes of turbulence itself.
Of the m any and diverse means by which £mix may be assigned, von K arm an in par­
ticular worked on alternatives [140]. His work m et with frustrated success, however, and 
the whole concept never gained anymore credibility than  th a t with which it began. In 
this work, approaches to this aspect of the  modelling are described a t a more appropriate 
point; page 197, regarding im plem entation. In particular, lattice Boltzmann implemen­
tation of a mixing length model, as is employed later, gives rise to further differences and 
subtleties; discussion of these points is also left to the relevant section, 5.2.
Other modelling strategies
From the perspective of traditional CFD, the turbulence model of this work may be seen 
as an instance of sub-grid model, where turbulence behaviour over scales smaller than  
th a t of the grid are modelled, to derive their effect on the main flow features. Such 
sub-grid scale (SGS) models are common in the turbulence literature.
Another commonly seen modelling strategy is the large eddy simulation (LES). Here, 
in a way very similar to SGS models, only a selective portion of the larger scale (sig­
nificant) features of the flow are resolved. Picking scales in th is way is most usefully 
expressed in the ‘spectral’ context, where variation of the instantaneous velocity field is 
viewed from its Fourier space perspective. Then concentrating efforts so as to  resolve 
only features on a scale larger than some threshold, is equivalent to filtering out high 
frequencies in the spectrum. SGS and LES am ount to averaging out, or filtering, features 
above a certain cut-off frequency.
Since modelling the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation in a way th a t  retains 
a time derivative term  (equation 2.67 and comments thereafter) in lattice Boltzm ann , 
strictly requires definition of a ‘filtered density’, see especially Hou et al. [68] on this 
technicality. Similarly, since in LB some averaging is implicit in the nature of the den­
sities. Then SGS and LES may be considered particularly appropriate approaches for 
turbulence modelling within the LB framework. This is because the filtering or averaging 
mentioned may be arranged to ‘m atch u p ’ to  th a t required for the turbulence modelling.
O ther turbulence modelling approaches are commonly utilised in CFD. These are 
almost all significantly more refined than  the simple mixing length idea, focusing on 
energetics and deriving differential equations for solution along side the purely hydrody­
namic. They are generally classified ‘non-algebraic’ and in accordance with the num ber 
and type of differential equations; namely, one, two and multi-equation models. For a
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good general discussion of turbulence modelling see Launder and Spalding [82]. Some of 
these schemes are extremely successful, especially in specific applications where each may 
be more appropriate or suitable. In diversity of application however, their advantage is 
eroded.
Despite the fact th a t complexity and relative specialisation effectively preclude, for a 
first a ttem pt on the problem, the use of advanced energy equation models, some discus­
sion of such has appeared in the literature. Succi, Am ati and Benzi for instance [132], 
describe a basis for implem enting a k-e model by introducing two other node distribu­
tions to represent mean turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation respectively. Teixeira 
also describes a k-e model [138], though it is formulated in an entirely different way and 
could be described as a hybrid LB CFD scheme, k-e is the prime example of a so called 
two equation turbulence model. A ‘true’ LB k-e im plem entation, in the sense of [132], 
is probably the next logical step in term s of model, with which to  build on the studies 
carried out here. This is reviewed in the discussion of further work, 6.1.
O v e rv ie w  o f tu rb u le n c e  th e o ry
Various theoretic approaches to turbulence are now briefly mentioned. Prim arily because 
they may yield interesting consequences for the modelling fraternity; th a t is, further clues 
as to  how turbulence properties might be invoked in a modelled flow. In no particular 
order:
V o r te x  d y n a m ic s  is a whole field dedicated to describing turbulence, by treating  
the eddies as of central significance. V o rte x  s tr e tc h in g  is the m odern focus of a tten tion  
in th a t is best describes the observed fact th a t vortices with their axis aligned along the 
direction of mean shear are best a t communicating or transferring energy between scales 
of motion.
F u n c tio n a l  a n d  d ia g ra m m a tic  a p p ro a c h e s  may be regarded as encompassing a 
vast and varied subset of turbulence research, to  include: ‘closure equations’, e.g. Kraich- 
nan ’s direct interaction approxim ation (DIA) and derivatives; ‘field theoretic’ m ethods 
and ‘diagram m atic’ methods. They focus on statistical properties of the spectrum  and 
distributions of turbulence quantities.
M u lti-s c a le  m e th o d s , to include the most well known, the renorm alisation group 
(RNG), which is borrowed from quantum  field theory.
D y n a m ic a l s y s te m s  research (non-linear) has elided some results, despite it being 
a high abstraction approach.
I n te r m i t te n c y  is another aspect of the phenomenology of turbulence which w arrants 
explicit mention, partly  due to the attention it received. This is the term  used to  de­
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scribe the fact that some random functions are not self-similar at all points and in fact 
show ‘bursts’ in their behaviour. Intermittency, dependent on one’s perspective, may be 
regarded as manifestation of the beast itself (turbulence) at either cause or sym ptom atic 
level.
D im en s io n a l a n a ly ses  tend to be very simple and have been particularly successful, 
yielding many of the significant early results. In fact, the mixing length model may be 
derived entirely on dimensional grounds. Little further ground is made on this front these 
days.
S p e c tra l  m e th o d s  focus on results which may be obtained by treating turbulence 
from a functional perspective and observing its spectrum . Much of this work is well 
established and is covered in the texts.
W av e le t an a ly ses  form the logical modern extension to spectral methods. Here, the 
spectral decomposition is with respect to both space and scale using ‘wavelets’, analysing 
functions which consist of ‘packets’ of the underlying trigonometric ones. See Farge [41] 
for a recent and definitive addition to the literature. Extension of the idea might be 
possible to direction (and in some way to time dependence?).
A good review and introduction to the whole set, along with a historical perspective, 
can be found in Frisch, [45].
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2.5 The lattice Boltzmann method
The lattice Boltzm ann m ethod (LB /  LBM) is an indirect, discrete gas kinetic approach 
to fluid dynamical modelling. It is derived from the lattice gas cellular au tom ata (LGCA) 
and is made possible under physical equivalence of the emergent macroscopic behaviour 
exhibited by simple microscopic gas dynamical models and macroscopic hydrodynamics. 
As such it is the perfect example of generality in physics (see introductory m aterial 1.2).
The term  ‘lattice B oltzm ann’ derives from the fact th a t the underlying equation is 
a discrete analogue to the famous Boltzmann equation (BE), 2.49. This was derived in 
the la tte r part of the nineteenth century and is covered in some detail in section 2.3.3. 
The term  lattice is commonly used to  denote simple space discretisation, bu t historically, 
approaches to  solve the BE numerically have targeted discretisation of the velocity vari­
able. This gives rise to discrete ordinate methods or discrete velocity models (DVM) 
along with other forms of finite difference schemes (various simple finite differences in 
space a n d /o r  tim e). Examples of the former go back years, especially m any works of 
A.B. Huang around the late sixties, too numerous to cite. Of the latter, see M. Kac, 
T.E. Broadwell and Gatignol; they include some of the precursors to  the LGCA of recent 
decades. Discretisation in the lattice Boltzmann however, is performed on all indepen­
dent variables: space, tim e and velocity; setting it apart from other more extensively 
studied variants. This is in common with LGCA.
Boltzmann arrived a t his equation by considering fluxes and balance conditions for 
the so called ‘velocity distribution function’ / ( x ,  v , t); a statistical density of particles, 
0 <  /  <  1, having positions in the range [x, x  +  dx] and velocities in the range [v, v  +  dv] 
at tim e t. In the LBM, the continuous nature of the independent variables x  and v  is 
dispensed with for purposes of reduction in complexity. Hence the distribution function 
is written, for example, as: / t (x*,t*), where the subscript i, denotes velocity vector in a 
discrete, finite set: i G (0 ,1 ,2 ,..., q) and where the superscript *, denotes discretisation 
of lattice position or time, q is the number of non-zero velocity values. Commonly the 
star * is om itted as no confusion arises.
Discrete Boltzmann formalisms are employed in lim its of validity where the micrody- 
namical processes th a t are described by the Boltzmann equation, reveal Navier-Stokes 
hydrodynamic behaviour a t a macroscopic level. T hat is, using the LBM, hydrodynam ic 
‘modes’ (momentum, density) which are governed by continuum equations are modelled. 
As mentioned in section 2.3.3, the BE is strictly only valid in the Boltzm ann gas lim it 
(BGL); this will be discussed in the following, where it relates to  the LB.
In the following, for the purposes of later chapters, the exact nature of the LB scheme 
will be examined in some detail. Means to augment it should become apparent from the
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presentation, bu t they will be highlighted where im portant, as later in this work some 
are exploited, as fundam ental aspects of the prim ary novel developments.
In addition to the above, as an illustrative and pedagogical tool, the nature of other 
more traditional approaches to  the problem of modelling fluids will be addressed also. 
Interested readers, keen to  find out more, are referred to the literature, as illum inated in 
the following initial section 2.5.1.
2.5.1 Developm ent of the LBM: a review of the literature
The following is intended to form an introductory overview of the  literature pertaining 
to the lattice Boltzmann m ethod. The purpose is merely to form a basis for further 
exploration, not to give an all encompassing review.
Starting  a t the LGCA stage, around the mid-eighties, Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau 
[44] extend the scope of early ‘lattice gases’, from simple square lattices, which had 
been around since a series of papers by Hardy, Pazzis and Pomeau [55-57], to the tri­
angular lattice, with hexagonal node neighbourhood. The original square lattice gases 
suffered from a lack of rotational symmetry, owing to the simplicity of the underlying la t­
tice. In developing a hexagonal LG, Frisch, Hasslacher and Pom eau effectively bestowed 
rotational invariance on the LG and, in so doing, provided a first working model for 
LG hydrodynamics, now commonly known as the FH P model. This original hexagonal 
scheme was shortly afterward extended to  the three dimensions. This had to be done 
by invoking the use of a four dimensional lattice [35,152] (and later [43, 60,120]) as, it 
tu rns out, no three dimensional lattice has the required rotational invariance properties, 
a m atter addressed at about the same tim e by Wolfram [152]. He was working indepen­
dently on deeper geometric and m athem atical aspects of LGCA, including lattice basis 
types and their symmetries and describes the requirement for a four dimensional lattice 
comprehensively.
During the next year, 1987, an im portant review paper appeared [43] which thor­
oughly summarised the then sta te  of the art. Therein, mention is first publicised of the 
simplified collision rules for a Boltzmann gas and of the averaging procedure which ren­
ders LGCA lattice Boltzmann. The stage was set for further development and for a shift 
of focus.
It is of value a t this point to  take a short aside to  highlight the marvelous quantum  
leap embodied in the  newly improved LGCA. From one perspective, the FH P model is 
an incredibly simple model of a gas, where: particle velocity may only take one of six25
25Seven velocities exist if the rest particle (zero velocity) is included.
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values; time and space are partitioned into a coarse set of manageable chunks; particle 
presence in any of these being represented merely by 0 or 1 on the lattice; only six basic 
types of collision are possible; and, evolution of system sta te  is expressed in a three term  
expression. From another perspective, the viewpoint of bits in a computer: the entire 
system is represented by a Boolean field; no floating point operations occur during system 
evolution, only memory exchanges; tables may be set up to assist mappings. W hatever 
the viewpoint, the fact th a t hydrodynamics emerges as the macroscopic equations of the 
system, is a superb example of generality in physics, as expounded in the introductory 
discourse 1.2. The interested reader is referred to any of the three m ain texts: [119,121, 
135] for a fuller exposition of the sta te  of affairs in the LGCA world.
Returning to the main thread, the first true lattice Boltzmann  paper was Me Nam ara 
and Zanetti [92], which addressed one of the problems th a t FH P and its derivatives suffer 
from, namely ‘statistical noise’. In this context, statistical noise is the inherent fluctuation 
and ‘bittiness’ (discrete nature) of the underlying LGCA dependent variable, the Boolean 
node occupancy field. In simple term s, noise in the LB is removed by pre-averaging 
the Boolean field; in contrast to  the post-averaging th a t had to be carried out during 
extraction of macrodynamics from LGCA. It is entirely analogous to what is done whilst 
making the transition from the exact microdynamics of the Newtonian viewpoint on gas 
kinetics, to the probabilistic and distributional perspective of the Liouville formalism26.
Averaging of this kind is over an ensemble and, in moving to work with averaged 
quantities, some of the technical a ttribu tes of the LGCA are lost, which precipitates 
lim itations to  the m ethod further down the line. See e.g. [135] and later discussions, 
section 6.1.
This by no means represents the end product, however, Me N am ara and Zanetti’s 
work dealt with just one of the array of problems LGCA faced. It retains m ost LGCA 
features, especially with respect to the collision. Collision in LGCA, whilst simple, nev­
ertheless perm its multiple body interactions, which is to be contrasted with Boltzm ann’s 
collision integral, 2.49. At about the same tim e, Higuera and Jimenez [62] published a 
paper in which a simplified Boltzmann collision is implicitly assumed. Again, the av­
eraging procedure of the LGCA is circumvented, thus removing problems of statistical 
fluctuations.
At this point the scheme is in essence a velocity-vector discrete Boltzm ann equation, 
having velocity (link) dependent relaxation param eter. The earlier work however still 
referred to the underlying LG in order to generate their collision form, whereas the
26Strictly, with the explicit involvement of collisions preserved, direct transition to the Boltzmann 
(BBGKY) formalism.
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la tte r adopts a linearised form for the collision, thereafter known as the linearised lattice 
Boltzm ann (LLB). This is used in further development of the scheme, b u t it is a t this 
point th a t some advantages of the original LG are lost (unconditional stability). Higuera 
and Succi [63] apply the new scheme to flow past a circular cylinder in the  same year, 
thus establishing the efficacy of the new scheme. Various other papers follow, perhaps 
m ost notably [61] which gives a more practical fluid dynamical perspective.
In 1991 Chen et al. [20] apply and extend the LBM for the sim ulation of magne- 
tohydrodynamics. This paper is the first to  m ention the ‘single relaxation param eter’ 
simplification, which was to  become known by the acronym LBGK (for lattice Bhatnagar- 
Gross-Krook), although the connection to the work of Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook [10] 
of 1954, is not made until later (see [112]). In the same year, a development of the 
scheme is proposed by Koelman [74], which takes term s only up to  second order in the 
Mach num ber to solve the problem of lack of Galilean invariance and velocity dependent 
pressures. This m atter is something which is worked on extensively in subsequent papers.
Also in 1991 the first review of lattice Boltzmann scheme appears [133], though it was 
to be followed by a more comprehensive paper by Benzi, Succi and Vergassola [9]. The 
la tte r is a good review candidate to  form the basis for study of the early LB development.
Two im portan t papers then appear in 1992, both  addressing the issues of lack of 
Galilean invariance and velocity dependent pressures (equivalently equation of s ta te). It 
is not clear as to  how these differ from or extend the previous work on the m atte r by 
Koelman; all three papers cite similar advances. In Qian, d ’Humieres and Lallemand [112] 
the term  LBGK is introduced for the single relaxation param eter model used in [20]. In 
Chen, Chen and M atthaeus [21] the same m atter is seemingly independently discussed 
and the phrase pressure corrected LBE (PCLBE) is introduced to  refer to  the way in 
which the velocity dependence of the equation of s ta te  is removed. Qian and d ’Humieres 
work, [112] provides a good illustrative example, of the two dimensional, nine velocity 
(D2Q9) LBGK model. I t  is analysed and presented in detail in (the appendix of) a later 
work by Hou et al. [69]. The model presented later, 2.5.2, follows these papers in spirit 
a t least. They complete the picture for the main steps in the evolution of the core LBGK 
scheme — th a t adapted and further extended in this work.
Subsequent papers of importance include those th a t set the scheme on a rigorous 
footing: Abe [1] and He and Luo [58] independently suggest a means to  go directly from 
the Boltzm ann equation to  the lattice Boltzmann equation, effectively circumventing the 
laborious and cloudy steps of the Chapm an-Enskog expansion and proving their equiv­
alence. Ziegler [157] is the first to discuss LB boundary conditions explicitly. Sterling 
and Chen [129] provide a stability analysis. He et al. [59] and Zou, Hou and Doolen [161]
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provide analytic solutions for flows in simple internal configurations.
A clear presentation of the traditional Chapm an-Enskog expansion, which takes one 
from Boltzmann equation to Navier-Stokes equations, is provided in an appendix to Hou 
et al. [69].
Various modern critiques exist, L.S. Luo in particular has been vocal in promoting a 
more careful and rigorous approach. Recent papers of unusual interest include: Luo [90] 
where therm ohydrodynamic LB is discussed from a theoretic perspective and existence 
of a H-theorem is debated (should be read alongside Chen and Teixeira [27] of the same 
issue); also on the theme of therm ally self-consistent LB see for example Boghosian and 
Coveney [13] and Vahala et al. [146].
A good review article is provided in Chen and Doolen [22], which comprehensively 
brings the many issues of LBM usage into one up to date  discussion. In addition there 
are now books on the subject. The first was by R othm an and Zaleski, Lattice Gas 
Autom ata , [121]. A more recent example is provided by Succi, The Lattice Boltzm ann  
Equation, [135].
Papers regarding the employment of modified LB schemes specifically to incorporate 
or model the effects of turbulence are not m entioned a t this point. Instead they appear, 
for the purpose of greater clarity of exposition, in the relevant section 5.2.1 of chapter 5.
A ttention now proceeds to  the main body of this section, a detailed exposition of the 
LB scheme itself.
2.5.2 M athematics and details of the scheme
This section details the lattice Boltzmann scheme. The intention is not to be all en­
compassing nor rigorous; there is no need and the scope of this work does not perm it. 
Also, importantly, the presentation is not ‘system atic’ as others a ttem pt to be, in th a t it 
doesn’t  s tart a t one end and work to the other, th a t is from microscopic to  macroscopic 
or vice versa. Instead it is intended to provide ju st an overview of the m ain aspects 
and attributes of LBM; characteristics which distinguish it from either hydrodynamics 
or other gas kinetic models.
A ttributes are discussed under the headings: the velocity distribution function and 
its moments; the lattice; lattice evolution and the lattice Boltzm ann equation; finally 
lattice Boltzmann equation macrodynamics. Following th a t a short digression, page 82, 
puts the whole into its scientific context.
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The velocity distribution function and its moments
Boltzm ann’s continuous ‘velocity distribution function’ is approxim ated by a very simple 
discrete set of densities for each discrete point on the lattice. The discrete velocity values 
are indexed by subscript i, where i G [ 0 , 1 , 2 , q], q being the finite number of non-zero 
velocity values. Hence the LB velocity distribution function is often w ritten /i(x*,£*), 
0 <  f i  <  1; this notation adapts B oltzm ann’s traditional name /  for the density. Here 
superscript * on the space variable x denotes space discretisation onto the lattice (treated 
next), similarly for time. Commonly the star * is om itted as no confusion arises.
Various summ ations may be sought, in close analogy with integrals of the continuous 
Boltzm ann case: integrating over space as follows:
/ (x ,  t )d x  = m ,  has LB equivalent: E / i(x V * )  =  ™, (2.98)
x * € X
giving m, the to tal mass of fluid. Here X  denotes the entire fluid domain of interest; sum ­
m ation is over all nodes on the lattice. Dependency notation is dropped hereafter, except 
where explicitly necessary. Note th a t Boltzm ann’s integrals over velocity— m oments of 
the distribution in the statistical sense — have lattice equivalents as follows:
fd v  = p = Y ^ f i  = P,
i
dv =  pv =  ^  f i a a =  pua . (2.99)
t
Moments such as these are used in definition of the macroscopic observables of the LB 
scheme. Hence the former equation gives the macroscopic fluid density whilst the la tte r 
gives momentum density.
Higher moments occur and are engineered so as to recover hydrodynamic macroscopics 
when a Chapm an-Enskog expansion is performed on the LB scheme; th is and other 
im portant m atters are discussed in relation to macroscopics, at page 76.
Equilibrium. It can be shown (see for instance Cercignani [18] for the continuous case) 
th a t if an equilibrium solution exists for the Boltzmann equation it may only depend 
functionally upon so called ‘collision invariants’. Clearly these are quantities which are 
unaffected under the entropy increasing effect of the collision operator (RHSs of both  
BE and LBE). It may also be shown th a t only five elementary collision invariants exist 
and th a t these are: the scalar p; the three components of velocity va\ and the square 
of the velocity m agnitude vava, which equate loosely to mass, momentum and energy. 
Following the Chapm an-Enskog expansion generates lattice dependent constraints on
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the relative influence of these term s (Lagrangian multipliers in the continuous case), it 
is then possible to  use these and other information to further specify the form of f - ° \  
Picking then, the simplest form of equilibrium distribution function th a t has the required 
properties, gives the following commonly utilised form for (often w ritten fa):
V Ci V2 (v • Cj)211 H — T-r +c2 2C2 2ct (2 .100)
In equation 2.100, the values Wi are £weights’ with values: 4 /9  for the rest velocity 
(i =  0); 1 /9  for ‘square’ link velocity (i even); and 1/36 for diagonal velocities (i odd), 
respectively. The cs param eter is the velocity of sound on the D2Q9 lattice, which takes 
the value l / \ /3 .
A defining solubility prerequisite of the LB scheme —  see later section on C hapm an- 
Enskog expansion, page 76 — is arrangem ent for the following to  be valid for the equi­
librium portion of the full distribution function:
/- = E J f .i
P y a  =  5 Z / j (0)Cia- (2.101)
i
These apply in addition to the similar full fa moment sum m ations of equations 2.99.
T h e  la t t i c e
The continuous nature of the independent variables is dispensed with for purposes of 
reduction in complexity and to render the problem numerically soluble. Space is dis- 
cretised onto a regular lattice, x  —> x*, which is to  be described by information on a 
corresponding array of ‘nodes’. Time is partitioned into discrete steps, t  —»• t*. Velocity 
is discretised in such a way th a t in ‘unit tim e’, or one time step, inform ation propagates 
in precise inter-nodal increments between nodes on the lattice, th a t is, the set of velocity 
vectors coincides with the set of simple lattice translation vectors.
The form of space discretisation and hence the nature of the velocities depends upon 
the chosen lattice type. Two and three dimensional lattices exist in various forms. The 
basic ‘shape’ may be square, ‘triangular’, hexagonal, etc. bu t m ust tesselate27 over 
the entire fluid domain. Symmetries, it tu rns out, are critical in establishing correct 
m acrodynam ic behaviour of the scheme, see [43], these place the m ost severe restriction 
on the set of possible lattices. Certain rotational symmetries are necessary to  ensure
27Pack together indefinitely leaving no interstitial space.
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rotational invariance at macroscopic level; first established in [44]. Various lattice types 
are appropriate for the purpose and are utilised extensively. For in depth treatm ents 
of other lattices see LB texts [119,121,135]; for a detailed m athem atical perspective on 
lattices and symmetries see [152].
Lattice types are often referred to by an abbreviation consisting of the dimensionality 
D  and the number of links or velocities Q. Here the focus is restricted to just two 
dimensions and a square lattice is utilised on account of its adequacy and simplicity. 
Under the aforementioned naming convention, the lattice of interest here is referred to 
as the D2Q9; this is shown schematically in figure 2.4.
i=Q i=4'
Figure 2.4: Representation of the lattice (dotted and dashed lines) and densities on a node 
(blue arrows). Nearest neighbours are shown as ‘plus signs’ on a circle, ©, whereas next nearest 
are crosses on a circle, 0 . The table shows velocity components by link index i\ units are lattice 
constant times reciprocal time step. Final column gives the relative magnitude of velocity with 
respect to the basic distance /  time units. First row is the zero velocity.
Note th a t whilst the D2Q9 lattice consists of a two dimensional, square array of nodes, 
it is more complex than early HPP models [56]: the velocity set includes vectors along 
links between nearest and next nearest node neighbours. Each ‘node’ has four nearest 
neighbours and four next nearest neighbours; nearest neighbours occur along ‘square’ 
links, whereas next nearest are found along diagonals. Again, see figure 2.4.
Discrete velocity is denoted by c*, or, in tensor notation Cja . Since velocity vectors 
are intended to coincide with basic lattice translation vectors, the  i subscript not only 
specifies velocity direction and m agnitude, it also indexes links between lattice nodes, 
hence the loose association in terminology: link =  velocity. In the D2Q9 then 0 <  i <  8. 
Labelling is chosen arbitrarily to be as in figure 2.4. Components of discrete velocity
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vectors are as set out in the table of th a t figure. Inclusion of a zero or rest velocity, 
coa =  0Q, completes the set and is necessary to take care of some deeper technical 
issues regarding the form of the equilibrium  distribution and stability of the  scheme — 
especially in therm al models [2,13,104,129]. Relative velocity m agnitudes are seen to be 
0, 1 and y/2 for zero link (z =  0), ‘square’ links (i =  2 ,4 ,6 ,8 ) and diagonals (z == 1 ,3 ,5 ,7 ) 
respectively.
Lattice evolution and the lattice Boltzm ann equation
The lattice update is known as evolution, it consists of two main steps — for the bulk 
a t least — stream ing and collision, denoted here by S  and C respectively. An alternative 
name for the stream  operator is propagation, which is used frequently herein. These two 
aspects of evolution are analogous to  advection (streaming) and collision of the continuous 
Boltzmann approach, hence most of the complexity of the modelled system — especially 
its non-linearity — resides in the collision.
In the previous section 2.5.1, m ention is made of the various simplifications th a t have 
been applied to  the form of the collision term , during development of the LBM. Firstly, 
in [62], the collision is rendered quasi-linear; then, reference to underlying m icrodynamics 
is removed, in [64]; finally the collision m atrix  is diagonalised in [20,74,112]. This la tte r 
form is referred to as the BGK LB, or LBGK. Only the LBGK model is to  be discussed 
here. The collision operator in such circumstances takes the form of a simple relaxation; 
the top relation of the following:
C  '■ //(*>*) = / i ( x ^ ) - w [ / i ( x , i ) - ^ ( v , p ) ] ,
S :  / i (x  +  +  A t) = / / ( x , t ) ,
£  = C o S .  (2.102)
Here £  represents the full lattice evolution operation and o denotes functional composi­
tion. The relaxation param eter in this case is w, A t represents the discrete tim e interval. 
Also, the post-collide field is denoted by / I  and the local equilibrium distribution func­
tion, as calculated from local macroscopic variables, by fc.
An alternative and much more common way of expressing lattice evolution is with 
the ‘evolution equation’:
/i(x  +  A tCx, t  + A t) =  /i(x, t) -  u/[/i(x, t) -  /i(v, p ) \ . (2.103)
This equation is visibly similar in nature  to  Boltzm ann’s continuous precursor 2.46. Most
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of equation 2.103, LHS ‘advective’ derivative term s directly analogous to the those of the 
Boltzmann equation, may be derived upon first order Taylor expansion of the velocity 
distribution function. The RHS represents the LBGK collision.
So the evolution equation is essentially a finite difference relaxation scheme for the 
continuous Boltzm ann equation. It has in fact been proved th a t the Boltzm ann and 
lattice Boltzm ann equations are precisely equal under certain lim iting conditions [1,58]; 
equivalently, th a t discretisation of the BE gives rise to the basic LBE model. It has also 
apparent th a t the  BE is continuous limit of discretisation of the LBE. The aforementioned 
works are quite recent but have now been generalised to include gases with a non-ideal 
equation of s ta te  [89].
Graphical representation of lattice evolution is presented over subsequent pages for 
illustration — figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. Therein the same section of lattice, which includes
X ' ! x=xN
Figure 2.5: Representation of lattice at some arbitrary initial point. The square lattice is 
represented by dot-dash lines, densities (by velocity) are represented by arrows oriented in 
respective lattice directions. All initial values are assumed known. One set of node densities, 
at location (X, Y),  is highlighted in blue; evolution of this information is to be followed over 
the next figures, 2.6 & 2.7. A section of lattice boundary is included, highlighted red, for later 
discussion.
a section of boundary a t right, is shown at three distinct evolutionary stages. The first 
and last stages, figures 2.5 and 2.7 respectively, are equivalent stages, in th a t they both 
contain post collide density values, fK  They are not equal however, as there is a full 
time step difference. The middle stage, figure 2.6, contains post stream  inform ation.
W ith respect to the set of boundary nodes, included for illustration and later reference, 
note th a t during the stream  operation, no information is available to populate inward
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pointing velocity density values at the boundary (highlighted as red circles on links), 
figure 2.6; such is the nature of the lattice closure problem. Lattice closure is addressed 
in manifold ways, see sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4. As an im portant aspect of results presented 
here, chapter 4 details a new and useful way to achieve closure to second order accuracy.
X x=xN
Figure 2.6: Representation of the lattice after a propagate step. Highlighted densities have 
moved (propagated) to neighbouring nodes as shown (other data propagate similarly), zero 
velocity stays put. Density values at the boundary, left undefined under propagation operator, 
are denoted by dark red circles on link.
Salient features of the LB scheme, are as follows: the prim ary ‘working’ variable is 
a discrete velocity distribution function for modelled fluid particles; no detail of the mi­
croscopic dynamics, collisions etc. is retained in the scheme, ju st their global or overall 
character; moments of the distribution define macroscopic observables; the collision oper­
ation is affected by simple ‘relaxation’ of the density distribution toward a local equilib­
rium; the equilibrium itself is calculated entirely locally; all calculations are highly local, 
rendering the scheme a good candidate for com putational parallelisation; the stream ing 
operator provides advective terms by rearranging the density distribution amongst neigh­
bouring nodes; finally, evolution, £, operates on the density field over the whole lattice 
and is defined to ensure th a t correct conservation occurs for macroscopic observables (i.e. 
some of the low order raw moments of the distribution) and so that, to a given order of 
accuracy, no spurious invariant quantities [43] occur in the derived macroscopics. U lti­
mately, the macroscopics of this system are proven to be exactly those of hydrodynamics 
— an amazing fact considering the seemingly disparate nature of the two systems.
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Figure 2.7: Post collide lattice representation, this is equivalent to data of figure 2.5. All nodes 
have been relaxed to a local equilibrium calculated using information in figure 2.6 (based upon 
post propagate information). Hence information from node (X, Y)  has now influenced all new 
density values at neighbouring sites, denoted cyan. Lack of information at the boundary has 
likewise influenced densities local to the boundary, denoted brown.
L a ttic e  B o ltz m a n n  e q u a tio n  m a c ro d y n a m ic s
The LB scheme described over previous sections stands in its own right; it is one eminently 
suitable for parallel com putation and is evidently simple. Its prim ary utility, however, has 
yet to be dem onstrated. In particular, as a model for hydrodynamics, various im portant 
m atters have yet to be indicated. The basis for this entire work is the fact th a t the  LB 
scheme recovers hydrodynamics as its macroscopic behaviour; m athem atical evidence for 
this has yet to be provided, however. The purpose of this section is to provide such and in 
so doing indicate how param eters involved in LB simulations are related to  macroscopic 
variables of the modelled fluid.
As mentioned previously, certain prim ary macroscopic variables arise as basic proper­
ties (moments) of the velocity distribution function /*; these are already established, see 
equations 2.99 and 2.101. O ther im portant variables have yet to be defined. Perhaps the 
most im portant example is the lattice fluid viscosity — the only variable which is purely 
characteristic of the fluid and not the flow. A clear m ethod to assign its value m ight not 
immediately be apparent.
The way in which macroscopic properties of the microscopic gas model are convention­
ally found is, in direct analogy to th a t for basic param eters, to develop further moments. 
Moreover, relations between them must be found in order th a t physical (fluid) coun­
terparts may be identified. Crucially, developing these relations necessitates expansion 
of the governing equation. Hence, it is not ju st the solution function fa which m ust be 
expanded, but the evolution equation itself. Conventionally, on account of its efficacy, 
this is achieved by performing a so called ‘Chapm an-Enskog expansion’.
Chapm an and Enskog’s analysis is one of successive approximation. It is a form 
of H ilbert expansion [18], bu t differs in th a t the equations themselves are expanded in 
addition to  the dependent variable. Their work was a significant breakthrough in the 
field of gas kinetics and is routinely studied in continuous gas kinetics even today. An 
original source of reference for the continuous Boltzm ann case may be found in Chapm an 
and Cowling [19]; see also later texts such as Cercignani [18] and Liboff [84].
Here, in an a ttem pt to  derive the lattice fluid’s m acrodynamics from the evolution 
equation (2.102, or 2.103), a discrete analogue of the original Chapm an-Enskog expansion 
m ust be followed. Full derivation of hydrodynamics requires this be followed for each 
specific lattice type; it is in so doing th a t many im portan t foibles and nuances of the LB 
scheme arise.
The full Chapm an-Enskog expansion however, is rather long winded and m athem ati­
cally delicate; moreover, some founding assum ptions are nothing less than  flaky. Follow­
ing the Chapm an-Enskog expansion in detail therefore cannot be justified, however, it is 
essential th a t some of its more significant aspects be treated  here.
It is suggested th a t interested readers satisfy themselves of its general validity a t least 
once, for one lattice of interest, but then stop a t th a t. The reason for the suggestion is th a t 
recent additions to the literature dem onstrate th a t the transition from micro to macro 
scales can be carried out other ways, [1,58]. Moreover, in an as yet unpublished pre-print 
by D.J. Holdych et al. [67], it is shown to be possible from a much more m athem atical /  
com putational stance. A good recent exposition to follow, specifically for the D2Q9 case 
of relevance here, may be found as an appendix to [69].
C h a p m a n -E n s k o g  e x p a n s io n  in  b rie f: A first characteristic presum ption of the
analysis is a decomposition of the distribution function into a hierarchy of contributions 
at distinct orders. The purpose of performing such an expansion of fa is to invoke qualities 
and attributes of scale and relative influence, so th a t more complex behaviour can be 
introduced and tracked. Next the equations themselves m ust be similarly expanded, so 
th a t successive approximations can be found for the systems macroscopics.
The former has already been done note, in th a t equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
fa — f t 0^  components to  the distribution have been defined. Further detail in behaviour 
and, therefore, realism arises as the expansion is developed, up to a point. Over devel­
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oping the expansion merely introduces complexity with which no practical reality can be 
identified.
The full distribution function then is supposed, a t first approxim ation, to be composed 
of an equilibrium component //°^(oft denoted /*) which, at be tter approxim ation, is 
found in sum m ation w ith further contributions of successively lesser physical relevance, 
as follows:
Si = •/?’ + < #  + e2/ f 1 + €3/ ' 3)-  • (2-104)
Here e is the expansion parameter and the f \ n\  where n  >  1, are non-equilibrium distri- 
butional components.
Note th a t a particular a ttribu te  of the LBGK comes into effect a t this point. W hen 
moving from quasi-linear LB to linearised and BGK models, aspects of the underlying 
collisions (which were incorporated into the scattering m atrix) are lost. To recoup these 
(which are collision conservation laws) the same sum m ation laws m ust henceforth be
assumed of the equilibrium distribution function, as are applied to the full distribution
function. T hat is:
£ / ' 0) =  p
i
Y J S ? )oia = pva . (2.105)
i
Compare to equations 2.99. W hich also implies th a t summ ations for non-equilibrium  
portions and higher be zero in addition28. Hence, by way of equations 2.99:
^ / / n)Ai =  0 n  >  0 , (2.106)
i
where A* =  1, q x or is intended to condense notation for zeroth and first m oments.
Prosecution of the Chapm an-Enskog expansion then appears to follow either of two 
distinct paths, dependent on how the expansion param eter is treated  and hence how the 
decrease in significance of term s is invoked; the end result being equivalent.
In one, the expansion param eter is treated  as a kind of arbitrary, bookkeeping, scale 
identification param eter, which in the end, is set to  unity (and hence disappears). In th is 
case the are interpreted as having progressively lesser significance w ith n.
In the other, possibly more physically self consistent route, the expansion param eter 
is identified with a real, dimensionless, physical a ttribu te  of the system which may be
28Note this really implies that hke moments are zero, for n > 1. But, to the order to which /,•
is usually expanded, this only affects the first non-equilibrium portion; see equation 2.106.
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assumed small; hence the significance of term s depends on its power en. Equivalence of 
the two seems to be achieved by, in the la tte r case, imposing extra constraints on the sub­
sequently expanded evolution equation, as will be seen; though no direct dem onstration 
or proof of this has been unearthed by this author.
Texts adopting the former approach include Liboff [84], whose concise and direct style 
indicates, in addition to his great understanding, his unwillingness to  get bogged down by 
technicalities. Those following the latter, more careful approach, include Cercignani [18]. 
Note th a t both examples discuss only the continuous case; upon which the discrete case 
is built, bu t from which it differs significantly. Hence, presumably, the source of much 
m athem atical opacity and confusion on the m atter; sediment in the muddy C hapm an- 
Enskog waters.
The la tte r ‘physical’ approach takes the expansion param eter, e, to be the Knudsen 
num ber (ratio of mean free path  to  a typical length scale in the flow):
e = K n = ~ ^ .  (2.107)
where i denotes integral scale. The Knudsen number then varies over the range 0 <  K n < 
oo, bu t is always small. High K n  (relatively speaking, still less th an  one) corresponds to 
a rarefied gas (few molecular interactions), whereas as K n —¥ 0 corresponds to a dense 
gas and the hydrodynamic limit.
Moving to the next stages of the Chapm an-Enskog expansion now; ‘expansion’ of the 
evolution equation proper (as opposed to the distribution). This seen to  be a more or less 
intuitive process, consisting initially of a simple Taylor expansion of equation 2.103, to 
the first few orders of the expansion param eter e. To achieve this necessitates expanding 
the independent variables, as follows:
x  = e~xx i
t  =  e- 4 1 +  e- 2£2? (2.108)
where only the first lowest order term s are deemed of relevance to  achieve the near 
equilibrium dynamics of interest.
It is slightly worrying th a t the decomposition assumed for tim e goes to an inconsistent 
order, bu t the aim here is to truncate time expansion into (only) two scales. They being 
to represent dynamics on ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ timescales. No such need arises in the spatial 
domain.
The former of equations 2.108 is easily rearranged to give an expression for the spatial
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derivative operator:
dx = edXl . (2.109)
Application of similar reasoning, but to the case of tem poral derivative operator, 
requires a dubious extension to another power in e. However, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that:
d t — ed ti ~b 5 (2 . 110)
from which point, the advective (stream) operator may be written:
Dt — +  e2dt2 +  evadXia +  €2vavpdXiadXlp +  ..., (2.111)
at second order and in vector form.
Using the differential operators so derived, it is possible to construct the desired evolu­
tion equation expansion. This is not shown here as subsequent Chapm an-Enskog expan­
sion stages involve an intricate substitution of the expanded distribution function 2.104 
and consequent simplification of the set of expressions so derived. Equation 3.7 of a fu­
ture chapter, 3, provides an indicative view on this start point; it has traditional forcing 
term s included also. The treatm ent from there instantiates a specific route through the 
expansion m athem atics and is presented in greater detail than here.
In pursuit of the expansion from here (simplification, collection and identification of 
term s on equivalent orders in e), extra care seems to be necessary when following the 
physical approach. Then the expanded equations are best rearranged into an ‘operator' 
form with one side arranged to be zero. Thus, as the operator is expanded, zero equalities 
may be imposed on the set of equations at each individual m agnitude in e. To see this 
see the book by the originator himself: Chapm an and Cowling [19]; recently reprinted 
for the purpose. These ‘ex tra’ constraints, engineered to exert desired influence on the 
outcome, perm its factoring of the expansion param eter at each level; equivalent to its 
removal by being set to unity when done the other way.
Such ‘engineering’ is sufficient to perm it solving for the m acrodynam ical equations. 
The Chapm an-Enskog expansion proceeds by collecting terms in like powers of the ex­
pansion param eter; reducing these by simplification; back substitu ting between orders 
etc. Some of which is dem onstrated in later chapters, especially 3.2 where specific forc­
ing term s are incorporated to the process and are followed through.
Simplifications alluded to previously depend especially on particular properties of the 
underlying lattice. For instance that all zeroth order moments over the lattice velocity
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basis sum to zero:
^ A i  =  0 , (2.112)
i
where the notation is in keeping with equation 2.106.
The requirement for isotropy and Galilean invariance in derived macroscopics imposes 
further restrictions on the possible unknowns and thereby perm it further refinement. 
These will not be discussed further here as whole publications have been devoted to such 
finer details in the literature. Galilean invariance for instance is discussed in [79,113].
The end result is a set of equations representing macroscopics a t various orders of 
approxim ation or detail. These were found to be so similar to  hydrodynamics th a t it 
could not be ignored and a process of term  ‘identification’ follows; most of which is 
relatively obvious.
Viscosity arises when considering (D(e2) term s in the expanded equations. After di­
viding out e, a pre-m ultiplier of p{davp + dpva) /2  w ithin the  divergence term s of the RHS 
appears a t the next order as:
2 r  —  1 (2-113)
and hence may be identified (by reference to  the m omentum  balance equation 2.14) as 
the kinematic viscosity v. Since the relaxation tim e r  =  l/w , the previous may also be 
written ■'-KH4* ( 2 - l l 4 )
where the expansion param eter, 6, is (usually, dependent on the approach taken to the 
expansion, as mentioned in earlier discussions, pages 78 on) set to unity. Note th a t the 
positivity requirement of viscosity, v  >  0, then gives rise to  domains: r  > 0.5 for r ;  and 
0 <  oj < 2 for a;, respectively.
As regards higher moments of the distribution (which are almost exclusively second 
moments only), a few other points warrant mention. Most notably tha t, in combination 
with the choice of equilibrium distribution function, 2.100, equations 2.101, after the 
Chapm an-Enskog expansion, give rise to a non-viscous pressure tensor of the form:
n S  =  +  pVa Vp . (2.115)
i
All symbols have their usual meaning [69,112].
W ith respect to second velocity moments of the non-equilibrium distribution f ^ n\  in 
contrast to first order moments given by equation 2.106, these are not zero. In particular,
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it can be shown from the Chapm an-Enskog analysis that:
/«(1)c*aC,73 =  - 2 c2sp r S aP , (2.116)
i
where S ap is the rate  of strain . Note th a t since S ap is symmetric, equations 2.106 
and 2.116 provide six equations constraining the s and thereby a possible way to 
close the lattice. These equations then are central to the m ethod described in chapter 4. 
Moreover, in th a t they provide a means to introduce shear to possible algorithmic exten­
sions of the core scheme, equation 2.116 is also of considerable relevance to  turbulence 
model im plem entation — specifically for a law of the wall.
O ther higher moments exist, certain of which are identifiable with additional macro­
scopic, as will be seen in later chapters (5).
2.5.3 Discussion of properties and character of LBM
Limits of validity arise in two ways. Firstly, the approximation of continuous differentials 
by difference type equivalents and the underlying discretisation necessarily introduces 
error a t the level of truncation in the associated Taylor expansion. Hence the term  
various ‘orders’ of accuracy is used. Secondly errors arise in assum ptions made in the 
formulation of the underlying BE, these may rigorously and explicitly be deduced if one 
works through the derivation of the LBM from its LGCA origins. In Boltzm ann’s more 
physically transparent continuous formulation, it is apparent th a t they prim arily relate 
to particle interaction aspects as follows:
Perhaps most im portantly, Boltzm ann’s molecular chaos ‘stosszahlansatz’ is assumed 
implicitly [14]. This essentially means th a t there is no correlation between particle ve­
locities pre-collision, or th a t no account is taken of such.
Additionally, our system is assumed to occupy the low Mach number regime, th a t is 
M  <C 1, where the Mach num ber M  defined by the ratio M  =  U/u, is much less than  
unity. Hence mean flow speeds U representative of the large scale character are small 
w ith respect to the mean of individual particle or molecular speeds u, (alternatively the 
velocity of sound).
Finally, the Boltzmann equation and hence all derivative methodologies, assume th a t 
the density of the medium is sufficiently rarefied th a t only binary collisions occur between 
gas particles. Strictly, the Boltzm ann gas limit (BGL) is considered: For particle scat­
tering cross-section cr, and particle number n, individual values tend as follows: n  oo, 
cr —» 0, with the products n a 2 and n a 3 remaining finite. Note th a t the ideal gas lim it has 
n a 2 remaining finite with n a 3 —> 0, i.e. the effective volume of particles is zero, whereas
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the BGL has both products remaining finite: n a 3 —>• b > 0 m eaning th a t the mean free 
pa th  is finite. As such the BGL represents a more realistic class of gas model than  ideal 
gases.
Macroscopic hydrodynamic equations are traditionally derived from the lattice Boltz­
m ann equation by performing a Chapman-Enskog expansion (CEE). The CEE procedure 
is well known amongst practitioners of traditional kinetic m ethods for the  continuous 
case, the discrete case requires subtle modification, bu t is in essence the same. It is 
rather convoluted and fussy to  perform and a description does not fall w ithin the  scope 
of this report. It has recently been shown th a t hydrodynamics may be arrived a t from 
the discrete BE via other routes [1,58] which now sets the LBM on a yet more rigorous 
footing.
L im itations and scope of the LBM are discussed, where relevant, throughout subse­
quent chapters.
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2.6 Flow  geom etries, sim ulation dom ains and forcing
Typical industrial systems consist of basic components which may be quite generally 
utilised over a wide range of differing systems. They in turn  are typically composed of 
just a few commonly occurring elements; obviously those of interest here relate to  fluid 
dynamical processes. The basic elements which go to make up such systems might be 
categorised as either active or passive. Active elements are in general quite application 
specific, such as pumps, meters, switches (valves) and the like. Passive elements might 
include reservoirs of various kinds, connections, junctions as well as more complex types 
such as heat exchangers. W hatever the taxonomy, it is clear th a t elements such as 
connectors: pipes, ducts and their junctions, say, occur very commonly; moreover their 
properties and impression on the flow inside will, over the entire system, be of great 
significance. A ttention therefore is often focused on these two geometric types: pipes 
and ducts.
Most flow systems consist, a t least in part, of these forms of conduit. Moreover, under 
simplifications of modellers, more complex systems may be modelled purely as config­
urations of variously proportioned channels. System elements such as these therefore, 
form the practical basis for the investigations undertaken in this work — whilst simple 
in nature, complex behaviour they nevertheless exhibit. Their discussion needs to be set 
in a rigorously clear perspective. Such is the purpose of this penultim ate section of back­
ground m aterial, which addresses a mixed bag of geometric and channel configurational 
issues.
In the following it will become apparent th a t pipes and ducts differ only subtly. Pipes 
will be considered cylindrical channels, whereas ducts are considered channels with rect­
angular cross section. The words pipe and duct, whilst denoting configurations distinct 
in nature, will often be used interchangeably with reference to the channel. This is occurs 
prim arily as a descriptive convenience; symm etries about centre are more obvious in the 
pipe representation — centre line is at radius r  =  0 for instance — whereas commonality 
with the simulation domain is more obviously expressed from a Cartesian perspective. No 
confusion should arise. Similarly there should be no confusion over other technicalities 
of the nomenclature. For instance, the phrases ‘flow geometry’ or simply ‘geom etry’ are 
commonly used throughout this work as another loose reference to  the actual physical 
configuration th a t constrains fluid flow.
The presentation begins with a relatively detailed review of lam inar flows in the 
three internal geometries which are of most interest; section 2.6.1. This is followed by an 
overview of some im portant physical param eterisations commonly applied to  simple chan­
nels; section 2.6.2. In section 2.6.3, a brief aside is taken to  consider the  various physical
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boundary conditions th a t will be encountered. Therein, at page 101, such are translated  
into the context of the simulation lattice and the various lattice closure schemes. Finally, 
in section 2.6.4 more practically amenable means to induce or drive fluid m otion are 
discussed — especially forcing schemes for translationally invariant flows, at page 108.
2.6.1 Internal flow configurations
Attention in this work is focused on so called ‘internal’ flow geometries. For the  present 
purpose, these may be defined as ones th a t are wholly occupied by a single phase of 
fluid; in this case a liquid. Equivalent definitions are: th a t there are no surfaces to the 
fluid, either to  gas phases or to  other liquid species; alternatively, th a t only solid walls, 
or boundaries consisting of the prim ary fluid undergoing flow, delim it the  systems of 
interest.
Real instances of such systems are ubiquitous; see section 1.2 and 5.1 for the  practical 
context. Most interest falls upon two m ain practical cases: pipes and ducts, description 
of which in itiates the  following discourse. Types other than  such channels are considered 
however, including plane Couette (shear) flow and the lid driven cavity (LDC), bu t these 
are of interest for their theoretic utility (analytic solutions) and they do not posses much 
practical relevance.
The purpose of these discussions,specific to  internal geometries, is to  deal w ith geo­
m etric technicalities regarding dimensionality, coordinate systems, coordinate represen­
tations, symmetries and descriptive conventions. Such m atters are to be clarified and 
defined, in order to  enable precise and unambiguous specification of investigations car­
ried out in later chapters.
Channel flow geometries: pipes and ducts
Channel flow is a three dimensional modelling problem. Commonly however, in sim ula­
tions and theory, this dimensionality is reduced to two dimensions, by postu lating  th a t 
the flow is invariant with one coordinate, th a t is along one direction in space. Physical 
equivalents to such simplified systems are: duct channels, infinitely deep in a direction 
perpendicular to  the flow direction; or, cylindrically symmetric pipe channels. P rim ary 
flow configurations considered in this study fall into these categories. An alternative 
statem ent of this reduction in dimensionality is th a t the fluid is constrained to  move in 
only two dimensions. Practical realisations of this idealised flow can be approxim ated in 
experiments.
Ducts and pipes are represented by coordinate systems (x , y ) and, nominally, (r, z), 
respectively. The two instances are described diagram m atically in figure 2.8, parts i)
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and ii). Obviously both  these systems are symmetric about their centre lines, a property 
which may be exploited in simulations. The pipe however, has differing centre line 
symmetry in th a t it is axial and, to highlight such differences, extra m ention is made of 
it in the next sub-section. Features common to both pipes and ducts are discussed here.
V z(r)
Figure 2.8: Two types of translationally invariant channel. Representations of the flow profiles 
generated under forcing Fx are included for illustration only, i) Infinitely deep duct flow, 
translationally invariant with x. ii) Pipe or axially symmetric flow, translationally invariant 
with z. The r  =  0 line represents the pipe axis. Pipe flow is discussed in the next section 
(page 89), where it is explained that, due to increased cylindrical friction over the duct case, 
the profile magnitude shows a reduction by a factor of two.
Further reduction in the complexity of such channels may be afforded upon realising 
that, during a theoretical analysis, one would likely consider the case of a channel with 
infinite length in the along stream  direction. This is practically of interest regarding any 
system with large aspect ratio29. In such cases the channel is said to be ‘translationally  
invariant’, both along channel and with the flow.
Translationally invariant channels are effectively a one dimensional m odelling prob­
lem. Im plem entation of such geometries, at the level of simulation domain, is made by 
imposing periodic boundaries at appropriate lattice edge nodes. Details of th is and other 
lattice closure issues are discussed at page 101.
Analytic solutions, for the cross channel profile of velocity, are easily found for trans­
lationally invariant flow. Since a good working knowledge of such is required in following 
chapters, derivation of solutions are now provided and properties of these discussed.
Under said invariance and steady state  conditions, the Cartesian form of the governing 
Navier-Stokes equations reduce to the following parabolic forms, for a  = x  and a  =  y
29Aspect ratio in this respect refers to the ratio of length to width, L/W. for the channel.
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respectively:
0 =  ~ d xp +  vdyyvx , (2.117)
0 =  ~ d yp .  (2.118)
As usual, incompressibility is assumed. Components x  and y  refer to directions ‘cross’ 
channel and ‘along’ channel respectively. At this point, by considering Cartesian equa­
tions, application is now restricted to the duct geometry; pipe equivalents are considered 
in the next sub-section.
A solution to this equation is readily derived. Note th a t equation 2.118 essentially 
asserts th a t pressure p  can only depend upon x  (hence dxp —> dp/dx  in equation 2.117). 
Note also th a t the la tte r RHS term  of equation 2.117 can not depend upon x , as va (y) is 
assumed under translational invariance. Hence neither does the former RHS term  depend 
upon x  and it may be regarded as constant, allowing simple integration of 2.117 to  give:
My) = ~ ^ % y 2 +  c^ y +  c2 > (2-119)
where p is now known to depend only on x. This is the  general solution which is partic­
ularised under application of the BCs.
Various BC formulations may be applied for the same essential situation. Taking the 
geometry to be as in figure 2.8 part i), 0 <  y < W , no slip wall conditions are:
Vx(y = o) = o =*► c2 =  o ,
W  dnvx (y = W ) =  0 = *  c1 =  — (2. 120)
giving
My) = ~^%(wy - y2) ’ {2121)
for channel width W .  Note th a t by convention a positive pressure gradient gives rise to 
negative flow and vice versa; hence the minus sign. Exemplary parabolic flow profiles 
representing this solution are provided in figure 2.9 part i).
The cross channel mean velocity, hereafter denoted V,  may be obtained by simple
integration of equation 2.121 over the interval [0, W] and subsequent division by the
width:
v  =  i .  r Vx{ y ) dy  =  -  j -  f  m  -  ' l \ V , (2 .122)W  J o J 2rjW dx _ 2 3 .  0 V J
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c .y
i) V=2vpk/3 vpk vx (y)
ii)
Figure 2.9: Exemplary parabolic flow profiles for laminar (Poiseuille) flow in simple channels. 
Part i) is vx(y) in planar geometry (laminar duct flow). Part ii) shows vz (r) for cylindrical 
geometry (laminar pipe flow). Solid blue profiles have equivalent linear sizes, i.e. W  = 2R. 
Peak velocity is denoted vpk (at duct centre line); mean velocity is denoted capital V  — note 
relative magnitudes. Dashed blue profiles are for halved channel sizes, revealing square de­
pendence of peak velocity in both cases (dotted line (top) is equation of vpk). Dot-dash lines 
are constructions. Dashed red lines represent equivalents to solid blue, but for case of equal 
hydraulic diameter to that of opposite graph (e.g. red W  equals R  of part ii)).
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to give
which implies (2.123)
Hence a one dimensional steady state laminar velocity profile is parabolic, as follows:
See any good fluid dynamics texts, such as [73,81]. Equation 2.124 is essentially the 
equation for a parabola which passes through the origin y — 0, intersects the x  axis at 
W  and has peak velocity vp^.
Note tha t for any given forcing scenario, tha t is dp/dx  and viscosity y  are known and 
constant, the velocity profile magnitude and hence peak and mean channel velocities, go 
as the square of the channel width. Note also that, for the idealised (infinitely deep) duct 
geometry, the peak velocity is always 3/2 times the mean velocity; which coefficient is to 
be compared to equivalents for the pipe flow. Laminar pipe flow equivalents, including 
steady state solution profile, are provided in the next sub-section. Some comments on 
the results derived here, are also made there, comparatively.
A x ia lly  s y m m e tr ic  ch an n els : p ip es
An axially symmetric geometry, in the context of this work, is one for which the three 
dimensions th a t describe the flow space, may be reduced to two for the simulation space, 
where there is no flow variation with angular dependence around some characteristic axis. 
This situation is shown schematically in figure 2.8 part ii) and in figure 2.9 part ii) which 
represent ‘pipe flow’.
Such a configuration may be represented in more than one way. Here, the (x ,y )  
coordinates of the page are transposed to  (z, r) in order to highlight the cylindrical 
nature. Strictly, a section of the pipe is considered which is d istant from either of its 
ends, pipe length runs with the z-direction, the axis appears horizontally along the centre 
line of the diagram, flow occurs parallel to this (conventionally, though arbitrarily, from 
left to right).
Under the applied translational independence (body forcing too therefore), flow is 
additionally constrained to be invariant with z, thus leaving only radial r and tem poral t 
independent variables: v (x , £) f-> vz (r, t). Hence, as with other work on channels herein,
(2.124)
The central, peak velocity, cpk, occurs at the point y — W /2  and is given by
ZV
Vpk “  T (2.125)
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the sim ulation domain may be rendered spatially one dimensional.
Analytic solutions, for the cross channel profile of velocity a t steady state , arise from 
cylindrical Navier-Stokes equations which reduce to  the form:
0 =  — - d zp +  —drrdrva . (2.126)p r
Here, the subscript a  represents (z, r); components z  and r  refer to directions ‘along’ 
channel and ‘rad ial’ respectively.
A solution to this equation is readily derived by following a similar procedure as
th a t for the duct case (previous sub-section, page 87). Taking the geometry to be as in
figure 2.8 p a rt ii), hence —R  < r <  + R ,  no slip wall conditions: vz (r =  ± R )  =  0, give
^  =  <2-127)
as the solution steady sta te  velocity profile in a pipe. Exemplary parabolic flow profiles 
from this solution are given in figure 2.9, part ii).
Proceeding to the mean velocity, which is im portant for ‘global’ flow characterisation, 
care must be exercised as this is not possible by simple integration w ith respect to  r  
(over —R  to  R). To do such a ‘Cartesian integration’ does not account for the  fact th a t 
increasing fluid volume is associated with locations an increasing distance r  from centre 
line.
It is possible to  find the peak velocity however, which occurs a t r  =  0:
”pk =  ~ 4 (2'128)
and which, on re-substituting into equation 2.127, gives the flow profile in term s of the 
peak as follows
, (2.129)
for lam inar pipe flow. This may be used to  find the mean (and mean in term s of the 
peak) effectively through a coordinate change, by relating the volumetric flow ra te  to 
velocity. The mean in terms of to ta l volumetric flow is given by
f  =  i  =  (2-130>
where A  is the cross sectional area of the pipe and Q the full flow rate. Invoking the
‘weighting’ of a small change in Q by r , consider the area of an elemental annular ring,
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centered on the axis and located a t r:
dQ =  27rr dr . vz ( r ) , (2.131)
where the thickness of the element is dr. This quantity is seen to be a volume of fluid 
per second (volumetric flow rate) if one observes the dimensions, [L3T -1]. The inte­
gration may now be made and thus the mean related to  the peak, via Q. Integrating 
equation 2.131, with vz (r) substituted from equation 2.129:
Q =  27TUpk r ( l -  dr =  —^ , (2.132)
which, on using equation 2.130, gives the peak in term s of the mean for lam inar pipe flow 
as:
^Pk =  2 F ,  (2.133)
after some rearrangem ent. Further m anipulations also reveal
dp 8r)V 
Tz ~  ~ ~ R ? ' (2.134)
It is apparent from the above, th a t flow in an axially symmetric channel geometry, 
is superficially identical to  th a t in duct geometries, but th a t subtle differences exist. 
Both profiles are parabolic, a fact which arises with the underlying nature  of the  reduced 
Navier-Stokes equations. However, magnitudes of the velocity profiles differ, which has 
consequences for the relative mean velocities, volumetric flow rates and derived friction 
coefficients.
Summarising these differences:
• The flow profile m agnitude in a pipe, associated with a certain driving pressure 
dp/dx  and viscosity rj, will a t all points be exactly half th a t of the duct; compare 
equations 2.121 and 2.127, with R  set to W j 2.
•  The mean  flow velocity is exactly two thirds of the peak velocity for the duct, which 
compares to  the mean being precisely half th a t of the peak in the pipe.
These points also mean th a t the volumetric flow per unit area, driven by certain 
pressure gradient, will be a factor 4 times lower for pipe flow than  the infinitely deep 
duct. Though it is not likely th a t such practical and ideal flow configurations will ever 
need to be compared in the same light, the reader needs to  be aware of these features in 
this work, because of the focus on these two geometries.
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Features such as these, reflected in profile m agnitudes on the figures 2.8 and 2.9, 
m ust be recovered by the model introduced in chapter 3. The model developed there 
successfully enables sim ulation of an axially symmetric system, directly on a regular 
Cartesian grid, by use of appropriate forcing term s in the LB evolution. Forcing in 
general, is discussed as a basis for such a scheme in section 2.6.4, a t page 108 on.
The aforementioned qualities arise, physically, under the shearing influence imposed 
by the domain walls. Essentially, ratios of shear inducing area and flow cross sectional 
area differ by a factor of two between cases, dem onstrated as follows. W etted area30, 
A w  =  ‘I'kR I  for the pipe (circumference times length) and A w  =  2(d +  W ) t  for the 
duct, d being the duct ‘dep th’. Cross sectional areas are: A  = ttR 2 for the pipe and 
A  = W d  in the duct. Ratios of these are: Zk R I/ 'kR? for the pipe and 2d i fd W  for the 
duct (strictly in the lim it as duct depth d approaches infinity: W  in the num erator may 
then be ignored). On m aking their domain sizes equivalent: R  = W /2 ,  the ratio  for the 
pipe evaluates to  twice th a t of the duct, a t 4i j W . So, equivalently, shear surfaces in the 
pipe act on a higher proportion of the fluid mass because friction induced shearing area 
scales with R 2.
Combine this with the respective geometric qualities, which further affects to ta l flow 
rate. The ‘weighting’ effect by an r  factor, when integrating over radial position, mean 
th a t central, high flow areas, make lesser contributions to the overall volumetric flow. 
The net effect, is th a t friction induced shear on the flow, by the walls, is effectively four 
times higher in the pipe geometry.
Simple shear flow geometries: Couette flow
Shear occurs in all flow configurations where solid walls exist. Walls impose no slip 
velocity conditions on the fluid in contact; th a t is, the difference in velocity between fluid 
imm ediately adjacent to  the wall and the wall is zero. This is a commonly accepted 
standard, utilised in virtually all flow simulations.
The amount of shear induced in a fluid, under specific flow conditions, is related 
directly to the fluid viscosity. Simple shear flows are of added interest therefore, because 
they provide a means to calculate fluid viscosities.
Pure shear flows are practically difficult to realise, but by clever design of the flow 
configuration it is possible to  do so. Idealised embodiment of such, may be investigated 
in the theoretical and numerical frameworks, if it is arranged for the dimensions of the 
configuration to be sufficiently extreme as to ‘iron ou t’ geometric problems. This way it is
30Owing to translational invariance, channel lengths may be factored out and it is possible to consider 
instead ‘wetted perimeters’, pw, though this is not necessary.
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possible to induce nearly ideal shear flow and, moreover, flow for which analytic solution 
is possible. The arrangem ent is commonly described as ‘counter ro tating cylinders’ and 
is known eponymously as Couette flow; it is shown schematically in figure 2.10.
Rn+AR,
Figure 2.10: Experimental implementation of a ‘pure shear’ flow. The arrangement gives rise 
to ‘Couette’ flow. Simulations and analytic solutions arise from the idealised case represented 
in figure 2.11.
Com putationally this configuration may be approximated under certain lim iting con­
ditions. Primarily, curvature of the flow domain is rendered negligible if the fluid zone 
occupies a very thin range of radii A R c , a t great distance off axis R 0: R 0 < r < Ro+ARc', 
R  —> 0; Rq —y oo. This idealised representation of Couette flow is alluded to in figure 2.10 
part ii) and its absolute lim iting case shown in figure 2.11. The la tte r conveys how the 
experimental arrangem ent is implemented in a com putational framework.
The aforementioned constraints are equivalent to infinite length in the sim ulation 
domain, or alternatively, translational invariance, which may be implemented in the usual 
way if certain restrictions on the way flow is induced are adhered to. Periodic BCs are 
imposed to bound the flow in the ‘infinite’ direction (see later in this section, page 105) 
and fluid motion is driven by the use of body forcing (again, see later, page 108), thus 
rendering the flow domain translationally invariant. Translational invariance may itself 
be exploited in an alternative derivation of an analytic solution, which is sum m arised 
next.
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Vx(y)
Figure 2.11: Computational domain for ‘pure shear’, or Couette flow; the ‘top’ wall in this 
case is driven at speed vx = •nwaii- Illustration of a steady state velocity profile is also shown 
for the case of laminar flow.
Variations on the theme of Couette flow centre on time variation of velocity of the 
driven wall. Of particular interest here is the so called impulsively driven Couette flow, 
where the driven wall starts impulsively from rest a t some point t =  0+ and accelerates 
to wall velocity, uwan instantaneously. Obviously this is not feasible practically, but it is 
of interest herein because, again, an analytic solution may be found; derivation of this 
now follows.
Consider the geometry presented in figure 2.11. Fluid is constrained to lie between the 
two planes at y = 0 and y = W .  Under invariance, the governing incompressible N avier- 
Stokes equations reduce to a one dimensional diffusion equation with inhomogeneous 
boundary conditions. The upper surface is impulsively started  at t = 0+ to  velocity 
vx(y = bF) =  uwaii, vy(y = W ) =  0 (in lattice units). Seeking a solution in the form of a 
steady sta te  with separable transient yields:
* < - • " >  < - - £ •  < * ■ » >m
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Figure 2.12: Examples of other geometries, discussed especially regarding further work, i) 
Sudden expansion, ii) Sudden constriction, iii) Front facing step, iv) Back facing step, v) and 
vi) Bends, vii) and viii) Tee junctions.
Here t represents a dirriensionless time param eter allowing direct comparison between 
analytic and measured profiles. Plots of the behaviour of this solution are provided in 
section 4.3 and the nature and efficacy of the improved boundary scheme is discussed in 
th a t light.
O th e r , m o re  c o m p le x  g e o m e trie s
Other internal flow configurations are of great practical interest but, whilst very sim­
ple, most represent increased complexity over simple channels. Instances include bends, 
junctions, constrictions and expansions. Most are pretty  self explanatory in nature, but 
simple representations of each are provided in figure 2.12 to remove any ambiguities. 
Further detail is provided when mention necessitates it.
One other configuration however, which commonly occurs and is routinely studied on 
account of its simplicity in some respects, is not so self explanatory. A brief description 
therefore follows, for the purposes of completeness and general context with respect to 
the literature and validation of the core LB code.
T h e  ‘lid  d r iv e n  c a v ity ’ (L D C ) is of interest because it is a fully internal and purely 
shear driven case. Under this arrangem ent there are no flow BCs, no imposed pressure 
gradients and, in the absence of gravity, which is typically neglected, there are no body 
force terms.
A schematic of the lid driven cavity is shown in figure 2.13. Im portant characteristics
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it possesses are th a t the flow is: entirely enclosed by solid boundaries; and, forced by fric­
tion generated shear a t the moving wall. This has the control advantage of removing the 
need for flow, or von Neumann, closure conditions completely; a significant enhancement 
of simplicity, a t the expense only of practical utility.
v e lo c ity = v li(|
t t
Figure 2.13: The lid driven cavity (LDC) and representative streamlines. Streamline arrows 
illustrate magnitudes. Small re-circulations, as occur at high Reynolds number, are shown in 
appropriate corners (dashed lines). Lines of zero velocity are shown dotted  and their contact 
points with the wall marked. Re-circulations have very low velocity magnitude relative to 
primary circulation.
A large amount of detailed work has been published on the LDC configuration [69,94]. 
This enables easy validation of flow characteristics for the purposes of checking code 
writing. For exemplary references on LBGK applied to the LDC see: Miller [94]; and 
Hou et al. [69]. In the current work the LDC was used simply to validate the core LB 
scheme, prior to any scientific investigations and is not included here.
2.6 .2  Som e lam inar channel flow param eters
The following two brief asides define im portant param eters which will be used widely 
in the rem ainder of this work. W hilst their derivation is not necessary, presentation 
here is given in a derivational context to increase their appreciation. In a following 
section 2.7, some of the concepts introduced will be utilised in definition of further useful 
flow param eters, most notably the friction coefficient.
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Hydraulic radius /  diameter
For the case of circular conduit there exists a logical length scale with which to  pa- 
ram eterise channel size. The pipe diam eter is used, which allows simple calculation of 
other flow param eters such as Reynolds number, page 46, and friction factors (to follow, 
page 116). However, for the case of non-circular conduits, a logical choice for length pa- 
ram eterisation is not so obvious. A convention is required for a length param eterisation 
th a t somehow relates fundamentally to  the actual size of the channel.
The ‘hydraulic radius’ is defined for this purpose, thus generalising the idea of radius 
to non-circular, arbitrary  cross section channels. It is arrived a t through a commonly 
occurring relation between flow cross sectional area A  and ‘wetted perim eter’ of the 
channel pw, neither of which refer to distances along the flow. In fact the hydraulic 
radius is simply the ratio  thereof:
R h = — . (2.136)
P w
Note however th a t the nomenclature is somewhat misleading: the actual length param eter 
used, l g say, is always four times the hydraulic radius:
i z =  4R h . (2.137)
Subscript g denotes the geometry. The factor four is intended to ‘calibrate’ the definition 
in order to give the diam eter in pipe flow cases: for circular cross section, the length 
param eter used amounts to four times itR 2 over 2ttR, which is, note,
£g = 2R  = 0 ,  (2.138)
th a t is (logically) twice the actual radius — the diam eter. But the nom enclature then 
suggests a diam eter which is four times a radius!(by 0  =  4Rh)- A hydraulic diam eter 
might ju st as well be defined instead, say 0 h =  4A / p w, which some treatm ents do and 
is used here (then, for the pipe, 0h  =  0 ) .  However, to keep in concert w ith standard  
treatm ent, the fundam ental param eter is the ratio  of area to perim eter, R h-
For the case of ‘infinitely deep’ duct (of depth  d ), to  which much of the work herein 
refers, the hydraulic radius is similarly A  over pw; which is dW ,  over 2 (d+ kF ). Hence, on 
noting th a t as d tends to infinity the W  in pw becomes negligible and may be dropped, 
d conveniently cancels to give a hydraulic diam eter:
0 h =  2  W .  (2.139)
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Hence the hydraulic diam eter of a duct channel is twice the duct width. Moreover, it is 
twice th a t of a  pipe, a t least where W  is taken to  be 2 R.
The hydraulic diam eter is used as the prim ary length param eterisation of a geometry 
for the purposes of calculating Reynolds number and friction factors. It is useful in th a t  
it effectively captures geometric subtleties such as th a t which gives rise to  duct flow 
profiles with twice the m agnitude of equivalently driven pipes. To see this consider the 
Reynolds number, Re  =  0 h V /v ,  where for the pipe 0h  =  2 R  and for the duct 0 h =  2 W .  
On noting th a t W  =  2 R, then all else being equal, th a t is a t the same Re, flow profile 
m agnitude U m ust be a factor of two lower in the pipe — which it is.
Wall shear stress and viscosity
Pressure drop occurring along lam inar flow in simple conduits, arises with viscous fric­
tion forces exerted on the fluid by the static wall. As fluid elements impinge on their 
neighbours, which in general will have differing velocities, it is obvious th a t some of 
the velocity inform ation will be communicated in the process — faster regions speed up 
slower ones and vice versa. Assuming the accepted paradigm  of zero velocity differential 
between wall and im m ediately adjacent fluid, the net effect of this communication is to 
impede flow, as viscous induced shear transm its retardation forces into the  bulk of the 
fluid.
The nature of flow, especially whether it is turbulent or lam inar, has a great influ­
ence on the relative effect of this process. Im portantly, it is accepted th a t in the  case of 
turbulent flow a mechanism of this sort exists, but it differs in th a t it is barely dependent 
on viscous effects. So conversely, quantifying just how much a flow is impeded by the 
wall under specified flow conditions gives a good indication of flow character. In a subse­
quent section, 2.7.1, th is m atter is explored further, with the intention of param eterising 
pressure drops and friction effects for the turbulent case.
The prim ary factor of concern turns out to be the shear stress due to the m ean 
fluid flow a t the wall. This wall shear stress — a pressure in th a t it is a force over an 
area, dimensions [M L~l T ~ 2\ — is typically denoted r w, a convention adopted herein. 
No confusion should arise between this and either the LB relaxation param eter, or the 
Reynolds stress tensor.
To quantify it consider the idealised case of lam inar flow in a regular channel situated  
in space, th a t is free from gravity. The pressure differential between two points will be 
entirely due to resistive friction forces exerted on the fluid by the walls. Working in term s 
of forces, wall shear stress r w being a pressure note, a simple balance equation m ay be 
drawn up. Force term s due to pressure are given by the sum over both points, of the
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product of pressure and flow cross sectional area, A: P A  +  (P  -4- A P )A  where A  = ttR2 
for the pipe, A  = d W  for the duct and A P  represents the pressure differential. This 
expression must sum to zero with th a t for friction forces; th a t being: rwAw where area 
A w is the wetted area of wall, th a t is 27rRAx for the pipe and 2(d +  W ) A x  for the duct, 
where the two points are A x  apart. Observing the lim it as A tends to  zero, also (as done 
above) as d —> oo, gives
f  , (2-140)d x 0 h v '
for both pipe and duct. Obviously this can be interpreted by i t ’s inverse, as a relation 
for the stress in term s of the pressure gradient.
Shear stresses exhibited in a lam inar flow, may be directly related to the viscosity — 
th a t most im portant property of the fluid. Typically, an idealised shear flow situation is 
considered; the flow between two parallel planes for instance, where there is finite velocity 
difference between the two along some direction in the plane —  similar in principal 
to  Couette flow. Despite the fact th a t the fluid in such an arrangem ent continuously 
deforms, it nevertheless exerts a constant viscous induced friction force between the 
planes which, for uniform sliding motion, exactly balances the external force producing 
the motion.
In such cases the velocity gradient in the fluid is constant and proportional to the 
plane velocity differential. Moreover, the  shear force per unit area, r  is proportional 
to  the velocity gradient — often known as the rate  of shear dv/dy .  The constant of 
proportionality is deemed a property of the fluid and in the  Newtonian approxim ation 
—  which holds strong for almost all flows — it is known as the viscosity; the ‘Newtonian 
coefficient of viscosity, for th a t fluid, 77. Commonly it is divided by the fluid density to 
give the kinematic viscosity, v =  77/p .
Hence the relation
T = v % • ( 2 -1 4 1 )
arises for lam inar shear flow. This may be derived in other ways, it being in essence 
Newton’s second law applied to layers in the fluid.
It is useful for later purposes to evaluate this expression for shear stress at the wall, r w. 
Using equation 2.124 for the analytic flow profile in a duct, it is possible to  differentiate 
to find the gradient:
dv _  l W y
dy W  W 2 ’ 1 * j
which a t the wall (y =  0) evaluates to 6 V /W ,  V  being the mean velocity. Substitu ting
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this into equation 2.141 gives a wall shear stress as follows:
6Vrw =  up—  . (2.143)
The shear stress r  can then be shown to be a linear function of distance into the 
channel, taking the value rw at the wall and reaching zero at mid channel. In fact, in 
ducts:
T =  T» W ^ -  (2-144>
This being applicable for lam inar pipe flow too; in th a t case however, distance into the 
channel is given by r / R  and the wall shear stress by:
Tw =  Vp~R ' (2.145)
Finally it is possible to take aforementioned values for r w and use these in equa­
tion 2.140 to relate pressure gradients to mean velocity, viscosity and channel width. 
This relation is known as ‘Poiseuille’s equation for lam inar flow in [channels]’. It is 
quoted here for the more frequently observed pipe case:
dP  32vpV  . A .
n = ( 2 -1 4 6 )
and may be obtained by direct solution of the Navier Stokes equations with appropriate 
BCs and simplifications. It demonstrates th a t the pressure gradient is constant along the 
channel and, logically, negative for positive flow. This equation will be used later as an 
interm ediary to gain an expression generalising the friction factor of a tu rbulen t flow to 
the lam inar case, equation 2.189.
2.6 .3  D riv in g  and constra in ts o f th e  physical flow
Any flow is effectively defined by its boundaries. W hen a physical flow is studied, in­
vestigators usually break the problem into domains of behaviour over which there is a 
hierarchy of relevance and importance, these are then observed separately to some extent. 
Usually there is a region of great interest where specific questions arise and outside which 
assumptions are made; a whole system might be studied as a collection of such units. 
Im portantly, there is almost always a region of lesser interest outside the prim ary focus, 
for which simplified conditions are presumed to hold. The conditions there are embodied 
in boundary conditions for the domain of interest.
To facilitate understanding, validation, or advancement of the current work, it is im­
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portan t to clarify m atters pertaining to the boundary implem entations employed. These 
are related either directly or indirectly to physical equivalents in the real flow. Efforts 
are made in the following to evaluate and review available boundary schemes and in so 
doing elucidate those issues which are specific to  a scheme such as LB. M otivation to 
do so stems, in part, from a need to prepare groundwork for what is one of the pri­
m ary novel developments advanced in this thesis, namely, an efficient and transparent 
means to  generate second order accurate boundary conditions; work presented in detail 
in chapter 4.
Boundary conditions and simulation closure
The boundary conditions th a t it is required be implemented in these studies are physically 
identical to those encountered in CFD. Typical param eters on which BCs might be defined 
are velocity, pressure and flux conditions a t various levels of simulation complexity. For 
each param eter, either its value may be specified a t the boundary, or the derivative 
thereof — occasionally some combination. The former are known as Dirichlet conditions, 
the others as von Neumann and Robin or mixed conditions respectively.
Any physicist involved in modelling, would surely agree on the high degree of influence 
imposed by boundary conditions, on solution accuracy over the domain under considera­
tion (be it numerical or general). It is merely representative of the common observation 
th a t ‘the devil is in the detail’. LB is certainly no exception in th a t regard.
Computationally, specification of BCs reduces to a m atter of lattice closure. Next, 
the diverse ways to achieve L B  lattice closure are described; those employed in this work 
are indicated and a discussion is provided of the salient features of each. Details of 
improved boundary conditions for the LBM, along with their lim itations or inadequacies, 
are covered more thoroughly in chapter 4. Comments in the following make appeal 
to figure 2.14, which shows simulation domains for the three commonly employed flow 
modelling strategies.
A retrospective view of the literature reveals th a t boundary condition im plem enta­
tions for lattice Boltzmann have been inspired by equivalents formulated for lattice gases; 
see for instance [48,124,157]. Moreover, they require only m inor modification in order 
to function sufficiently well. Gradually however, inadequacies of adopting this approach 
have surfaced, especially during increasingly complex investigations and more quan tita ­
tively focused studies. Subsequent efforts to  address this issue by improving boundary 
schemes soon became frequent additions to the literature. Development of a universally 
acceptable closure scheme for LB has not occurred however, probably due to the  varied 
nature of phenomena to which the LBM is routinely applied. As many authors focus on
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these, which include: m ulti-phase fluids, porous media, suspensions and diffusive walls 
for example — for which the LB is eminently suitable — widely differing constraints are 
placed on boundary im plem entation. A universal scheme therefore is probably neither re­
alistically attainable, nor desirable even; progress has appeared ad hoc as a consequence.
F lo w  in le ts  a n d  o u t le ts .  These strictly open or flux BCs  constitute flow boundaries 
on the lattice and a means to  induce flow. Practical im plem entation tu rns out to  be 
rather more convoluted than  would first appear. The reason for this is th a t flow implies 
velocity, which not only implies velocity distribution, bu t specific to the LB  pressure and 
density also, as the three are inextricably linked.
Density is the prim ary working variable of the LB, in contrast to  trad itional CFD 
which work with velocities directly. In LB velocity arises as the first m oment of the 
density distribution and pressure only through identification of term s in the derived 
macroscopics. This s ta te  of affairs imposes a certain equation of state  on the lattice 
fluid:
p = pT  , where T  =  c l , (2.147)
which is simply the ideal gas equation P V  = n R T .  Pressure therefore, is a ‘complexified’ 
param eter, see e.g. [135]. This tenuous wording is intended to pick out the fact th a t  it 
remains essentially simple, bu t as a characteristic of the LB, it becomes tied through an 
equation of state, to density and tem perature variables.
Various contradictions then arise in th a t either the pressure distribution or inward and 
out bound velocity profiles should be an emergent characteristic of the simulation; setting 
these could therefore be regarded as ‘fixing’ or influencing the solution. In addition, if an 
approxim ate profile is selected for input and output, a section of lattice and associated 
com putational resources m ust be set aside to allow this to evolve to  the natu ral form.
As a consequence, application of pressure BCs in order to drive a sim ulation is slightly 
more involved than  CFD. Ways to get round this exist, but no need to  do so arises here, as 
very simple alternative closures are available. These are brought together later, page 105 
under the heading ‘artificial lattice closure devices’. O ther aspects of the physical flow 
are easier to deal with a t lattice level:
V e lo c ity  b o u n d a ry  c o n d itio n s . These are probably the most commonly applied 
within any fluid dynamical simulation; perhaps due to the fact it subsumes the zero 
velocity, ‘no slip’ condition, which is universally presumed for solid walls. Note th a t  a 
velocity BC may be considered an instance of the above flow BC, bu t a subtle difference 
is evident: a wall, or region of fluid, may be moving a t specified velocity, but crucially the
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normal flow component a t the interface between the two m ight be zero. Hence what is 
m eant here m ight be more succinctly, if verbosely, term ed ( im p e rm e a b le )  in te r fa c ia l  
boundary conditions; which may be moving or static  bu t over which there is no fluid flux.
Such may be modelled in two ways: either a von Neumann condition with zero normal 
component, or, since all relative components of the velocity vector where fluid and wall 
contact are assumed to disappear, a no slip condition on a moving wall. No difference 
between the two is felt by the fluid and they are completely interchangeable; hence in 
LB the most convenient is chosen
No flow velocity BCs, especially the no slip condition, are very simple to implement 
a t first order accuracy in LB simulations, they are discussed in the next subsection. 
Higher order accuracy is non-trivial and various m ethods have been proposed. These are 
discussed in greater detail in section 4.1. This work utilises simple no slip Dirichlet BCs 
on velocity a t the boundary almost exclusively.
‘F o rc in g ’ c o n d itio n s . This refers to the fact th a t flow may be induced by external force 
fields, such as electromagnetic or more likely gravitation. Forcing in the usual sense, i.e. 
by pressure differential, is as mentioned previously, slightly complicated in LB. Precisely 
w hat is m eant here, is invoking a tendency to flow by application of forcing term s direct 
to fluid particles. In LB this is achieved quite simply by the addition of a directional 
forcing term  in the lattice evolution equation. It is effectively a link dependent density 
reallocation, symmetric about the down stream  axis and asymm etric across it. This mode 
of applying a force perm its various possibilities for lattice closure, most particularly the 
so called artificial closures, to be discussed a t page 105.
N o  s lip  v e lo c ity  (D ir ic h le t)  b o u n d a ry  c o n d itio n s
Fundam ental aspects of LB closure are common between schemes and are found to  be 
quite simple, centering on m atters such as conservation and balance. For closures in­
tended to realistically portray solid interfaces, mass m ust be conserved in the closure and 
velocity m ust tend to zero if it is to appear consistent with the widely accepted no slip 
condition.
One BC contender has been very routinely applied for such purposes, to  the point of 
becoming a standard in some respects; th a t is the ‘b o u n c e  b a c k ’ m ethod. Bounce back is 
the simplest possible means to achieve zero velocity BC for a general flow configuration. It 
is th is algorithmic simplicity which promotes its use, bu t which also leads to  inadequacies 
as will be seen. The term  bounce back is indicative of origins w ith the Boolean particle 
field of the LGCA. Individual particles impinging on a boundary undergo simple velocity
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reversal in a sort of wall collision step. A no slip boundary condition autom atically 
emerges in the wall region (not necessarily on it) and necessary mass balance conditions 
and the like are m et at a stroke. In LB the equivalent, velocity ‘population’ is replaced 
by discrete velocity distribution, bu t simple m anipulations such as reversal may be made 
just as easily. No floating point operations are required, only memory re-assignments.
Early flow simulations employing LBM schemes made use of bounce back boundary 
conditions [48,74]. In these works, the emphasis naturally fell on extending the range 
of applicability or phenomena to  which the LB could legitim ately be applied. Techni­
calities of im plem entation such as boundary conditions were, quite rightly, not high on 
the agenda. Later, more dem anding applications highlighted weaknesses. Initial detailed 
analyses directly addressing such include Ziegler [157] and Skordos [124], though papers 
such as [83] and [29] addressed LG boundaries a t an earlier time.
Ziegler, in his very readable paper [157], compares two FH P-II schemes: traditional 
bounce back and the ‘re-interpreted’ bounce back 31, along with a th ird  suggested scheme 
which brings the LB collision step onto the wall nodes. He shows th a t in reality bounce 
back fixes the no slip condition a t a point approximately half way between the bulk 
node and the wall node. Equivalently, it might be argued th a t the bounce back scheme 
enforces a finite ‘slip velocity’ a t the wall. The distinction is blurred and it is equally 
valid to adopt either point of view.
This and many subsequent papers dem onstrate th a t bounce back is only first order 
accurate. Because of this, it essentially degrades the second order accurate core scheme 
in the region of the wall; an effect which then propagates into the bulk. It is pertinent 
to note however, th a t for less rigorous studies of ‘bulk’ fluid behaviour, the bounce back 
scheme is still widely utilised and accepted. The degradation in performance is often 
of lesser relevance than  its great im plem entational simplicity, a perspective especially 
visible in situations where the boundaries are either complex and high accuracy flow field 
is not of prime importance, or they are extensive, where the relative m agnitude of error 
is reduced by increasing the size of the lattice— its ‘resolution’. Examples of the former 
include simulations of flow through porous media in [134]. All practitioners adopt the 
la tte r approach to reduce error, when it is possible to do so.
Other common boundary condition closure schemes
Variations exist of the bounce back scheme, for which various names have been proposed, 
including modified bounce back and enhanced bounce back. In one, the exact location of
31Hereafter the re-interpreted bounce back is referred to as bounce back on the link (BBL) [147] and 
Ziegler’s suggested scheme is known as ‘modified’ bounce back, see for example [59].
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the zero wall velocity point (which almost never occurs exactly at the wall) is determined 
and allowed to  fall between lattice nodes; in others a slip velocity is im plem ented at 
the wall to  negate a ttendant failings of the simple bounce back scheme. In another, a 
fraction of the density is made to bounce back ‘specularly’, i.e. reflect. This ‘bounce 
back fraction’ m ethod may be used to impose free slip BCs. Simple bounce back and 
the bounce back fraction scheme have been implemented in this work a t one point or 
another.
During discussions in the following chapters, bounce back will, in p a rt due to  its 
historical acceptance, frequently be used as the yardstick by which to judge other m ethods 
by.
O ther essentially first order accurate schemes, for implementing zero velocity con­
ditions, include the so called ‘equilibrium forcing’. There /*• incoming to  the  bulk are 
assigned the equilibrium value /j(v , p) associated with the velocity of the wall a t th a t 
point, usually zero, and a mass balance condition.
In addition to  the aforementioned closure schemes, which are all first order accurate, 
various simple alternatives exist which effectively impose second order accurate boundary 
conditions. These are discussed in section 4.1, where the topic of the chapter is a novel 
addition to  the set. During discussions in the following chapters, bounce back will, in 
part due to  its historical acceptance, frequently be used as the yardstick by which to 
judge other m ethods by.
2.6.4 Artificial lattice closure devices
P e r io d ic  b o u n d a ry  c o n d itio n s : Ubiquitous in many diverse fields, for extremely 
simple closure of simulation domains w ithout introducing complications, these perhaps 
require little  explanation. In direct analogy with theoretic a ttem pt to avoid explicit BCs, 
this com putational equivalent has a t heart the idea th a t space can somehow be ‘w rapped 
around’, through some extra dimension, before being reconnected to  itself by its opposite 
edges. This is directly equivalent to  taking a finite region of space and ‘tiling’ it, to  cover 
all space, so th a t edges need not be considered. The process may be carried out on any 
of the independent (usually spatial) dimensions.
A lattice equivalent to this is easily implemented upon recognising th a t  the  space 
re-connection manifests itself as a simple mapping of information between memory ad­
dresses in the computer. For lattice Boltzm ann simulations inform ation propagating off 
lattice a t one edge, is used to populate a specific, opposite, set of on propagating un­
known inform ation a t the opposite domain edge. Information should propagate in a way 
indistinguishable from there being exact copies of the simulation dom ain tiled in direct
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adjacency.
Im portantly  for this work, it must be realised th a t such a device rules out the possibil­
ity of any differential in properties along the direction rendered periodic. Crucially, any 
pressure gradient is ruled out, which leaves a minor problem concerning the way th a t the 
flow is driven; forcing can no longer be related to the physical a ttribu tes of the system 
and must therefore be imposed artificially. This is not an insurm ountable or difficult 
problem however. Methods to get round it invoke a hypothetical ‘body force’, which 
acts on the fluid in a manner similar to gravity — everywhere equally (homogeneously). 
W ith such a driving mechanism applied, the resultant, oft desirable lack of variation in 
any particular direction, is conventionally termed ‘translational invariance’; in summary, 
the dimensional complexity of the problem is reduced by one for each invariance. See 
figure 2.14 part i).
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Figure 2.14: Computational domains for three types of translationally invariant channel and 
representations of the flow profiles generated under forcing F x . i) shows normal forcing and 
Dirichlet BCs; ii) is c o n tra -fo rc e d , walls may be on or off lattice; iii) is the axially symmetric 
geometry, referred to on page 89, where the r  =  0 line must lie off lattice, and which due 
to increased cylindrical friction, shows an expected reduction by a factor two in the velocity 
magnitude.
In these studies translational invariance is utilised widely, for its simplicity and the 
com putational reduction afforded as the dimensionality is reduced. Im plem entation of 
the crucial body force is described in the next subsection, from page 108 on.
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C o n tra -fo rc in g : Periodic BCs previously discussed perm it other bounding possibil­
ities. Contra-forcing, also referred to as square wave forcing, is another widely used 
contrivance for closure of very simple com putational domains. The name is obviously 
misleading, it is more a devious means to  implem ent second order accurate, zero velocity 
BCs than  a forcing scheme per se. Moreover, it is really the sym m etry of the system of 
interest which is exploited for the purpose.
Originally proposed in the early stages of the development of LGCA by Kadanoff et 
al. [71]. They utilised the idea as another means to  implement lattice gas closure and 
hence compute LG shear viscosity via Poiseuille flow. Contra-forcing uses the fact th a t 
when simulation domains are ‘tiled’ in a given direction, i.e. extra ‘ghost’ copies of the 
lattice are placed in direct adjacency, neighbouring lattices may have exactly opposite 
forcing conditions applied.
Briefly, for a simulation domain which is fully periodic, th a t is in both  x  and y  
directions, the forcing is split into two halves parallel to the direction of flow, each 
of which is forced in opposition. In this sense contra-forcing is a forcing scheme, see 
diagram  ii) of figure 2.14. In doing so however, a boundary of zero velocity necessarily 
emerges between the two forcing zones, on account only of the symmetry. T h a t is the 
prim ary utility  of the idea. A no slip, zero velocity BC, will always be obtained in this 
way, simply due to the symm etry of the information content, however in this work, the 
following more efficient version is used instead.
T ru n c a te d  c o n tra -fo rc in g : This is a variation on the basic idea, which recognises and 
makes further appeal to the underlying symm etric basis. It depends upon the fact tha t, 
under the symm etry th a t is utilised to impose the ghost lattice, there is no difference, in 
term s of node density information , between information fluxes in each direction across the 
interface between forcing. Hence, im portant unknown information propagating onto the 
real lattice, which it is desired be found, is precisely a reflected image of th a t information 
propagating off lattice, onto the ghost lattice.
The sole requirement, for complete removal of the ghost lattice, is an algorithm ic step 
which observes off propagating density values and rearranges them  by a link transform a­
tion (strictly a rotation in space) to assign the on propagating unknowns. Notably, this 
scheme also endows all wall nodes with bulk properties. Here it is used in sim ulations of 
parabolic flows in the simple channels of chapter 3.
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Periodic BCs, translational invariance and body forcing
Simulations presented in th is work take advantage of the fact th a t a pressure driven 
channel is exactly equivalent to one th a t’s translationally invariant; th a t is, bounded
order to  drive the fluid. Earlier discussions of channels (section 2.6.1) are not based upon 
a translational invariance assumption, however, all results derived there tu rn  out to  be
ical body force on the fluid uniformly a t all points. This may be dem onstrated to be 
exactly equivalent to a pressure driven flow and forcing param eters may calibrated m ath ­
ematically to  a pressure equivalent. Crucially this enables the simulation domains to  be 
implemented periodically in the along stream  direction and hence one dimensional. For
employed; representations of commonly seen configurations are presented in figure 2.14. 
Once reduced in th is way, periodicity has removed the need to close the sim ulation do­
m ain in the along stream  direction with a physically derived model, th a t is w ith ‘open’, 
or flux BCs; the closure is thus greatly simplified.
Typically the forcing consists of simple additive term s incorporated into the  lattice 
evolution equation, as follows:
where A t of equation 2.103 has been set to unity. Therein, body forcing term s Fj m ust 
obey the mass continuity condition
which is easy to arrange. Forcing then arises in the first moment of the evolution equation, 
embodied in the term  Q, where, it can be shown:
periodically in the direction of forcing and with the device of body forcing utilised in
valid. Further details on the translationally invariant channel, especially regarding the 
forcing, are now given.
Flow may be in itiated  in the absence of a pressure gradient by invoking a hypothet-
all channel geometry work undertaken in this project, such a simulation ‘trick’ has been
/,-(x +  Cf, t) =  /j(x , t) -  w[/i(x, t) -  / i(v , p)\ +  F i . (2.148)
(2.149)
(2.150)
for x-direction forcing. The relation
HR -  £dx  3 ’ (2.151)
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then arises from identifications in the resultant macroscopics. This forcing scheme is used 
widely in this work.
Three obvious means do derive consistent Fj are readily apparent. For illustration 
only, consider flow in the rr-direction, with link labelling as shown in figure 2.4.
•  A fixed proportion, Pp say, of the mean density p0 can be added to links 3,4 and 
5, whilst simultaneously subtracted from links 1,8 and 7 respectively. In this case 
the best single figure to  represent forcing m agnitude is the  density fraction Pp, as 
it scales effect with simulation density and reminds one of the fact th a t the amount 
redistributed must be small for stability: the effect of the collision operator must 
be sufficiently strong in relation, to ‘erase’ the added forcing information when at 
equilibrium.
•  A very similar m ethod to the above, generates additive term s which are ‘weighted’ 
in accordance with the equilibrium distribution link weights, wt. The benefit of 
this is possibly to allow slightly increased forcing: weighting the forcing term s 
presumably makes their effect consistent with the underlying lattice and therefore 
less liable to  reach an instability threshold. Though evident during simulations, no 
direct proof of this has been uncovered by the author, however.
•  Even more consistent would be to determine how a uniformly translating equilib­
rium  for specified velocity differs from the static equilibrium and use the difference 
itself as the a basis for forcing term s. In effect
Fi = f i {v[, p ) - f i (0 ,p ) .  (2.152)
This has the lattice consistency built in and perm its single (vector) param eter forc­
ing quantification, Vf. Care m ust still be taken to ensure th a t the lattice is not over 
forced by making the forcing param eter too high, as the usual stability  lim itations 
apply. It is of interest to consider how this velocity based forcing param eterisation 
might be m athem atically linked to  the forcing term s, i.e. acceleration, it is intended 
to invoke32.
These various forms of forcing have all been utilised in this work at some stage or 
another. No distinction need be drawn in th a t the net effect may be quantified in the
32Some work on this was carried out by the author for constrained flows. It was established that 
simulation velocity tends exponentially toward some attenuated proportion of the value Vf in the presence 
of boundaries. No exact, usable mathematical relation was established however, between profile velocity 
and that (velocity) used to specify Fj.
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forcing param eter Q, which may be related to the pressure gradient via identification in 
the macroscopic equations.
The present means to induce flow (body forcing) also suggests ways in which the 
macroscopic nature of an LB simulation may be m anipulated to  yield useful results. 
Incorporation of artificial forcing term s is a commonly applied means to  introduce useful 
physics in the continuous counterpart to LB, i.e. kinetic theory. Much rigorous work has 
been done on the validity and appropriateness of such an approach, which has established 
its wide acceptance. Here, the m ethod is successfully applied in chapter 3 to  the problem 
of enabling cylindrical simulations to be performed on a flat Cartesian grid.
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2.7 Turbulence in sim ple internal channels
Im portant global characteristics of fluid systems depend upon the precise nature and fine 
detail of the flow inside. Heat transfer between wall and fluid is governed by local velocity 
gradients; overall pressure drop in a system depends critically on the nature of the flow, 
consequently so does volumetric flow rate; mixing of the flow is enhanced by complex or 
random  flow, whether it be between species, mixing of phases or transport of heat. In a 
typical industrial system, such behaviours usually epitomise the ones which it is intended 
the system exploit and to aid the process of design, it is of value to gain quantitative 
information on how they contribute.
In a turbulent flow, which is the most commonly occurring flow state, all global flow 
variables differ significantly from those of the theoretic lam inar counterpart. I t is the 
precise form of such changes to mean flow characteristics th a t this work attem pts to 
address, specifically for the case of isothermal channel turbulence. A brief excursion is 
therefore now taken, to review the known physics associated with turbulence in channels 
and to carefully indicate any differences with the lam inar counterpart. This is so th a t 
discussions of later chapters may be made within an appropriately defined framework.
In those later investigations, changes to  the global character of the  flow are most 
evident in the shape of the mean velocity profile. Consequently, the profile of mean 
velocity in particular becomes a prime target of investigations. It describes the averaged 
detail well and other global characteristics such as volumetric flow rate, friction and drag 
are derived from it. Since the la tte r of these arise in wall effects, it is necessary to  focus 
on the effect exerted by the wall, via the so called boundary layers, on the turbulence 
and mean flow.
The discussion begins with a review of some general properties of turbulent boundary 
layers. After this, the most im portant and relevant aspects of the problem are discussed 
in the light of quantitative results from both  theory and experiment. This is to  provide 
the foundation m aterial for assessment of results generated later. As will be seen, it is 
here broken down into three prim ary elements; namely, boundary layers, flow profiles 
and Moody curves. These are discussed in the context of both pipes and ducts, though 
mainly pipes for which more m aterial exists. Specific results of direct relevance to  the 
infinite depth duct studies of chapter 5 are developed therein.
Application of the LBGK scheme in such circumstances and results so generated form 
the prim ary m aterial of this work; they are presented and discussed in chapter 5. Further 
application of the models proposed, but to  the cylindrically symmetric case, are discussed 
in relation to further work, 6.1.
I l l
2.7.1 Description of channel turbulence and basis for its discus­
sion
The sta te  to which a particu lar flow is driven is param eterised by the dimensionless group 
of variables known as the Reynolds number, defined on page 46. W ith  respect to the 
Reynolds number it is is evident th a t a flow may exist in one of two prim ary states: lam i­
nar or turbulent; transition  between such realms occurs around a certain level of driving, 
denoted by the critical Reynolds number, Recr. Below the critical Reynolds number there 
are laminar flow conditions and it is possible, where the channel is translationally invari­
ant, to arrive a t an analytic solution for the velocity profile. Equation 2.121 describes 
this profile — a parabola — and a normalised solution is represented in figure 2.9. At 
higher Reynolds num ber however, flow has undergone transition to  the turbulent state , 
inducing dram atic change in the  flow nature.
Under such turbulen t conditions, there exist additional mechanisms by which mo­
m entum  and energy are distributed, augmenting those explicitly accounted for in the 
Navier-Stokes equation. They have the effect of changing both the detailed nature of the 
flow and im portant net flow characteristics. Though the flow detail is extremely complex 
and can’t practically be resolved on account of the superimposed random  component 
of motion over the mean, large scale or global properties can still be deduced. This is 
because the fine detail of turbulence, although im portant, has a net effect which is in 
some way an average over the the fluctuations and which is the same amongst the whole 
class of turbulent flows — the sim ilarity principle again 2.4.1.
As mentioned earlier, the mean velocity profile most adequately illuminates the global 
properties of isotherm al channel turbulence. It is well known however, th a t no precise 
analytic form exists for this profile shape, or even a universally acceptable qualitative 
description — such summarises the problem from an engineering perspective. Any dis­
cussion of such then is rendered somewhat qualitative, as will be seen. Moreover, though 
experimental results on pipe flow are well established and frequently utilised, quantitative 
da ta  applicable to  the duct flow case is a rarer commodity. Strictly the former is no t a 
valid basis for discussion of the results of later chapters, which pertain  to  the  infinitely 
deep duct channel. For this reason points specific to  the Cartesian channel realisation 
are carefully highlighted.
Exemplary turbulent flow profiles are shown in figure 2.15 obtained from pipe data . 
For comparison, equivalent lam inar flow profiles are also given for the  Reynolds num ber 
in question. Though quoted d a ta  are consistent with equal Reynolds numbers, it is 
im portant to  appreciate th a t a lam inar flow realisation may be physically impossible a t
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Figure 2.15: Part i) Exemplary turbulent velocity profiles vx(y) in a pipe at two Reynolds 
number: red diamonds 0 are experimental data for Re =  31,577; blue squares □ are for 
much higher Reynolds number, Re = 230,460. Also shown are theoretical laminar profiles, 
calculated for consistent Reynolds numbers (by colour) — dashed lines — and an indication 
of the turbulent mean velocity— dotted. Part ii) is the same but with higher v range to 
demonstrate increasing relative scale of laminar profile with increasing Re. Lines cross in 
part i) coincidentally. Mean in pipe has higher weight at edge, note.
such driving levels (a contentious point in itself33). W hat is shown in the lam inar profiles 
of figure 2.15, are Reynolds number specific da ta  calculated using analytic expressions of 
section 2.6.1 (equation 2.124).
Obviously distinct differences exist between the two, which it is intended the simu­
lations capture both qualitatively and, to some extent quantitatively, as mentioned. A 
detailed statem ent of the main features is provided as introduction to the m ain studies 
of chapter 5. Such are not discussed further here, instead quantitative relations are to 
be described, in order to provide an exact framework for their analysis.
Before proceeding, it is pertinent to review some fundamental aspects of the physics 
of turbulence in channels and how such is best described. Initially it is necessary to 
review aspects of dimensional analysis and to define some dimensionless groups, which are 
commonly utilised (to follow). Much discussion of results will centre around a these and 
a few simple flow dependents such as friction coefficient, shear stress, mean velocity and
33 Deducing th a t the onset of turbulence might be restrained in decreasingly perturbed initial sta tes im ­
plies physical peculiarities, m ost notably frictionless flow, a t high Reynolds number. See equation 2.189, 
or consider a  forward projection of the lam inar branch of the Moody chart 2.18.
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friction velocity; these may be constructed most simply from the dimensionless groups. 
A fundam ental feature of quantitative channel turbulence studies is the Moody chart, 
which relates friction factor to dimensionless Reynolds number. This is discussed also.
Dimensional aspects
I t has been identified in retrospect th a t much of the conclusions of early works on tu r­
bulence generally, which includes th a t in channels, can be deduced by alternative paths 
based on dimensional analyses. Certain m ajor results are a good example of this. For 
example the highly relevant mixing length form for the modelled Reynolds stress may 
be derived dimensionally, equation 2.97. Similarly and more spectacularly the equation 
for the spectrum  of turbulence in the inertial sub-range, otherwise known as the Kol­
mogorov spectrum, see [45,75,139]. Dimensional argum ents are standard  tools in the 
arsenal of physicists, they derive criteria and suggest suitable forms for both param eters 
and their relationships. In essence, by appeal to the dimensions of the fundam ental vari­
ables and some quite simplistic reasoning, it is possible to  derive quite general insights 
and understanding.
Here, the simple but nevertheless very useful end of the spectrum  is described, pri­
m arily consisting of normalisations, th a t is reduction to the open interval [0,1] of the 
range of a param eter by expressing it as a ratio with some other param eter of like dimen­
sion, usually the peak value. In a later section, page 122, dimensional analysis is used 
‘predictively’ to ascertain the form of flow profiles.
Normalising data, essentially scaling it, enables be tter comparison between da ta  sets 
and the identification of underlying features therein, characteristic of the physics and not 
our interpretational lim itations. Basic variables and their combinations are highlighted, 
against which it is useful to  normalise.
Any coordinate notation may be utilised. Here, for convenience of comparison be­
tween results of the various approaches, a hybrid Cartesian /  cylindrical combination is 
employed. This is common. In the following, x  is the along stream  direction and y  the
distance across channel: y — 0 at one boundary and y  =  W  a t the other, where W  is the
channel width.
Once the physical notion of greater fluid ‘weight’ for increasing \r\ is fully appreciated, 
Cartesian y  and cylindrical r  may, to highlight their equivalence as spatial param eters, 
be related by:
y = r  + R  , 0 < y < W ,
r =  y — W/ 2  , - R < r < R , (2.153)
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w ithout risk of erroneous in terpretation or confusion. Channel widths in both  systems 
are related by W  = 2R  (note hydraulic diameters: 0 h =  2R  =  2W  however). So whilst 
norm alisations may thus be carried out with respect to W  or R , it is obvious th a t to 
highlight flow sym m etry  and to  enable direct comparison, R  = W / 2 is the better choice. 
Hence y /R  ‘location across channel’ is often seen as a spatial param eterisation when 
distances off the wall and into a channel are considered. This, by 2.153, is a simpler 
equivalent to  r / R  +  1.
Once the dependence of profile m agnitude on param eters such as channel width, forc­
ing and geometry is understood, section 2.6.1, it often makes sense to  work in term s of 
normalised profiles. Various normalisations are possible: measured velocities are com­
monly divided by the central peak value, v /v p^ , to give data  over the domain [0,1], thus 
enabling easy comparison of shape. Others commonly appearing however, refer to  a 
new, dimensional and non-fundam ental param eter, defined with dimensional reduction 
in mind. It is introduced to encompass a collection of param eters th a t appear frequently 
in analyses of channel flow, whether turbulent or laminar, and to highlight their role. 
The f r ic tio n  v e lo c ity , vT:
Vr =  (2 .154)
is so named on account of its velocity dimensions [LT-1] (it is often denoted u*). Note
th a t friction velocity incorporates a ttribu tes of the whole flow  — the geometry, fluid
and forcing — through the wall shear rw, see equation 2.140. It enables alternative
normalisations of velocity data . In particular, the d im e n s io n le ss  v e lo c ity , u+ , is given 
by:
v + = — , (2.155)vT
which is effectively the velocity normalised to the friction velocity. Dimensionless velocity 
therefore, like uT, posses qualities of the whole flow configuration.
Often seen also are normalisations of ‘shifted velocity d a ta ’. The ‘velocity defect’ may 
be defined as34
v.pk~ v (2.156)vT
which is the difference between peak velocity at channel centre and point means, nor­
malised to the friction velocity. Im portantly  here, this is used by Goldstein in [50], see 
section 5.1.2, in a semi-empirical relation for the velocity profile between planes.
Finally, returning to spatial variables, the d im e n sio n le ss  ‘lo c a t io n ’, y + , is given
340ther definitions exist depending on the approach, see for instance equations 2.171 and 2.183.
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by:
(2.157)
which also incorporates a ttribu tes of the whole fluid/flow configuration.
This la tte r dimensionless location is particularly useful. It perm its a universally 
valid quantification of locations of interfaces between the various layers near a wall; as 
dem onstrated in section 2.7.2. Most of its utility  however, is derived in the fact th a t it is 
a Reynolds number in disguise — note the sim ilarity with equation 2.52. As a Reynolds 
num ber which is dependent on distance into the channel, it param eterises the proclivity 
to turbulent behaviour as one moves away from the attenuating  effect of a boundary. It 
then seems logical th a t there might be a lam inar layer in close proxim ity to the wall, 
P ran d tl’s accepted assumption, again see section 2.7.2.
W ith these in mind it is possible to  generate the following useful relations:
volume. The former of these will be denoted Aw and the la tte r is taken in the  usual way 
to  be p V 2/ 2, where V  is the mean velocity. Surprisingly, the viscosity of a turbulent fluid
a few orders of magnitude. This dem onstrates the seriousness of turbulence practically: 
otherwise dom inant viscous effects are overwhelmed and the problem reduces to one of 
flow rather than  fluid.
The origin of viscosity as a fluid param eter is as a constant of proportionality quan­
tifying the extent to which shear forces applied to a fluid m anifest themselves as velocity 
gradient in the flow. An equivalent param eter to this is needed for the turbulent flow
(2.158)
and for the lam inar flow, using the first of 2.158 and equation 2.189:
(2.159)
All of which are used occasionally in m anipulations of later chapters.
The friction factor
Well established studies of turbulent flows indicate th a t friction losses are proportional 
to both the area of contact between fluid and wall and to the fluid kinetic energy per unit
affects little sway over friction based energy losses, the dependency being negligible to
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where viscosity does not appear. Such is the basis for the friction coefficient. More 
specifically it is the retardation of the flow which it intends to [quantify/capture], as the 
concept of velocity gradient is somewhat meaningless in turbulence.
In section 2.6.2 (page 98), the shear exhibited in a (laminar) flow is described as 
proportional to applied forcing and the constant of proportionality defined as viscosity, 
equation 2.141. Here, observed resistive shear forces F  are, as previously mentioned, 
proportional to  the area over which it is felt, Aw, and the kinetic energy, thus:
pV 2 pV 2F o c ^ A v =  / ^ - A v ,  (2.160)
where the constant of proportionality /  has been named the friction coefficient, or friction 
factor.
Note th a t the  wall shear stress r w is ju st the pressure term  F /A %v, hence, on employing 
equation 2.140 to  relate this to  the pressure gradient and hydraulic diam eter, the  Fanning 
friction factor may be defined:
_  dp 0 h ,
dx 2pV2 '  ^ ^
This is ju st one of various definitions however. T ha t of originated by Darcy is perhaps 
most commonly seen [12,30], being used by Blasius and by Moody for the Moody charts 
in [96]. The Blasius friction factor is ju st four times Fanning’s:
h  =  4/ f  , (2.162)
and is also known as the Darcy-W eisbach friction factor, / Dw =  / b -
The friction factor is im portant generally, but is especially so here in relation to
studies of later chapters. This is because it facilitates quantification of global flow char­
acteristics such as pressure drop, mean and hence volumetric flow. It encompasses and 
summarises all complex behaviours of turbulence which tend to impede the flow and is 
particularly ‘tangible’ in the case of simple channel geometries. This has perhaps be­
come acknowledged gradually, as engineers solve design problems by reducing a problem 
to simpler questions for which reliable answers may be found by reference to  standard  
sources of information. One such source is the Moody chart, which is used and referred 
to extensively in these studies. Presentation of friction da ta  and the M oody chart are 
discussed in section 2.7.4.
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2.7.2 Boundary layers and turbulence; an overview
It is observed in many areas of the study of fluids, th a t the nature of boundary layers is 
of utm ost importance when determining global properties of a flow. Turbulent flow is no 
exception in th a t regard, indeed the m atter is perhaps especially crucial. It will be seen 
th a t the practical value of a flow study or sim ulation, hinges crucially on appropriate 
boundary layer incorporation.
Some examples make the practical im portance of boundary layers apparent and the 
need for their correct im plem entation hopefully clear:
•  Consider for instance the mixing of fluid th a t occurs in turbulent eddies and the 
consequential increase this has on its heat transfer properties. Bear in m ind th a t 
efficient therm al energy conversion in heat exchangers is arguably one of the  most 
valuable engineering battlegrounds faced at present. The effects of turbulence are 
known not to extend right down to the wall, instead there is a lam inar layer near 
the wall serving to ‘insulate’ or buffer the wall from turbulence. Knowledge of this 
is therefore of crucial importance in typical energy transfer processes.
•  Consider also the flow over a wing; an engineering study of classic im portance in 
aerodynamics. The thickness35 of the boundary layer determines the ‘form’, or 
profile drag, th a t the wing exhibits and hence its efficiency. Perhaps oddly, the 
thickness of the wing boundary layer is lower in the turbulent case; a feature visible 
from later results herein. Knowledge of th is fact led in the past to  the introduction of 
boundary layer turbulators in aerodynamics, an im portan t bu t simple improvement 
to wing design.
It may be argued th a t flow character is defined entirely by its constraining boundaries 
and th a t correct inclusion of these is therefore essential in simulations for accuracy of 
results; a point deduced widely and which is generally accepted. Certainly, the  pres­
ence of flow boundaries is the differentiating property between so called ‘free’ flow, and 
‘constrained’ flows, such as those occurring in the internal geometries of this work. In 
this work boundary layers created by opposing walls of the channel extend influence to ­
ward, meet and overlap in, the centre of the channel. The presence of boundaries in such 
situations thus becomes the essential feature in our simulations and in the  strategy to 
be employed. To the point tha t, a concerted effort is made to  develop a scheme th a t
35Definition of boundary layer ‘thickness’ — a parameterisation of the extent of its effect — is highly 
arbitrary. Note the diminishing effect of a wall goes to zero only in the limit of infinite distance, being 
strictly finite at all other points.
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correctly implements a  wall model for the case of turbulent flow. This is the subject of 
a whole later chapter 5.
The turbulent boundary layer
In the  proximity of a wall, it is obvious th a t the wall must passively exert some influence 
on the flow. The effect is expected to  be most notable near to the wall, becoming less 
significant as the distance to the wall increases. A point may be arbitrarily  defined at 
which the effect of a wall is negligible, this gives rise to  the concept of a boundary layer. 
The boundary layer then, could be defined as a region of fluid where the properties of 
the flow are determined largely by boundary effects.
For lam inar flow, the presence of a boundary generates a simple friction induced 
shear, or gradient in the flow velocity, where the relative component between the two 
tends toward zero as the wall is approached. Traditional assumptions require th a t this 
actually vanishes a t the wall, i.e. th a t their relative velocity is zero. This requirem ent is 
borne out experimentally and theoretically for a huge class of flows, including turbulent.
Boundary layers in turbulent flows are very different to the simple shears th a t char­
acterise the lam inar equivalent and are much more complex in nature. It is still expected 
th a t the relative velocity of the wall and fluid will tend to  zero as the wall is approached, 
bu t the way in which th is occurs is vastly different, a m atter of significance here. In fact, 
some idea of the nature and complexities of the turbulent boundary layer must be gained 
in order th a t appropriate means to  model these regions may be arrived at.
A representation of the near wall region, in turbulent flow is provided in figure 2.16; 
much of the discussion centers on this. The basis for figure 2.16 is both  analytical and 
experimental and in so far as it is heuristic, it is generally accepted as appropriate by both 
disciplines. Its analytic basis will become clear in the following. Similarly, w ith respect 
to the results of dimensionally based analyses of the next section, figure 2.17 (page 129) 
represents the same information as figure 2.16 but expressed in the analytically more 
appropriate dimensionless variables.
It can be seen th a t the turbulent boundary layer is conventionally divided into d istin­
guishable sub-layers. Two of the better treatm ents on the subject of the various layers, 
as seen by the author, are to  be found in Knudsen and Katz [73] and especially Tennekes 
and Lumley [139].
Dimensionless location, y+, of the previous section, page 116, is conventionally used 
to quantify the distances from the wall of interfaces between the various layers. These 
are found to be quite universal, which adds credence to the notion of relatively distinct 
layers. Hence, in term s of y + the layers are as follows:
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Figure 2.16: The subdivision of the turbulent boundary layer into at least three distinguishable 
sub-layers. Shown for illustrative purposes only is the seventh power law (dotted blue line) 
stretched (indicated by blue arrows) as the near wall region is magnified. Also represented 
(above) are qualitative changes that occur as one moves away from the wall, with y+. Closest 
to the wall is the supposed laminar sub-layer , 0 < ij+ < 5. There flow profile varies as u+ = y+. 
Next out is the overlap zone, which ‘buffers’ the laminar sub-layer from the wild fluctuations 
of the turbulence— the buffer layer, 5 < y+ < 30. Further into the bulk, for 30 < y+, there is 
the logarithmic layer.
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•  The range 0 <  y + < 5 defines the lam inar sub-layer.
•  Above th a t, 5 <  y + < 30 delineates the overlap or buffer region.
•  Further in, 30 <  y + < 500, there is the turbulence dom inated logarithm ic layer.
•  Finally around the channel centre, 500 <  y+, there is fully developed core tu rbu­
lence.
Note th a t lim its of the buffer layer, and therefore between all layers, are quite vague. 
The character of the lam inar sub-layer is clear in th a t viscous forces dominate; similarly 
for the core turbulence, where inertia forces dominate. The buffer layer is often called 
the overlap region because both forces play a role and determ ine the shape of the mean 
flow profile. More details on the nature of the layers is provided in the following sections.
This breakdown of the turbulent boundary layer is not derived as part of a single 
coherent picture of the wall layer, as may be expected. Instead it has been arrived a t in 
a very ad hoc fashion by diverse contributions, both experim ental and theoretical, th a t 
have arisen over a long period of time. It is largely heuristic in design and empirical in 
quantification, bu t is generally accepted as physically quite accurate. The purpose here 
is not to  question the validity of the information contained in figure 2.16, but to ensure 
th a t some of the accepted features of this situation, are emergent in our simulations as 
result of im plem entation of wall models designed for the purpose.
2.7.3 Analyses of wall induced turbulent velocity profiles in a 
channel
Much analytic work has been carried out on the wall layers, leading to some im portant 
and useful insights. To review these, either rigorous or hand-waving approaches m ight be 
followed. W hilst it would be nice and in keeping to rigorously develop some of the ideas, 
the context (and space) dictates this to be unnecessary. For th a t reason the presentation 
here is heuristic and follows dimensional arguments, initially a t least.
P randtl, in [106], speculated th a t there m ust be a layer in close proxim ity to the wall 
which manifests no turbulent character. This became perhaps the m ost widely accepted 
postulate in the turbulence literature. His hunch was based upon the simple expectation 
th a t, under the no slip assumption, approaching the wall the fluid velocity m ust itself 
tend to th a t of the wall. Also that, any circulatory nature or eddies in the flow can not be 
bigger than  the region in which they exist, which necessarily approaches zero as the wall 
is neared. Moreover, and importantly, he postulated th a t, with the effect of turbulence
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decreasing, a t some indefinite point near the  wall viscous forces m ust overwhelm those 
of the turbulence, this giving rise to  a lam inar flow layer in contact with the wall.
Since experimental investigations are very difficult so close to  the wall, it took years 
for direct evidence for this to  emerge. Now, the idea of the viscous sub-layer, as it is 
known, is well accepted. At the tim e progress was made by careful predictive dimensional 
analyses, based upon P ran d tl’s assum ptions and experimentally verified knowledge of flow 
‘scales’. These are discussed from page 122.
Before th a t, another known result of the tim e was used by P rand tl to derive an 
initial expression for the near wall velocity profile. He used the Blasius friction law [11], 
section 2.7.1, page 133. The work [108] led to  the so called power law distribution, or 
seventh power law:
Power law velocity distribution for turbulence in pipes
Using Blasius’ relation, 2.192, and substitu ting  for friction factor using equation 2.160, 
rearranged in term s of kinetic energy and wall shear, gives:
=  Q Q79 ‘ (2 163)
This, rearranged for the mean velocity, where all other param eters are constant, is of the 
form:
V  oc R 1!7 , (2.164)
note the indices. Prom this may be derived an equivalent for the peak velocity and a 
similar expression for velocity in term s of distance y  from the wall. Com bination of these 
then gives rise to
—  =  , (2-165)upk V it/
which is (P rand tl’s) so called (seventh) power law [108] for the turbulent velocity d istri­
bution in a pipe. It expresses the  velocity distribution in term s of dimensionless units, 
velocity and distance are normalised to  the peak and radius respectively. It is accurate 
over the range for which Blasius’ friction law is valid, th a t is over: 3000 <  R e  <  105. 
Note also th a t, it being a pipe flow result, relations so generated are not necessarily 
applicable to duct geometries.
Scales, dimensional analyses and the law of the wall
Any discussion of internal turbulence hinges critically on the m atter of scale. It is in­
structive to consider simple systems. Obviously, the infinitely deep duct, w ith streamwise
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translational invariance, is a problem reduced to a one dimensional form — at least at 
the level of mean velocity. Conventionally y  (equivalent to r  +  R, for — R  < r < R ) 
denotes the cross stream  location, see 2.6.1, and all variation occurs w ith this.
W ith  respect to  the y  direction, distances which might be considered for scales include 
the: hydraulic diam eter, channel width, pipe radius and half channel w idth. However, 
none of these can be used to illuminate boundary layer detail. Even the boundary layer 
thickness £, is not available, as most developed flows have sufficiently thick boundary 
layers for those on opposite sides to meet and overlap in the centre. In fact the only 
macroscopic length scale of relevance practically is the distance to  the nearest wall; i.e. 
y. Indeed, th is is how the mixing length is related to y.
In th a t light, some dimensional analysis is now followed; just one of the various possi­
ble perspectives on the m atter. Note, for a relevant treatm ent see Knudsen and K atz [73]; 
alternatively, ‘Buckingham ’s theorem ’ in the definitive work by Buckingham [16].
In an a ttem pt to  describe boundary layer features, P rand tl built on his mixing length 
postulates for the near wall region [109]. Firstly, under the assum ption th a t flow near a
wall doesn’t depend on param eters describing the d istant features, it is plausible to take
the mean to depend functionally as follows
Ux = f ( y , P, Po, Twall) , (2.166)
th a t is, only on location, density, viscosity and wall shear. Next, anticipating a dimen- 
sionless form for the profile, in the sense of velocity in term s of location, appropriate 
scaling factors by which to rationalise velocity and location are sought. T h a t is, group­
ings of the various fundam ental variables in the RHS of 2.166 are found, which have 
dimensions of velocity [LT-1] and distance [L] respectively. In fact only two occur, one
for each: ____
Twa" and !*  f j L  = ± .  (2.167)
P P V Rvall ^7
Denoting these by u T (hence last term  above) and y$ the earlier definitions 2.154 and 2.157
are arrived a t from the ratios:
Ux  _ 4- A y    + V't V  f n—  =  u  and — = y ^  = ------ . (2.168)uT y /  Vo
Once these dimensional scaling factors are found, Buckingham’s theorem  perm its the 
functional relationship /  of equation 2.166 to be restated as:
u+ = F (y +) , (2.169)
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th a t is, some other function F  between the dimensionless variables. Equation 2.169 is 
known as the law o f the wall; from it can easily be derived various quantitative expressions 
describing the near wall distribution of velocity.
Outside the near wall region, in the so called ‘core turbulence’, more dimensional 
analysis yields:
Ux — 9{yi Pi fti Twall) i (2.170)
where, note, po is replaced by 6. From this the velocity defect law is derived:
u + = G  , which implies: — ~  ^ pk =  G  ( | )  . (2.171)
W here both  g and G represent some, as yet unknown, functional dependence. The term  
Ux — Upk is often referred to as the velocity deficit (similar to the wake function of 
section 5.3.2).
In later sections, further use will be made of the velocity defect law; it will be discussed 
at the time. For now, the be tte r known ‘near wall’ (that is, law o f the wall) velocity 
distributions are to be derived (or stated). This is done for pipe flow, despite the fact 
th a t simulations of later chapters 5 focus on the duct geometry. The reason for this is the 
‘universal’ nature of flow solutions, in th a t similarity perm its their use on a qualitative 
basis a t least, possibly quantitatively, as will be seen.
At least two types of form are possible for F , related to the nature of assum ptions 
invoked. Primarily, these are distinguished in the context of shear assumptions. In the 
first of following sections, page 124, the case of constant shear in the viscous sub-layer is 
dealt with. All subsequent sections, from page 125 to page 128, deal with various results 
derived for the case of nearly constant turbulent shear dictated by the mixing length 
hypothesis.
Linear velocity distribution for viscous sub-layer
In the viscosity dom inated viscous sub-layer, shear flow is assumed to be governed by a 
lam inar like relation of the form 2.141. If rxy (r  of equation 2.141) is assumed constant, 
then it must take the value it takes a t the wall, th a t being t w. Rearrangement and 
integration then yields
t/I  =  M  +  c . (2.172)
7<o
Under the boundary condition th a t velocity is zero where y = 0, the constant evaluates 
to zero, hence
Ux =  ^ . (2.173)pv0
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which, on introducing the friction velocity, uT: 2.154 may be rearranged in term s of 
dimensionless variables (from r w/p  =  uI, 2.141). The result is:
u + = y + . (2.174)
The range of y + over which this linear relation holds is so close to  the wall th a t 
it is practically difficult to  verify. Nevertheless it is an accepted result, now validated. 
Validity extends as far as y + =  5 at the most, beyond which turbulent m om entum  transfer 
processes are sufficiently strong to cause departure from the purely viscous. Turbulent 
forces are not seen to dom inate however, until y + & 30, hence the layer 5 <  y + < 30 
becoming known as the overlap layer. The viscous sub-layer profile appears as a curve 
when plotted semi-logarithmically; see region I  of figure 2.17.
Logarithmic velocity distribution for turbulence in pipes
After working on his mixing length theory, page 59, P randtl [110] used it to derive a 
law for the turbulent velocity distribution near a boundary. I t  can be shown to be 
directly equivalent to a conclusion arising from dimensional analysis. It is known as the 
‘logarithm ic velocity distribution’ [110] and is im portant here for la ter chapters.
For the lam inar sub-layer and overlap (buffer) regions nearest the wall, it is a t least 
plausible to  employ the linear shear stress relation 2.144 of section 2.6.2, to quantify what 
is actually rxy in term s of the wall shear stress r w. Equation 2.95 for the turbulent shear 
in term s of mixing length may then be written:
y  _  d U x=  pK tW /2  r  mix dy
dUT
dy (2.175)
Since the lam inar sub-layer and overlap regions are very narrow w ith respect to a 
typical flow, the ratio 2 y /W , which translates to r / R  for pipes, is very near to unity. 
Setting it to one, by way of an assum ption, perm its rearrangem ent to:
^  =  (2.176)P dy
in which the LHS is conventionally denoted vT after the dimensionless ‘friction velocity’ 
of page 115. Also by way of an assumption, in the near wall region there is supposed to 
be only one relevant and applicable length scale, th a t being the distance to  the nearest 
wall; it is this th a t the mixing length means to quantify. Hence, in the near wall region
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4nix =  V• Such reasoning gives to  the integrable equation:
(2.177)
with solution
Ux =  — In y + c . (2.178)
The constant of integration, c, remains to  be specified.
This is the logarithmic distribution of mean velocity, valid for the near wall region 
where viscous forces are negligible, behaviour being dom inated by turbulent m omentum 
transfer and a geometric mixing length. W hilst this derivation chooses features strictly
quite flimsy, it nevertheless yields a very accurate description for a very large section of 
the velocity profile, which consequently is known as the logarithmic layer. It is a valid 
approximation however, to the whole of a wall induced turbulent shear. Though in reality 
significant deviation is observed for the lam inar sub-layer and in the core turbulence. 
Again, see figure 2.17.
Prandtl’s turbulent distribution in pipes
Is found from integration of equation 2.178 with the boundary condition th a t peak ve­
locity occurs at channel centre line:
This is found to m atch experimental da ta  very well [73], despite the fact th a t it over-
a strictly increasing wall model, it has a  sharp peak (ogive form) there, w ith gradient 
discontinuity.
Turbulent velocity in pipes due to von Karman
von Karman, in [142] and [143], arrived a t a similar result to equation 2.178, via his
analysis, th a t is by assuming v? to  be a function of dyUx and dydyllxi th a t is first and 
second order gradients in the mean velocity. It is
applicable only to either the lam inar sub-layer or the turbulence and is in th a t respect
Ux =  t/pk +  - u T In .K R (2.179)
estimates velocity at the centre line (and therefore the cross channel mean) because, as
similarity theory. It may be arrived by the ‘differential equations m ethod’ of dimensional
(2.180)
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His analysis also gives rise to other forms for the eddy viscosity:
and the mixing length:
_  K2(dUx/ d y f  
^  ( W x/d y 2)* ’ ( J
These were com paratively unsuccessful in application, however, being less accurate than 
P ran d tl’s simpler version. Moreover, on a practical level, it is apparent th a t 2.182 gives 
infinite eddy viscosity a t ‘shear inflections’, th a t is where dydyUx =  0. Both jets and 
wakes manifest such inflections.
W a n g ’s tu r b u le n t  d is t r ib u t io n  in  p ip es
Wang, in a later work, [149], derived another empirical form for the profile:
U+ =  C4 =  l n i ± ^ _ 2 t a n - ,  F
UT UT K V 1 -  V R
, £  +  1 .7 5 * /? + 1 .5 3-  0.572 In —----------- ¥-IL--------1 . 7 5 ^  +  1.53
+  1-14tan -1 j  • (2.183)
Obviously this is more complex than  earlier counterparts, but it is found to  have much 
higher accuracy a t high Reynolds number.
T h e  U n iv e rsa l v e lo c ity  d is t r ib u t io n  fo r tu rb u le n c e  in  p ip e s
Using P rand tl’s turbulent velocity distribution of a previous section, equation 2.179, it is 
possible to  derive a further and more general form of velocity distribution. This is known 
as ‘universal’ because it is made compatible with both  the law of the wall 2.169 and the 
velocity defect law 2.171. See von Karman [141] or Millikan [95].
It depends upon the following working assumptions: F irstly th a t the viscous layers 
and turbulent layers are distinct. Secondly th a t shear is constant through the lam inar 
layer. Third, there are only viscous forces there. Finally th a t the relation so derived is 
valid for all pipes of all sizes and is therefore an absolute constant. It is not derived here 
on account of space and context. Instead, it is quoted in various forms corresponding to 
its diverse application:
For s m o o th  p ip es :
u + = —\n y + + B ,  (2.184)
AC
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Empirically derived values for the constants k and B  were frequent additions to  the 
literature. A good review of the earlier ones is to be found in [73]. It is seen th a t 
values for k, which is since [142] known as the von Karm an constant, arise over the 
range 0.38 <  k <  0.41, with k =  0.4 the accepted figure m atching most data. See e.g. 
Nikuradse [99]. It has been mooted th a t this value is too high on account of the fact th a t 
real simulations are not carried out at high enough Reynolds number and th a t a be tter 
value then should be more like k, =  0.3. Note th a t since it is often the reciprocal which 
occurs, the coefficient 2.5 =  1 /k is regularly seen.
B  in sense of 2.184 and typical texts, say [148,150], is usually given the value of 5, or 
another in the range 4.4 <  B  <  5.85.
A cursory look a t equations 2.178 and 2.184 reveal their equivalence as respectively, 
dimensional and dimensionless forms, for the same physics; being related by a simple 
m ultiplicative factor which maps c to  B  and vice versa.
Various extension of this work have been done, m ost im portantly  to the case of non­
sm ooth pipes. W here the pipe relative surface roughness is defined by the ratio  of typical 
am plitude e to pipe radius R  the following arises for rough pipes:
V  R— =  2.5 In -  +  4.75. (2.185)vT e
See [73] for further references. Similarly, the following combined expression may be 
derived for for general pipes:
u+ =  2.5 In - |  +  3.75 +  — . (2.186)R  vT
As expressed in term s of the cross channel mean velocity V , equation 2.186 does not 
incorporate relative roughness and therefore dem onstrates th a t the profile shape is un­
affected by surface roughness in any way except m agnitude; good evidence to suggest 
internal turbulence mechanisms are independent of the boundary.
Consequential description of the turbulent boundary layer
The following comments are made in respect to  figure 2.17, which is a direct equivalent 
to figure 2.16, bu t in dimensionless independent variables.
S tarting at the innermost, the location dependent Reynolds number, y +, is less than  
unity for a region very close to the wall. There, viscous processes are expected to dom inate 
and the zone is known therefore as the viscous sub-layer. As a consequence of viscosity, 
the flow is effectively lam inar in nature, which leads to a linear form for the law of the 
wall, equation 2.174. This region is conventionally deemed to  extend to y+ =  5, bu t some
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Figure 2.17: Analytically derived turbulent mean profile of velocity in the near wall region 
and consequential subdivision of the turbulent boundary layer. Note, the the seventh power 
law 2.165 is not comparable on this plot as it is not derived dimensionally. From wall out: the 
laminar sub-layer, 0 < y + < 5, profile varies as u+ =  y+; next, the overlap zone or ‘buffer’ 
layer, 5 < y+ < 30, shown using relation 2.187; further out, the fully turbulent logarithmic layer 
30 < y+ < 500, given by, say, equation 2.184; lastly the ‘core’ turbulence, 500 < y+, described 
by velocity defect laws. Data points (circles) are illustrative only.
studies define the overlap region as extending from say y + =  3 and up.
Further into the channel, the overlap region is defined as th a t where owing to the 
proximity of the wall, any the eddies are necessarily small and the relative isolation from 
the bulk means viscous and turbulent processes have comparable effect. This layer is 
conventionally deemed to reside in the y + range: 5 <  y + < 30.
Further out there is a region where turbulent m omentum transfer is dom inant and 
viscous effects are negligible. This leads to a logarithmic turbulent mean velocity profile 
— for which various forms have been derived — named therefore the logarithm ic layer. 
The logarithmic profiles however, turn out to  be very good approxim ation to behaviour 
across the entire half channel. This is despite the rather flimsy nature of both the mixing 
length hypothesis, upon which most analyses have been based, and the piecewise m anner 
in which it is dealt with.
Finally, ‘beyond’ any direct effect from the wall, there is ‘core’, inertia dom inated 
turbulent flow. There the velocity defect law holds. Deviation in the core region (the 
defect) is variable, dependent on the type of boundary layer and specifics of its environ­
ment. Little attention will be directed to  this region in the current studies. A set of
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examples of such are indicated in the figure 2.17, however; for illustration only.
W ith respect to the overlap, or buffer layer, where no semi-analytic form for the profile 
exists, it was found th a t d a ta  could still be modelled by a logarithmic curve. In [143], 
using da ta  of Reichardt and Reichardt and Schuh [114] which extend over 1.5 ;$ y + £  300 
and thus cover the entire overlap layer, von Karman showed th a t the expression:
u+ =  5.00 In y+ -  3.05, (2.187)
was a good empirical fit, a t least for the range 5 <  y + <  30.
Later, in the context of improvements to the universal velocity distribution, Deissler, 
by neglecting the effect of kinem atic viscosity, derived an inverse relationship, [31]:
i  r v ^ K i
V n  e-(nu+)2/2 ’ (2.188)
which was hardly altered by a subsequent analysis [33]. The value of n  was established 
empirically as 0.109. Equation 2.188 provides and excellent fit for both  sm ooth and rough 
pipes over the reduced range 5 <  y + < 26.
2.7.4 Analyses of turbulent channel friction data; the M oody  
curves
The discussion now turns to  the other prim ary form of da ta  which will be of interest 
in these studies, th a t is friction data. In section 2.7.1 the friction coefficient, or friction 
factor, is defined. It tu rns out th a t quantification of the retardative effect of walls in 
a flow is best done in term s of the dimensionless param eters of Reynolds num ber and 
friction coefficient. A presentation of observed friction behaviour in term s of flow forcing 
etc. is highly illustrative of the problem of flow in internal geometries. Collections of such 
d a ta  are often grouped to  form the curves of a ‘Moody chart’; which arises as follows.
The M oody chart
Essentially the Moody chart for flow in channels is a plot of friction coefficient against 
Reynolds number. Owing to  the great breadth of turbulence characteristics assembled 
therein, general properties of the Moody chart will be referred to extensively in la ter 
chapters; an illustration is therefore provided in figure 2.18, to  which the reader is referred. 
Observe the vague similarities between a Moody chart and phase diagrams of condensed 
m atter physics. Here the ‘phases’ are fluid flow  behaviours; in the figure delineated by 
dot-dash  lines. Variants on the theme occur; in particular here log10 axes are employed.
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Figure 2.18: Example Moody chart for cylindrical geometry, i.e. pipe flow, using Fanning fric­
tion factor. Transition between laminar and turbulent regimes occurs around Reynolds number 
Recr 2000. Below ReCT laminar flow data follow the analytic straight line solution 2.189. 
Above transition data posses dependence on qualities of the wall, especially roughness {e/R), 
which gives rise to a continuous set of branches. Semi-empirical relations for turbulence in 
infinitely smooth pipes are also shown (blue): the Blasius equation 2.192, dashed; and Niku- 
radse’s relation 2.193 mentioned later, page 134, solid and squares. Only in the flat high Re 
tail is the turbulence supposed fully developed. Data ‘points’ are illustrative only.
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D ata in the plot fall, a t first sight, into three distinct regions, which summarise all 
three m anifestations of flow: lam inar, transition  and turbulent — hence its utility. At 
low Reynolds number the flow is lam inar and friction factor dependence36 is linear and 
negative, this is the straight line section of figure 2.18, up to Reynolds num ber around 
2000. For Reynolds number above th a t (strictly Re > R eCT = 2300) there is a poorly 
defined region characterised by a jum p in the coefficient of friction and by high scatter in 
experimental data. At higher Re  still the flow is turbulent, though not necessarily ‘fully 
developed’. There, more complex features are visible in the chart, especially:
•  An underlying theoretic trend: the ‘Blasius friction law’, equation 2.192, discussed 
in the next section and denoted by the  dashed blue line.
•  A superior equivalent to the above; in particular, Nikuradse’s relation [99], equa­
tion 2.193, also in the next section, page 134 (many similar exist), which is valid 
over a greater range of Re.
•  Branching a t higher Reynolds number, dependent on the pipe roughness.
•  A poorly understood rise after the dip in each branch.
• Finally, a ‘flat ta il’ at high R e , which is very dependent on pipe roughness37. This is 
the only region of the chart which is supposed to represent fully developed channel 
turbulence.
Recall th a t friction factor is essentially equivalent to viscosity and is strictly  therefore 
a turbulence param eter (earlier this section). Well it is nevertheless possible to  derive 
consistent values for the lam inar flow regime. To do this take equation 2.146 for lam inar 
flow (in pipes) and substitu te for —dp/dx  from rearrangement of equation 2.161. On 
simplifying, v /V 0 h  =  1 /R e note, the following are arrived at:
A = g ,  (2-189)
or in term s of the Blasius /  Darcy-W eisbach friction factor,
64
/ d w  =  / b  =  5 (2.190)
36 See next paragraphs which extend the friction factor into the context of a laminar flow.
37The internal surface quality is discussed later, in section 5.4 and 6.1 in relation to extensions and 
further work. It is defined here, as is usual, by the ratio of typical roughness amplitude to pipe radius, 
e / R
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which relate /  to Re. On a log10 scale this is a straight line:
log / F =  log 16 -  log(.Re), (2.191)
with gradient —1 and ‘intercept’ (with the log(Re =  1000) line) of about 10-18 , or 0.016 
(for Fanning /p ). Such is the straight line, lam inar portion of the Moody chart 2.18.
F r ic t io n  law s
Over the years, much d a ta  has been generated on wall induced friction in turbulent chan­
nels and various workers have attem pted to  model da ta  with various empirical relations. 
Some, in addition, have tried to  build descriptive relations from first principles. Both 
have m et w ith some success, to  the point th a t engineers have well established means at 
their disposal, with which to solve pipe specification problems.
The well known of these are briefly reviewed in the following paragraphs. This is both 
to further illum inate relevant turbulent behaviour and to provide quantitative d a ta  with 
which to compare results generated by modelling in chapter 5. The discussion indicates 
relations presented visually in figure 2.19, which consists of friction relation d a ta  for ju st 
the turbulent portion of the Moody chart, i.e. R e > R ecr.
The B la s iu s  f r ic tio n  law  was the first analytic expression to correlate friction co­
efficient versus Reynolds number, thereby elucidating various results under discussion at 
the time. Blasius worked on on numerous variants of his ‘Blasius equation’ problem, 
generating a range of differing friction laws: in 1908 on turbulent flow past a plate; in 
1911 the first such study on pipes, for Reynolds number in the range 4000 <  R e  <  105; 
and most im portantly  in 1913 [11] where he assembled his results with those of other 
authors to  suggest a relation valid for a wider range of Reynolds number:
/ B =  0.079Re“ 1/4, (2.192)
which is valid from R e = 3 x 103 to 105. It is this result which P rand tl first used to 
calculate velocity distributions across the channel, see page 122. It strictly  approxim ates 
the smooth wall branch of the Moody curve only.
So much information and physics is contained in the Moody chart th a t the recovery 
of only a small fraction will be sufficient to voice an optim istic stance on the  efficacy of 
the LB mixing length model invoked in chapter 5. Such m atters are addressed nearer the 
tim e in section 5.1.2 and in the discussion section 5.4.
Nikuradse, in extending the range of Reynolds number over which turbulence in pipes 
had been investigated, obtained an empirical relation, which modelled d a ta  he had gath-
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Figure 2.19: Comparison between the various friction laws mentioned. The Blasius data arise 
in equation 2.192. The second plot, in blue, are consistent with two sources: the relation 
arrived at empirically by Nikuradse [99], equation 2.193; and that derived theoretically by von 
Karman [142], as discussed, page 134. Data in green arise through the relation 2.194, derived 
by Drew et al. [36]. Finally, the data for the last curve, in light blue were obtained from another 
relation in Knudsen and Katz [73], see equation 2.195. Compare these empirical matches and 
theoretical curves to those of figure 2.18.
ered and matched th a t of other workers very well, [99]:
- 2 =  =  41og(flev/ '* ) - 0 . 4 .  (2.193)
V . / B
His data  were collected over the range 4 x 103 <  Re  <  3.24 x 106 making it, a t the time, 
a most comprehensive study. Moreover, its good statistical fit to the data, for the entire 
range considered, make it an accepted standard  for finding friction factors in smooth 
tubes even today. Unfortunately, as an inverse relation, friction da ta  cannot easily be 
calculated for any particular Reynolds number.
Many equivalents to this relation may be found, not least th a t of von K arm an [142], 
who derived theoretically a very similar form for equation 2.193. It was identical in all
respects except values for coefficients in the RHS; these were 4.06 and 0.6 respectively.
A further empirical relation of this kind was obtained by Drew et al. [36]:
/  =  0.0014 +  0.125Re-0'32 , (2.194)
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which is used extensively. Last to  be mentioned here, Knudsen and K atz [73] cite the 
following
f  = OMQRe~0-2 , (2.195)
which they sta te  is derived from a relation used in heat transfer calculations.
In chapter 5, results discussed earlier this section are used in two ways: the empirical 
relations for both  flow profiles, 2.165 to 2.188, and Moody curves, 2.192 and 2.193 to  2.195, 
are used as yardsticks by which d a ta  derived in our simulations can be evaluated.
Despite the fact th a t experimental results have been in evidence a long time, incon­
sistencies do exist and these have boosted efforts to derive truly analytic equivalents to 
the empirical friction relations (in addition for flow profiles and the like). Contem porary 
treatm ents are not of relevance to this work however, for which the reader is referred to 
the general turbulence literature.
Interpretation of friction characteristics of flow in pipes and channels is usually prac­
tically biased. On a grander and more phenomenological level however, the various pro­
cesses a t work, by which M oody curve gradient is reduced, may be seen as the necessary 
natural mechanisms to  curtail any ‘peculiar’ physical behaviour a t extremes. Specifically, 
the expectation th a t the fluid experience ever decreasing dependence of retardative forc­
ing on flow kinetic energy, see defining relation for friction coefficient, equation 2.160, 
whilst increasing forcing  (and thereby velocity contribution to Reynolds num ber), con­
tradicts common sense, or some energetically motivated paradigm atic presum ption. To 
see this note tha t, extrapolating such a situation to its logical lim it would mean th a t, 
once set in motion, a fluid flowing a t near infinite Reynolds number would experience 
virtually zero friction and would hence tend to continue in motion indefinitely.
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C h a p te r  3
S im ulation  of cylindrical flow on a 
regu lar 2D grid
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B y inserting position and tim e dependent ‘source’ or ‘forcing’ terms into the micro­
scopic evolution equation o f a lattice Boltzm ann fluid and treating the generalised scheme 
within the usual Chapman-Enskog methodology, the emergent dynamics o f the lattice flu id  
are demonstrably and usefully transformed. The method o f adjustment is demonstrated 
by implementing the cylindrical polar coordinate form  of the continuity and m om entum  
equations on a rectangular lattice and generating results fo r pipe flow. With straight­
forward systematic adjustment o f the simulation, the approach here produces results in 
excellent agreement with theory.
3.1 T he problem  of using a 2D sim ulation for 3D  
cylindrical geom etry: Introduction
This chapter details im plem entation, application and analysis, of an adaptation of la t­
tice Boltzmann forcing scheme aimed at recovering, in the lattice fluid’s macroscopics, 
characteristics of flow in a geometry other than  the Cartesian space of the sim ulation 
domain. Specifically, for the sake of definiteness, a forcing strategy is considered th a t 
targets recovery of macroscopic equations identifiable with cylindrical polar coordinate 
forms of both  Navier-Stokes and continuity equations. In so doing it is dem onstrated 
how the form of the macroscopic equations, describing the lattice fluid, can be usefully 
adjusted by adding variable source term s to the microscopic m omentum density evolution 
equation.
A dapting the lattice Boltzm ann scheme, by the use of forcing, is a relatively stra igh t­
forward and commonplace operation. Indeed, all flow simulations necessarily involve such 
modification simply to drive the flow. Here, the forcing is more complex. It is intended 
to account for the fact th a t one cannot simply use a 2D Cartesian simulation domain to 
represent flow in other 2D geometries.
Consider flow in a pipe or cylinder; a common and im portant flow realisation. This 
is inherently three dimensional in nature, bu t where there is flow invariance around the 
geometric axis, th a t is ‘cylindrically sym m etry’, only two coordinate axes are required 
as a basis for flow characterisation. Traditional coordinate representation consists of r  
and z\ these then reduce to  ju st r  and 2 , where invariance is with (f), around the axis, 
r  is radial coordinate and 2  is distance along the pipe. Under such circumstances, it  is 
tem pting to assume th a t the two axes of the 2D lattice Boltzmann simulation, x  and y , 
may be used simply to represent r  and z  directly. To do so would not be correct, however.
The problem in this instance, with using such a ‘flattened’ sim ulation space to  rep­
resent a three dimensional configuration, is th a t the volume of fluid associated w ith any
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point on the 2D grid increases as one moves radially outward from the geometric axis.
At first glance this may seem to be relatively innocuous, but not so. In fact comparing 
two appropriate 2D geometries, channel flow and pipe flow say, it readily becomes clear 
th a t the relative effect on the fluid, of friction imposed by the domain walls, is much 
higher for the cylindrical case. To illustrate this, compare the ratio  of wetted perim eter 
to flow cross sectional area for the two cases. On one hand, the num erator is twice the 
channel depth, on the other it is the cylindrical circumference1. It emerges th a t the flow 
profile m agnitude for the cylindrical case will be exactly half th a t for the infinitely deep 
duct; a subtle point to a com putational physicist, but one of some obviousness to fluid 
dynamicists.
W hat this dem onstrates, is th a t the 2D lattice Boltzmann scheme used herein, which 
models a geometry invariant with the th ird  dimension, is, in its unmodified form, not 
capable of resolving such geometric or coordinate transform ation issues. It would be of 
great value if a modification could be found th a t rendered the LB scheme capable of 
reproducing this and related detail. Such is the m atter addressed in the current chapter.
In the rem ainder of this section, further detail on the specific nature of these inves­
tigations is presented: the particular geometry of interest is discussed and a coordinate 
transform ation specified in section 3.1.1; an appropriate form of the transform ed equa­
tions is also set out in section 3.1.1; and a discussion of forcing in general is presented in 
section 3.1.2, as a basis for subsequent development and analysis. Section 3.2, proceeds 
to focus on the particular problem detailed earlier, forming the m ain technical content 
of the chapter: equations are derived specifying particular forcing term s for the case in 
point. Implementation of a test bench for the scheme so devised is detailed in section 3.3. 
There also, results of the various simulations are presented. Section 3.4 discusses, in the 
light of these results, the strategy’s efficacy and utility, together with suggestions for 
further work. Finally, in section 3.5, conclusions are drawn and a synopsis of results 
given.
3.1.1 Cylindrical flow representation
Consider the problem of the lam inar flow of an incompressible, isotropic liquid, in internal 
geometry, with rotational symmetry around the 2 -axis. The azim uthal velocity in such a 
configuration, v#, and (f) coordinate derivatives, vanish from the incompressible N avier- 
Stokes and continuity equations, [81]. The rem aining radial and axial velocities vT and
1 Strictly this has to be done for the limit as channel depth, d, approaches infinity. The result 
2itRC/'kR2 is obtained for the cylinder, 2di/dW  for the duct. Under R = W /2, the latter evaluates to
twice the value for the cylinder, at 4l (W .
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vz and pressure P  satisfy three equations in the two spatial coordinates z  and r . On 
making the replacements:
(z ,r )  ( x ,y ) ,
(u2,u r )  ^ (UX,Uy) , (3"1)
a pseudo-Cartesian representation of pipe flow is obtained:
dxvx +  dyVy =  , (3.2)
=  ~ ~ 9xP  + ^V 2ux + u - d yvx , (3.3)D t  p y
I n  =  ~~P9yP +  vV2vy + v \  ( dyVy ~ f )  ' (3 '4)
The last term s on the right hand side of equations 3.2 to 3.4 are hence forward designated 
‘non-rectangular’.
It can be shown th a t equations 3.2 to  3.4 may be obtained from a lattice Boltzm ann 
scheme sim ulating incompressible flow, with the following macroscopic equations for the 
two unknown quantities vx and vy:
dtp +  dxpvx + dypVy =  - - p v y , (3.5)
y
+  daP  -  v V 2pva =  -d yp va -  ^ Y 'd a y , (3.6)u t  y y
where a  = x ,y  and the usual summ ation convention applies.
The RHS term s in continuity and m omentum equations, 3.5 and 3.6, arise from the 
particular way in which the simulation has been adapted from cylindrical polar coordi­
nates and not  from external, physical accelerations impressed upon the fluid.
3.1.2 General forcing in lattice Boltzm ann simulation
The strategy discussed in this chapter aims to augment the normal lattice evolution 
process with an algorithm ic step intended to invoke properties of radially varying flow 
volume and fluid mass in the lattice fluid. Such properties are represented by the RHS 
term s of equations 3.5 and 3.6.
There are in fact very few ways in which behaviour of the LBGK scheme can strongly 
be influenced for such purposes. The lattice may be modified, bu t this removes a great 
deal of the beauty of the LB; it might prove useful to modify the relaxation param eter
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spatially, but it is unclear as to  whether this could ever produce the right physics. The 
m ost obvious line of attack is to devise suitable ‘external’ forcing terms. Forcing of 
any kind is easily implemented in the LB, so long as simple constraints such as mass 
conservation are m et a t the same time.
In reality forcing is a necessary element of any practical simulation, those presented 
here being no exception in th a t regard. The reason for this is simply th a t in some way 
equilibrium must be broken so th a t flow is initiated. In this chapter and elsewhere in 
th is work, so called ‘body forcing’ is utilised for this purpose, hence it is discussed in 
the introductory section 2.6.4. However, to  exemplify the general concept of forcing and 
since it occurs essentially ‘tied in’ to  the strategy here, it makes a good case study, so a 
brief aside is now taken to  discuss.
The idea in body forcing the lattice fluid is to im part a force th a t replaces or simulates 
the configurational reality of pressure gradient which drives m ost flows. It is achieved 
quite simply by, at an appropriate stage in the lattice evolution, adjusting the distribution 
of density among the links of forced nodes according to a simple algorithm . This is done in 
such a way to meet required conservations, bu t also to  deliberately ‘break’ others. Body 
forcing conserves mass but not momentum; the whole purpose is to  im part m omentum 
to the fluid in a similar fashion to how a pressure gradient would.
Practically, forcing is implemented simply by subtracting mass symmetrically from 
links on one side of the node and adding it symm etrically to  links on the opposite side. 
The quantities redistributed this way are called forcing term s, herein denoted hi. Such 
adjustm ent amounts to a modified collision step and is therefore to be performed with 
equivalent tim ing as for collision.
For the current purpose, of adjusting the sim ulation so as to model the effect of greater 
fluid mass and volume as one moves radially out from the central axis, a more complex 
forcing algorithm is required. In fact the previously mentioned body forcing is ‘s ta tic ’ in 
the sense th a t the param eters used to implement the forcing, are calculated only once, 
th a t being when the simulation pressure gradient is specified. In a way similar to  body 
forcing, the new axial sym m etry  forcing term s are to be implemented by a simple addition 
of link dependent density terms. In contrast however, these now depend algorithmically 
on param eters such as the node distance from pipe axis and radial gradients of flow 
velocity, th a t is, the forcing term s in this case are dependent on the geometry and the 
emerging flow character.
Here and in the paper, [52], the two types of forcing are in fact calculated and imple­
m ented simultaneously, using now space dependent and dynamic contributions a t order e 
and e2, denoted and h f  ^ respectively. The discussion now moves on to  this issue,
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3.2 Im plem enting coordinate change in LB by forc­
ing
The m acrodynam ics of equations 3.5 to  3.6 are sought for the case of a two dimensional, 
nine velocity (D2Q9) lattice B hatnagar-G ross-K rook fluid [112], which is to  be modi­
fied. Note, however, this analysis will generalise directly to any particu lar LB scheme. 
Common lattice Boltzmann notation, consistent with th a t of the rest of this work, is 
employed.
W ith  the intention of driving the lattice fluid toward a non-uniform momentum  dis­
tribution, a spatial and velocity dependent microscopic term  hi(r, t) is incorporated into 
the evolution equation for the lattice fluid’s momentum distribution, thereby adjusting 
it as follows:
f i{ r  +  eA tCi, t  +  eAt) =  /,•(r , t) +  — [ //0)(v, p) -  /• (r, *)] +  h{(r, t ) . (3.7)
T
Here A t is the explicit tim e step, e the Chapm an-Enskog expansion param eter (Knudsen 
number) and all other term s have their usual meaning. For purposes of extracting the 
dynamics of this modified scheme 3.7 a Chapm an-Enskog type expansion is performed, 
with the hi, like the / , ,  expanded in powers of e. Bearing in mind th a t, in the  corre­
sponding unadjusted LBGK scheme [112], the enf^n\ n  > 0 are the  cause of departures 
from equilibrium, hi are then taken to be a t least 0(e):
hi = eh\^ +  e2h f ) + e3h f^  +  ..., (3.8)
where, it is emphasised, there is no ‘equilibrium ’ O(e0) hi term .
It is natural to take the lead term  e h ^  to  be zeroth order in velocity gradients (this
ensures consistency with several previous LB applications in which the lattice fluid is
body forced by a spatially uniform pressure gradient; see, for example, [88] and the 
references therein). Accordingly is taken to be zeroth order in gradient quantities, 
and h\2^  to  contain any first order gradients in macroscopic observables p, v; so, in general 
contains (n — l ) th order gradients in p and v.
The question now is to determine the h ^  th a t give equations 3.5 and 3.6 in a consis­
ten t fashion. From a Chapm an-Enskog type expansion of the Taylor expanded evolution 
equation 3.7 (after Hou et al. [69]), the result:
(dto +  Cijd7)fi°^ =  — /i(1) +  h ^ ,  (3.9)r
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is obtained at 0 {e ); and a t 0 (e 2):
d n f} 0) +  (9«o +  Ci7d7) ( l  -  ^  f,(1> =  +  h f  . (3.10)
In deriving the macroscopic dynamics, it is usual to substitu te for in equation 3.10 
using equation 3.9, which gives
dti f i 0) +  {dto 4- Ci^dj) (1  -  —  j  —r(d to + cisds)f}0) +  rh j1} = - - / P  +  h f ] . (3.11)
Equations 3.9 to 3.11 are not then used to relate to the h\n\  as might be expected. 
R ather, the problem is partitioned in such a way as to recover the RHS (LHS) term s in 
target equations 3.5 and 3.6 from the independently.
Defining A ia to  be equal to cia and 1, moments may be taken of equations 3.9 and 3.11, 
setting for the
E da +  ( g -  T ) (dto +  C i ^ y
where
A ia Cja , 1 •
This, taken with the usual constraints:
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
E 4 ° W )  =  P
i
5 3 / t (0)(v iP)Cia =  pva
i
53 f *  (V5 =  P $ a f l  f ^ s  +  p V a V j 3 j (3.15)
corresponds to the unadjusted isothermal LBGK scheme [112,158]. Such is then  used 
without further modification to recover the usual LHS term s in the  m odel’s m acrody­
namics (equations 3.5 and 3.6).
Implicitly, therefore, the corresponding moments of the hf.
Afa, (3.16)
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r  ( i  -  ^  +  C i i ^ h ^ A i a  -  h f ]A ia. (3.17)
'  i i
m ust be used to generate the new ‘targe t’ term s in the lattice continuity and m omentum 
equations — for present purposes, term s of the RHSs of equations 3.5 and 3.6. Note th a t 
expressions 3.16 and 3.17 relate to  0 (e)  and 0 (e 2) respectively. Care must therefore be 
exercised; as is evident from expressions 3.16 and 3.17, the choice of h f^  must influence 
the form of h f^  and so forth.
For the particular application of pipe flow, a form for the h f^  will first be selected 
th a t yields the desired modification of the lattice continuity equation 3.5, in addition 
to appropriate body forcing; this is done in section 3.2.1. Thereafter the h f^  will be 
determ ined from the chosen hip  and from the target modification to  the lattice fluid’s 
m omentum  equations 3.6, section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Lattice continuity equation and
Modifications to the lattice continuity equation, resulting from the inclusion of forcing 
term s h P  and h f^  into the lattice evolution equation, are now considered. Taking equa­
tion 3.9 and summing over all z, the following is obtained a t 0(e):
dtoP +  dppvp =  (3-18)
i
W ith the target dynamics of equations 3.5 and 3.6 in mind, the following selection of h f^  
emerges:
h f ] =  Wi ( g c ix -  , (3.19)
where Q is a position and time independent param eter for the forcing m agnitude and 
where Wi takes on the usual D2Q9 values, section 2.5.2, page 71. W ith  this choice for 
h f \  the RHS of equation 3.18 takes the desired form:
E / 4 11 = E w' K  -  * $ )  = o E ^  -  v  E " *  = -  v ■ (3-2°)i i k j  j j y i y
Proceeding to 0 (e 2) now. Summing on i in equation 3.11 the expression
T { 1 ~ h dto E + d-i E h(i>>cn E M 2’ (3-21)
is obtained, in the LHS of the lattice continuity equation. This, w ith the target dynamics
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in view, should vanish. Using equations 3.19 and 3.20 therefore leads to
£  ft?1 =  ( r  -  1 )  L  E  ( S c ix-  ^ )  +  5 , E  Ci
which, since Q is constant in space and time, becomes
E ^ H )  k z  ( - » > - ) + «
Hence a condition on the h ^  arises
E fti2) =  Q  - r )
, (3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
further consideration of which is postponed to the next section.
f 2)3.2 .2  L attice m om en tu m  equ ation  and h\
W ith an appropriately modified continuity equation secured, attention now falls upon 
the lattice Euler equation. This should gain a term  at O(e) by the choice of (equa­
tion 3.19). To see this, equation 3.9 is multiplied by c* and summed over z, yielding:
(3.25)
which, by invoking the previous selection of h[l\  namely equation 3.19, gives 
d m P ^ a  T  ^  ^  ^  ^ i ^ i x ^ i a  ^  ^  —  T > G $ a x  • (3.26)
Here, the standard D2Q9 result: Yli wiciacii3 — ^ / 3 ;  and the fact tha t first order 
moments of the lattice link set are zero, have been employed.
Clearly the lattice fluid's Euler equation has gained a body force density term . Such 
is widely used to mimic the effect of a spatially uniform body force (pressure gradient) 
impressed throughout the lattice fluid:
dmpvx =  - d p R f p  +  ~G , for a = x  
dtopVy = - d p U , for a = y (3 .27 ;
wherein, for a = y, the Q term  has no effect reflecting conditions of the chosen geometry.
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The equilibrium momentum  flux tensor, however:
n a/J =  +  W (3.28)
still contains pressure gradient term s p5ap /3, it is emphasised. Using the la tte r of equa­
tions 3.27 then, condition 3.24 on the /i-^can be recast as follows
(3.29)
and substitu ting  for Il^g, equation 3.28, this becomes:
E  hi2} = ( T "  5 )  \ af> +
=  I T “ ^  
1
- ^ d y p  +  d p p v p v y
3 z/(r)
- -  d y P  +  O p P V p V y (3.30)
the last line of which invokes the standard LB identification between kinem atic viscosity 
and relaxation param eter: v (t ) =  (2r  — l) /6 , see section 2.5.2 and [112].
Considering 0 (e 2) now, equation 3.11 is multiplied by c* and summed over i to  obtain 
the new term s generated by the forcing. Since the usual Navier-Stokes macroscopic term s 
arise in this process, it is possible, since they equate, to cancel them  out leaving only new 
terms; these may then be grouped in the RHS of the lattice Navier-Stokes equation:
E M V - r ( l - L ) dto ^   ^ Qa T  ^  j hi CjaCj-y (3.31)
Simplification of this expression is possible through the tim e independence:
dto ^ 2  h^C ia = dto(Q5ax/3 )  =  0 . (3.32)
Also, expression 3.19 is now used for the first term  of which is seen to be zero because 
it is an odd moment of the lattice basis. This perm its the following reduction:
where again, the identity Y l i wiciacip — <W /3 (a standard  D2Q9 result) has been em­
ployed. Finally, the usual identification of lattice fluid (kinematic) viscosity, z/ ( t )  =  
(2t  — l ) /6 , leaves:
This expression, 3.34, is the one required to  supply additional target term s to match 
those in the RHS of the Navier-Stokes equation, 3.6.
Taking those term s required of the forcing strategy, as appear in the RHS of the 
macroscopics 3.6 and equating them  to those arising as a consequence of the introduction 
of forcing, 3.34, provides:
This must be done if the scheme is to successfully model cylindrical geometries. On 
rearranging, the above becomes
Simplification proceeds on noting that, for both  a  = x  and y, each of term s 2 and 4 in 
the RHS contributes zero2, leaving:
2For a = x, terms 2 and 4 are zero: Sa=xy = 0 and da=x\ /y  =  0; whereas for a = y, term 4, da=yl / y , 
equals — 1 jy2 hence canceling term 2.
(3.34)
5 3  h f ]Cia +  vda ( ^ )  =  v ( dypVa ~ \ pVy5ay) (3.35)
(3.36)
which by the product rule, is equivalent to
(3.37)
(3.38)
From equations 3.30 and 3.38 expressions for the moments of the h f  ^ are thus as
follows
dyp +  dppvpVy (3.39)
(3.40)
where, note, the RHS of the la tte r is equivalent to v V  x (p v )\x /y .
In seeking a form for / i^ th a t  satisfies the above two conditions simultaneously, it is
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apparent th a t their respective RHSs m ust both contribute on the same basis. W ith  this 
in mind, and the fact th a t the RHSs are link independent, it is logical a t first to postulate  
th a t h f * consists of a sum of the form
= UqiR q +  k \iR \ , (3.41)
where Rq and R i  denote RHSs of the zeroth and first order moments respectively (equa­
tions 3.39 and 3.40) and where k0i and ku  are undetermined constants th a t are probably 
link i dependent. For this case the essence of equations 3.39 and 3.40can then be sum ­
marised as
5Z *o . =  i  , 5 3 f c i i = 0 ’ <3-42)i i
^   ^koiCia =  0 , ^   ^kuCia =  1 . (3.43)
i i
The question then is, w hat (simple) constants k ^  and ku  have these properties.
It is imm ediately apparent th a t the usual link weight factor Wi will alone suffice for 
koi] its weight sums over i to unity and its first (odd) lattice moment is zero. (Any link 
independent coefficient may also be applied to this).
The case of ku  seems ‘sim ilar’ but is a t odds with the usual w% moment. Inspection
of equation 3.40 suggests division of the RHS by Cja factor. Avoiding this however, bu t
noting th a t this would be equivalent to an odd moment, (—1th), suggests an appropriate 
choice for ku- O btain an odd moment in the la tte r of 3.42 and even in the la tte r of 3.43 
by making ku = (Hp- Hence one simple and satisfactory choice of the 0 (e 2) forcing term  
is:
hip =  3 Wi—e2
y
to which the usual sum m ation convention applies.
3.2.3 Resume of axial symmetry forcing issues
In summary, to recover lattice fluid macrodynamics equivalent to pipe flow, whilst us­
ing a regular square lattice under a uniform applied pressure gradient, forcing term s 
(equation 3.8) are required to be of the form:
h\l) =  Wi (^QciX >
h f ] = w ~  (~ d r £  +  dxpvxvy +  dypVyVy +  dypvxcix -  dxpvycix)  . (3.45)y \  o /
- - < v  +  dppvpVy ) +  (dypvp -  dppVy) cifi (3.44)
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This scheme incorporates term s, WiQciX, representing the commonly applied body forcing 
condition.
For purposes of performing the simulations described in th is section, the gradient 
term s in 3.45 are evaluated using discrete difference approxim ations, evaluated from la t­
tice macroscopics using second order accurate expressions. Note however, th a t stresses 
and higher order fluxes, such as appear in 3.45, can be com puted more in the spirit of 
lattice Boltzmann m ethod and w ithout recourse to such finite differences. This is possi­
ble using appropriate higher order moments of /*, see equation 2.116, thereby avoiding 
the problems of instability, dissipation and numerical inefficiency which finite difference 
schemes introduce.
A ttention now proceeds to  specific simulation details and to  a presentation of the 
results so obtained.
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3.3 Flow in a 3D geom etry using a 2D grid: results
In this section, results are discussed from a test bench sim ulation of forced flow in an 
infinitely long circular pipe, driven by a uniform pressure gradient (effective body force 
density) parallel with the pipe axis. The intention is to  correctly account for the differ­
ential in fluid properties, th a t occurs as one moves radially out, in the two dimensional 
representation, from the central axis of a three dimensional cylindrically symmetric sys­
tem. The general idea is reviewed in section 2.6.1, pages 85 and 89 of this report and 
earlier in this chapter, 3.1.
Figure 3.1 is a schematic of the com putational domain used to simulate the configu­
ration. Discrete lattice coordinates will here be represented with integers X  and T; X  
represents distance along the pipe in the direction of flow and Y  represents cross channel 
distance. All the results reported relate to eventual steady sta te  velocity distribution on 
the lattice. The lattice is initialised globally with node density p — 1.0. Convergence to 
steady state  was checked by m onitoring the time development of the lattice velocity field 
residuals, as will be seen.
0
Y
Y=W: PBC________ dp/dx=0________________ U=0 by symmetry
dp/dx=G/3 Off lattice
A_______________________dp/dx=0_______________ U=0 by symmetry
dp/dx=-G/3
C ^  Off lattice
Y=0: PBC dp/dx=0___________ U=0 by symmetry
B
D
X
X=0: PBC X~ L: PBC
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the test bench implementation of uniform contra-forced pipe flow, 
sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4. Blue arrows indicate forcing: below (above) line AB the lattice fluid 
is body forced toward the right (left). Note that negative dp/dx gives rise to positive flow. 
Duct axes (broken lines) should be located off lattice, which can be achieved by appropriate 
positioning of the periodic boundaries, that prevail between left and right, and between top 
and bottom, of the lattice.
To bound the flow in the X  direction, periodic boundaries were installed along vertical 
lines X  = 0 and X  =  L. The issue of ‘horizontal’ boundaries shall be returned to shortly. 
Flow was forced (see below) parallel to the X  direction. Thus the overall algorithm  is 
translationally invariant along the horizontal. Under such circumstances it is possible
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to make the lattice length L  conveniently small, thereby avoiding any axial lattice fluid 
density gradient, which might otherwise lead to compressibility error [151].
Consider the half of the sim ulation below the horizontal line connecting A  and B. 
Here fluid was induced to flow in the direction from A  to B  by use of a positive body 
force constant £7, corresponding to  an applied pressure gradient of —Q/3, Q > 0, equa­
tion 3.27. For this region of the lattice, the pipe axis is the broken line connecting C  
with D  corresponding to y =  0. Since certain forcing term s in equations 3.45 refer to  the 
reciprocal of y  (distance from pipe axis), care must be exercised to avoid any singularity. 
Accordingly, line C D  should be located off lattice, which can be achieved by appropriate 
positioning of the horizontal no slip lattice boundaries.
The general problem of term inating an LB lattice, so as to impose a no slip condition 
on the lattice fluid velocity field, is unsolved. However, a number of m ethods th a t closely 
mimic the effect of friction on the flow have been devised; for a discussion see section 2.6 
and references therein. Here the sym m etry of this particular problem can be exploited, by 
‘contra-forcing’; again see sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4. In fact periodic boundary conditions 
were also applied, along the lines Y  =  0 and Y  = W , with the upper layer of lattice 
fluid (above the line connecting A  w ith B )  forced in reverse, by use of a subtracted body 
force constant —Q, for Y  > W /2, corresponding to positive pressure gradient —3dp /dx  
(G > 0 remember). This of course, has the effect of forcing the top fluid layer toward the 
left. W here the two lattice fluids contact, in the lines Y  =  0 (equivalent to  the periodic 
image line Y  = W )  and Y  = W /2, a zero of velocity (no slip boundary) must, on general 
grounds, occur. Two opposing parabolic flow profiles are thus established for a range of 
values of LBGK collision param eter (lattice fluid kinematic viscosity).
Figure 3.2 shows the variation of axial velocity vx, with position Y ,  in the lower half 
of the simulation lattice (below line AB in figure 3.1). As a result of the particular flow 
forcing strategy and lattice closure, the resulting flow profile is exactly parabolic, w ith 
on lattice zeros of velocity in the lines Y  =  0 and Y  =  W /2.
The Darcy-W eisbach friction factor, equivalent to Blasius’, defined through the usual 
relationship:
f  =  / b w ^ p V * .  (3.46)
where 0h  is the hydraulic diam eter (the physical diam eter 0  for a circular pipe) and V  
the average velocity (half the peak velocity), was measured over the full range of LBGK 
collision param eter 1 / r .  Figure 3.3 shows /dw  expressed as a ratio with F , the analytical 
value for a fully developed lam inar pipe flow:
F  = ^ -  , Re = — . (3.47)R e v
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Figure 3.2: Variation of steady state axial velocity vx(Y) across the lower half of the simulation 
lattice (below line AB in figure 1). As a result of the particular forcing strategy employed the 
resulting flow profile is exactly parabolic with on lattice zeros of velocity in the lines Y  — 0 and
y  =  w / 2 .
The d a ta  presented in figure 3.3 correspond to a Reynolds num ber Re  =  10, which was 
kept constant by varying the simulation pressure gradient param eter Q in accordance 
with the relationship:
3 W 3cu2 ( ^
derived for pipe flow [81], using equation 3.27 and the fact th a t the sim ulated pipe radius 
is W / 4  (figure 3.1).
From equation 3.48 it is noteworthy tha t, whilst the lattice width W  determ ines the 
pipe diam eter, it also, for constant Re, effectively determines the spatial resolution of the 
simulation.
The da ta  presented in figure 3.3 are in three series: (I) for 0.3 <  1 / r  <  2.0, W  =  50 
( +  points), (II) for 0.2 <  1 / r  <  0.3 with substantially increased spatial resolution, 
W  = 302 (x  points) and (III) 0.0 < 1 / r  <  0.15, W  = 102 (* points). The measured 
departure from the analytic steady state  pipe flow profile, upth(r):
(3 -49 )
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Figure 3.3: Measured value of Darcy-W eisbach friction factor expressed as a ratio with the 
analytic value. The data presented here is for constant Reynolds number Re — 10. The dis­
continuity in the region of 1 / r  =  0.3 demonstrates the effect of an increase in spatial resolution 
between series (I) (+  points , W  =  50) and series (II), (x points , W  =  302). The inset shows 
variation of simulation error, A, over the same range of 1 /r  as for series (I) and (II).
varies as 3 x 10-5 <  A < 3.5 x 10“ 2 over the da ta  series (I). These da ta  are presented in 
the inset to figure 3.3 over the same range of 1 / r  covered by series (I) and (II). However, 
it is clear from figure 3.3 tha t the increase in error as 1 / r  approaches the (arbitrary) 
value of 0.3, in series (I), can be combated by increasing the spatial resolution (value 
of W ), as for series (II). So the accuracy of the numerical calculation (in term s of the 
velocity field) can be m aintained at second order, even for small values of 1 / r ,  given 
sufficient spatial resolution. Below the value 1 / r  «  0.2, an observed instability associated 
with the singularity of y (equations 3.45) means th a t the spatial resolution necessary for 
convergence greatly increases.
D ata shown in series (III) of figure 3.3, for values of 1 / r  <  0.15, were obtained using 
an analytic expression for the term s in equation 3.45 in our code. Note also th a t the 
convergence time, assessed in term s of tim e changes in the velocity field residual:
R  = '52{vx { r , t + l )  - v x (r , t ) )2 , (3.50)
r
varies substantially over the range of da ta  represented in figure 3.3, and also with
H 1--1--1--1- -I 1--1--1--1—I-
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Reynolds number.
The factor 1 f  y which is attached to certain term s in expressions 3.45, for and 
h f \  is of course, peculiar to the chosen example problem of adjusting for cylindrical pipe 
flow, but its singularity clearly affects convergence behaviour.
In order to assess convergence time with varying spatial resolution, da ta  were collected 
over a range of Reynolds number, for channels of width W / 2  = 25, 51,101 and 201. In all 
cases, the correct lam inar flow profile and friction factor were eventually obtained in good 
agreement with theory. The different convergence times for these checks are summarised 
in figure 3.4. Note th a t for all the data  in figure 3.4 the lattice collision param eter was 
confined to the range 0.6 <  1 / r  < 1.85.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence time data for four lattice sizes corresponding to channels of width, 
W/2 — 25, 51,101 and 201 over a range of relaxation parameter, 0.6 < 1 /r  < 1.8.
Figure 3.5 shows the convergence behaviour of the scheme in term s of the error (de­
fined in equation 3.49) as a function of spatial resolution. The range of Reynolds numbers 
used in these simulations varied over the range 1 <  Re < 100 and the spatial resolu­
tion (measured by the value of W : the simulation width) over a range corresponding to 
channel radii 12.5 <  R  < 250.5.
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Figure 3.5: Convergence behaviour. Error, A, defined as departure from the analytic solution 
(equation 3.49), plotted as a function of spatial resolution. For the data shown here the range of 
Reynolds number is 1 < Re < 100. The spatial resolution is measured by the value of R — W /4  
(channel radius in lattice units) which varies over the range 12.5 to 250.5.
3.4 D iscussion
Simulations employing the new forcing scheme dem onstrate its effectiveness as is apparent 
from the previous section. It is in fact one of the prim ary results of the current work, 
th a t such a scheme has been successfully derived and implemented.
The aim is not, from a fundam ental standpoint, to incorporate the effects of an 
external force upon the lattice fluid; rather, self-consistently to introduce extra term s in 
the lattice fluid’s momentum equation, in this case term s characteristic of, for example, 
a different geometry.
It should be noted however, th a t any such momentum  equation acceleration (body 
force) terms could be treated phenomenologically with the approach discussed in the next 
section. But, in a m anner consistent with the analysis of reference [58] extended to  apply 
to the Boltzmann equation with an acceleration term , Luo [89] has shown how external, 
conservative body forces can emerge from an LB scheme [89].
In the previous sections it has been shown how source term s inserted into the evolution 
equation can be used to adjust the final form of the lattice fluid’s macrodynamics. At first 
sight it may seem that a forcing strategy which offers 2Q param eters h\n\  i — 1 ,...,Q ,
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n =  1,2 is flexible. However, one should sound a cautionary note. The strategy derived 
in section 3.2 is one example of the general considerations outlined in section 3.1.2. It is, 
moreover, somewhat sanitised, for in this example, the and h f^  in expressions 3.16 
and 3.17 may be determined independently, and in a natural m anner — the form of 
suggests itself and thus provides for determ ination of an appropriate form for . This 
may not be possible in other applications and it may well be tha t, in such problems 
requiring more complicated source term s, constraints arise between the h\n\  effectively 
reducing the num ber of independent h\n  ^ available.
Clearly the particular forcing term s derived in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, against the 
example of pipe flow, contain gradient quantities. It may well be argued th a t explicit 
inclusion of gradients in this way is contrary to the philosophy of the lattice Boltz­
m ann m ethod, in th a t it underm ines the distinction between lattice Boltzm ann flow 
calculation and conventional finite difference Navier-Stokes solvers. However, derivative 
lattice Boltzmann simulations, already in the literature, rely upon forcing with gradient 
quantities to recover their target dynamics. Indeed, the philosophy of the approach in 
section 3.2 reflects the fact th a t forcing can be applied as a practical tool, to  adjust 
the form of the macrodynam ical equations of a lattice Boltzmann fluid. So, for such 
lattice Boltzmann schemes as do rely upon gradient forced macrodynamics, the way in 
which gradients quantities are incorporated, through the Chapm an-Enskog expansion, 
is, hopefully, pertinent.
The strategy described in this work is envisaged as a resource for adjusting the dy­
namics of a mono-phasic lattice fluid. W hilst it can, in principle, modify the dynamics 
of a lattice Boltzmann scheme whatever the physical origin of the additional term s in the 
m omentum and continuity equations (RHS of equations 3.5 and 3.6), the approach here 
still incorporates such term s carefully but phenomenologically. In particular, th is work 
does not have the same fundam ental basis in the full Boltzmann equation as the forcing 
strategies which have recently appeared [89].
The work reported in reference [89] formally addresses external acceleration term s 
a ‘ ^ s,fi in the LHS of a generalised Boltzmann equation and adopts a satisfying a priori 
approach to the problem of forcing lattice fluid flow. Probably it would be contrary to 
the philosophy of the work, but the analysis of reference [89] can obtain the effective 
forcing for the present problem of cylindrical pipe flow as follows.
In the notation of [89], corrections to  the lattice continuity (momentum) equation in 
the RHS of equation 3.5 are obtained by generalising constraint equation 12a (12b) of 
reference [89] to:
J d iS L - V ( f  = F0 , (3.51)
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with:
/ ' ^ a . V {/  =  F1, (3.52)
1F 0 =  - ~ p v y ,
Fla = -~ d y p v a -  ^ Y - 8 ay . (3.53)y  y z
Following reference [89] then, integrations in equations 3.51 and 3.52 work through 
a formal discretisation of the Boltzm ann equation to generate sum m ations in the emer­
gent LBGK scheme, expressing the presence of forcing (strictly, for present purposes, an 
effective forcing) given by
a  • VzfpfWi (c(0) +  +  cW & tj +  •••)■ (3.54)
The coefficients c ^  depend on hydrodynamic variables and their gradients. By sub­
s titu ting  the truncated series expansion of a * \ £ /  into the constraints of equations 3.51 
and 3.52, one can obtain the coefficients c ^  up to certain order in u  consistent with the 
Chapm an-Enskog analysis. It can be shown th a t the above analysis leads to the same 
results as were obtained here.
3.5 Synopsis and Conclusions
In this chapter, a forcing strategy is applied to the microscopic evolution equation of 
a lattice Boltzm ann fluid. It is shown to correctly modify the emergent macroscopic 
equations toward a particular target form; specifically to recover cylindrical polar form 
of the macroscopic hydrodynamic equations. The reader is referred to  the paper [52]. 
The work is demonstrably a practical realisation of a general theoretic result on forcing 
in the LB published earlier, [89].
For purposes of deriving the model’s macrodynamics (within the usual C hapm an- 
Enskog expansion) the strategy treats any forcing term s (source term s) which are added 
into the microdynamical evolution equation in a manner consistent w ith the momen­
tum  densities. Forcing term s treated in this way occur, as it were, ‘recursively’ in the 
macrodynam ics (see equations 3.16 and 3.17) and in consequence their inclusion into a 
lattice Boltzm ann scheme is somewhat more involved than  one m ight naively imagine. 
For the chosen application, in which there are no constraints on the forcing problem, it 
is straightforward systematically to determine a set of forcing term s.
W hilst the lattice Bhatnagar-G ross-K rook scheme is employed here and, for definite­
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ness, the case of flow in a circular cross section duct is considered, the m ethod can clearly 
generalise to any intentionally novel lattice Boltzmann scheme. In this respect the present 
work should be of interest to any worker a ttem pting  to adjust the macrodynamical equa­
tions of a lattice Boltzmann scheme; for example to applications in nematodynam ics or 
viscoelasticity. In cases such as these however, any constraints on the forcing problem 
will reduce the number of independent forcing term s, with the possibility of rendering 
the proposed scheme unworkable.
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Chapter 4
An improved lattice closure
159
A  simple and adaptable closure algorithm fo r  the edge nodes o f a lattice Boltzm ann  
flu id  simulation space is developed. Its  rules are designed to ensure that observed rnacro- 
scopics are correct to second order at every instant. That is, to maintain local mass, to 
produce a specified flu id  velocity and, crucially, the correct strain rate tensor at the re­
sulting flu id  boundary. Further, the algorithm models the fluid on boundary nodes to the 
same accuracy as on the bulk nodes and in a demonstrably equivalent manner, requiring 
only a specified boundary velocity; the fluid boundary pressure emerging.
Illustrative results fo r  steady and tim e dependent flows, together with outline gener­
alisations are presented in section f .S . Following this, in section 4-4, space is devoted to 
an analysis and discussion o f the efficacy and rectitude o f the scheme, as compared to 
other similarly targeted strategies.
4.1 Im proved la ttice  closure scheme: Introductory  
remarks
Accurate representation of the boundary is as essential and complicated in lattice Boltz­
m ann simulations as it is in any other branch of com putational fluid dynamics. If a 
distinction is drawn, between the two prim ary sub-sectors of any simulation dom ain (the 
bulk and the boundaries) and an investigation undertaken into the relative effect of each 
on defining the overall qualities and character of the solution, the significance of the 
boundaries will be apparent. The sim ulation domain boundary, in effect, ‘specifies5 the 
solution.
This may be obvious to one well versed in the extraction of solutions to problems posed 
m athem atically: there, in the first instance, a general solution is obtained, from which 
a specific solution can only be selected by invoking an initial condition (IC). Boundary 
conditions (BCs) take an equivalent role as IC, bu t in specification of the original general 
solution.
So accurate im plem entation of boundary conditions is critical in simulations. Any 
seemingly m inor errors in BC im plem entation leads to unpredictable, erroneous or widely 
variable results. During the process of developing a working code for the various simula­
tions encapsulated in this work, numerous technical problems of this type were encoun­
tered. In this chapter a novel means to  tackle such problems is presented and an a ttem p t 
made to  dem onstrate the efficacy of the scheme in various scenarios. Later, in chapter 5, 
the scheme is utilised in earnest, in an otherwise impossible im plem entation of the wall 
layer in simulations of turbulent channel flow.
Particular problems encountered in simulations depend upon specific geometries of the
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LB sim ulation lattice, the particular LB algorithm and the type of boundary required. 
In the literature therefore, a number of methods for closing a sim ulation lattice have 
been proposed, from which emerge various levels of effectiveness in bounding the lattice 
fluid. These are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs, to provide a context for 
discussions. After that, the focus moves to a detailed exposition of the m ethod proposed 
here.
4.1.1 Existing LB closure schemes; a brief review
In application, the simplest closure strategy is the device of equilibrium forcing , which 
involves persistently over-writing LB boundary nodes with the appropriate equilibrium 
m om entum  density distribution. W hilst robust, this m ethod a t its simplest, is of first 
order accuracy. Again straightforward and robust, bu t only first order accurate, is the 
widely used bounce-back rule (see e.g. W hite, Halliday and Care [151]). Bounce-back en­
forces an equilibrium distribution function different from th a t of the core (bulk) scheme, 
resulting in a small slip velocity which varies with the value of the LB collision param ­
eter [159]. These first order closure strategies are not designed to be correct a t every 
instan t bu t some of their other idiosyncrasies are understood. For example bounce- 
back has been carefully evaluated at steady state  by a number of workers (e.g. [46,100]) 
and He, Zou et al. have shown how it is possible analytically to predict boundary slip 
velocities [59]. :
Higher order accuracy LB boundary algorithms involve, amongst other things: the 
‘modified’ bounce back, of Ziegler [157]; the introduction of a counter slip velocity, by 
Inam uro et al. [70]; and second order bounce back of Kim, [72]. Skordos [124] has solved 
the problem of boundary closure by deriving auxiliary partial differential equations which 
may be solved for lattice boundary information.
Various verifiably second order accurate schemes have now been suggested, each with 
diverse origins and for differing lattice types. See for example Noble et al. [100] where 
the hexagonal FH P case is considered. Regarding the D2Q9 lattice specifically, there are 
two m ain schemes: Chen et al. [26] and Zou & He [159].
Chen et al. [26] carry out a simple link by link extrapolation of the density field, 
to arrive a t values for densities on an augmented set of nodes, inserted one link ‘off 
lattice’. These are then used for generation of densities propagating onto lattice  under 
the stream ing operator.
Zou & He [159] employ a bounce back of the non-equilibrium p art of the density 
distribution a t the wall, thus providing information for the reconstruction of the set of 
f i  to be consistent with the BC constraints a t the wall, namely the velocity vector.
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Both approaches: Noble et al. and Chen et al., achieve good second order space 
convergence a t the wall, as has been dem onstrated analytically in He et al. [59]. Zou & 
He dem onstrate second order behaviour for the D2Q9 case separately.
W ith specific reference to this work: a novel scheme for implementing second order 
BC closure which ensures a correct and on lattice wall velocity condition, correct imple­
m entation of gradient information and ‘proper’ mass balance is proposed. At heart the 
work turns out to  be similar to  an earlier work of Ginzbourg and d ’Humieres [49], which 
is possibly the most overlooked and m ost general approach to  simulation lattice closure. 
The locally second-order boundary m ethod (LSOB) presented there, is more general and 
a little opaque to say the least. The discussion shall return  to this in section 4.4, where 
differences between the two will be indicated. Before that, next, the scheme itself is 
developed and described.
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4.2 Six equation system  for lattice closure
Fluid pressure and velocity both emerge as solution to the Navier-Stokes equation upon, 
as minimum, specification of Dirichlet boundary conditions on fluid velocity. Such bound­
ary information alone is sufficient to  close a particular solution of the governing equations.
For LB simulations, the  equivalent scenario consists of specifying appropriate bound­
ary distribution functions. However, no systematic means is yet available for the gen­
eral transcription of fluid dynamical BCs into their distributional counterparts, the LB 
m ethod is not well developed enough. This necessitates im plem entation of other more 
ad hoc means.
The problem of term inating a 2D LB lattice resides in the fact th a t a given lattice 
fluid boundary node velocity provides only two conditions on moments of the fas (through 
equations 2.99) whilst there may be several unknown distribution components /*. In 
information term s, the problem manifests itself as a lack of propagation m apping onto a 
certain set of wall node density components and their subsequent non-specification.
In general, it is easy to  set values for these unknown lattice densities which merely 
conform to any specific Dirichlet BC, say
v (x ,t)  |x+ =  u  o(x+ ,t) , (4.1)
where x + denotes points on the fluid domain boundary and u 0(x+ , t) is a specified bound­
ary velocity function. It is also relatively easy to ensure all mass is accounted for a t such 
boundaries by im plem enting a mass balanced algorithm. Overall accuracy of the wall 
distribution, however, is not so easily implemented and the more hastily constructed clo­
sures introduce serious and persistent errors. Additional inconsistencies compound the 
problem, as wall nodes are not treated in an equivalent way as bulk nodes, especially in 
th a t they receive no collision. These m atters must be addressed by any scheme intended 
to improve lattice closure.
4.2.1 Alternative closure scheme; conception and introduction
In attem pting to make a wall node dike’ a bulk node, modifications to collision trea tm en t 
a t the wall were investigated in this work. It was found th a t traditional Boltzm ann studies 
a ttem pt to determine expressions or rules to dictate or describe a separate ‘wall (velocity) 
distribution’. Various more or less heuristic ideas have been proposed to develop this. 
In one, [18] pp 105-, molecules impinging on the wall are assumed to im part all of their 
kinetic energy in a process of adsorbtion, onto, or indeed into, the wall. This is followed 
by a ‘restitu tion’ process, whereby particles are returned to  the bulk. W hen returned
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in this way a random  distribution, for the component of velocity parallel to the wall, 
is im parted. One characteristic of this process is th a t, in essence, fluid at the wall 
obeys the traditionally accepted no slip condition. Although individual particles do not 
generally conserve momentum in the process, nor ensure zero wall velocity, en mass they 
do. Another characteristic of this process is th a t to some extent it accounts for the fact 
th a t the wall itself cannot realistically be considered flat.
Such thinking encourages the idea of an adsorbed reservoir of fluid at the wall. On 
adapting the idea to  the lattice Boltzm ann formulation, it is found th a t the notion of 
reservoir is conveniently in keeping with the desire to give wall nodes a ttribu tes of the 
bulk. Further thought suggests the reservoir might consist of a zone of fluid ju st outside 
of the node centre, which is equivalent to removing the edge quality of the node.
Accordingly, it is henceforth proposed th a t in the new scheme, a designated boundary 
node lies infinitesimally within the  lattice fluid and is supposed to  be fully occupied by 
fluid moving a t exactly the velocity specified of the wall itself. Moreover, the momentum 
densities, /,-, which comprise such a boundary, shall be constructed by requiring th a t 
they evolve according to  rules equivalent to  those operating on bulk nodes.
The suggestion th a t the wall node undergo a collision step, equivalent to th a t for 
the bulk, hints a t the concluding part of the scheme. W ith  respect to  lattice evolution, 
collision is the step in which information and properties of the individual links (velocities) 
of the lattice mixes, or is allowed to combine. The inter-link movement of information 
occurs via the information content of the equilibrium distribution function, in th a t the 
non-equilibrium portion of the local link densities are ‘relaxed’ toward respective local 
equilibrium values. In th a t regard, collision operates on shear information of the node 
and suggests imposing a shear condition as a means to further specify unknown wall 
densities. This is what is proposed in the rest of the current chapter.
The idea of constructing the unknown momentum  densities /* by separately evaluating 
the individual contributions in the Chapm an-Enskog expansion 2.104 is, apparently, 
used by Ginzbourg and d ’Humieres [49]. They consider a linearised lattice Boltzm ann 
equation model, with flat or inclined Dirichlet boundaries, showing how and under what 
circumstances the first and second order term s and may be evaluated from a set 
of first and second order velocity derivatives.
By contrast here, a less general case is targeted in a more direct and practical way. 
The approach assigns values for equilibrium and non-equilibrium density con­
tributions separately and, crucially, by differing means. This is done in such a way as 
to ensure consistency with BCs a t the level of velocity field for one set, bu t also to leave 
unsolved a set for which other rules may be applied; prim arily an unsolved set is cho­
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sen which is soluble in a way consistent with the instantaneous local boundary stress 
environment.
The focus now turns to  a detailed analysis of such a scheme and to its im plem entation. 
The analysis is made specific by arbitrarily  concentrating on a ‘top ’ boundary node; 
obviously, generalisation to  other nodes, for purposes of final im plem entation, can be 
effected by simple rearrangem ent (transform ation) of link references.
4.2.2 Lattice closure algorithm
Figure 4.1 represents the ‘top ’, y = N y boundary site, for the D2Q9 lattice. The dotted  
line shows the supposed extent of the lattice fluid, so the node is now ‘bulk’ in th a t it 
is surrounded (albeit infinitesimally) by fluid and therefore undergoes a collision step. 
Links indexed i =  1,2,3 are ‘cu t’ and the remaining links are taken to lie within the 
simulation domain. All the nodes other than  the boundary nodes are evolved according 
to the standard  evolution for a bulk node, equation 2.103. It therefore follows th a t a t the 
end of a propagation step, a pre-collision value of lattice m omentum density, /*, exists on 
the boundary node shown, for all links except i =  5 ,6 ,7  (indicated by circles as opposed 
to arrows).
i= l i=2 i=3 i=l i=2 i=3
i=& i=8.
i=Q i=tt i=4i=4
i=5i=7i=7 i=;
Figure 4.1: Schematic of a boundary node on the top wall, immediately prior to the collision 
step. Here the wall location is denoted by the dashed line, which makes the node ‘infinitesimally 
wet’. Propagated data is denoted by arrowheads, unknown link information (lack of data) is 
denoted by the open circles on links. The links are numbered as referred to in the text and link 
velocity vectors are numbered accordingly.
To produce a closure algorithm  which recovers velocities and velocity gradients which 
are correct a t very short tim e scales, whilst allowing the boundary density (pressure) to 
emerge from local information only, thus preserving an appropriate coupling between the
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boundary nodes and the bulk, it is necessary to  work with more th an  the three unknown 
densities / 5, f 6 and f 7.
Separate contributions to the /,-, where note, /,• =  f - 0^  +  f - 1^ +  the equilibrium
contribution being denoted f^ ° \  may be used for separate tasks in th is regard. The 
f i ° \  calculated using the equilibrium distribution function, equation 2.100, also need to 
satisfy the  three equations 2.101, essentially accounting for mass balance and velocity 
conditions. But there are separate conditions on the f j 1^ if velocity gradient information 
is to  be correctly accounted for. A ppropriate values for the full /,• may be constructed 
by sum m ation of their respective contributions if calculated consistently.
Equilibrium  contribution conditions arise from the definitions and requirements of 
the standard  LB scheme, namely equations 2.101. This is in direct analogy to usual 
approaches, where /*• must satisfy similar constraints of equations 2.99. The //^how ever, 
are not so simply addressed.
W ith  reference to section 2.5.2 and the standard  features of the LBGK scheme, it 
is apparent th a t the definition of macroscopic variables of equation 2.99, coupled with 
the choice of equilibrium distribution function, 2.100, which satisfies the  optional model 
constraints of equations 2.101, means that:
£ . ^  =  0 „ > 0 ,  (4.2)
i
where A,- =  1, c,-x, % .
Second velocity moments of the f - n  ^ are not necessarily zero, however. In particular, 
for n =  1, th a t is, the first deviation from equilibrium, the Chapm an-Enskog analysis 
dem onstrates that:
n $  =  f i l)° ^ ciP = - 2 c 2sp rS ap , (4.3)
i
where S ap is the rate of strain.
Taking the case n = 1 in equations 4.2 generates three sum m ations in the (one 
for each value of A*). Similarly, since S ap is symmetric in equation 4.3, three additional 
sum m ations in are generated. In all therefore, six equations constrain the , giving 
a system of six equations in nine unknowns (4.2 for n  =  1 and 4.3). These are central to 
the m ethod described in the next section; the system is exemplified for the top boundary 
in equation 4.7.
Accordingly, construction of second order correct /i, is achieved by determ ining the 
value of the on a chosen set of six links a t a boundary node (not ju s t links i =  5 ,6 ,7 ) 
and forming the sum /* =  f - 0^  +  The remaining three f -1^ are determ ined by other 
means.
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The pre-collision boundary node densities thus constructed may then be collided and 
propagated in the usual way. This boundary node evolution thus involves the collision 
of second order accurate /*, which are consistent with the target boundary velocity and 
the implicit wall stress.
In sum m ary then, this boundary scheme has the following principal steps:
1. Determine the wall node density, p(x+,£), and hence the equilibrium m omentum 
density distribution i =  0...8 corresponding to the chosen boundary velocity, 
using 2.100, for all LBE schemes, is a function of velocity and density alone, 
note.
2. Construct the appropriate pre-collision to  recover the measured boundary node 
strain  rates. It is actually necessary to determ ine at least six of the pre-collision
(see below) in order to respect all the necessary conditions on the Three 
(almost) arbitrarily  chosen are calculated the usual way.
3. Collide and propagate the boundary sites according to equation 2.103
Steps 1 to 3 above are now detailed. In step (1), the problem in determ ining the 
node density p is th a t the momentum densities, /*•, in the directions i =  5 ,6 ,7  are 
each unknown. However, expression for their sum can be obtained by considering the 
7/-momentum, using 2.99:
f[  +  /2 +  fz  ~  h  ~  fa ~  St =  puoy (4.4)
where uoy is the known target wall velocity1.
The target density a t the site can likewise be expressed as a sum of known and 
unknown momentum densities:
fo +  f i  +  /2 +  /3 +  f i  +  h  +  /s  +  f i  +  fs  — P  • (4-5)
Now, it is possible to eliminate the term  ( /s + /6 + /6 )  in the unknown densities between 4.4
and 4.5 to obtain an expression for p in term s of the known momentum densities:
P = i 17~ Ifo +  /4  +  /s  +  2 (f i  +  /2  +  /D l • (4-6)
So, whilst the unspecified m omentum densities /s , and fo cannot be determ ined
individually from a given boundary velocity, their sum, and hence the node density
1Notationally, primed momentum densities, such as f- ,  are hitherto used to indicate known values,
streamed from adjacent lattice sites at the previous time step.
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(pressure) can. W ith  a value for the boundary node density, p , and the given boundary 
velocity it is then possible directly to determine on all links using equation 2.100 and 
the velocity condition, hence the first stage in the solution process is complete.
Step (2). To recover the required density, momentum and stress on the boundary 
nodes, the are chosen to  recover a local rate of strain  tensor, S Qp, (see below). Hence 
the nine i =  0...8 are chosen to  satisfy the six equations given by 4.2 and 4.3:
+ / 1(1) +A(1) + / i 1) +A(1) +A(1) +A(1) + / ? > +A(1) =  0 ,
+/ !*> + / i I) +A(1) A 1) J 8 =  0,
A(1) + / I 11 +A(1) f (l)J 5 f (l) J 6 =  0 ,
A(1) +A(I) +A(1) + t i l) + / 8(1) =  —2 p r / 3 Q^  X X
A(1) +A(1) +A(1) +A(I>+A(I) + f i 1) =  —2 p r /3 Syy
-A (1) + f P A i)5 + f i l) = —2pr/3 S x y
(4.7)
Note th a t the velocity gradients (rate of strain tensor) which appear in the right hand 
side of the last three of equations 4.7 above, may be selected or determined in more 
than  one way. The various approaches to this are discussed in in detail a t a later stage, 
section 4.4.
The solution of the above system of simultaneous equations for the 4.7, is com­
plicated by the fact th a t it is under-determ ined. It is necessary to  select three to  be 
free variables whose value may be calculated in other ways and which are used to  fix the 
values of the rem aining six basic variables consistently. It transpires th a t the choice of 
the free variables is restricted. This can be seen since the determ inant of the m atrix  of 
coefficients of the basic variables vanishes for certain choices of the free f - 1^ .
Column 1 of table 4.1 lists what are designated forbidden combinations of the free 
variables, the origin of which is discussed a t a later stage, 4.4. These have been determ ined 
by consideration of the determ inant arising from all possible choices of free variables. The 
table also includes a diagram m atic interpretation, relative to  figure 4.1, of the forbidden 
sets of free variables, for purposes of illustration.
In order to  solve the system of equations 4.7, three free f ^ a r e  chosen which: (i) 
are not a forbidden set (in the sense of the discussion above) and; (ii) have accessible 
values corresponding to  the f i  streamed onto the boundary node a t the previous tim e 
step. Thus in figure 4.1, pre-collision values of = fi  — f - ° \  for i =  0,1 and 2 are 
taken as free quantities, where note, the prime denotes they are designated ‘known’ by 
utilising the usual m ethod. Accordingly the solution to equations 4.7, for the  particu lar
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case represented in figure 4.1 is:
f (l)/  3 -— 2 °yy w(i)/  2 5
f (l) J4 -  - k S— 2 xv — kSyy —■ i / o ( I ) + 2 / ; ( I ) + / 2(1) ,
f (l)J 5 - i * s +  i / o ( 1 ) - / 1'(1) =  - ^ I!,+
A i) J 6 — k S xx f'U)Jo f'(l)J 2 )
f \ l) -  h s— 2 XI
i+  2 kSXy +  /l'( 1 , + / 2 (1) ,
f (i)J 8 —  ^  ^ f'i1) o f'i1)— 2  xy 2 (4.8)
where k = —cl<?spr.
Step (3). The pre-collision values of may now be added to as calculated 
in equations 4.8 above, then collided and propagated, to complete the evolution of the 
boundary site.
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Forbidden com binations
f(l) /*(!) /•(!71 i J 2 5 J3
fl1) fC1) fC1 73 ) J4 > J5
fC1) /•(!) /•(! J5 t J6 5 77
f(!) fC1) fC1 7l 5 77 5 78
A 1 ) /*(!) fC1 70 ) 74 i 78
/•(I) f(!) f(l70 5 72 5 76
A 1) A 1) /■(! 7o ) 7i 5 75
f(!) f(!) A 17o 5 73 ? 77
Link representation
\ l /
/
/ l \
/
Table 4.1: Diagrammatic representation of the forbidden combinations.
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4.3 Sim ulation results for improved BC schem e
The boundary algorithm  described in the last section, is herein applied to the following 
flow configurations:
•  Simple channel flow, of the kind described in section 2.6.1, page 85 and illustrated 
in figure 2.8 part i). The purpose here is to investigate accuracy of the solution in a 
well known geometry for which a simple analytical solution exists, thus facilitating 
quantification of accuracy.
•  Impulsively driven plane Couette flow. This geometry is described in more detail in 
section 2.6.1, page 92. The purpose here is to investigate behaviour of the solution 
in an unsteady shear flow and its tim e dependence.
Firstly, the com putational dom ain for a simple channel geometry was arranged as 
follows. Rest boundaries U0x = U0y =  0 are located at y = 0“ and y = W + and the 
width of the channel, W ,  is taken arbitrarily  to be 20. Periodic boundaries were applied 
in the x-direction and sim ulation flow is forced by a uniform pressure gradient in the 
x-direction [52]. See figure 4.2, part i). Results are compared to those arising under a 
bounce back closure, which are generated first.
_y=Wy=W-y=W-
dp/dx
y= 0-= —^ r  
x=XN—1:PBC x=0: PBC7=0
Figure 4.2: Two simulation domains to demonstrate improved boundary condition algorithm 
of section 4.2.2. Part i) represents simple channel flow — periodic with x , static walls along 
y and body forcing on all bulk nodes. Part ii) represents impulsively started Couette flow — 
periodic with x, static wall at y = 0, moving wall at y = W, with velocity as shown in plot; no 
body forcing.
Accuracy is discussed with respect to the normalised difference (error), er, between 
the measured steady sta te  flow profile vm(y) and the corresponding parabolic analytic
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solution vPth (y):
= Vm( y ) ~VptM  
vpM
Analytic solution, v?th(y), is given by equation 2.121.
Simulations were carried out over a range of collision param eter: 1 / r  =  0.37, 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5 and 1.8. For purposes of comparison, figure 4.3 showrs the error er as a function of 
2/, as obtained using first order accurate bounce back BCs (solid lines). Figure 4.4 shows 
the result of an equivalent set of simulations using the new lattice closure algorithm 
developed in the last section (dashed lines).
0 2 4 6 8 10
y (lattice units)
Figure 4.3: Normalised error (difference between measured and analytical parabolic profiles) at 
steady state, for traditional bounce back boundary conditions (solid lines). The data represents 
a range of collision parameter: 1 /r  =  0.37, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 1.8 denoted by 0, +, D, x and 
A respectively. The duct width (resolution) was 20. Bounce back boundary accuracy varies 
significantly, both with Reynolds number (value of r) and with channel position. To compare 
with data of new closure introduced here, shown in figure 4.4.
The da ta  of figures 4.3 and 4.4 were obtained for constant lattice resolution, constant 
forcing and, therefore, variable Reynolds number. Run param eterisations are summarised 
in table 4.2. The Reynolds number given therein was calculated using analytic expres­
sion 2.123 for mean velocity V  and the usual Re = i V /v ,  where in this case £, the size 
param eter, is taken to be W ,  the channel width. Note th a t values for Reynolds number 
calculated from simulation profiles will disagree very slightly, in part due to the discrete 
nature of the integration (sum) to find the mean velocity V.
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Figure 4.4: Normalised error (difference between measured and analytical parabolic profiles) 
at steady state, for the closure algorithm introduced here (dashed lines). Compare with data 
of figure 4.3, for bounce back case. Again, the duct width (resolution) was 20 and collision 
parameter takes the same values: 1 /r  =  0.37, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 1.8, denoted 0, +, □, x and A 
respectively. Relative error, er, associated with the new lattice closure, is at least an order of 
magnitude smaller compared to bounce back scheme. It also shows significantly less variation.
Symbol uj V Q = 3 dp/dx W Re
0 0.37 0.7342 5 x l0 -4 20 2.4735
+ 0.50 0.5000 5 x l0 " 4 20 5.3334
□ 1.00 0.1667 5 x l0 -4 20 47.982
X 1.50 0.0556 1o1 —1 X 20 431.32
A 1.80 0.0185 5 x l0 -4 20 3895.9
Table 4.2: Table showing simulation parameters for the runs used to generate figures 4.3 
and 4.4. Note that values for Reynolds number are calculated; see text.
Results presented in figure 4.4 clearly reveal the shortcomings of the first-order accu­
rate technique. Foremost, as a reduction in the accuracy of the solution which increases 
toward the lattice boundaries; but also as a similar reduction, occurring for high Reynolds 
number (high relaxation param eter, a;). Accuracy of the solution obtained using the clo­
sure algorithm of section 4.2.2 is, by contrast: relatively uniform with channel position 
y and with Reynolds number; dem onstrably second order accurate (at least an order of 
m agnitude lower than bounce back), across the whole width of the simulation and over 
the range of Reynolds number; better behaved at extremes of relaxation param eter (ap­
proaching 0 or 2). Note also th a t relative error is undefined at the wall for the case of 
bounce back boundary conditions (it is effectively infinite because the analytic solution is
i
ej :......... I s ........................................
■n i(0=1 / t :0.37 -  ^>- 0.50 -  -+-i on jn
\  '  ■
V x :'4> x '  •
___ \ \ . : .............................................
1 .uu 1.50 -  1.80 -
1111nil \ 4b
III! ^
... ». ................ . > A ' S § U ~ ? s q . . . ...........11 ' ^  -v q mi a  : ^  ~ 3
m /  ^ ------ -----------<
F -  - -  -  -  E
>--------4 -  -  -  ^ <---------- X-----------)
p -  -  -  Q -  -  -  t<-----------X-----------J
ill !ll
1 , ;j .......................’............................
1/ '■ i/ ;
••- i
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zero), whereas results for the bounding scheme of section 4.2 give, to machine accuracy, 
exactly zero relative error.
Results will now be considered, for simulations in the second geometry of interest here, 
dem onstrating th a t the new boundary closure is instantaneously second order accurate. 
Refer to the second simulation domain of figure 4.2, ii).
A lattice fluid confined: in y-direction by two planes, top at Y  = W + and bo ttom  at 
Y  =  0“ ; and by periodic BCs in the x-direction. The fluid is initially a t rest (mom entum  
densities set to  //°^(p, 0)), but a t some time, t  =  0+ , the upper plate is impulsively 
started  to velocity U  =  (£/o,0) (in lattice units). This is done by first calculating p 
through equation 4.6, with Uqv =  0, then after substitution of this into the equilibrium 
distribution function, equation 2.100, with u  given by wall velocity U , values for on 
propagating densities, consistent with the driven wall, may be ascribed.
For th is situation the Navier-Stokes equation may be reduced to  a one (spatial) 
dimensional diffusion equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions. Seeking the 
(vx only) solution, in the form of a steady sta te  with separable transient, yields:
«c.h(y, t) =  ^ y + ~ Y l sin ( i j r )  e M - r n \ 2t) , i  = ^ . (4.10)
m
Here t  represents a dimensionless time param eter allowing direct comparison between 
analytic and measured profiles.
Snapshots of the developing flow, across the width of the duct, are shown in figure 4.5, 
for both  sim ulation and analytic data. Simulation data, denoted by symbols, are obtained 
for three values of discrete time, t  = 10, 100, 1000 and for three values of collision 
param eter, 1 / r  =  0.6, 1.0, 1.6, making nine sample profiles in all. This is presented 
alongside nine corresponding analytical solutions, generated using equation 4.10, shown 
as smooth lines. Pairs of da ta  in figure 4.5 — symbols (simulation data) and lines 
(analytic profiles) — are characterised by the same value of t. Param eterisations for t  are 
summarised in table 4.3. The da ta  of figure 4.5 were obtained with the lattice resolution 
W  and Reynolds num ber fixed, the la tte r being conserved by adjusting the moving p late  
velocity.
Clearly the agreement between the two is excellent, even down to a very small num ber 
(10) of sim ulation tim e steps. Note, moreover, th a t the lattice edge velocity (velocity 
measured on the lattice boundary nodes) is exactly the assigned velocity. This point 
however, is more apparent in the context of error data , discussed next.
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t u V t w Uo Re
0.00104 0.6 0.3889 10 20 4 .67x l0" 4 0.024
0.00417 1.0 0.1667 10 20 2 .0 0 x l0 -4 0.024
0.00972 1.6 0.0417 10 20 5 .0 0 x l0 -5 0.024
0.01042 0.6 0.3889 100 20 4.67 xlO -4 0.024
0.04167 1.0 0.1667 100 20 2 .00x l0~4 0.024
0.09722 1.6 0.0417 100 20 5 .00x l0" 5 0.024
0.10417 0.6 0.3889 1000 20 4 .6 7 x l0 -4 0.024
0.41667 1.0 0.1667 1000 20 2 .00x l0" 4 0.024
0.97222 1.6 0.0417 1000 20 5 .0 0 x l0 -5 0.024
Table 4.3: Table showing simulation parameters for the runs presented in figures 4.5 and 4.6. 
Dimensionless time, i , is calculated according to equation 4.10, viscosity v  according to the 
standard LB formula, 2.114. All other parameters are input, including the (driving) wall velocity 
{Jo, which is adjusted in such a way as to keep constant Reynolds number; as calculated the 
usual way: Re = WUq/ v .
Relative error for the case of Couette flow, here denoted ec, is calculated according
to:
Vm(y) ~  vctM  
Uo (4.11)
not an absolute value, note. This is evaluated a t different cross channel positions, y, for 
the profiles of figure 4.5, to form the da ta  for figure 4.6. Such da ta  reveals th a t the relative 
error generally increases as the dimensionless tim e t  decreases. Even ignoring the fact 
th a t, a t t  =  0, the measured lattice velocity y  gradient cannot be infinite (its analytical 
value), the profiles of figure 4.5, show encouraging agreement with the analytical result, 
down to very short times. N aturally for low viscosities, ( 1 / r  approaching 2), the diffusion 
of velocity from the upper (driven) plate is slower. Accordingly the finite difference 
approxim ation for the velocity y  gradient at the boundary is poor, as is the convergence of 
the analytical solution 4.10 (due to the Gibbs phenomenon), both  of which considerations 
affect the agreement a t very small values of t  = u t /W 2, th a t is in the high flow gradient 
regime.
Nevertheless in all cases the velocity gradients do not change discontinuously, either 
near the lattice-edge or further in. Moreover, the relative error associated with the 
boundary, whilst higher than  th a t associated with the bulk scheme, is still dem onstrably 
an order of m agnitude lower (more even) than  th a t of simpler closures — bounce back 
for instance, shows discontinuities in the profile gradient one node in, for all tim e except 
a t steady state.
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Figure 4.5: Impulsively started Couette flow profiles obtained for Re = 0.024 and simulation 
width (resolution) W  =  20. The Reynolds number was maintained constant by adjusting the 
moving plate velocity, Uo. Symbols show the normalised, measured profile vm/Uo, lines show 
the corresponding normalised analytic profiles, vcth/Uo, calculated for and characterised by the 
same range of t values.
4.4 D iscussion
It is obvious, in consideration of the results presented, th a t the new scheme fulfills its 
initial criteria, providing an improvement in: accuracy, both spatial and tim e dependent; 
simplicity, of analysis and implementation; and, most im portantly, consistency of tre a t­
ment between the various types of simulation node. However, some im portant aspects 
of the scheme warrant further discussion and these follow. Subsequently, the chapter is 
rounded off with a brief synopsis.
The main issues for discussion here concern: time dependence; improved accuracy; 
the means to determine S ap', prim ary applications; and interesting characteristics th a t 
arise. These are briefly expanded upon next.
As regards tim e aspects, the restitution model in the continuous Boltzm ann form al­
ism, introduces an unspecified tim e period between adsorbtion of a molecule and its 
subsequent return to the fluid. Over this period, conservations are not strictly  m et. In 
fact conservation only occurs over a time long compared to the process and, in a sense, 
en mass. Individual particle behaviour is therefore not captured in a restitu tion based 
model, nor is the intent to capture such. However, it is apparent tha t by using the previ­
ous tim e step’s lattice da ta  to  calculate values for Sap locally (for use in calculation of the
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Figure 4.6: Relative error for the data of figure 4.5 as a function of distance y across the duct; 
as given by equation 4.11. Note the overall low error (second order accurate), even at very 
small time scales; also the extremely low error toward the static wall y =  0. Error data seem 
to approximate an underlying smooth nature — underlying curves and their derivatives are 
continuous. Importantly, note zero error, to machine accuracy, at both boundaries.
f i ^ ) ,  a similar ‘com putational’ time delay is inadvertently introduced to the model. The 
nature of this may be benign or beneficial, it not being clear as to which is applicable. 
However it is clear th a t this may account for, or be suitably modified so as to account 
for, any physics th a t might arise in the restitution process.
It is also in fact possible, to calculate gradient information a t the current tim e step, 
if information on sites adjacent to the boundary are used and the macroscopics thus 
generated are extrapolated. This has obvious consequences for the algorithm  complexity, 
but these are not here considered to be too dire. Hence, an investigation of the relative 
efficacy of this mode of calculation of S ap might be considered in further work.
The actual formalism  within which determ ination of S ap is made, is itself open to 
alternatives. Specifically for the LB, values may be calculated in a self-consistent man­
ner: by interpolating fa from neighbouring values, S ap may be calculated directly using 
equation 4.3, a quality of the LB itself. Alternatively, simple finite difference schemes 
may be used. Both cases offer individual nuances, the com parative rectitude of each 
being open to debate.
In each case, the particular method of determ ination of S ap is optional too. Note th a t 
equation 4.3 may be applied at either time step. For the case of finite differences, values
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for local strain, S ap , may also be calculated using da ta  a t the previous or current tim e 
step, but in addition, by various interpolation or extrapolation schemes. Im portantly  
(for other work herein, chapter 5), S ap values may even be set, by invoking some other 
criteria emerging with the modelling problem in mind. This is of u tm ost significance 
as regards novel utility of the scheme. It was in this way investigations leading to its 
development were initiated; similarly, it is here th a t the true value of the new scheme 
emerges.
On th a t point, it is apparent th a t, since gradient qualities of the wall region a tta in  
some significance in implementing closure, herein might lie an efficient way in which to 
investigate effects of wall regions on flow solutions. This fact is utilised in full in the 
main section of the work, chapter 5, where a ‘law of the wall’ is to be implemented for 
turbulent channel flow. Summarising, the new scheme offers a hitherto  impossible facility 
for incorporating stress as a param eter in simulations.
For the purposes of evaluating S ap in th is chapter, values were extrapolated to  the 
boundary using second-order accurate finite difference expressions, on measured macro- 
scopics, calculated one node in from the boundary at the previous tim e step. Some 
mileage might obviously be gained in investigating the efficacy and quality of other m eth­
ods; bu t this is left for further work.
In addition to such im plem entation issues, interesting points arise as a consequence 
of the scheme itself. In particular, the seemingly arbitrary  selection of three from the 
set of ‘known’ values and the fact th a t, w ith respect to obtaining a solution, some of 
these should tu rn  out to be forbidden.
The physical origin of the forbidden combinations may be understood upon consid­
ering the variable set:
9 i = /,(1> + A l) + f i l)
92 = /6(1)+/J1)+/J1)
9 ‘i = /3( 1 ) + / i 1 ) + / f )
94 = / , ( 1 ) + ^ 1 ) + / i 1)
9 s =
96 = + f i 1]
97 EE 1 + + Srx h-
L
98 = -/,S1>+./f+/71)
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whereupon, the system  of equations, 4.7, may be w ritten in the simplified form:
9 i +  92 +  95 — 0
9 3 -  9 a = 0
9 i ~ 9 2  = 0
93 + 9 a =  ~ 2 p r /3  Sxx
9 a +  92 =  ~ 2 p r / 3  S yy
97 - 9 8  =  ~ 2 p r /3  (4.13)
Here it is im portan t to  note th a t this reduction of the equations is not unique. Using the 
equations 4.13 it is possible to find expressions for the set of variables g\ in term s of the 
boundary density, velocity and strain rate. It is therefore clear th a t the com bination of 
in each gi cannot be independent and therefore the f - 1^ in th a t combination cannot all
be chosen as ‘free’ variables, that is, they form forbidden combinations of link densities.
Some interesting questions arise with the occurrence of sets of forbidden /^ se le c tio n s ,
perhaps most intriguingly, in th a t among the remaining ‘available’ sets, selection does
appear to  be arbitrary. This leaves the question as to whether any difference exists 
entirely open. Additionally, if differences do exist, do they persist to  have an effect on 
the final solution?Differences between choices of sets, might therefore, be investigated 
in further work.
4.5 Synopsis and conclusions
In summary, an adaptable method for closing a lattice Boltzmann sim ulation lattice, 
by calculating appropriate values for the set of missing m omentum densities, has herein 
been set out and validated. The algorithm has dem onstrably improved accuracy and 
is flexible. In particular, the new lattice closure strategy is accurate over a very small 
num ber of sim ulation time steps and is an improvement with respect to  tim e development 
of a flow. Thereby it supersedes schemes aimed only at improving the spatial order of 
accuracy. Moreover, the method extends the scope of the LB by perm itting  use of the 
rate  of strain  tensor as a param eter in wall layer models.
Furtherm ore, as Ginzbourg and d ’Humieres have effectively dem onstrated w ith their 
LSOB m ethod, [49], the essential idea used will generalise to  any linearised LB scheme and 
boundary orientation, provided one is prepared, in the language of the present work, to 
extrapolate the fluid density onto the Dirichlet boundary. W ithout sim ilar modification, 
the present approach would generalise only to a boundary orientation for which the sum of
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the missing momentum densities can be determined through an identity like equation 4.6 
above. At present, the scheme is applicable to all normally oriented and flat boundaries, 
over which there is a target distribution of velocity. Therefore in principle, the m ethod 
can be used to  represent open or closed fluid boundaries, not ju st the usual ‘no slip’ 
condition.
Finally, the m ethod could, in future, be further generalised to allow the sim ulator the 
freedom to place a boundary with known velocity distribution at any distance y = h (x ), 
0 <  h (x ) <  |c| off-lattice, thus bringing precise control of the simulation boundary within 
the scope of the LB method.
The bulk of the m aterial presented in this chapter has since been published, see [51].
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C h a p te r  5
A pplica tion  of eddy  viscosity m odel 
in LB M  sim ulation  of tu rb u le n t  
channel flow
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A mixing length extension is described, to the lattice Boltzmann approach to simulation 
of an incompressible liquid in turbulent flow. The method uses a simple, adaptable, closure 
algorithm to bound the lattice fluid and incorporate a law of the wall. The test application, 
of an internal, pressure driven and smooth duct flow, recovers correct velocity profiles up 
to Reynolds number 20,000. In  addition, the Reynolds number dependence of the friction  
factor, in the smooth wall branch o f the Moody chart, is correctly recovered. A complete 
analysis is made on the effect o f allowing L B  relaxation parameter to vary both spatially 
and temporally. M atters arising are discussed in some detail. The method promises 
straightforward extension to other curves o f the Moody chart( and to cylindrical pipe 
flow).
5.1 Introductory remarks and preview
This chapter presents m aterial on the prim ary goal of the work carried out. The lattice 
Boltzmann scheme is applied, with suitable modification, to the problem of reproducing 
characteristics of turbulent flow in internal geometries; simple pipes, ducts and the like. 
In the introductory chapter, 1.2, the m otivation and context for this investigation has 
been discussed in some detail and the great im portance of such flow realisations, is made 
apparent. In background section 2.4, the nature of turbulence is described in some detail; 
in section 2.7 issues specific to turbulence in internal channel flow are explored and the 
motivation for this chapter is further expanded.
A prime interest lies in obtaining representation and quantification of pressure driven 
turbulent flow and from an engineering perspective certain qualities and properties stand 
out as being of greater relevance. Any a ttem pt to model such flows then, m ust aim to 
reproduce these in order to prove worthwhile. Primarily, it is expected th a t properties 
such as: a ‘broadening and flattening’ in the mean  velocity flow profile; an increase in the 
pressure drop (over the equivalent lam inar case); increased mixing, or higher transport 
characteristics; and a greater friction coefficient, should be observed in the modelled 
flow. Changes such as these are highly significant in defining overall system behaviour 
and consequently a tta in  the pinnacle of relevance in system design. They are described 
in greater depth in the background m aterial of section 2.7, where causative factors are 
also discussed.
The investigations carried out here focus on one characteristic which summarises var­
ious aspects of this behaviour — the mean velocity profile — along with character th a t is 
derived from it, such as friction coefficients and Moody curves. They, again, are described 
in earlier background sections 2.7. As a basis for appraisal of the work carried out in this
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chapter however, it is necessary to clarify the salient features of flow behaviour. A precise 
framework within which this work will be evaluated must be specified; equivalently, a 
mode by which the m ethod is to be compared and judged. To these aims, section 5.1.2 
provides a detailed basis for evaluation of the work. The first section, page 184 pre­
cisely defines how turbulence affects the nature of channel flow. To do this, some of the 
background m aterial is summarised; characteristics to be recovered are then itemised. 
These consist of clear qualitative and some quantitative flow features. The la tte r section, 
page 187, resolves the issue of what means must be used for comparison, to  form a basis 
for subsequent appraisal of modelled results with respect to  standard  or ‘known’ results 
of previous workers. It consists of sources, citations and reviews of various prior works in 
the field. Also detailed there are further quantitative features of previous research, with 
which to  compare and contrast results generated here.
Subsequent sections begin with a detailed description, review and specification of the 
strategy employed in these studies and i t ’s im plem entation details, 5.2. This forms the 
prim ary technical content of the chapter. Having set out the basis for the studies, the 
discourse then moves to presentation of results, section 5.3 and their discussion with 
respect to the literature and proposed further work, section 5.4. Finally section 5.5 
rounds off with a synopsis of the content of this chapter; its aims, objectives, successes 
and failures. Concluding remarks are made a t th a t point. [But t/T ]o  begin with, a 
sum m ary of the prim ary developments made and the nature of the novel contribution so 
generated, is now provided as preview.
5.1.1 Nature of the novel contribution and synopsis
Although turbulence modelling studies have been carried out within the framework the 
B hatnagar-G ross-K rook lattice Boltzm ann m ethod and reported in the litera tu re  previ­
ously, see [72,127,132,138], such work amounts to  fundam ental initiation of the  field; it 
is very much intended to  be built upon. The work presented here aims to contribute in 
precisely th a t way. Developments made are achieved as follows:
Firstly, in part as a validatory exercise, novel results are generated utilising the  unal­
tered original modelling strategy, [138], bu t applied to  further specific geometries. The 
value of such d a ta  is improved by extracting new derived da ta  sets from the raw ou tpu t 
and carefully evaluating the validity and rectitude of these, along with the  raw data. 
This is done in the light of accepted results of alternative approaches. These new results 
are consolidated by: investigating weak areas; probing other aspects of sim ulation out­
put; and objectively analysing and discussing the model’s relative effectiveness for the 
purpose. All of these are om itted in the founding material.
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Building on the aforementioned, the current work then contributes by further novel 
augm entation of the model in such a way as to incorporating other behaviours associated 
with internal pressure driven turbulent flow. Specifically, a model is implemented to 
represent sub-grid scale (otherwise unresolvable) boundary layer features, namely a ‘law 
of the wall’.
New results thus generated are again used to  extend the scope, validity and u tility  
of the core scheme. Value is similarly added to  these by deriving secondary da ta  and 
results are further consolidated through additional analysis. In particular, observations 
are made of the effect of the specific changes th a t underlie the m ain extension of the core 
scheme — the effect of invoking spatio-tem poral variation in LB relaxation param eter.
5.1.2 A basis for evaluation of model effectiveness
An idea of which behaviours are considered of practical im portance m ust thus far be 
apparent. For purposes of analysis contained in the rest of this work, it is necessary to 
provide more detailed information in th a t regard. The two aspects of this information are 
treated  separately. Firstly, (next) a detailed sum m ary is given, of the main flow features 
which the simulations must recover; this in part consists of a review (and instantiation) 
of some background. As previously mentioned there are two prim ary types of da ta  to  be 
analysed, flow profiles and Moody charts. A description of these follows and in addition, 
aspects of how they are changed, under the transition  from lam inar to  turbulent flow, 
are detailed. After that, page 187, exemplary d a ta  with which to  compare, generated by 
earlier alternative work of other groups, is sourced, cited and acknowledged.
Important flow characteristics to be recovered
The effect of turbulence on the flow and hence mean flow is complex, though heuristically 
understood to some extent. Broad changes occur in the m ean velocity profile, these being 
the prim ary a ttribu tes th a t the modelling scheme is required to  recover. In addition 
significant changes occur in volumetric flow and friction param eters.
An example of the kind of turbulent velocity profile th a t arises is provided in fig­
ure 2.15 of section 2.7. The geometry of th a t example is a pipe, having cylindrical cross 
sectional shape. Note that, whilst superficially similar, subtle differences exist between 
turbulent pipe profiles and turbulent duct profiles, as for the lam inar case. This character 
is not represented in figure 2.15, but is discussed there. It is further addressed in the 
next section, pagel87 and in section 5.3. Later, in the discussion 5.4, specific examples 
of flow profile da ta  are presented to illustrate this and for purposes of relatively quanti­
tative comparison. Qualitative detail on how profiles and other da ta  sets are altered, or
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quantitative detail applicable in both  cases are as follows:
•  Qualitatively there is a ‘flattening’ of the profile, consisting of a reduction of central 
peak velocity hand in hand with development of a large region of fluid, central to 
the geometry, where profile gradient varies slowly. This is necessarily accompanied 
by the converse increase in flow profile gradient near the wall.
•  The above could also be described as a ‘broadening’ of the profile in th a t there 
appears shoulder-like regions in the profile; increased mean flow located a t mid to 
outer distances from channel centre line. This also leads to the emergence of two 
new regions of high curvature in the velocity profile — the ‘shoulders’. Notably the 
central one remains to  some extent.
•  In the vicinity of transition, between lam inar and turbulent states, some complexity 
may arise in observed flow characteristics which may be in term ittent, unstable or ir­
regular, bu t are not representative of developed turbulence. Flow transits random ly 
between various ‘m etastab le’ states which may coexist. These are characterised by 
differing friction coefficients and therefore mean velocities. Observed global vari­
ables in such cases vary over a range encompassing those for lam inar and turbulent 
states.
•  At Reynolds number above the critical value associated with transition behaviour, 
R ecr, there is a clear increase in friction coefficient. Moreover, the change in this 
friction coefficient with Reynolds number, as quantified in the so called Moody 
curves, is reduced here too, i.e. there is a reduction in gradient of the M oody 
curves.
•  Also above the critical Reynolds number for turbulence, there is reduced volumetric 
flow rate, concom itant with the increased friction and reduced mean flow.
•  The above features can be associated with a higher energy loss due to  friction than  
is possible via viscous mechanisms alone. This may in tu rn  be related to increased 
mean shear in fluid boundary regions which is known to ‘stre tch’ vortices. Vortex 
stretching is a well understood mechanism whereby energy is redistributed amongst 
turbulent scales (toward smaller scales and on to dissipation).
Assessment of modelled flow profiles is a significant aspect of this work. Note however 
th a t it will not be an entirely quantitative exercise. For example, comparison between 
lam inar and turbulent states will be relatively qualitative as it concerns the shape of 
the profile. Summary properties of the profile may be treated  quantitatively; by th is is
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m eant, statistics derived upon treating  the profile, or part of it, as if it were a distribution 
of some sort. These include param eters such as mean velocities, ratios of peak to mean 
and other ‘sta tistical’ properties. Profile shape, being the velocity distribution across 
channel, is exactly quantitative but must be put into context, by comparison either to 
experim ent or to theory.
Comparison of simulation profiles to experimentally observed ones will also here be 
qualitative in nature. This is because true quantitative assessment may only be made 
when flow is simulated under conditions precisely m atching those pertaining to  an ex­
perim ental case. In order to be precise, tables of raw da ta  are then required, if only to 
pu t the two side by side on the same plot, certainly if any statistical analysis is to be 
performed. Since little original da ta  is available for this — sources of raw d a ta  are only 
readily available for the pipe geometry, as will be seen — the approach is not followed.
Comparisons to theory might be regarded as the most productive approach to  quan­
tita tive  appraisal. Theoretical models may be used to derive da ta  for plots, for direct, 
visual comparison. Alternatively, statistical tests might be carried out on deviations of 
sim ulation da ta  from analytic predictions. These are discussed a t length 2.7.3 and, espe­
cially relevantly, in the following, a t page 187. Many of these relations relate to the near 
wall region, or pertain to behaviour dependent on distance from the wall.
Comparison between turbulent states a t differing levels of forcing or Reynolds number 
is very im portan t and may be done quantitatively. The param eters involved in such 
analyses are best viewed in plots such as Moody curves, which relate retardation  effects 
to driving; more specifically, coefficient of friction to Reynolds number, see section 2.7 
of the background. For qualitative illustration only, an exemplary M oody chart is given 
there, figure 2.18. Differences between lam inar and turbulent flow states are summarised 
by the discontinuity or transition zone in the region of the critical Reynolds number, 
R ecr. Features such as an overall increase in friction coefficient, along with a reduction 
in variation of friction coefficient with Reynolds number, should be apparent above the 
transition  region.
Transition behaviour itself is poorly understood, except either generally or in quite 
specific instances. Note th a t this work does not a ttem pt to  capture transition  behaviour 
—  by its very nature the model, when applied, introduces behaviours a ttribu tab le  only 
to  the ‘fully developed’ turbulent state. It is expected however, th a t the model recover 
an appropriate differential relationship between the lam inar and turbulent realms of 
validity. In other words, Moody charts for each case are expected to  show an idealised 
form of transition region. Moody chart da ta  will therefore be central derived da ta  in these 
investigations, hence detailed and quantitatively accurate representations are provided
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next, page 187 and as yardsticks in appraisal of results, sections 5.3.
Sources of data for comparison and evaluation
All initial investigations in this chapter trea t the infinitely deep duct channel geometry. 
Experim ental da ta  on such however, tu rns out to  be relatively scarce. This is due pri­
marily to practical difficulties experienced in approxim ating plane flow experimentally, 
but also arises with the fact th a t pipes are practically im portant, whereas ‘infinitely 
deep’ ducts are ju st technically interesting; they are practically almost irrelevant! D ata 
therefore, appropriate for validation and comparison purposes here, is difficult to  come 
by.
Knudsen and Katz (hereafter often ju st K&K), [73], refer to studies carried out on the 
case of flow ‘between planes’, see pages 206/7. This is equivalent to our infinitely deep 
channel but it is likely, though not stated , th a t what is m eant is strictly  a duct geometry. 
Note th a t a duct in this sense is ju st a  rectangular channel and only in the lim it of high 
aspect ratio  does such approxim ate our infinitely deep channel. In the absence of original 
papers, which are effectively unavailable, it is difficult to be clear w hat aspect ratios are 
applicable. However, it is clear th a t such works m ust be a t least adequate as a basis for 
comparisons. They cite six works, reviewed in brief next for the aforementioned reasons.
Early investigations were carried out around the late twenties. Donch measured point 
velocities in turbulent air in 1926, [34]. Nikuradse seems to have pre-em pted his extensive 
and well known studies on pipes, by a study in deep ducts in 1929, [98]; he m easured the 
same but in turbulent water. These works, being quite similar studies, were further and 
separately analysed a decade later by Goldstein [50]. He established the ‘velocity defect’ 
(in the sense of equation 2.156) relationship:
^ — -  =  -3 .385V-r in' i - v/5 ) +v/S - 0 .1 7 2 ,  (5.1)
strictly quoted for the core region of a duct flow, but practically for say y + > 30, using 
their results. Note vT, the friction velocity, is as defined in equation 2.154 of the back­
ground herein, W  is the usual channel w idth and yc is the distance from geometric centre 
line between the planes; th a t is PE/2 -f y.
As mentioned, the above works are supposed applicable to the idealised case of in­
finitely deep channel geometry, however it is obvious th a t their experimental results could 
not have been obtained in this way and so presum ably noticeable differences existed be­
tween apparatus. Despite this their da ta  agree well however. P lotted  in the  commonly 
encountered way, v + as a function of y +, in the sense of section 2.7.3 (page 127), an
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empirically derived fit is found for the da ta  as follows:
v + =  6.21og?/+ +  3.6. (5.2)
This is to  be contrasted with equation 2.184 of section 2.7.3 and coefficients for which, as 
derived for the pipe case. Hence differences between the two cases are therein summarised, 
arising purely through the geometry.
Em pirical relations such as these, despite being a relied upon means to  solve practical 
problems or for validation, are not to be considered precise. This is dem onstrated by 
the results of Laufer [80], which show strong disagreement over the value of at least one 
constant, despite targeting equivalent experimental systems. Laufer’s d a ta  were obtained 
with a hot wire anemometer and were found to be much higher than  N ikuradse’s and 
Donch’s, presum ably with a derived intercept constant say 4 to 10, although th is is not 
directly stated. The da ta  is valid to  much lower dimensionless distance y + —  in fact 
to y + =  2 — on account of the measurement system employed. This is well into the 
lam inar sub-layer, where the da ta  validate the applicability of equation 2.174 to  the 
viscous sub-layer of a duct.
Results for y + this low however, are not testable with the sim ulation technique em­
ployed here, on account of the fact th a t it is a t sub-grid scale. Even our law of the  wall 
model, is in this respect a relative ‘sledge ham m er’ m ethod of imposing a correct BC on 
the bulk scheme, in th a t it sets a velocity for the first node in, a t say 30 <  y + < (9(103).
O ther works cited in K&K include Schlinger and Sage, [122], whose da ta  agree well 
with th a t of Nikuradse and Donch’s over the range collected, th a t is for y + values up to 
750. Im portantly, over th a t range their d a ta  also match relations derived for tu rbulen t 
flow in pipes. In particular, equation 2.184 of background section 2.7.3 and the following:
v+ =  2.781n?/+ +  3.8, (5.3)
which was derived by Deissler [32], for turbulent air in a smooth tube. Deissler’s data, 
being valid for a smaller range of y + (up to  5000), is not considered as reliable for the pipe 
case as th a t of Nikuradse [99]. It does, however, indicate th a t laws derived for pipe flow 
profiles might fairly be applied in duct flow analyses, when presented in dimensionless 
form.
Furthermore, Pai [101] derived an equivalent relation:
but worked analytically from the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equation to achieve 
this. Exponents in equation 5.4 were specified in a way dependent on Laufer’s earlier 
work, note.
A modern search on the web reveals a m ultitude of interesting, though not particularly 
relevant works. This m ethod of search is only good for the period of say three decades 
and misses im portant works from outside th a t period. It can’t therefore be deemed 
comprehensive and the need to  include review of such is not justifiable. In fact, it is 
apparent th a t amongst those works so far cited, there is sufficient content to  form a fair 
and complete appraisal of results expected to be generated here.
Just a few modern citations generated from a ‘Web of Science’ search include, for 
instance S. Chen et al. [23] (and subsequent papers by the same authors [21,25]); where 
analytic solutions are proposed for flow in a duct geometry. Their work generates results 
sufficiently a t odds with other analyses (in direct equivalence to  those produced here) 
th a t their introduction as a yardstick is not w arranted.
It is handy, if not rigorously correct, to  use pipe da ta  in place of duct data. Many 
studies such as Deissler’s [32] and Schlinger and Sage, [122] allude to the fact th a t differ­
ences between turbulent flow profiles for pipe and duct geometries are practically slight. 
There is good availability of da ta  for cylindrical or pipe geometries, in contrast to  ducts. 
These are discussed in the earlier background section 2.7.3, again basing the review on 
the text of K&K. Here, owing to  the relatively dubious nature of assuming equivalence, 
such da ta  are used for relatively qualitative comparisons.
One other work is of note, prim arily because of its availability as a direct da ta  resource 
on the web, th a t being the rather grandiosely named Princeton ‘super-pipe’ data. This is 
the work prim arily of Zagarola, see the PhD thesis [153], generated under the auspices of 
the well known turbulence specialist S.A. Orszag. Because the da ta  are comprehensive, 
cover a wide range of Reynolds number and readily available in the raw form, it will be a 
prim ary qualitative resource used for comparative work in this study, both for pipes and 
for ducts; see acknowledgments 6.3.
Discussion in the previous paragraphs is centered upon turbulent velocity profiles, 
which form the crude da ta  of these investigations and from which other, more refined 
da ta  sets are extracted. Of the derived data, as previously mentioned, friction d a ta  are 
perhaps most useful. In particular, Moody curve results, whether derived for tu rbulen t 
flow in pipes or ducts.
The most crucial of these arises from, and is valid under, two perspectives and is 
a ttribu tab le to  various sources on account of this. It is relation 2.193 of the background 
(see section 2.7.4). As mentioned there, Nikuradse derived relation 2.193 semi-empirically
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from a compilation of various extensive data  sets. However, the result is strengthened by 
the fact th a t von K arm an derived a very similar form:
~ ^ =  =  4.06 log(R ey/Jo)  -  0.6, (5.5)
v / b
from a theoretical perspective, [142]. He used the universal velocity distribution for the 
turbulent core, equation 2.184. Its validity extends over the range for which da ta  were 
available a t the time.
Compare equation 5.5 to  th a t derived by Nikuradse for his results on the circular 
channel, equation 2.193. Their close similarity is obvious. Hence this result provides 
a good link between experim ental and theoretical approaches, possibly even providing 
guidance for yet to be initiated  analyses on channel flow.
The relevance of this equation is further enhanced from the perspective of this work, 
in light of the fact th a t it is supposed applicable to the case of duct flow also. Knudsen 
and Katz sta te  in [73] th a t both  relations are valid for the case of flow between parallel 
planes (page 207). A lthough they give no basis for this statem ent, or evidence th a t it is 
true — such amounting to  a very slight omission on their behalf — it is likely th a t i t ’s 
tru th  may readily be dem onstrated. T hat a t least is the point of view taken here. Hence 
relations 2.193 and 5.5 form the second most im portant tool for purposes of assessing 
efficacy of the LB turbulence model.
Before moving on to  details of such an appraisal, as found in section 5.3, the following 
section now details the way in which the scheme utilised for the purpose is to be imple­
mented. After reducing the geometric dimensionality and by inserting a model of the 
effects of turbulence into the LB evolution equation, mean flow profile across a turbulent 
channel is derived. A model based on the logarithmic wall law is used to incorporate 
the effect of a sub-grid scale boundary layer. The effect of such on the global friction 
behaviour of the flow is then studied.
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5.2 M odels and im plem entation
In previous sections, the eddy viscosity concept, page 58, and mixing length hypothesis 
(MLH), page 59, are introduced in some detail. In this work these are the prim ary tools 
with which the problem of internal turbulence modelling is to  be tackled. In a following 
section, 5.2.2, implementation details for such ‘mixing length m odels’, specific to the LB 
framework, are reviewed and presented.
The nature of the mixing length itself is such tha t, in (mixing length) modelling, 
its specification is largely an empirically guided and ad hoc m atter. For investigations 
carried out in this chapter, an appropriate algebraic form is simply chosen from the set 
available. The particular choice is reviewed a t page 197; its specification is fundam entally 
‘geom etric’ in nature.
Earlier sections also review the nature of boundary layers, 2.7.2, the ‘wall law’, 2.7.3 
and its implications for turbulent channel flow, 2.7.4. In a following section, 5.2.3, details 
are presented on how a ‘law of the wall’ may be implemented in the LB, so th a t near 
wall flow character may be appropriately and adequately modelled.
Im plem entational issues arising with other considerations in the turbulent channel 
geometry, for example forcing, stream  wise closure, invariance and the like, are common 
with channel simulations of earlier chapters. They may therefore be dealt w ith by means 
established earlier in this work, to which the reader is referred. In particular see sec­
tion 2.6 for the background and the simulation section 5.3.1 for specific details.
Before moving on to  cover the above m atters in earnest, a brief aside is firstly taken 
to look a t the chosen modelling strategy in the context of the literature.
5.2.1 Eddy viscosity and mixing length in the LBM: a review
In an eddy viscosity model, the contribution of turbulent fluctuations to  transport of 
m ean m omentum in the Reynolds averaged, or space filtered m om entum  equation, is 
postulated  to be analogous to th a t effected by molecular viscosity — th a t is, the mean 
deform ation tensor S ap is supposed to m ediate further effect on the mean flow via an 
additional contribution to viscosity, Vt , to augment th a t of the raw molecular viscosity, 
Vq. See earlier background sections 2.4.4 and 2.7. In other words, the Reynolds stress 
tensor is modelled by an ‘effective’ viscosity term . Generation of interesting and valid 
ou tpu t arises as a consequence of prescribed variation in the augmented viscosity, which, 
by defining properties of the eddy viscosity, is dependent on the deform ation tensor itself. 
Invoking the mixing length model means th a t further dependence arises in the defining 
variation of mixing length, £mix.
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Traditional CFD addresses the issue of molecular viscosity directly, as it appears in 
the modelled equations. For the case of the LB however, viscosity is not a ‘na tu ra l’ 
variable of the scheme in th a t it appears only upon identification of term s arising in the 
Chapm an-Enskog expansion, see equation 2.114 of section 2.5.2 (pages 76 on). Since 
molecular viscosity does not directly appear in the LBM and since: constraints exist on 
the values it may take; its identification with BGK relaxation param eter makes it strongly 
related to numerical stability; further, it is assumed invariant in the Chapm an-Enskog 
expansion analysis, im plem entation of an eddy viscosity based LB turbulence model is 
somewhat complicated. This does not prove in any way insurm ountable, however, as 
evinced in the following sections, which detail the exact nature of an LB mixing length 
model. The strategy to  be utilised is now reviewed in the context of the current literature.
There is comparatively little work on this subject in the public domain at present; 
in fact only three closely related papers were available at the initiation of this project: 
Succi, Am ati & Benzi [132]; Hou, Sterling, Chen & Doolen [68] and Teixeira [138]. The 
former two of these seem to have appeared independently and a t about the same time.
Before these appeared however, Somers, in [127]1, used a three dimensional linearised 
LB scheme to simulate turbulent pipe flow. Note th a t the linearised LB is significantly 
more complex th a t the BGK counterpart which is the subject of this study. W hilst they 
a ttem pt also to  incorporate transition  and despite the fact th a t their cylindrical BCs are 
implemented in a very crude rectilinear form, they achieve good results for some values 
of their basic param eters {Cs and Cn). Unfortunately, no m ethod arose to  derive proper 
‘calibrated’ values for such and the work was not directly followed.
Succi et al. [132], seems to be the  first paper containing a discussion of turbulence 
modelling in LBGK, a very simple form for the eddy viscosity is suggested using the so 
called Smagorinsky model. The paper by Smagorinsky [125], referred to in [132]2, is in 
fact a huge work focusing on the modelling of atmospheric flow and other meteorological 
issues. The turbulence model therein, only a small part of the work, may readily be seen 
as belonging to the general class of models essentially of the mixing length form, (although 
with a alternative value for the empirical constant: k 2 = Cs {Cs being the Smagorinsky 
constant)). Succi then goes on to describe prospective scheme for k-e turbulence model 
using two new populations. No sim ulation results are published for either however.
At about the same time, Eggels and Somers [37], whilst considering the case of free 
convective flow in a two dimensional square cavity, also hint a t how a sub-grid scale (SGS)
^ ls o  /  equivalently: Proceedings of the Fourth European Turbulence Conference ECT-IV, Delft, June 
30th 1992.
2All the early papers refer to Sraagorinsky’s paper, note; the reason for this appears to be the slightly 
greater simplicity of ‘plain eddy viscosity’ over strict mixing length models.
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model might be affected in the LBM. Their proposed m ethod seems to be implemented 
in two stages; firstly by changing the form of the LB equilibrium distribution function (to 
incorporate Reynolds stress generating term s), then by deriving a new form of linearised 
collision operator so endowed as to recover the required macroscopics in a way consis­
tent to  the new equilibrium. W hilst their model basis is in essence of the  Smagorinsky 
class, their model implementation  pertains strictly to  the linearised LB case, hence it is 
not applicable to  the simpler single relaxation time (BGK) form employed here. Their 
m ethod is sufficiently a t odds with subsequent works, including this, to  w arrant no fur­
ther consideration herein. However, the relative m erits or potential of such an approach 
are discussed in a later section 6.1.
In a later paper [38], Eggels performs direct numerical simulations (DNS) of channel 
flow as a means to  check performance of their solver. They then use SGS model based 
on the previous paper [37], to  perform large eddy simulation (LES) of flow in a  baffled 
stirred tank  reactor. Note th a t in this case no SGS model is applied to  the  channel 
sim ulation and the work is not of direct relevance here.
Hou et al. [68] give a very full description of eddy viscosity and mixing length in the 
LBGK and they detail specifics of implementation. The scheme developed is applied to 
the driven cavity (LDC) problem, with Reynolds number over a wide range: 100 <  R e < 
106. There is no treatm ent of channel flow turbulence. Their treatm ent is concise however 
and makes clear the relation between CFD and lattice Boltzmann instances; especially 
with respect to scales. For this reason it will frequently be cited in later discussions. 
They too work in term s of the Smagorinsky model, drawing attention to  its weaknesses.
Teixeira [138] builds on the earlier works and is first to apply an LBGK turbulence 
model to the problem of channel flow. Both an algebraic mixing length model and a 
k-e model are applied, in LBM form, to two geometries: one is pipe flow, the  other a 
back-facing step. The emphasis of their investigations seem to be to compare, w ithin the 
LB framework, between the various modelling approaches mentioned, especially in the 
context of their existing (commercial) code and BCs. Further to dem onstrate th a t, of 
these, the two k-e forms (standard and renorm alisation group (RNG)) are m ost accurate. 
In so doing they generate 3D LBGK mixing length model d a ta  for pipe flow which are in 
good agreement with experimental observation. This is encouraging with respect to  the 
current work, bu t their da ta  pertain only to two Reynolds number, which leaves much 
more to be done.
Finally the subject of turbulence models in LBM is again brought up in a recent book 
by Succi, [135]. The content is largely a reiteration of points made in his earlier pa­
per, [132]. However, there are some additional comments of interest, especially regarding
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a non-local BGK collision integral which will be discussed later, section 6.1.
So, with respect to the suitability of lattice BGK in particular, for modelling turbulent 
channel flow, there is comparatively little in the literature; largely because of the relatively
attem pts to address; the presentation continuing now with the mixing length model 
implementation.
5.2.2 LB M ixing length model: im plem entation
Now moving on to im plem entation of the eddy viscosity idea and mixing length model
is in essence the same as th a t given in equation 2.85. It is proposed th a t this turbulent 
contribution augments the effect of the molecular viscosity under simple addition:
However, as previously stated, in the lattice Boltzm ann method, viscosity is not a pa­
ram eter th a t appears directly. Instead control is effected over viscosity by varying the 
relaxation param eter, the two being related in a  simple way by the following identifica­
tion:
This identification is made between, the viscous Navier-Stokes term s th a t are required 
to appear during derivation of the lattice fluids macrodynamics, under the C hapm an- 
Enskog expansion, and those th a t actually appear. So, it is not trivially apparent exactly 
how the augmentation into two elements should be carried out.
As a means to suggest a way round this which m ight otherwise be guessed a t and 
to justify the next steps, a short aside is now m ade to  ascertain the essence of the 
identification 5.7. Upon inspection it is apparent th a t the m apping of u  consists of: a 
‘rationalisation’ u  2/w, which gives rise to a num ber in the range [0,1]; a coordinate
or origin shift 2 /u  2/ u  — 1; followed by a ‘calibration’ under the coefficient p /6 . This
means tha t, over the domain of oj acceptable to a relaxation scheme 0 <  w <  2, there is 
a bijection to the viscosity v  which ranges over the interval [0, oo) as required. It is vital 
th a t the approach leaves this structure ‘effectively’ intact.
In the light of this reciprocity between v  and cj, it is fair to assume th a t the  re­
laxation param eter must ‘add in parallel’, to  draw analogy for instance, with parallel 
resistive networks in electronics. Under this assum ption the lattice Boltzm ann equiva-
early stage th a t the LBM has evolved to. It is this point which the present chapter
within the LBGK framework. In the paper by Teixeira [138], the form of eddy viscosity
v  =  v0 -f vT . (5.6)
(5.7)
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lent to equation 5.6 is:
-  =  -  +  —  , (5.8)L) Ld o Wt
which usefully gives rise to u  = ujqUt / ( u t  +  u;o), and an alternative statem ent of equa­
tion 5.7 for the turbulent case, which becomes:
=  ~ ( ----- 1--------------- • (5.9)6 \u )o u T )
To continue, we now need to specify the exact form th a t the eddy viscosity i/p, will 
take. Taking into account the various presentations in Succi et a/., Smagorinsky and 
Hou et al. (mainly ‘p lain’ eddy viscosity, in the sense of Smagorinsky), along with those 
appearing in standard  turbulence modelling texts such as Tennekes and Lumley [139] and 
Launder and Spalding [82] (mainly P randtl mixing length forms), the following ‘s tandard ’ 
mixing length based form is assumed for the eddy viscosity:
vT = K2Pm II S  II . (5.10)
Here £m is the mixing length in lattice units, k is the undefined von K arm an constant 
and || S  || is the m agnitude of the large-scale strain rate tensor as follows:
|| ^  ||=  (SapSap)* , (5.11)
with
S ap =  ^{daUp +  dpUa ) . (5.12)
Then it would appear th a t we have a workable turbulence modelling scheme.
Note th a t this model is not of the Smagorinsky form, as are most of the early papers; 
no direct mixing length factor is contained therein as it pertains strictly  to  external flow. 
Henceforth, the treatm ent is most likened to th a t of Teixeira [138].
In practice however, the calculation of || S  || in the case of a lattice Boltzm ann m ethod 
need not be made in term s of spatial gradients of velocities as in equation 5.12, in fact 
to  do so would seriously detrim ent the very LB advantages it is intended be exploited; 
instead the following form for S ap is utilised, as arises during the Chapm an-Enskog 
expansion:
S ap =  5 ^(.fi -  fi)c iaCiP . (5.13)
Ap i
The RHS of equation 5.13 can be thought of as the second raw moment of the  non­
equilibrium portion, — f i  = of the instantaneous density distribution function 
at th a t point. This quantity, has the distinct advantage over the traditional CFD finite
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difference form 5.12, of being calculable entirely from local density values. This facilitates 
parallelisation of the algorithm and keeps more in tune with the spirit of the LBM. The 
term  £ .  f \ l) CiaCip is usually denoted by n ^ ,  in analogy with the momentum  flux tensor, 
additionally upon inspection of equation 5.13, it is apparent th a t3
S *  11= Yp II n g  II . (5.14)
Combining equations 5.9, 5.10 and 5.14, and defining the molecular viscosity v0 in 
the same way as originally done for v, th a t is: =  p(2/tu0 — l ) /6  now, it can be seen
th a t equation 5.10 is essentially a quadratic in l /w T:
the roots of which and hence a solution for cut, may be found in the  usual way; see 
appendix B .l. Taking the positive discrim inant only, and defining a new constant Q as 
follows:
%
the solution for ujt is found to  be
Q =  «24 —  II n $  | | , (5 .i6)
2a;° . .cuT =  —f=  • (5-17)y / l  +  4cOqQ — 1
The above expression for cut may either be added to  the molecular relaxation pa­
ram eter, cuo, or used to re-calculate an expression for cu, the to ta l relaxation param eter, 
using 5.8. In this work the latter m ethod is chosen, they being directly equivalent, which 
in sum m ary means th a t the equation for the locally varying viscosity is as follows:
w = --------- .2m0 (5.18)1 +  \ / l  +  4cuqQ
This simple expression is the one used in this work to affect control over the lattice 
fluid viscosity and thereby model unresolvable, or sub-grid scale turbulence character in 
the flow.
In a following discussion, section, 5.4.2, an analysis is m ade of the consequences of 
introducing the specific model proposed here. This involves determ ining the m athem ati­
cal term s generated through im plem entation of this scheme under the Chapm an-Enskog 
expansion. Also there, behaviour of the variable components to the  viscosity and relation
3Note that for a general rank two tensor, T, || Tap || =  (Tq^Tq^)1/2; for which the Einstein summation 
convention applies, and under which any constants become positive but remain unaltered in value.
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of these to  underlying flow state  variables, is plotted and discussed.
Specification of the mixing length
Once established in this way, one other aspect remains to be dealt with, specifically, the 
exact way in which the mixing length £m — an integral part the eddy viscosity scheme 
— is designated. Despite the fact th a t an ‘impression’ of its form is required in advance 
of mixing length model derivation, an exact form and mixing length specification has not 
yet been made.
P ran d tl’s original discourse on the mixing length hypothesis was made within a gas 
kinetic context, where the form ulation depended on fluid particle velocity correlation 
distances and derived length scales, see earlier sections, page 59. Modern perspectives, 
in the light of improved understanding, adopt a different view point. For channels and 
boundary layers in particular, the mixing length becomes an almost geometric quantity, 
simply related to the proximity of walls. Such is the stance taken here.
There are in fact various possible formulations for this essentially empirical param ­
eter. They all incorporate similar general features and typically centre on an algebraic 
relationship. One such feature, in the presence of boundaries, is an approxim ate pro­
portionality between mixing length and distances to solid objects in the flow such as 
walls.
Direct proportionality (linear), may be implemented using say: £m = c(R  — r ) where 
c is any constant, R  is the channel radius and r  is the radial coordinate of the point in 
question: U ,r  €  R + , r  =  \y — jR|, see figure 2.14. Piece-wise linear formulations are 
common for their simplicity, however they contain unwanted gradient discontinuities.
More complex quadratic form ulations exist however, which do not suffer the problem 
of discontinuities. For pipe geometries in particular a fourth power law has been derived 
empirically:
0 . 1 4 - 0 . 0 8 ( l - | )  - 0 . 0 6 ( 1 - I ) ' (5.19)
which fills all the basic criteria and has been observed to exhibit a close m atch to  exper­
imentally derived inferences. Its shape is depicted in figure 5.1.
Specification of the mixing length is not a highly exacting issue, and simulations 
are relatively insensitive to it. For these and the above reasons, formula 5.19 is the one 
adopted for calculation of £m in the present work. Its strict validity to  the duct geometry is 
not known, however. Note th a t coefficients in formula 5.19 have values which incorporate 
the von Karm an constant, as occurs as a constant of proportionality in mixing length 
analyses.
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Figure 5.1: Cross channel profile of the traditionally accepted fourth power mixing length, 
see [148]. Note that an appropriate value for the von Karinan constant is subsumed into the 
definition, 5.19, for as the coefficients.
5.2 .3  T urbulent bou n d ary  layer im p lem en tation
In the following, investigations are carried out on flow in channel geometries, w ith an 
LB scheme modified so as to invoke properties of turbulence. It is well known th a t 
properties of such wall bounded turbulence are to a great extent determ ined by the fluid 
behaviour a t or near the walls. Section 2.7 of the background discusses this in greater 
detail. Moreover, the processes a t work in the buffer layer and viscous sub-layer are 
manifestly different to those at work in the flow bulk. Such m atters therefore, aught to 
be addressed in investigations, if possible.
Incorporation of a sub-lattice scheme to model the boundary layers of a flow amounts 
to doing more science, but is in perfect keeping with the aims and objectives of this work 
and the interests of the sponsors. Efforts are therefore directed to this area in this work.
Regarding wall im plem entation for LB fluids, tha t is, solid boundaries with no slip 
condition, traditional methods range from first order schemes, such as the ubiquitous 
bounce back, to second order schemes such as th a t presented in chapter 4. General 
lattice closure issues are reviewed in section 2.6.3, page 101. In fact, later studies herein 
apply the second order scheme of chapter 4 in channel turbulence simulations. Such 
simulations however, take only ‘global’ account of aforementioned flow intricacies at or
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near the boundary — behaviour which is known to be of great practical relevance.
G reat interest lies therefore, in finding an accurate representation, within the LB fluid 
model, of turbulent boundary layers. In particular, it is desirable to  build an LB wall 
model and to  ‘m atch’ behaviour of such with experimentally verified theories valid in the 
boundary region. This might be regarded, not so much as science, as essential calibration 
of sim ulation boundary conditions.
The prime candidate here, with which to  m atch results, is the logarithm ic law of the 
wall; reference to  section 2.7.3, page 125 reminds one of the nature of this. In addition, 
the model might be expected, on appropriate scales, to display characteristics reminiscent 
of of the seventh power law, page 122. Section 2.7 explains how these are arrived at and 
their scope and validity.
On appeal to  the fact th a t CFD m ethods often invoke a slip velocity a t the  edge node 
to account for the boundary layer, it becomes obvious th a t the improved lattice closure 
scheme of chapter 4 is eminently suitable for LB im plem entation of such. Indeed th a t 
is how m otivation for the scheme arose, and hence it is adopted for th a t purpose in the 
following.
Wall models for boundary layer effects at sub-grid level
Incompressible, turbulent flow in pipes and ducts is a complicated problem. Different 
parts of the flow reside in different flow regimes: near the boundary (wall) there is a 
narrow bu t im portan t viscous sub-layer in which the velocity varies rapidly, bu t flow is, 
for sm ooth walls a t least, nearly lam inar [118,148]. Around the centre of the duct, in 
the so called core flow, there is fully developed turbulence. Between these two regimes 
there are at least two identifiable interstices, namely the overlap or buffer layer and the 
turbulent logarithm ic layer. Some background science on boundary layers is provided in 
section 2.7.2.
Im portan t features of the boundary layer exist on a scale smaller than  th a t which the 
lattice spacing in a typical LB simulation would perm it resolution. Conventionally, the 
viscous layers are deemed to extend out to say y + «  30 from the wall and the viscous sub­
layer to  y + ~  5. For a typical turbulent pipe flow a t say Re =  105, the  la tte r  amounts to 
about 0.1 percent of the channel width, [118]. In comparison, a typical cross flow number 
of lattice nodes would be of the order 100, implying th a t viscous dom inated boundary 
features are typically an order of m agnitude smaller than  the inter-node spacing.
Means are therefore required to incorporate the effect of a tu rbulen t boundary layer 
a t sub-grid level; thus following traditional CFD, where explicit resolution of flow in 
the lam inar viscous sub-layer is not commonly attem pted, see e.g. [148]. Instead the
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lattice fluid domain is closed by specifying th a t fluid on boundary sites has velocity in 
keeping with a wall law ; th a t is, an appropriate slip velocity, Us, is specified for the lattice 
boundary, which also implies an axial rate  of strain  S xy. Correct m atching of the slip 
velocity Us to th a t of its equivalent regions in the wall layers is essential.
The simulations described in the next section take the explicitly modelled boundary 
to lie parallel with the rc-axis and periodic boundary conditions are imposed, to form flow 
domain boundaries along y. Clearly then the solution m ust be translationally invariant 
and, accordingly, flow can be safely induced by a uniform body force, sections 2.6.3 
and 2.6.4. Hence an additive constant is introduced into the evolution equation 2.103, 
since this is the exact equivalent of a uniform pressure gradient in the chosen geometry.
The purely axial tim e average velocity is assumed to fall linearly to zero over a sub­
lattice distance a t the wall, consistent with P ran d tl’s mixing length assumptions. Thus, 
in a practical calculation of pipe flow, a slip velocity Us may be determined, in term s of 
the friction velocity uT (sometimes called the stress velocity [148]), which in tu rn  depends 
upon the average shear stress on the wall, rwan [118]:
P ( U T) 2 =  Twal, =  . (5.20)
Here p i ,p 2 are the pressures a t flow stations 1 and 2, assumed to lie a stream  wise distance 
L  apart. Also, A  =  W d  is the cross sectional area of the duct (W  being the duct w idth and 
d its (unspecified) depth) and A w =  2Ld  is the area of the wetted perim eter. Accordingly:
(5.21)
in which Q =  3dp/dx  is the pressure gradient. W ith  a value of uT given by equation 5.21 
a slip velocity may be obtained from any of the various relations of section 2.7.3.
Practically this may be done by first transcribing the LB lattice spacing D , to  di- 
mensionless off wall distance y + =  yu Tj v o form, th a t is to y +(y = D). From there, an 
appropriate wall law can be chosen from those available, in accordance with their ranges 
of validity. Alternatively, bu t less likely, the edge lattice spacing A, may be so engineered 
as to put location of the slip boundary, a t a y + location consistent w ith the chosen wall 
law model.
Note th a t for the law of the wall to be valid, the edge node spacing A m ust ensure that: 
5 <  y +(y =  A) <  <9(103). In particular here, the ‘universal’ mean velocity distribution
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for the range 30 < y + < (9(103) is used, see equation 2.184 and references [73,148,150]:
Us = uT ^ 1 ny+ +  2?^ . (5.22)
Therein, k, =  0.41 is the von Karman constant and B, a constant of integration, which 
may be taken as 5.5. Hence, for this (logarithmic) law model to be valid, the edge lattice
spacing A m ust satisfy4: 30 <  y +(y =  A) <  C?(103). This may be achieved by various
means, based around the relation:
u zXu T, A, vQ , are such that: 30 <  —-— <  d (1 0 3) (5.23)z'o
where uT = y /r wa\\/p  =  y /G W /6p  (equation 5.21); according to rvvaii =  —0 ^d P /A d x  
(equation 2.140) and d p /dx  = £7/3. Also where, note, in term s of the lattice relaxation 
param eter, r :  l / v Q =  6 /(2 r  — 1) from equation 2.114 for molecular viscosity.
This choice of a log law model is motivated by practical size constraints related to  
the geometry and the lattice size; it is by no means the only possibility however. The 
reader is referred to  the general literature for alternatives.
Hence the slip velocity C/s, for use in bounding the lattice fluid domain, may be derived 
from consistent values for lattice fluid relaxation param eter, forcing, fluid density and 
duct width, as follows:
(5.24)
For these sim ulations A is chosen to be 0.99 lattice units; to  ensure th a t whilst being 
less than  a lattice spacing, it nevertheless appears as a normal inter-nodal spacing —  
not a necessity, bu t aesthetically pleasing. (Later some simulations are performed using 
A =  l) .
Corresponding velocity gradient a t the unmodelled (off lattice) boundary now follow 
from the slip velocity 5.22 and the modelled depth A of the boundary layer:
S Xy = Syx =  S xx = S yy =  0 . (5.25)
This is of use where the second order boundary scheme of chapter 4 is employed. There, a 
m ethod is developed for closing an LB simulation lattice with verifiably correct hydrody­
namic behaviour to  second order accuracy; i.e. of setting densities, /*, on the undefined 
links with values consistent with those populating bulk lattice node a t the lattice edge.
lNote that in the recent paper by the authors [53], this point is made erroneously.
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According to  th a t, values for the strain  rate  tensor Sxy, a t the edge nodes, must be 
specified in some way as part of the closure. In contrast to chapter 4, where measured 
values are used for this, calculated from the local non-equilibrium densities by 4.3, here 
appropriate values are specified by the above wall law model, which are then assigned 
directly.
Thus, the lattice fluid domain is effectively bounded by a sub-lattice turbulent bound­
ary layer of specified depth A; th a t is, the lattice outer edge moves with a slip velocity 
Us, consistent with the law of the wall, which ensures the correct average shear stress at 
the unmodelled (physical) wall.
Detailed presentation of simulation results for these models now follow.
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5.3 Turbulent channel sim ulations and results
In this section, the LB model described in the last section is applied to  sim ulate internal, 
pressure driven flow in a uniform cross section, infinite aspect ratio  duct, w ith smooth 
walls and over a range of turbulent Reynolds number.
In particular, the intent is to  investigate:
•  Mean turbulent velocity flow profiles. Their shape, magnitude, gradient continuity, 
dependence on simulation parameters: (viscosity) relaxation param eter, forcing, 
and turbulence and wall model coefficients.
•  Variation of friction factor with Re. The relation of our derived M oody curves da ta  
to theory and experiment.
•  Boundaries. How these affect the flow via the turbulence algorithm  and how they 
might be utilised as means to invoke wall laws.
•  The wall law. How effectively it captures the sub-grid near wall behaviour and 
what errors it introduces to the result sets.
•  The turbulent component of the collision param eter, Wo(x, t). Its variation, range 
of values and dynamic behaviour.
As regards description of the flow there are only a few basic da ta  sets of relevance. 
Since the aim here is to quantify characteristics of the mean velocity field only, a very 
great reduction is affected in complexity of investigations and the am ount of results 
generated. It will become apparent th a t most of the discussion and analysis of results, 
may be carried out within the context of ju st two types of da ta  set — equivalently two 
types of plot. One is the mean velocity profile across channel. The other, which is derived 
from the former, quantifies both the retardation of mean velocity by friction induced shear 
and the dependence of coefficient of friction on the flow environment, i.e. w ith Reynolds 
number. Of these, the la tte r forms the substance of ‘derived’ results; th a t is, those not 
arising as raw ou tput of the simulations. Visualisation of this d a ta  is presented in a 
Moody chart, which effectively summarises behaviour of these simple flows.
O ther derived d a ta  sets are limited in number, though of high practical im portance. 
They consist of channel averaged mean velocities and associated volumetric fluxes. Also 
the mean strain  rate  tensor. All derived da ta  however, stem from raw d a ta  consisting 
of profiles of mean velocity, for this reason such profiles form the ‘nuts and bo lts’ of 
simulation output.
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Throughout, our observed or modelled mean profiles will be compared to  either theo­
retical or experimental ones. These are discussed in some detail in preceding sections: 2.7 
for the pipe geometry and 5.1.2 for ducts (of infinite aspect ratio, i.e. two dimensional 
geometry). All da ta  correspond to th a t which emerges after some kind of statistical 
averaging of the turbulence.
5.3.1 Standard simulation domains im plem entation of channel 
geometry
Simulations were considered for various simulation domains, each with slightly differing 
qualities. Representations of the first order accurate boundary scheme can be found in 
previous chapters. For a discussion of those employed, see earlier chapters 2.6.3 and 2.6.4. 
F irst order accurate da ta  is not presented here on account of space lim itations.
Representations of the second order accurate boundary scheme are provided in fig­
ure 5.2; parts i) and ii) describe first and second order closures respectively. They have 
some features in common:
•  hey are infinitely deep with z  and translationally  invariant with x , in the sense of 
their detailed description in section 2.6, pages 85 and 108.
•  Translational invariance is implemented using periodic BCs in the x  direction 
(page 108.
•  As a consequence of translational invariance, the driving pressure gradient is re­
placed by a uniform body force term  in the lattice evolution equation; in the usual 
way, Q — 3 dp/dx  (section 2.6.4). The fluid is thus forced parallel to the ^-direction:
Fi — 'iQ'WjpCix.
For both second order closures of figure 5.2, lattice boundaries (walls) occur a t a t 
y  =  0 and W  (implied), each having zero velocity imposed by the closure. F irst and last 
on lattice nodes occur a t y  =  A and y  =  W  — A respectively, denoted in the figure by 
blue lines, to highlight their evolution consistent with bulk nodes. This is in contrast to 
the first order closure where either the last lattice site is (not bulk); also to contra-forcing 
where all nodes may be considered bulk (their density field undergoes collision process).
Throughout, V  denotes the cross duct average velocity, W  the physical width of the 
duct and the molecular viscosity of the lattice. The density of the lattice fluid was 
chosen to be 1.8.
Forcing must be small to m aintain stability when the lattice fluid has the small viscos­
ity necessary to access large Reynolds numbers; as characterise turbulent flow. Accord-
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U=(Us,0)
U=(Us,0)
x=0: PBC x = % - l :P B C  x=0: PBC 1: PBC
F ig u re  5.2: C o m p u ta tio n a l dom ains for second  o rd er  c losu re  of tu rb u le n t channel s im ulations; 
th ese  a re  d escribed  fu rth e r  in  th e  te x t. D ifferences a re  as follows: P a r t  i), h as edge nodes w hich 
a re  ‘ju s t  in sid e ’ th e  flu id  (in fin itesim ally  w et) an d  a  zero velocity  co n d itio n  th e re . I t  describes 
in itia l s im u lations w ith  th e  second o rd er closure, b u t  no  law  o f th e  wall. P a r t  ii) in  co n tra s t, has 
edge nodes w hich are sign ifican tly  inside  th e  b u lk  o f flu id  —  A  is th e  o rd er o f a  la ttic e  spacing  
—  and , m oreover, th ey  have fin ite  slip  velocity  Us im posed , in  acco rdance w ith  th e  w all law.
ingly, for all the results presented here, Q — 1.5 x 10_o (which is very small) was chosen. 
This, alongside a set of lattice resolutions, corresponding to widths of W  = 15, 40 and 60 
lattice units. The physical width of the sim ulated duct is actually W  = Y N  + 2A where 
A is the width of the lattice sub-layer. The simulations correspond to constant spatial 
resolution.
The von Karman constant at K  = 0.41, is implied by the choice of mixing length 
function, 5.19; this has implications in calculating slip velocities on the first bulk node, 
in accordance with the chosen log wall model, as Us is here set using equation 5.24. Note 
th a t the value B  of equation 5.22 evident in equation 5.24 is 5.5, which is consistent with 
smooth walls [148].
In order to ensure sufficiently large Reynolds numbers:
Re = 2 W VVq (5.26)
consistent with turbulent duct flow, the molecular component of the collision param eter 
was varied in a range 1.991 <  u 0 < 1.999, close to its maximum value of 2 (where the 
corresponding variation in the molecular viscosity is rapid). The resulting variation in 
the measured Reynolds number was found to be 104 <  Re  <  10°: well into the turbulent 
regime. Convergence of the da ta  was slow (several tens of thousand of tim e steps) on 
account of the very small molecular viscosities in use. All the d a ta  presented derive from
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steady state  velocity fields which have evolved for many thousands of tim e steps, w ithout 
fluctuation: as determined by studying convergence in velocity ‘residuals’.
To implement a law of the wall, a second order closure scheme is required for the 
LB lattice in which it is possible to take shear as an input param eter. For this purpose, 
developments described in chapter 4 are built upon and utilised. In particular, for a 
discussion and basis of this requirement, see sections 4.2 and 5.2.3.
5.3 .2  R esu lts  for w all law bounded  channel: flow profiles
Mean flow profile results are now presented for turbulent duct flow; these have the ‘law 
of the wall’ of section 5.2.3 invoked to model the effect of the viscous sub-layer. Profile 
results for such begin in figure 5.3. A first appraisal of such then is very encouraging; 
qualitatively excellent profiles emerge for this particular case of channel simulation.
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Figure 5.3: Nine steady state velocity profiles, measured after 7 x 105 time steps, for 1.991 < 
ujq < 1.999 at increments of 0.001. Average velocities, F , calculated by use of the trapezium 
rule and corrected for the viscous sub-layer are summarised in the table 5.1 (page 207) along 
with resulting Reynolds numbers.
Figure 5.4 shows a normalised steady state velocity profile. This is obtained from 
da ta  measured after 7 x 105 time steps, for uo = 1.995, resulting in an average velocity 
(calculated by use of the trapezium  rule and corrected for the viscous sub-layer) of V  = 
0.069722, which yields a Reynolds number of 20,357. The velocity profile shown in 
figure 5.4, into which the unmodelled sub-layer da ta  has been inserted, clearly exhibits
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all the expected characteristics of a turbulent profile [118,148]. Moreover, it does across 
the whole width of the duct, w ithout any spurious slip velocities at the boundary, either 
a t the wet boundary of the viscous sub-layer or the wall.
0.8
0.6
0.2
0
0 10 20 30 6040 50
y (lattice units)
Figure 5.4: A normalised steady state velocity profile selected from those of figure 5.3, corre­
sponding to ujq =  1.995. The data result in an average velocity, V, of 0.069722 which yields 
Reynolds number Re = 20357.
U)0 *4) V Re / d w
1.991 0.009457 0.062706 10151 0.031017
1.992 0.008210 0.064172 11693 0.029616
1.993 0.007003 0.065794 13708 0.028173
1.994 0.005838 0.067620 16444 0.026673
1.995 0.004716 0.069722 20357 0.025089
1.996 0.003640 0.072220 26371 0.023383
1.997 0.002616 0.075344 36701 0.021484
1.998 0.001650 0.079605 58193 0.019246
1.999 0.000758 0.086633 126726 0.01625
Table 5.1: Table of measured simulation parameters for the profiles presented in figure 5.3. 
These are provided to give a feel for the parameter range within which a standard LB can easily 
simulate.
Are these profiles quantitatively good? To investigate this, theoretical results such as 
equation 5.2 and 5.3, for flow in ducts, along with equation 2.184 for flow in pipes, must 
be used as yardsticks. Each of these require simulation da ta  to be recast in term s of 
dimensionless variables. W hilst this is not a problem and is carried out in the following, 
it is im portant to note th a t this introduces an element of am biguity to results via the
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empirical scaling param eters (here uT and f p  in particular). The ambiguity arises in the 
fact that, depending on the perspective adopted, uT and f p  may be considered either as 
emergent variables of the simulations (in real experiments or CFD), or ones which are 
effectively input (into the LB sub-layer model). This m atter is discussed later.
Two established or theoretical velocity profiles are now introduced as the la tte r two 
da ta  sets of figure 5.5, which, to be concise, show only the left half of the channel domain. 
The lower, short dash, being equation 5.2 for turbulent flow in a duct whereas the upper, 
long dash, corresponds to the universal velocity distribution in a pipe. Also shown are 
plots of two simulation profiles which were obtained for a channel width of 16 (these 
simulations had an axially central node, the point for which is not shown) and a t two 
values of molecular viscosity ujq = 1.991 and 1.999.
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Figure 5.5: Dimensionless plot of mean turbulent velocity profiles generated with turbulent 
LB algorithm and law of the wall incorporated. Two simulation data sets are included (in blue 
and magenta, boxes), representing the upper and lower investigated extremities in relaxation 
parameter, wo- Also included are theoretic profiles of earlier sections, equations 5.2 and 2.184, 
for the duct and pipe respectively (in black, dashed).
Obviously, the duct da ta  at this stage appear qualitatively acceptable, although both 
profiles seem to fall somewhere between established data  for pipes and th a t for finite 
rectangular pipes (i.e. ducts). To get a be tter qualitative feel, it is necessary to plot on 
semi-logarithmic axes; this is done in figure 5.6 which shows the same data.
Some minor deviations from the straight line are therein evident, one of which appears 
consistently: a small wall defect appears (as a slightly reduced profile gradient) on the
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Figure 5.6: Semi-logarithmic representation of the dimensionless profiles in figure 5.5. This 
form is supposed to bring out the logarithmic nature of the profile around the overlap region — 
the profiles should appear as straight lines, ideally coincident with that for the duct (the lower 
of the two theoretic ones (black, short dashes)).
first explicitly resolved node. It may be due to system atic error; the location corresponds 
to the Dirichlet BC slip node. In addition, a further and similar defect appears a t channel 
centre. There is also a slight difference in gradient between the two plots, which corre­
sponds to an apparent, marginal viscosity differential. These results are, however, very 
encouraging. The need arises, however, to investigate whether such subtle characteristics 
in the d a ta  are universal — to these models and simulations.
Originally it was envisaged that, upon establishing good fit to straight line (on the log 
plot) and therefore clear values for the Re  =  1 ordinate intercept and plot gradient (B  
and k param eters respectively, which effectively describe the modelling strategy), then 
two logical continuations would emerge. One relates to the fact th a t B  and k and their 
‘fit’ indicate the quality of our approach. Hence, improvements could be made in results 
by altering certain input param eters and monitoring variation in B  and /  or n. Thereby 
optim isation of the input param eters is enabled. The other relates to  the fact th a t B  
and k might themselves provide a means to refine the simulation data, in th a t using 
updated or calibrated values for input variables in the log layer model (to calculate slip 
velocity in the 0 (2 )  boundary scheme, note), might ensure th a t wall conditions more 
closely resemble the nature of the bulk — as it emerges under a LB sim ulation.
Either process, if carried out recursively, potentially forms a basis for optim isation or
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calibration of simulation data. However, in view of the initial quality of fit to straight 
line, which at first glance seems a little delicate, the potential is eroded somewhat.
It becomes of interest to  see how the profiles vary over the range of relaxation pa­
ram eter set out in figures 5.5 and 5.6. The full set of profiles so derived are provided in 
figure 5.7, which shows da ta  obtained for 1.991 <  Uq <  1.999 in intervals of 0.001. Fig­
ure 5.7 makes it apparent, however tha t, due to  plot overlap, it is very difficult visually 
to pick out any repeating or consistent features.
The figure does hint, however, at the prospect of collecting all profile points on one 
plot, to  obtain a fit to  the da ta  and thereby to  glean an idea of possible revised values 
for 1 / k  and B . This might be done to give a feel for how the bulk scheme would dictate 
these param eters. Figure 5.8 shows this; a straight line is fitted to the data, generated 
using gnuplot’s standard  fit routine. The fit line is shown to guide the eye.
This da ta  might be interpreted as good evidence for a tendency toward overall log­
arithm ic behaviour of the bulk LB model; the ‘sca tter’ is quite low (standard deviation 
a  =  1.2 and 2.57 in gradient and intercept respectively) and a straight line fit seems rel­
atively obvious; although there is some visible curvature. Values for B  and 1 / k  derived 
from this da ta  are B  =  4.13 ± 0 .1  and 1/ac =  2.82 ±  0.03 respectively. Both the value for 
B  and th a t for k  (at 0.36) lie outside ranges expected by considering other pipe analyses: 
[4.40,5.85] and [0.38,0.41] respectively (see page 128); such might be expected.
This picture is misleading however, as the gradient value (1 / k ) th a t is expected should 
be appropriate for duct geometry, as provided by an equation such as 5.2. T h a t is, 2.82 
should5 be compared against 6 .2 / In 10, which evaluates to  2.69. This means the fit is 
be tter than at first appears; unfortunately however, no spread of values is available to 
the author for a duct geometry.
The value for 1 / k  appears closer to the upper lim it of its accepted range when one 
considers relation 5.3, derived by Deissler [32]. As previously stated, th a t result arises 
from an accepted experimental study of air in pipes, even if one th a t differs from other 
result sets quite markedly. Values for B  and 1 / k  determ ined therein are 3.8 and 2.78 
respectively which improves the perspective on results generated here — they appear 
much better.
Uncertainty in k  itself gives rise to the range: 0.3509 >  k  >  0.3584, which lies ju st 
outside the new range perm itted by Deissler’s da ta  [0.38,0.41]. The value for B  is brought 
within acceptable lim its in the same way: 4.13 G [3.8,5.85].
On another vein, there is the m atter of slight observed discrepancies in all the profiles 
a t each end; wall and mid-channel. It is of interest to see if these exist under differing
5As an aside, note that natural or Naperian logarithms ln(.) appear as log(.) in gnuplot plots.
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Figure 5.7: Semi-log dimensionless profiles derived at nine relaxation parameter values for 
channel width of 16 lattice units. As can be seen (just!), the profiles are almost straight, 
but they have slight though consistent discontinuities in gradient adjacent to the boundary. 
Gradients tend to increase with u/q and with y+.
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Figure 5.8: Collective plot of velocity profile data for channel of width 16. A straight line fit is 
found for the data using the ‘gnuplot’ fit routine and is included for illustration. Quality of the 
fit is apparently reduced by data at the extremities (y+ low or high). Gradient and intercept 
values for the straight line correspond to values for 1/ k  and B  of 2.82 and 4.13 respectively, in 
the sense of the universal logarithmic velocity distribution, equation 2.184.
conditions and, moreover, whether there are any identifiable characteristics for such, 
which are valid either locally with respect to the param eter space, or globally.
At present the discrepancies manifest themselves as changes in the profile gradient 
near the wall and channel a t the centre. Removal of the set of d a ta  which correspond 
to these points is therefore an obvious way in which to ‘tidy  u p ’ the results and perhaps 
derive better values for the param eters B  and k . Taking away the outerm ost points (LB 
boundary neighbour node data) gives rise to the set presented in figure 5.9. The straight 
line fit to this data, however, displays worsened characteristics, in all respects other than  
its own reduced standard error! Hence this suggests th a t further selective scrutiny of the 
da ta  will not be scientifically productive, so the idea is not pursued.
Other m atters relating to the param eters B  and k could be addressed. An obvious 
one being the prospect of finding a system atic variation of either, over the range of 
relaxation parameter. At first glance this appears plausible. Another is whether what 
is observed for this channel is in fact valid for channels of greater width. The former 
point is not investigated owing to the complexity of interpreting and using results so 
generated. To analyse the latter point, more closely spaced d a ta  must be generated, 
hence the study proceeds to look at results for a wider channel— or, equivalently, to
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Figure 5.9: Plot as for figure 5.8 but with data corresponding to the first (boundary) LB node 
removed to aid the fit. The effect of removing this data results, however, in worsened values 
for B  and k.
better spatial resolutions.
Figure 5.10 shows two profiles generated for a channel of width 61 (60 explicitly 
resolved LB nodes). The curves pertain  to two values of relaxation param eter. As for 
figure 5.6, these are ujq = 1.991 and 1.999 respectively. The following characteristics and 
corollaries are therein evident:
•  The profile shape is relatively consistent across relaxation param eter values (vis­
cosities) and, to some extent, channel widths.
•  The profile shape has a vague ‘wave back face’ S-like reflex curvature. It consists 
of:
— A near wall region of lower gradient. This portion most closely resembles 
established predictions for pipes and ducts; it lies somewhere between the 
two.
— A channel medial region which has high mean velocity with respect to pre­
dicted values for both pipes and ducts and which has higher gradient.
— A channel central region with mean velocity much too high with respect to 
predicted values for finite systems. This region has a falling gradient.
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Figure 5.10: Equivalent (semi-log, dimensionless velocity profile) data to figure 5.6 but for a 
wider channel (channel width W  =  61; that is 60 explicitly resolved LB nodes). The better 
resolved profiles show greater consistency, though still significant quantitative departure from 
what might be regarded as desirable (the duct data in black, short dashes).
-  Interestingly, the inner portions (channel central) of the profiles qualitatively 
resemble defect law predictions rather well.
-  There is still evidence of a slight boundary induced gradient discontinuity 
adjacent to the LB boundary node; this must be considered erroneous.
•  Straight line fits to the profiles, whilst possible, will be system atically inappropriate 
in the light of their consistent ‘S’ shape.
•  F its to selective portions of the profiles might prove of interest, despite their lack 
of physical validity.
•  It is obvious th a t descriptive param eters such as B  and k, values derived from any 
straight line fit, whatever its basis, will be incapable of m atching those predicted 
or determ ined by other means (the two dashed lines included amongst others).
•  Crudely combining data  from profiles with differing relaxation param eter values (as 
was done for figures 5.7 to 5.9) is not appropriate and is therefore not attem pted.
It should be noted tha t the general form of da ta  presented in figure 5.10 is entirely 
similar to th a t generated by Teixeira in [138].
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Bearing in mind th a t in physical (channel) space each data  point in the figure repre­
sents an equivalently sized portion of the channel (for the duct case a t least) it is apparent 
th a t average velocities calculated from such da ta  will be consistently high with respect 
to theoretical and experimental predictions. This adversely affects derived data, namely 
friction factors and Reynolds number values. Friction factors in particular are affected, 
as their dependency on the mean is inverse square, see equation 5.38; they will be too low 
by a significant margin. Reynolds num ber values scale proportionately with the mean 
velocity and hence will be too high, though not by the same margin. The net effect of 
such should be to steepen Moody curves, pushing them  a t the same tim e to the right on 
the chart and down below th a t required. Such ‘predictions’ are tested in the next section.
Two approaches to  m atching these wider profiles to theory might be considered as a 
last resort; they are to: determine appropriate criteria by which profiles may be consis­
tently broken down and to subject rem aining portions to  straight line fitting procedures. 
The variation by profile of fit param eters for such may then be viewed in the light of 
predicted values. Alternatively, points which display minimal defect law character may 
be selected (from all profile points) and a fit applied to  these. The la tte r is tan tam ount 
to getting a feel for the regime over which our model produces results th a t are consistent 
with predictions of other methods.
At this point it is not clear what lines of investigation should be followed to improve 
the quantitative validity of these results. One possibility is outstanding however, being 
suggested by the variation in observed B  value (intercept) th a t occurs with sim ulation 
relaxation param eter Uq. Such behaviour suggests th a t — the model being highly Uq 
dependent — differing relaxation param eter values might in effect denote differing levels, 
or ‘intensities’, of turbulence, (on top its understood determ ination of Reynolds num ber 
variation). If th a t were the case then ideally profiles should only be compared between 
simulations with equal ljq values and th a t Reynolds variation should only be invoked 
using the channel width (or forcing, an issue which is ignored for the moment a t least).
To investigate this point, simulation da ta  is collected for a set of channels of various 
widths, but each having consistent relaxation param eter. W hen two such profiles are 
compared, however, as is shown in the next figure 5.11, it is apparent th a t no progress 
will be made, as again the possibility of finding a globally consistent fit seems low. The 
usefulness of performing this analysis is therefore lim ited and is not pursued further.
On a further line of investigation, equation 5.1 can be used to  generate a set of specific 
profiles against which simulation results may be compared. This perm its our sim ulations 
to be assessed with respect to other established works of Donch [34] and Nikuradse [98] 
(via Goldstein [50]). The profiles are specific in th a t they depend upon (are scaled by) a
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between turbulent velocity profiles for LB fluids with matching re­
laxation parameter (uiq = 1.999). The two data sets are for channels of width W  = 16 and 
61. The intention behind the plot is to investigate the possibility of obtaining values for 1/ k  
and B  which are consistent between simulations. It is herein evident however, that such is not 
possible; whilst for sections of each profile, gradient parameters are similar, the same is not true 
for intercept parameters (hence B  in particular is not consistent).
measured peak mean velocity, as can be seen once rearranged:
where yc has been replaced by W /2  — y.
D ata corresponding to solution of this equation, for specific duct realisations, have
simulation data. Figure 5.12 shows these for two relaxation param eter values of 1.991 
and 1.999 alongside actual simulation data  for direct comparison. Note th a t owing to  the 
non-universal character of the relation 5.27, axes in the plot are linear and are expressed 
in lattice units.
Therein, (figure 5.12) it is again apparent th a t the current m odel’s results show a 
slight departure, in a quantitative sense, from those suggested by tried and tested means. 
No simple form is, as yet, apparent by which this departure may be classified and thereby 
addressed.
Adopting a similar approach, Pai’s relation, equation 5.4, might also be employed for
v =  3.385ur In l ~ ^ n + \ l ~ W  +  0.172jjt  +  upk , (5.27)
been calculated using peak velocities (and mean velocities for vT) obtained using the LB
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Figure 5.12: Comparison, in the physical domain (lattice units), between LB turbulent flow 
profiles and those derived using the relation 5.27, which is based on experimental data collated 
by Goldstein. Results are for a channel of width 61 lattice units and for two molecular relaxation 
parameters, corresponding to viscosities: 7.53 x 10-4 and 8.34 x 10-5 (wo being 1.991 and 1.999 
respectively).
the same purpose as above. This is valid over the entire channel, though data  for only 
half a channel are needed here. They are presented in figure 5.13, which is of the same 
form as 5.12.
As can be seen, da ta  generated using the LB turbulence model perhaps matches Pai’s 
relation more closely than all others considered. This is particularly true at high relax­
ation param eter values where at least one curve is a very good match. This is encouraging, 
as Pai derived relation 5.4 by considering the Reynolds m om entum  equation 2.67.
It is perhaps not surprising th a t some discrepancy exists, however, as discrepancies 
exist between those results which here are deemed ‘established’. To emphasise, P ai’s 
results don’t match Goldstein’s relation all th a t well. In the light of such then, it is of 
some value to determine a form of quantification for relative sim ilarities between the data  
sets. This is briefly covered next.
To do this, results generated using the various means m ust first be normalised, then 
an arbitrary  differential quantification applied. Here it is sufficient to use a simple cross 
channel sum of absolute difference between profile values, like:
Y < W /  2
a c =  Yap> (5-28)
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Figure 5.13: As for figure 5.12 but for semi-empirical result of Pai, 5.4; a comparison, in the 
physical domain (lattice units), between LB turbulence profiles and those derived using Pai’s 
relation 5.4. Profiles are for a channel of width 61 lattice units and for two molecular relaxation 
parameters, corresponding to viscosities: 7.53 x 10~4 and 8.34 x 10-5 (wo being 1.991 and 1.999 
respectively).
where, A c is a cross channel sum of absolute profile difference, A p:
^ p  — y (^profile A ^profile b)^ • (5.29)
It is possible to determine this function for each binary comparison between result sets,
A  to B. For the three sets of results: Goldstein, Pai and the LB turbulence model, only
three non-degenerate cases need be considered.
D ata collected for this purpose are presented in figure 5.14 (as it varies with relax­
ation param eter, cj0). Figure 5.14 considers only duct data. LB turbulence model da ta  
is therein denoted ‘sim ulation’. It is also possible to simultaneously compare against di- 
mensionless equations such as th a t for the duct (e.g. equation 5.2). Results for the three 
extra two way comparisons so generated are also shown in figure 5.14. D ata generated 
using the dimensionless relation 5.2 are denoted ‘Donch-Nikuradse’.
As is evident, the two d a ta  sets which most closely resemble each other are those 
from Goldstein’s relation, 5.27, and those from Pai, 5.4. For these, the cross channel sum 
of absolute differences varies around 0.01. O ther comparisons are all substantially  worse 
than  this. Significantly, comparisons against equation 5.2 (Donch-Nikuradse) reveal some
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Figure 5.14: Variation of Ac, the cross channel sum of absolute profile difference parameter 
Ap, with simulation relaxation parameter wq (see equation 5.29). There are six binary profile 
comparisons, as suggested in the key. The data congregate into three main bundles. The 
highest difference parameter occurs in the uppermost bundles, which unfortunately pertain to 
differences with LB simulation results. Progressively lower differences occur, the lowest of which 
is between results of Goldstein and Pai.
discrepancy against Goldstein and Pai (the other two ‘established results’). However, the 
most serious departure occurs for the comparison between equation 5.2 and LB simulation 
results. This dem onstrates the relative inaccuracy of of simulations.
On a similar line of attack, it is also of interest to be able to visualise how such a 
difference param eter, A, varies in accordance with channel location, y.
An attem pt is made in figure 5.15 to shed light on the nature of such data , in a 
similar way to figure 5.14. Here the difference param eter used is referred to by A rp, as it 
is appropriate to sum over omega values in contrast to the previous analysis. Explicitly, 
A rp is defined as follows:
UJO =  1.999
A r p =  Y , v  (5-3°)
w0= 1.991
Such an approach to condensing the da ta  is, however, not revealing on this occasion; 
the sum m ation seems to erase any clear or discernible features of interest from the data. 
It must therefore be concluded th a t no obvious functional dependence of difference pa­
ram eter exists with respect to channel location; the contributions at various relaxation
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Figure 5.15: Variation of absolute profile difference parameter Arp with cross channel location 
(equation 5.30), for the profile differences suggested in the key. It is clear that no systematic 
features in the data will be made visible in this way, the plot is included for completeness only.
param eter values essentially interfere.
The above, relatively inconclusive analyses, are not the only way to look at profile 
quality as a function of channel location. Indeed, the fact th a t our profiles qualitatively 
resemble experimental velocity defect law profiles, alludes to one other serious means to 
clarify the nature of the results generated.
The defect law (not described in any detail in the background) arises analogously to 
the wall law, when a dimensional analysis of channel flow is carried out. It is another well 
established aspect of turbulent channel flow theory. In summary, upon observing physical 
dependencies in the core flow, a universal form for the core profile may be derived, which 
appears as follows:
1)~ ’i'pk =  G(rj ) . (5.31)
VT
This is in direct analogy with equation 2.169 of section 2.7.3. Note th a t equation 5.31 
simply instantiates equation 2.171 of the background (the velocity defect law) by taking 
half the channel width R  = W /2 ,  to param eterise the boundary layer thickness 5 and,
wherein, 77 is then defined as dimensionless channel location:
* = W r  ( 5 ' 3 2 )
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which is normalised to 1 a t mid-channel. See for example [128,139,148,150]. Note 
no confusion should arise between r) defined here and the Newtonian coefficient of fluid 
viscosity defined elsewhere.
The precise form of G(rj) will be of interest here; unfortunately some inconsistencies 
arise in the literature, both on this subject and on the ‘wake function’ which follows. 
Moreover, some ambiguity is frequently communicated of the meaning of the velocity 
defect function, as it pertains to the ‘duality’ between expected and measured values. 
These points are discussed in the following.
To fill in some background details, instances of velocity defect behaviour are derived by 
integration of specific forms of the governing fluid dynamical equations. Section 2.7 does 
this explicitly for lam inar flow. For turbulent flow the argum ents are more convoluted, 
bu t the principle remains the same. In th a t case the s ta rt point is the turbulent ‘energy 
budget’, a differential equation derived considering turbulent versions of the fluid energy 
equations, 2.25.
The process will not be entered into here. Suffice to say th a t this is how the likes of 
P rand tl, von Karman [141] and Millikan [95] first derived analytic forms for turbulent 
flow in a pipe (and thereby instantiated the more general wall and defect laws). The 
argum ents of von Karman are known as sim ilarity law and, owing to  the very concise 
overview of this presented in Tennekes and Lumley [139], these are what the following 
m aterial is based upon.
As an alternative, which is to  some extent equivalent for the channel, it is possible 
to assume th a t the law of the wall (logarithmic overlap region) extends its validity to 
channel centre, which perm its some simple rearrangements. See in particular Tennekes 
and Lumley and Spurk [128]. This amounts to the implicit assum ption th a t the velocity 
defect law in a channel is coincident with the wall law, in th a t if the flow is fully developed, 
the channel width (or half this) fully and solely characterises inertial length scales; a point 
which is obviously only relevant to channel flow.
An established form for this expression is available in Tennekes and Lumley:
- — —  =  2.5 In 77 — 1, (5.33)vT
which, whilst strictly only valid for pipe geometries, is of some relevance here. However, 
if one assumes the universal logarithmic overlap velocity distribution, equation 2.184, to 
hold a t channel centre y = W / 2 , and th a t the mean x-wise turbulent velocity is upk there,
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as is done in Spurk [128], then
(5.34)
W hereupon back substitution into equation 2.184 gives
(5.35)
which is to be contrasted with equation 5.33.
The main reason this is im portan t is in order to derive an equivalent velocity defect
relation for the duct geometry case, to  which our simulation d a ta  pertain. Also because 
any discussion of how measured or sim ulation profiles differ from logarithmic, depend 
critically on a precise specification. Derivations for the duct case are not carried out in 
this work, see further work 6 .1 .
It is presumably instructive to  look a t how profiles derived using the LB turbulence 
model with law of the wall boundaries differ from a velocity defect law derived for pipes, 
as a check to the idea a t least. To continue (with the pipe formulation), simulation da ta  
m ust firstly be converted to  ‘defect form ’, by subtracting the peak velocity, as occurs 
a t channel centre, and normalising with respect to the friction velocity, uT. Similarly, 
channel position is normalised to  the  half width to give 77 values. The difference is then 
sought between the aforementioned and values derived using a theoretic defect law; this 
is often known as a ‘wake function’, denoted
In Tennekes and Lumley [139] a specific wake function is defined as follows:
This is the functional difference between the observed point mean velocities and the defect 
law derived from a logarithmic law assum ption. Note th a t what is m eant by G(r}) seems
(Working through this analysis and a preview of the following plot 5.16, makes it apparent 
th a t with this form (equation 5.37), the —1 term  of equation 5.33 is essential). The 
equivalence of using equation 5.35 instead, along with a suitably adjusted sine term  in 
the wake function 5.37 is not investigated.
W  (77) =  G(n) — 2.5 In 77 +  1 . (5.36)
here to  be measured G(r]) (from sim ulation), hence meaning (u —upk) /v T by equation 5.31.
It is suggested in [139], th a t the  wake function is typically approxim ated by a sinu­
soidal form:
Function 5.37 is plotted in figure 5.16, alongside consistent curves generated for our
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Figure 5.16: Wake function as derived using the universal logarithmic profile for flow in a pipe. 
The abscissa r/ is dimensionless location into channel given by 77 =  y /W / 2 . The line marked 
‘T & L eqn 5.2.43’ (black, with pluses +) refers to equation 5.37, that is the sinusoidal wake 
function mentioned in Tennekes and Lumley [139].
data.
This is perhaps the most revealing and interesting graph concerning results for the LB 
turbulence model thus far generated. It reveals the typical departure of real experim ental 
da ta  for the core flow, from fits and theory on da ta  applicable in the logarithm ic overlap 
layer.
The ‘Tennekes and Lumley equation 5.2.43’ da ta  is seen to reach maximum  at channel 
centre, falling gradually to zero a t the wall region. Note th a t on a logarithm ic plot such 
as figure 2.17 of the background (which was drawn up for purposes of illustration) the 
region of departure (most of the domain of figure 5.16) appears compressed into the high 
y + region. But importantly, the two plots are not inconsistent; this characteristic is 
simply due to the logarithmic scaling.
Our da ta  display features not attribu tab le to the wake function, differing quite sub­
stantially and revealingly. W hilst the form is approximately sinusoidal as expected, the 
various param eters which might be used to describe this (am plitude, phase and ‘origin’) 
are a t variance. Moreover, our wake function da ta  changes sign a t one point (around 
0.2 <  77 <  0.27) and shows a serious discontinuity adjacent to the boundary node.
The la tte r might be assumed to arise as a consequence of the BC im plem entation (or 
law of the wall). W hatever the view, figure 5.16 is valuable because, in no other plot
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are these departures so visible. On th a t basis, further investigations might be based on 
inferences so derived.
As regards the quality of defect style profiles generated with the LB turbulence model 
and wall law, there is creditable resemblance to expected defect behaviour, but this is 
relatively superficial. The most obvious problem, wake da ta  which cross the W(r}) =  0 
ordinate, is probably attribu tab le  to the fact th a t figure 5.16 compares duct da ta  to pipe 
theory; a m atter to be resolved by further work. Secondly, there is the very pronounced 
inflection th a t occurs adjacent to  the boundary node. Again, a treatm ent of which is left 
to further work.
As a redeeming feature, it is still quite remarkable th a t features such as a qualitatively 
correct wake function emerge from our data, especially when not explicitly incorporated. 
A thorough investigation of this aspect of the sim ulation da ta  must, be based upon da ta  
derived from consistent flow geometries. Equivalent relations to  5.36 and 5.37, for duct 
flow, should really therefore be found before a continuation is considered.
5.3.3 Results for wall law bounded channel: M oody curves
A much more stringent test of the model (core and boundary algorithm together) resides 
in its ability correctly to recover stresses a t the duct wall and thereby correctly model 
friction effects on the flow. Assessments of such m atters are commonly addressed using 
friction factors as a probe param eter. As m entioned in the introductory m aterial, such 
da ta  are most often analysed with respect to  Reynolds number variation, which is the 
basis of the Moody chart.
The Darcy-W eisbach friction factor, which was defined earlier 3.46 bu t is restated 
here:
/ d w  =  , (5.38)
where Q represents the driving force, or pressure gradient, will be used in the following 
discussions.
The friction factor, like the Reynolds num ber against which its variation is to  be 
investigated, is derived da ta  in th a t it is calculated from summ ary aspects of an entire 
profile — namely the profile mean velocity. In th a t respect a profile generates a single 
point on a Moody curve. The fact th a t the da ta  are ‘derived’ introduces a further level 
of detail which might either: form a cause of error, obscure correct interpretation, or 
introduce extra factors to the analysis; this m ust be borne in mind.
A good example dem onstrating such, which has relevance in the following, is the  fact 
th a t differing m ethods of arriving a t a mean velocity for a profile will produce slight,
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but consistent, differences in mean values and therefore change the appearance of Moody 
data.
Luckily, during the course of the study, various alternatives to averaging were utilised 
and such was found to have relatively insignificant bearing on interpretation.
The m ethod used for da ta  presented here was a simple trapezium  rule, which is very 
commonly utilised in all numerical studies of discrete data. Possibly im portantly, in 
the context of flow profiles, this m ethod consistently underestimates the mean velocity 
value. This m atter will be returned to shortly. Before th a t some example Moody data, 
as derived from LB simulations with the specified mixing length model and law of the 
wall, are presented for discussion.
Figure 5.17 shows, on a logarithmic scale, the variation of friction factor for the da ta  
(and range of Reynolds number) specified by table 5.1. This branch of the Moody curves 
of course corresponds to smooth duct walls (reflected in the choice of B  = 5.0 in equa­
tion 5.22). Incidentally, wall roughness can be successfully modelled in the trad itional 
way, by changing the value of the constant B . The da ta  of figure 5.17 is in excellent 
agreement with experimental data, [153].
-1 .5 simulation data +  -0.256815 log(Re) -  0.488672 -----
-1.55
-1 .7
-1.75
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log(Re)
Figure 5.17: Moody curve from earlier simulation data; see tabulated values 5.1 and figure 5.4. 
The (logarithmic) variation of measured Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, / d w > for Reynolds 
number Re in the range 104 < Re < 105.
As the range of Reynolds number over which there is da ta  is relatively small, little 
variation in gradient is expected between each end of the curve. This is indeed observed 
in our data. The precise amount of curvature may be qualitatively ascertained when the
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d a ta  are compared to th a t of other sources. Such is presented in figure 5.18; which shows 
LB simulation data, adjacent to da ta  generated using those benchmark methods th a t 
were included in earlier sections for comparison.
0.1 Lattice Boltzmann EV/WL sims 
Nikuradse, Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.60
Von Karman, Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.62 
E)&G (rough pipes), Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.65 
Blasius, Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.3 
Drew, Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.63
DW
1000 10000
Re
Figure 5.18: Moody data  gathered for a set of friction factor /  Reynolds number relationships. 
All calculated data stem from equations taken from Knudsen and Katz [73]; these are variously 
analytic or semi-empirical. The data correspond to quite low Re values (relatively, with respect 
to the range for which experimental data exist). At this point, the curves are widely spread, 
but there is some indication of a trend to become closer for higher Re.
In particular, relations 2.193, 5.5, [K&K 7.65], 2.192, 2.194 and 2.195 respectively, of 
section 2.7.4, are used for the purpose; a reminder of the details for which are indicated in 
the key. Note tha t some da ta  relate to a forcing regime which, in an equivalent physical 
system, would not normally lead to a m anifestation of turbulence. This is indicative of the 
‘global’ influence of the LB turbulence algorithm. W hen the model is invoked, all areas 
of the relaxation param eter space (and hence Reynolds number) exhibit characteristics 
of turbulence. Such is not physically realistic, a m atter discussed later.
The LB data  of figure 5.18 are very well placed amongst the alternatives, especially 
at higher R e , and thus can be considered in excellent agreement with established data. 
The LB da ta  is peculiar in th a t it shows the highest level of curvature of the set; an 
interesting point to which the discussion returns.
Note tha t curves fall into two distinct groups, those with horizontal sets of points and 
those with vertical sets of points; the various ‘displaced’ da ta  sets meet at the LB d a ta  
and are indicated by dashed arrows. Such does not indicate any special treatm ent for
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the LB data. It is merely an artifact of the ‘m apping direction’ for the K & K relations 
equations 7.60, 7.62 and 7.65 are ‘inverse’ in th a t they only solve for Re  using / DVv 
and not vice versa. To illustrate the point see equation 5.5 herein.
As it happened, new da ta  had to be generated for figure 5.18, as a (minor) error was 
discovered in the original coding. The number of nodes across channel wras arbitrarily  
chosen to be 15 LB nodes. This corresponds to a channel width of 15 -  1 +  2A, where, 
from this point on A is taken as 1 — the earlier supposed necessity for it to be less than 1 
was recognised as incorrect. Hence these ‘com parative’ results relate to a channel width 
of W  =  16 lattice units.
As indicated, it appears th a t LB d a ta  converge on the accepted solution in the lim it 
of high Reynolds number. This can be checked by plotting data  over a wider Re  range. 
Figure 5.19 does just that, wherein the quality of the derived LB da ta  becomes apparent.
Lattice Boltzmann EV/W L sims Von Karman, Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.62Blasius, Knudsen & Katz, eq 7.3
0.1
DW
0.01 1000 10000 100000
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Figure 5.19: Moody data gathered for a subset of the friction factor /  Reynolds number 
relationships (von Karman’s and Blasius’ results, obviously alongside LB data). All calculated 
data stem from equations taken from Knudsen and Katz [73]. The data correspond to medial 
Re values. Convergence of LB data to the accepted solution is obvious. Not all relations of 
figure 5.18 are hereafter shown, as there are considerable similarities between them.
Attention turns to the cause of deviation from norm in the LB da ta  of figures 5.18 
and 5.19 — th a t is at lower Reynolds number. Various possibilities emerge, all based 
upon the fact th a t Moody da ta  depend crucially on cross channel averaged velocities — 
from here on conveniently referred to  simply as the mean.
The mean is influenced by velocity profile shape, m agnitude and its accuracy. It
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is known from the earlier study, th a t some discrepancy exists in a quantitative sense 
between the LB derived profiles and expected data. However, no consistently applicable 
features were observed. In contrast, the Moody da ta  do show a consistent feature, in 
th a t for low R e , the Moody curve is a little too high. Possibilities for the cause of this 
are now discussed.
In the previous section 5.3.2, profile inaccuracies are alluded to which m ight be re­
sponsible for inaccurate mean data. They centre on boundary introduced anomalies and 
consequent error propagated into the bulk. It is expected th a t in this way, boundary 
error —  whilst reduced here by the m ethods of chapter 4 — is expected to  have a knock 
on effect on the Moody domain.
In an effort to  reduce said error various actions were taken, targeting local velocity 
calculations, derived mean values and mean velocity shear. Shear, or in particu lar the 
strain  rate  tensor Sxy a t LB bounding nodes, is a prime error source candidate, because it 
is both  a derived quantity of the lattice d a ta  (densities or macroscopics) and a quantity  
used as input — in th a t way it provides a feedback mechanism for error.
Various improved methods to calculate shear velocity were tried, all of which were 
eventually ruled out as possible means to reduce error. They included: implem enting 
different schemes for extrapolating S xy a t y  =  A and y = W  — A, m ainly consisting of 
improved approxim ation forms to differing orders of accuracy, up to  third.
The form alism  used to calculate shear, which in the LB can also be achieved by 
a lattice density summ ation (equation 5.13 of section 4.2), may also be changed in an 
a ttem p t to reduce errors. This too was found to have little effect; or a t least the changes 
caused are of negligible m agnitude if they exist.
In addition, the mom ent a t which shear values are calculated in evolution (when done 
using either m ethod) may have proved to  be significant. But this too was ruled out on 
account of the fact th a t the second order scheme utilised (of section 4.2) is exacting with 
respect to tim ing and leaves no scope for adjusted application.
So w hat possibilities are left? As previously mentioned, the mode of averaging has 
some effect: utilising a trapezium  type scheme to calculate the mean velocity from a set 
of discrete values will consistently, though slightly, underestim ate the true mean. The 
questions arise, to  what extent does this affect Moody data  and in what ways can such 
error be reduced?
Some deeper understanding of the nature of this averaging scheme is w arranted in 
order to clarify. It is instructive to consider, by way of an analogy, a set of chords6 
under the profile whose ends meet and are congruent with a retaining curve (here the
6Strictly, straight lines joining two points on the inside of a circle.
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velocity profile) much like a polygon inside a semicircle, with vertices of the polygon — 
analogous to our da ta  set — lying on the circle. The area of any such facetted shape 
inside the a curved one will always be lower than  th a t defined by the curve. A little 
further consideration of the analogy reveals th a t the said area discrepancy m ust fall as 
the number of vertices is increased (the lattice resolution in these simulations). Hence 
increasing the cross channel num ber of nodes should reduce averaging errors and should 
be considered as an approach to improve results.
Bearing in mind th a t averaging error would manifest itself more obviously a t low 
Reynolds number it is expected th a t the deviation be worse a t the left of the plot — 
and this is indeed observed to be the case. Such suggests th a t a truer picture of the 
macroscopics of the LB turbulence model is provided by the high Re  tail and th a t further 
da ta  should be collected for this region.
Figure 5.20 shows this high Reynolds num ber data, plotted alongside just a represen­
tative selection of d a ta  collected in other ways. As can be seen therein, LB da ta  for high 
resolution simulations close increasingly onto the accepted solution, until which point as 
they all begin to diverge. Moreover, the deviation of LB da ta  from other m ethods is, for 
forcing above Re  «  20,000 and below « 3 x  106, of comparable m agnitude or lower, to 
the spread in values amongst other means.
All means to arrive at Moody d a ta  diverge above Re  around 3 x 106; this is on 
account of experimental difficulties in obtaining da ta  against which to  calibrate empirical 
relations. Figure 5.20 therefore, is taken as clear and unambiguous evidence of the 
effectiveness of the current LB turbulence model for sim ulating turbulent duct flow.
It is now possible to  set aside the low Reynolds number error of figures 5.18 and 5.19 
as most likely due to errors in the cross channel mean. These are caused either by the 
averaging procedure or the profile inaccuracy a t the first explicitly resolved LB node 
(boundary inaccuracy). One could proceed to  analyse deviation from the accepted curve 
in a quantitative sense, but in the light of differences amongst the LB rivals this is not 
deemed necessary or justifiable.
It was decided th a t the way in which errors in calculated means affect Moody da ta  
should really be investigated further. The approach taken to this involved (firstly) es­
tim ating an order of m agnitude figure for V  error, as introduced by the trapezium  ap­
proximation employed. This, it is expected, is resolution dependent. For a lattice size of 
15, i.e. channel width W  =  16 a ball park figure of 2 x 10-3 seemed appropriate. Hence 
the code and da ta  output routine was m anipulated directly to return mean values 1.002 
times the original and runs were carried out.
Simulation da ta  for such adjusted velocity da ta  were collected, bu t they rem ained
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Figure 5.20: Moody data  gathered for the high Re limit. Results for von K arm an’s and 
Blasius’ results are also shown as an illustration of their relative applicability to high Reynolds 
numbers. D ata from relation [7.64] of reference [73] are also included, as these closely match 
the LB data. One of the better matches is with that of von Karman, which is very encouraging 
as von Karman based his expression 5.5 on the universal velocity distribution for the turbulent 
core — a semi-empirical relation.
so close to normal output th a t the effect was hardly visible. Instead, to illustrate  the 
dependency of mean on an error param eter, da ta  were then generated for much higher 
velocity coefficients (which will hereafter be denoted Vc). These are compared against 
normal output in figure 5.21.
From the definitions of friction factor and Reynolds number respectively, friction 
factor scales as V ~2, whereas Reynolds number scales linearly with V . This implies th a t 
there will be significant dependency of dimensionless param eters Re  and f p  on V . Hence 
the effect of, say artificially increasing the observed mean values, should be to shift the 
Moody curves down and to the right; the latter more so.
Having clarified the displacement of Moody curves with mean velocity d a ta  and, 
upon observing th a t such is both non-linear and twofold, it is reasonable to expect th a t 
accuracy of results in the Moody domain might depend heavily on cross channel mean 
velocity calculation accuracy.
As the trapezium  rule average is expected to underestimate cross channel means, the 
above reiterates th a t plot points will in turn appear higher and to the left. For m ost of 
the LB curve in figure 5.18 the data  do indeed appear to be a little high which indicates
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Figure 5.21: Moody curves showing the effect of directly manipulating cross channel mean 
velocities by introducing a multiplicative factor, Vc. Curves for four Vc factors are shown 
juxtaposed against the actual simulation output. The aim is to indicate how any errors that 
occur in calculated mean velocities manifest themselves on the Moody chart. The four ‘outer’ 
data sets are neither real data nor physically valid, they are for illustration only. The factors 
are, from top to bottom: 0.8, 0.9, [1.0], 1.1, 1.25. In that no real calculation or simulation error 
is likely to be of this magnitude, the values are obviously very high, however, in this way they 
make the point better — errors which overestimate the mean move plot points down and to 
the right, the latter to a greater extent.
th a t an averaging error of this kind — or an equivalent artifact — exists.
5.4 D iscussion
It will be of some value to anyone preparing to continue this work (either with studies 
of their own, or those ideas suggested in section 6.1) to gain an insight into some of the 
more misleading aspects of the field. For this reason, I have taken the opportunity  in 
the following, to indicate some of the pitfalls and challenges th a t were overcome during 
the development of these studies; they help reveal the progression of the project too. 
Prospects for further work and recommended continuations are left to a later point, 6.1.
Also discussed in this section are: some descriptive results on the behaviour of our 
dynamic relaxation parameter; for illustrative and inform ational purposes only. Also, a 
description and appraisal of the param eter space within which this work is framed. 
Finally, a brief discussion is initiated on theoretic aspects of the specific modelling
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strategy employed for the work. Only after tha t, in section 6.1.3, are the more funda­
m ental and speculative points raised during the work formally addressed. Prospects for 
future work forms part of th a t summary.
5.4.1 Problem s solved and lesson learned
Application of a lattice Boltzm ann P rand tl mixing length model in an ^-periodic trans- 
lationally invariant channel proved to be a tricky objective. Initial studies led to  unclear 
and inconclusive results, though most, if not all, obscurities were eventually ironed out.
This section constitutes a mini ‘m anual1; advice for anyone wishing to  continue the 
work, or who contem plates building upon it. The hope is that, in briefly describing the 
problems encountered and their solutions, a great reduction is effected on the possibil­
ity of wasting effort. Various types of problems might and, for us did, arise; they are 
categorised as: those related to  core model implementation, some boundary and forcing 
im plem entation issues, coding errors, interpretational errors and visualisation problems. 
Specific problems encountered are now mentioned.
In the early stages, obtained velocity profiles were either very sim ilar to  the parabolic 
one of plane Poiseuille flow, or were unphysically distorted, often containing extrem e dis­
continuities, depending on the values taken by the free param eters of the model. Careful 
analysis of the local update to the relaxation param eter field dem onstrated efficacy of 
the algorithm  and code in th a t regard, so an early impasse was reached.
One anomaly appeared consistently; a discontinuity in the gradient of the observed 
velocity profile exactly one node into the channel. A similar observation had been made 
during work of a previous chapter (3), in the light of which this occurrence was readily 
a ttribu tab le  to the chosen bounce back boundary condition. The bounce back scheme is 
known to be only first order in accuracy [59,157], so these initial observations suggested 
th a t an improved form of lattice closure would be required, before any meaningful results 
for the turbulent channel could be generated. Hence the motivation for and commence­
m ent of concurrent work on second order BCs, the subject of the previous chapter, 4. 
Once an appropriate second order closure was established, work on the tu rbu len t channel 
began in earnest.
Unfortunately, it transpires th a t the profile of velocity derived from an inadequately 
converged sim ulation is qualitatively very similar to th a t expected for flow incorporating 
modelled turbulence. Owing to the large Reynolds number required for turbulence sim­
ulations, which in LB is usually achieved by increasing the relaxation param eter toward 
its lim it of 2, relaxation processes in the fluid were, as a consequence, slow. Under these 
circumstances, an inadequate criterion for convergence led to the erroneous conclusion
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th a t the simulation output displayed turbulence. Future workers should be aware of the 
need to ensure adequate convergence.
In order to disregard lack of convergence as a cause of anomalies, a consistent m ethod 
was invoked to ensure th a t flow profiles under scrutiny were indeed fully converged to their 
steady state form. Here this was achieved by implementing a ratiom etric criteria, based 
on the decay of velocity ‘residuals’ th a t occurs with time. Algorithmically, a comparison 
is made at each tim e step, between the current residual and the original ‘peak’ residual, 
as occurs after forcing is initiated. Convergence is defined by the ratio falling to an 
appropriate fractional lim it, usually of the order 10-5 .
Another ‘anom aly’ was observed, which became referred to as the ‘shoulder and peak’ 
profile. It consisted of the expected ‘shoulders’ in the velocity profile (see previous de­
scriptions, section 5.1.2), but also an unexpected high curvature ‘peak’ occurring a t m id­
channel. The lack of expectation for this feature turned out to be a most unfortunate 
interpretational error, as will be seen.
In fact, various subtle factors were inhibiting progression and certain clarifications 
were in order. They were quite diverse in nature. One consisted of complete removal of 
the effect of any boundary conditions on the core scheme and turbulence model. This was 
achieved by implementing the contra-forced fully periodic channel, in which all nodes are 
assigned as ‘bulk’. It was carried out in parallel to work already begun on form ulating 
appropriate second order accurate boundary condition schemes as a means to achieve a 
fix.
The main clarification occurred with the realisation of the aforementioned interpre­
tational error. The ‘shoulder and peak’ profile, which in the early stages had confusingly 
been regarded as incorrect, was finally recognised for its true value. Turbulent flow in a 
channel does indeed display such a feature — the profile gradient does not change evenly 
throughout the core, as had been expected. This unfortunate m isinterpretation arose 
with poor qualitative descriptions of channel turbulence and was compounded by inad­
equate communication within the research team . It significantly and adversely affected 
progress because it gave rise to all kinds of suspicions regarding the model, the algorithm  
and its coding.
In addition to the above, certain minor com putational issues warrant mention: Both 
‘gnuplot’ and ‘C’ use the name log to denote w hat is in fact the natural (Naperian) 
logarithm In. This m atter causes some considerable scope for confusion. It is of relevance 
here in th a t the graphical ou tput of gnuplot prints In as log; be warned.
After all such interpretational errors were removed and manifold checks had been 
made, the situation arose to re-evaluate in the light of new results. Q ualitatively correct
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flow features, do indeed emerge in the d a ta  for high ujq values. This fact was greeted 
with some relief, owing to the relatively late stage in the project tim etable th a t this 
element of work had reached. Subsequent quantitative analyses of the da ta  were deemed 
encouraging too and the impasse was finally broken.
5.4.2 Dynamics of the turbulence model
It is of great interest to  consider the precise mechanism by which the turbulence model 
affects such significant change over the flow profile. During many analyses in this project, 
an understanding of this emerged as critical for ascertaining how the model m ight be 
failing, how it m ight be working or how it m ight be improved.
More th a t one perspective can be adopted on this subject and it is helpful, when 
working, to exploit one or the other effectively. In one, the process can be viewed from 
an informational stance; adopting the view of a com putational scientist. Alternatively, a 
purely physical view can be taken. Here, since the m atter was usually considered during 
a ttem pts to validate the algorithm , an informational view was generally taken, the m erits 
of which will become apparent.
E ither way, a little consideration makes certain a ttribu tes of the mechanism clear. The 
effect of the turbulent aspect of the algorithm  is incremental in tha t, boundary conditions 
don’t impose a state  on the variable viscosity which is then fixed and, toward which 
the solution converges. Instead, they impose an ‘incremental change’ on the relaxation 
param eter — an adjustm ent, which is dynamically updated a t each tim e step and, which, 
through the effect it has on the collision operator, constitutes a kind of ‘numerical force’. 
This force in turn  imposes an incremental change on the macroscopic variables, thereby 
altering the equilibrium solution.
The process of reaching a solution is unchanged in th a t it involves a continual, or, 
in discrete tim e incremental, competitive process between each evolutionary mechanism. 
Particular mechanisms include: the pressure to ‘relax’ implemented by the collision, the 
tendency to advect implemented by stream ing operator, the pressure to  accelerate imple­
m ented by the forcing, the inhomogeneous retardative effect of the boundary conditions 
and the internal redistributional, or dissipative effect of the turbulence.
The net effect is highly complex; bu t interestingly, at the level of a node and its 
imm ediate environment, individual working processes may be followed in detail.
In fact, it became apparent during investigations tha t, for the highly idealised case of 
a translationally invariant channel, a solution to the profile might be possible analytically. 
A direct corollary of this is th a t plane Poiseuille flow might also be analytically soluble 
within the LB framework. Indeed, further investigation of such revealed it to be true;
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though unfortunately for us, work establishing this beyond doubt had, it turned out, 
already been done [59].
The realisation led however, to  some digressional work toward an analytic solution 
for the turbulent case. It was deduced th a t, for LBGK only, the scenario reduced to a 
system of linear simultaneous equations, for which it was needed to know if a certain 
12 x 12 m atrix  was invertible. This appeared to not be the case however; though the 
studies did not verify this beyond doubt and solution of the system might actually be 
possible.
5.4.3 Analysis of the effect of variable viscosity
A m athem atical analysis was made of the consequences of introducing the specific model 
proposed here. This involved determ ining ex tra term s generated under the model im­
plem entation, th a t appear under application of the Chapm an-Enskog expansion. The 
analysis proceeded to develop a categorisation for these in order to  identify means by 
which they might be simplified. The aim was to  identify how the dynamics differed from 
the desired turbulent dynamics and subsequently identify error term s. Means to correct 
for these might then come to light.
However, in the light of new reading on the m atter, this work was rendered unneces­
sary: Hou, Sterling, Chen and Doolen, in [68], sta te  that: “it can be easily proved th a t 
neither the Chapm an-Enskog expansion procedure nor the derivation of Navier-Stokes 
equations will be changed by the spatial dependence of the relaxation tim e if the filtered 
density and velocity are defined as n = f i  and fiu =  Yli respectively” 7.
Figure 5.22 shows a typical variation with cross duct distance y  of the full and tu rbu ­
lent component, to and w t respectively, of the LB collision param eter. The variation in 
the effective value of uj is notably small, as one might expect, considering th a t values of 
u  close to 2.0 accommodate a large range of kinem atic viscosities. The sim ulation da ta  
and Reynolds number are as in figure 5.4.
C o n s is te n c y  o f  effec t ac ro ss  th e  ra n g e  o f  r e la x a t io n  p a ra m e te r :  W ith  the LB 
turbulence model invoked, it is implicit th a t representative systems of interest are driven 
in such a away as to be regarded inside the turbulent regime, th a t is, driven beyond the 
‘critical Reynolds num ber’. As mentioned, initially it was expected th a t the  turbulence 
model, being in operation over the entire range of values of relaxation param eter, m ust
7The filtered density to which they refer emerges from their decision to explicitly filter out of sub-grid 
flow features by use of an averaging procedure against a function with characteristic size related to the 
lattice spacing. Their velocities are denoted by e* in contrast to our c* and density by n in contrast to 
/;  but all else remains identical.
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Figure 5.22: Left axis (diamonds 0): Typical emergent variation, with cross duct distance y , of 
the LB collision parameter uj. Variation is notably small, as one might expect considering that 
values of uj close to 2.0 accommodate a large range of kinematic viscosities. Right axis (pluses 
+): Corresponding variation in the turbulent component of collision parameter, cut- Data stem 
from the simulation of figure 5.4.
have an effect which also visible at any value of relaxation param eter. This is a somewhat 
unphysical aspect of the model, but acceptable nevertheless.
In the confusing results of initial simulations this was indeed observed to be true, for 
the varied effects seen, which included those originally interpreted as incorrect. How­
ever, to derive the strongest turbulent features it was realised th a t correspondingly high 
Reynolds number must be obtained — somewhat in contradiction to the proposition 
above. As with many things, this can be understood by moving away from such a ‘black 
and white’ viewpoint. It is essential to consider the effect of the dynamically updated 
relaxation field on its physical equivalent the viscosity, more im portantly, the gradient 
function must be analysed.
Discussion of variation of viscosity, whether it be with relaxation param eter, or Q, 
or both, is facilitated in the relaxation time  framework — th a t is with respect to  r  as 
opposed to uj . This is because the viscosity is simply linear with r ,  whereas an inverse
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relationship is introduced by u j . Note tha t
v =  , (5.39)
or, after introducing the turbulent eddy viscosity, v — is0 +  z/T:
2 (t 0 +  t t ) - 1  2r0 -  1 r T ( ^Vo + Vt  =  g =  — g—  +  y  , (5.40)
which, were it not for rT’s dependence on r 0, would be a simple straight line. Expressing 
equation B.8 for cjt, equivalently in terms of the reciprocal relaxation param eter, r ,  either 
by solving the quadratic equivalent to B .l in term s of r ,  or by direct substitu tion, gives:
r T =  Z Z i L + V g + j g  (5.41)
which by the relation 5.40 and by v — +  z/T gives a variation of viscosity with r 0 and
Q as follows:
v (to,Q) =  T° ~  1 +  ^/ r ° +  ■ (5.42)
A simple plot of this function reveals its essential planar nature, see figure 5.23. Also, it
  (x -  1 + sqrt(x*x + 4*y))/6
Figure 5.23: Variation of dynamic viscosity with molecular relaxation parameter tq and with 
Q, the parameter which quantifies the effect of shear on the flow as implemented by the mixing 
length model. Note that both are always positive; closer inspection verifies that 0.5 < To. The 
surface ‘appears’ planar.
reveals th a t the viscosity is expected to increase as the effect of flow shear increases with
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|| n ^ j  ||. However part of the picture is hidden therein, as the point of greatest variation 
in viscosity occurs for low Q value and low relaxation param eter. This can be seen if 
the gradient of the viscosity surface of figure 5.23 is plotted; see figure 5.24 (gradient 
function derived in section B.1.1, page 268, equation B.17). The gradient peaks at -1 for
0.9 --------dv / d(x0, Q)
Figure 5.24: Variation of gradient of dynamic viscosity with molecular relaxation parameter 
To and with Q, over the same parameter ranges as in figure 5.23. This surface reveals the 
non-planar nature of figure 5.23 by the sharp increase of gradient at low tq and Q values.
u ltra  low viscosities and low shear influence.
Observe however, figure 5.25 which focuses on a region close to the minima for both 
tq and Q. Zooming in on the origin region, by observing viscosity variation over the 
range of relaxation param eter consistent with previous da ta  1.99 <  ujo <  2 (equivalent 
to 0.5025 >  To >  0.5, the minimum physical value for t0 being 0.5 note, from positivity 
requirement, v > 0), reveals th a t the dynamic viscosity is virtually invariant of the 
molecular relaxation param eter over the small range of values typically employed.
This indicates and reiterates th a t the macroscopics and strain  rate tensor calculation 
are critical for determining the dynamic evolution of the lattice densities.
5.4.4 Other critical points
Finally, this section is rounds m atters off by m ention of a small selection of other points 
which might, to some, warrant discussion.
W ith  re s p e c t  to  th e  w o rk  o f J .A . S o m ers: check the way he calculates S, his
coefficients Cs, Cn the construction of vT . Also the relative quality of our fit to  Blasius
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Figure 5.25: Variation of dynamic viscosity over the parameter range relevant to turbulence 
simulations carried out in earlier sections. As is evident, the variation caused by the initial 
choice of (molecular) relaxation parameter, is virtually negligible, so it is the introduction of 
strain rate tensor qualities which largely determines the dynamics of the model.
f B = 0.3164Re025. Discuss his transition idea and his notes on efficiency, see little notes 
attached.
C o m p a riso n  b e tw e e n  th is  w o rk  a n d  th a t  o f C .M . T e ix e ira : Various contrasts
exist between the current work and th a t of Teixeira. The main differences are here listed, 
for brevity:
•  Their mixing length is of a piecewise linear form
• They perform simulations at only two values of Reynolds number
•  They use a three dimensional code
•  They have flow BCs at either end of the pipe which introduces compressibility error; 
this then has to be compensated for.
•  Their law of the wall is based on a ‘pressure gradient extended law of the wall’ 
(PGE-LW) which in turn  is based a rather overly complex scheme of another paper. 
See [28] for details of their ‘arbitrary  boundary condition’ im plem entation.
•  The specific boundary im plem entation is known to posses flaws, [28].
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Teixeira’s work, whilst thorough and interesting is, it is probably fair to say, partly  
defined by his relation the Exa Corporation, for whom it will no doubt incrementally 
improve their commercial LB /  turbulence codes.
C o m p a ris o n  o f  m ix in g  le n g th  fo rm u lae : Various algebraic forms for the mixing 
length were investigated, see section 2.7.2, page 197. On account of discontinuities in 
gradient of piecewise linear forms and in the light of observed continuity problems in flow 
profiles (not to mention the non-physical nature of a piecewise linear £mix) only results 
for the fourth power mixing length form are reported here.
I n p u t  p a ra m e te r s  (p r im a r ily  £m\x) m ig h t b e  ‘e n g in e e r in g ’ t h e  c o r re c t  o u tp u t :
A criticism could be raised th a t by choosing the fourth power form for mixing length 
sim ulations th a t qualitatively correct forms for flow profiles are in some way ‘engineered’, 
by virtue of sim ilarity in form between the two functions. T h a t is, one could argue 
th a t qualitatively correct results were generated, simply because qualitatively consistent 
param eterisations were input.
This argum ent implies th a t the model somehow boils down to a  simple linear relation­
ship between input and output. W hilst such a criticism is difficult to  refute rigorously, 
the following points are cited in an effort to  suppress related reservations.
Primarily, it has been observed in this work th a t, discontinuities aside, the effect of 
variable relaxation param eter on the solution flow profile has low dependence upon the 
type of mixing length utilised. Relative invariance through equation 5.42 (essentially, the 
differential in effect between || 11^ || term s in equation 5.15 and th a t of £mix)-
The weight of this point is augmented by the fact th a t the mixing length employed 
could ju st as legally have its form defined through its (original) gas kinetic basis. Under 
th a t perspective the mixing length is interpreted as say the distance an average fluid 
‘particle’ travels before losing some dynamic quality of its originating environment. In 
which case, there are few constraints to  govern its profile, other than  the simple linear 
proportionality with distance to the bounding walls and it would be unlikely th a t any 
such criticism would arise.
The reason a fourth power form for mixing length is employed here, is th a t it is the 
simplest empirically derived form which is proven to  be appropriate in theoretical and 
CFD studies of channel flow, and th a t has continuous derivative. See [148].
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5.5 Synopsis and conclusions
Possibly the most interesting theoretical point, arises from the treatm ent, in section 5.2.1, 
of Teixeira’s m ethod [138] of ‘tu rbulen t modification’ to the basic LB algorithm, through 
what is essentially a shear dependent relaxation param eter. This shows th a t derivation of 
the macrodynamics of an LB model via the Chapm an-Enskog expansion (the traditional 
way of deriving the m odel’s dynamics) exactly yields the (time averaged) influence of tu r­
bulence as additional, modelled stresses. This precise correspondence, with a form of the 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations, w ithout additional error, is not necessarily 
accidental and may be regarded as a  consequence of the essential LB algorithm: the mo­
m entum  densities interact in this (and most other LB) schemes at a point; i.e. through a 
‘zero ranged’ potential. M athematically, the position of the viscosity term s in the right 
hand side of the Navier-Stokes equation (in the ‘right’ position, sandwiched between 
differential operators) arises out of the structure of the Chapm an-Enskog derivation of 
the dynamics, in which tim e scales associated with particular processes are effectively 
separated; which fact may also be significant.
In practical terms, a m ethod has been implemented, after Teixeira, to sim ulate tu r­
bulent flow, using a lattice Boltzm ann equation solver, adapted to  the  P rand tl mixing 
length model of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The m ethod has been 
validated for internal, incompressible flow in an infinite aspect ratio  duct. The m ethod 
relies upon the imposition of a second order accurate boundary strategy to enable law of 
the wall closure of the simulation lattice. The stringent test of Reynolds number variation 
of Darcy-W eisbach friction factor (equation 5.38), shown in figure 5.17, decisively sup­
ports the observation th a t our im plem entation is capable of representing smooth walled 
duct flow. Moreover, results for walls of variable roughness can be recovered from the 
model straightforwardly, using the usual device of varying the law of the wall param eter 
B , equation 5.22.
Of course, in applications, cylindrical pipe flow is far more common than  duct flow. 
The m ethod presented here could be adapted, to  the simulation of cylindrical pipe flow, 
using the m ethod [52] of expressing a lattice Boltzmann fluid flow problem with axial 
symm etry in a one coordinate system. The encouraging nature of the results recovered 
from this rather simpler problem certainly indicate th a t to  do so would be a worthwhile 
undertaking, especially as there is a larger body of da ta  for this type of tu rbulen t flow 
[153].
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6.1 A lternatives and future work
Further work in this field should centre on the geometrical issue of translating the tu rbu ­
lence algorithm  of chapter 5 into cylindrical form, so th a t the model is thereby capable 
of representing pipes.
This is an equivalent task to  th a t carried out in chapter 3 where the simple Cartesian 
LBGK scheme is extended to cylindrical form by use of carefully derived forcing term s. 
The work of chapter 3 is therefore a logical and effective s ta rt point from which to diversify 
to include the turbulence model. This forms an ideal way of bringing developments of two 
prim ary chapters herein together. Issues relating to such an undertaking are discussed 
further in the following subsection 6.1.1; to include some details of how this might be 
approached, technical issues th a t might be encountered and discussions of its value, scope 
and extensibility.
In addition to  this most pressing aspect to further work and, perhaps to some, of 
similar importance is the prospect of improving, changing, or otherwise diversifying a t­
tributes of the models employed. The diverse ways th a t this can be achieved are briefly 
reviewed in section 6.1.2.
The prospect of modelling turbulence by an approach more closely befitting the LB, of 
which the introduction of new populations is a good example, is perhaps more interesting 
and certainly provides some hope of significant advances to the field generally. The 
diversity and novelty of ways by which this may be achieved brings them  under the scope 
of a further subsection here, 6.1.3. The m aterial of this last section perhaps constitutes 
the most speculative aspect of findings presented herein.
6.1.1 Turbulence in pipes: bringing our developments together
As is alluded to throughout earlier sections of this work, the applicability of the proposed 
mixing length /  eddy viscosity turbulence model to the problem of flow in internal ge­
ometries is, unfortunately, not practically as high as one might desire. The reason for 
this lies in the m odel’s Cartesian geometric basis.
There is a relatively low abundance of planar flow configurations amongst existing 
studies — those based on cylindrical elements (pipes) are far more frequently seen. More­
over, rectilinear ducts, whilst common are still more regularly studied than  idealised flows 
such as the infinitely deep duct of this work.
It is possible to interpret some overlap between result sets, by utilising the fact th a t 
when rectangular aspect ratio  is increased to the infinite lim it, such a configuration 
resembles the flat two dimensional one of these studies; but this is of little  consolation.
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Such m atters constitute the prim ary reduction of validity of the main chapter’s results. 
As such, it is also the most im portant aspect of the work th a t should be addressed in 
any continuation.
In direct analogy with the work of chapter 3, it is desirable for the coordinate basis of 
the active lattice Boltzmann and turbulence modelling scheme to be transformed; from 
the Cartesian representation, to  an equivalent cylindrical form. Technical issues involved 
in such are now reviewed.
Analysis of implementation
The means by which a coordinate transform ation is invoked in chapter 3 — without 
actually changing the underlying lattice — is by the introduction of forcing terms. These 
are so engineered as to influence the flow in a way which is of direct numerical equivalence 
to ex tra term s which arise in the cylindrical formulation. Implementing the equivalent 
coordinate change, but for turbulent flow simulations, in the sense of chapter 3, amounts 
to deriving a soluble set of relations suggesting appropriate forcing terms.
The sense of the approach m ust be borne in mind in these discussions, as it is likely 
th a t other means exist to achieve the same result — though none are known to the 
author.
So various questions arise. Is it expected th a t simply adding the forcing term s of 
chapter 3 (equation 3.45), will not produce the desired geometric transform ation? And 
if so, in w hat ways does the turbulence model differ from plain LB such th a t physically 
correct behaviour will fail to emerge?
Briefly reviewing the turbulence algorithm, it is apparent th a t the most significant 
difference between the two scenarios arises with variation in viscosity (via the locally 
updated  relaxation param eter). Any analysis attem pting to  answer the aforementioned 
questions, must condense m athem atically or quantitatively how the introduced (artificial) 
forcing term s 3.45 interact with a dynamically varying LB collision operator. Vice versa, 
w hat new forcing term s have the desired geometric effect, but do not adversely affect an 
inhomogeneous and dynamic LB collision?
The relative effect of such newly quantified term s is a central issue to  be resolved before 
a numerical continuation of this work is pursued. In answering such, the contributor will 
im plicitly further the field, in addition to enabling new continuations.
Discussion
The value of extending work of earlier chapters in this way centers on the fact th a t 
it perm its a simple and practical utilisation of the scheme. Crucially, the cylindrical
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geometry, whist modelled here using only two dimensions and which after symmetries 
consists of two or less dimensions, is in fact a practical solid object. This is in contrast 
with the (rectangular) infinitely deep duct, which can never amount to any real object 
in any respect other than similarity in the lim it of high aspect ratio.
Hence, real application of the scheme, albeit still to a very small set of scenarios, 
becomes possible. Moreover, the breadth of corresponding data  against which to compare 
or calibrate is vastly increased.
In addition, the scope of the model would be very significantly enhanced by this 
development, as any adaptations to the rectangular case would likely be valid for the 
cylindrical case without necessitating further transform ational changes.
6.1.2 P rogression  to  im proved overall schem e
Progression of this work may be achieved on various fronts and these are discussed in the 
following. A little consideration reveals th a t each possibility can be classified as belonging 
to one of four main categories; which are discussed separately under the separate sub­
headings:
• E x te n d in g  to  o th e r  C F D  d e riv e d  tu rb u le n c e  m o d els
• Im p ro v in g  th e  schem e by  u s in g  o th e r  LB  v a ria n ts
• Im p le m e n tin g  o th e r  w all m o d e ls  o r b o u n d a ry  schem es
• N ew ly  p ro p o se d  s ig n if ic a n tly  m o d ifie d  LB schem es
Specific possibilities from the last category are discussed further in a subsequent sec­
tion, 6.1.3 on ‘self consistent /  energetics based’ approaches.
Three papers to date discuss the possibility of invoking turbulence models other 
than a mixing length within the LB formalism. They are Sued et al. [132], Eggels and 
Somers [37] and Teixeira [138]. Each discuss LB extensions which implement alternative 
traditional models such as k-e. Succi et al. and Eggels & Somers, also discuss specific and 
novel ‘LB variant’ approaches. These works form the reference m aterial around which 
the following discussions, on extensions and improvements to the model, are based.
E x te n d in g  to  o th e r  C F D  d e riv e d  tu rb u le n c e  m odels:
The prospects for invoking other continuum  CFD turbulence models in an LB context, 
including the well known and accepted k-e model, are good. As mentioned previously, 
the m atter of invoking standard turbulence models within the LB framework has been
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discussed before by the likes of Succi et a l and Teixeira. O ther than  these works, 
however, the m atter has not seriously been addressed to  date in any rigorous manner.
Here the various possibilities are reviewed. Owing to  the great variety of bases for 
extension or improvement of the scheme, detail provided in the  discussions is necessarily 
sparse.
In Teixeira [138] the focus, other than  its mixing length treatm ent, is on two versions 
of the well established k-e ‘two equation’ model; they being the standard  and renormalisa­
tion group forms. Two equation models in general are denoted such because they involve 
solving for two additional physical quantities in parallel w ith the usual flow variables. In 
the k-e model these are the turbulent kinetic energy and energy dissipation rate, k  and 
e respectively. Together these are supposed to describe the effects of turbulence.
The question of how k and e are solved for remains independent to the model, however. 
In traditional CFD they are solved for the usual way, by use of discretised versions of 
the governing PDEs. But the possibility exists for solution via some LB based physical 
arguments.
In the earlier paper by Succi, Am ati and Benzi, [132], a means is proposed whereby 
quantities k  and e are represented by lattice populations, in much the same way as density 
is in plain LB. Their solution is thereby enabled using LB based argum ents. Such an 
approach is rigorously quite tenuous, however, and amounts to a complete and heuristic 
technical generalisation. In th a t respect, th a t aspect of reference [132] m ight here best 
be categorised along with the other more tentative schemes suggested in section 6.1.3. 
In fact, it will again be discussed there.
In contrast, Teixeira approaches the issue of solving for k  and e by use of a completely 
traditional means. Specifically, he uses extra and non-congruent com putational lattices 
for the purpose. The contrast between Teixeira’s approach and th a t of Succi et a l , 
highlights the broad range of ways individual turbulence models can be invoked — as 
applicable to ju st one fluid model.
Many other traditional turbulence models exist, from which anyone wishing to extend 
the current work can chose which they deem the most appropriate. O ther two equation 
models exist and, needless to say, three equations and so on. These are all possibilities 
for extending what has been done here.
A particularly good reference detailing possible alternative models from the CFD 
field, is Launder and Spalding [82], which is very practically oriented and comes highly 
recommended.
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Improving the scheme by using other LB variants:
The possibility of moving away from LBGK turbulence model implementations, by u til­
ising other lattice Boltzm ann schemes — or even going back to the newly improved 
lattice gas models — is tem pting. One such approach is discussed in some detail in [132], 
though the possible variations on this them e are manifold. For instance, the single re­
laxation tim e (BGK) approxim ation could be dropped in preference of the (still simple) 
linearised LB. Lattice Boltzm ann variants which might be utilised in preference to  the 
single relaxation time (BGK) form include its predecessors. In reverse chronology these 
include:
•  The LBE ‘with enhanced collisions’; first suggested in Higuera, Succi and Benzi [64]. 
Advantages afforded by changing to  this model relate to the fact th a t there is no 
single parameter characterising relaxation speed. This might seem innocuous, bu t 
the step to single relaxation param eter is well documented as th a t (of the steps 
undertaken to from LGCA to LBGK) which trades off the most crucial physics. 
Stability is adversely affected, especially for therm al models.
In fact a therm odynam ically consistent LBGK scheme seems, at present, to  be 
unrealisable and, bearing in mind th a t turbulence is inherently an energetically 
constrained phenomenon — see next section, 6.1.3 — loss of energetic consistency 
m ight be critical. For those interested, the LBE with enhanced collisions receives 
an excellent treatm ent in the recent text by S. Succi, [135].
•  Prior to that, the ‘quasi-linear’ LB scheme, first implemented in 1989 by F. Higuera 
and J. Jimenez [62] might hold benefits. These would be derived from the fact th a t 
the quasilinear LB has a collision operator which retains significant, though not 
overly complex, relation to  the microdynamical particulate basis of the LGCA. If it 
were deemed necessary to ‘get inside’ the collision and relaxation process in order 
to adequately implement a new turbulence model, then quasi-linear LB would likely 
be the most appropriate choice.
•  Next, the original non-linear LB of G.R. M cNamara and G. Zanetti [92]. This 
scheme might confer advantages in a similar way to the quasi-linear LB; as afforded 
by detail in the collision operator. Such are likely to  be eroded in this case, however, 
by additional levels of com putational complexity.
•  Then, ultimately, one could consider the LGCA as holding promise; though it is 
fair to say th a t the LGCA comm unity as a whole has become relatively pessimistic
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about the possibility of doing valuable high Reynolds num ber hydrodynam ical sci­
ence. Concom itant advantages in this case would most probably relate to the 
renewed numerical exactness; by going back to bit s ta te  representation, floating 
point round off error would be removed.
By way of alternatives to LBGK predecessors, one could consider picking a successor. 
These now come in a myriad of guises, which it is not appropriate to  discuss further here. 
Similarly, hopefully not labouring the point to much, a successor to  a BGK predecessor 
could be utilised. Finally, one of the ‘derived’ LB forms could be employed. These in­
clude: ‘exactly incompressible’; ‘integer’; ‘interpolation supplem ented’; and finite volume 
/  difference /  element LB sub-classes.
From any perspective, the options are many and considerable knowledge of the field 
is desirable for the most appropriate choices to be identified.
Implementing other wall models or boundary schemes:
Some useful science could be carried out here, related to  the trad itional use of B  as 
a param eter for wall roughness. Recall th a t B  is the universal velocity d istribution’s 
intercept with the Re =  1 ordinate, bu t th a t it can also be used to  describe bounding 
wall roughness. This means to further develop the model would lead to  some useful 
science, bu t this would be specific to the character of the LB scheme and not generally 
applicable.
‘True’ science, of application and prediction in physically valid systems, is unlikely to 
be achieved by refining the wall laws, however. This is because of the  meso-scopic nature 
of the LB itself means th a t all the im portant physics a t the wall occurs on a sub-lattice 
unit spatial scale and thus can not, in detail, be modelled.
Potential exists for improvement of the existing law of the wall, to other models, 
bu t this is limited. Similarly, work on better boundary schemes (in the sense of lattice 
information) is an obvious possibility which is not discussed further.
Instead, it is believed th a t emphasis should fall on finding wall /  boundary schemes 
for which the boundary induced error to the bulk scheme is minimised; as it  is this which 
m ost seriously detrim ents the efficacy of the bulk LB scheme itself. Once th is is achieved 
the various lattice param eters involved could be ‘tweaked’ as a form of model calibration, 
so as to ensure th a t bulk simulation output is as accurate as possible.
Newly proposed significantly modified LB schemes:
One paper which crops up in section 6.1.2 is the by now well known one of Succi et 
al., [132]. In th a t paper there is some discussion of model extensions which are of the
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kind suggested in previous paragraphs; but the authors also allude to a less conventional 
means to implement algorithmic changes. They suggest the introduction of an extra 
density function on an additional lattice, which carries with it the possibility of modelling 
new and desirable physics.
Since the m aterial of following sections instantiates this approach rather well, further 
consideration is left until then.
Finally, in addition to the four categorisations of extension suggested in the previous 
paragraphs, the interested reader might like to consider geometric or practical general­
isations, for instance to annuli, jets wakes and boundary layers. Annuli in particular 
are discussed in K&K [73] whereas various other geometries are alluded to in section 2.6 
herein.
6.1.3 Alternatives: self consistent energetics approach
The previous sections detail in w hat logical and appropriate way the work presented 
earlier in the thesis should be built upon and further developed. The m aterial discussed 
there, arguably indicates the possibility of another few years research, which m ight suf­
ficiently occupy a student (or students as the field develops) to  form the basis of further 
PhD projects. It is not possible to justify  the stance however, th a t adopting such a 
sequential and visibly logical approach in science is either the best or the only approach 
to progression. Significant advances alm ost always involve some element of ‘latera l’ de­
velopment; th a t is, a leap of faith to another line of reasoning, or the adoption of a new 
direction. In the current context therefore — a preview of scientific continuations — it 
is, not only im portant and interesting, bu t essential th a t other potential lines of attack 
be highlighted.
Obviously there exists greater potential for subjectivity and guesswork in respective 
arguments, moreover, erroneous conclusions may possibly be drawn. Such m aterial then 
comprises the most speculative aspect of th a t which is here presented; it is prim arily 
composed of the views and opinions of the  author, in the current s ta te  to  which they 
have evolved over the period of research.
There is in fact only one fundam ental point which will be expanded here, it being 
I believe a t the heart of a collection of others which are more readily apparent, bu t 
which are ju st superficial manifestations of the same thing. Opinion on the issue was 
nurtured during the author’s wide and quite general reading on turbulence itself, it being 
a relatively obvious and certainly not exclusive resolution. It is, simply, th a t because 
turbulence is (arguably, most) usefully described in the context of energy and energetics, 
then taking an energetics approach to turbulence modelling in LB m ust surely prove very
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(most) fruitful.
Such is the subject of the following final pages of this thesis, where the various issues 
are elaborated in some detail. The proposition implicit in the above however, is not 
further discussed, as the u tility  exists, whatever its perceived influence or value.
The u tility  and benefits of adopting an energetics point of view is dem onstrated, 
quite generally, in all fields of physics, from dynamical systems to  quantum  mechanics. 
This scarcely needs highlighting. However, despite the LB possessing ‘working’ energy 
equations, this in no way means th a t energetics are easily incorporated into practical 
simulations in a generally acceptable way. Moreover, though quite diverse energy based 
models are widely incorporated into adaptations of plain LB and many papers discuss 
im plem entation of energy quantified processes, see e.g. [2,28,89,103,136] and m any others, 
very little has been done as regards in particular turbulence. Reasons for this centre on 
subtle bu t crucial inadequacies of the LB m ethod in the context of energy —  see the first 
bullet point of page 247.
Much work has been done on the aforementioned inadequacies, occupying the tim e 
and efforts of some of the leading players in the field; much therefore could be said on 
the subject. Here, in the light of constraints on ‘scope’, discussion of such is narrowly 
condensed. Over the following paragraphs, a careful selection of work is picked out for 
discussion, targeting w hat appear to be the most pertinent factors.
The main problem with the model developed herein, is its inability to  incorporate an 
explicit dissipation mechanism for the turbulent kinetic energy. Moreover, to  include such 
would necessitate th a t energy be a standard variable of the scheme with an appropriate 
and simple definition.
Naturally, all models which address the issue of energetics have to resolve to some 
extent the concept of tem perature; this in LBGK is not simple. Insertion of an energy 
dissipation mechanism which correctly handles the fluid tem perature could be a necessary 
prerequisite for self consistent LB turbulence models.
Should conventional (non-dynamical) energy variables not be required for the pro­
posed turbulence model, then ideas such as Succi et al. proposing extra density popula­
tions will probably produce good simulation results and quickly. However, the prospect is 
unlikely and probably the model will need to reference the fluid tem perature somewhere 
along the way.
Despite the aforementioned range of ways in which LB simulations can adequately 
involve other energies; examples being surface tensions in multi-phase, stored energy in 
nematodynam ic fluids or relaxation forces in anisotropic fluids such as liquid crystals, 
tem perature is notoriously difficult for the simple LBGK model to deal with. This is
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associated with the loss of a global H-Theorem for lattice densities which seems to ac­
company the single relaxation time approxim ation [27,90].
Discussion of H-theorem arises in various contexts, th a t of stability  and th a t of the 
therm al models (and with respect to the LGCA basis of LB, for which an H-theorem is 
proved, [27,90,135]). Again the two are likely related and it is commonly heard th a t lack 
of an adequate H-theorem is the reason for instability in, especially therm al LB [27,90].
Hence if a rigorous energetics model is to  be pursued in LB, it might be necessary 
to  go ‘back down’ the simplification ladder to more complex LB forms — those which 
retain  better or more realistic physics (note the various LB predecessors are itemised and 
discussed around page 247).
W hether or not this is done, it m ight prove necessary for the new models to be based 
upon ‘new’ additional LB variables — new populations as opposed to new quantities 
derived from the simple density /  (as would be rigorously desirable to  stay in keeping 
with the LB basis).
These extra variables could either be ‘flow’ or ‘fundam ental’ formulations, roughly 
corresponding to macroscopic or microscopic. In the sense of Succi et a l, they propose 
additional populations for both  the mean turbulent kinetic energy k and the energy 
dissipation e.
An alternative line of attack consists of confidently imposing a new element to the 
algorithm, the basis for which need be no more than  an educated guess, and simply 
to  observe what results subsequent simulations return. This is not such a bad idea as 
it might seem, though it depends upon the particular algorithmic change one wants to 
achieve. This approach is perfectly respectable as one can worry about rigorous basis of 
any results later.
A myriad of possibilities exist for such an approach, bu t one thing m ust obviously 
apply, th a t is th a t the choices made are based on a sound understanding of turbulence 
and the specific context of the LB flow simulations.
For instance, as energy is of the form m v 2, which is roughly equivalent to  LB lattice 
summ ations like J T  f i ° i then th a t is required is to  find some two-way (balanced) 
mechanism for extracting some portion of this locally, dependent on local conditions 
and redistributing it. The mechanism can be inspired by for example the eddy viscosity 
hypothesis, a mixing length feature or something derived from vortex stretching ideas — 
so long as it is a known phenomenon of turbulence in channels.
Obviously any extracted quantity needs to  go somewhere and needs to be accounted 
for in some way, which is where invoking additional variables might come into use. Again 
these could be inspired by densities (LB population based) or simple numerical values
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(possibly summations) depending on whether the approach is macroscopic or microscopic. 
W ith regards to the balance aspect of the new model it is probably advisable th a t a return  
mechanism is in place, though on physical grounds (dissipation) this would need to  be 
weaker overall.
One ‘quirky’ aspect of the LB scheme really ought to be investigated is the lack of 
incorporation of a whole set of degrees of freedom for the lattice fluid (in particular the 
underlying gas particles which the Boltzm ann approach models). There are no degrees 
of freedom for the modelled particles which are equivalent to either vibration or rotation. 
This is odd because such are precisely the therm al modes required.
No structure exists for the introduction of such energetic variables to the LB as far 
as the author is aware. B ut to  find one might prove highly illum inating as regards LB 
energetics and the notion ought to be pursued.
The physical a ttribu te  of vibration and rotation surely form an excellent model around 
which to base an extra variable or extra LB population argum ent in the LB framework. 
Specifically the following suggestion seems appropriate for further work:
An LB style population is used to  account for some energy param eter in the model. 
Some two-way, balanced mechanism is devised whereby densities on lattice a re redis­
tribu ted  (slightly) in accordance with a physically inspired model. A physically more 
realistic LB variant is used for the core scheme — th a t way, if the quantities are ever 
calibrated and found to  represent a real quantity, this may be m apped onto the LB in 
a way which is param etrically appropriate. The LB scheme can be chosen so as to have 
the desired level of therm odynam ic consistency.
To date this has not been attem pted  in any direct way. Although it could be said 
th a t some more general propositions, pu t forward in existing papers, might result in this 
desired effect.
This is a well m otivated and logical approach which is well in keeping with the LB 
basis. Various good papers utilise similar strategies to great effect, see for instance [102,
103]. However, presently, it is in a serious way inconsistent: the LBM already has a ‘valid’ 
tem perature variable. The nature of this apparent conflict and its eventual resolution is 
a m atter I read with continued interest.
6.2 Conclusions
In this work, it has been dem onstrated th a t the lattice Boltzm ann scheme is, in its present 
sta te  of development, an appropriate candidate for modelling investigations on the nature 
and quantification of single phase turbulent flows in simple internal geometries.
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It is probably fair to say tha t, the m ethod developed does not yet constitute a strong 
practical alternative to its more highly refined competitors. The model is quite capable of 
recovering quantitatively accurate summ ary da ta  for certain scenarios of interest: single 
phase fluids constrained by very simple geometries for instance. B ut in the case of highly 
inhomogeneous geometries or ones of any complexity, some considerable development is 
still required.
The lim it of applicability is probably to model piecewise sections of the turbulent flow 
—  simple portions of otherwise complex geometries. Im portantly, the two dimensional 
scheme still needs to be modified to incorporate three dimensional characteristics before 
any practical utilisation is possible. To do this requires further work.
However, much new m aterial exists in the literature, which is poised to  be properly 
developed and implemented. W hen eventually this occurs and the various a ttribu tes of 
the scheme are used in combination, then it really will emerge as a unique and useful 
addition to  the CFD modeller’s toolkit.
Such am ounts merely to a m aturation of the field. Perhaps more tellingly it also 
am ounts to a jum p in the confidence and familiarity of end users who m ight be interested 
to use it.
W hilst the results generated are not in themselves of im m ediate practical use, the 
clear dem onstration of adequacy of the model for such purposes is highly significant, as 
it opens a new avenue for investigation which is both extensible and readily adaptable. 
A daptability  of the approach has been proved herein by the incorporation of subtle bu t 
influential boundary layer effects via a law of the wall. These m ay further and readily 
be adapted to incorporate factors such as bounding surface roughness or von Neumann 
BCs. Extensibility is made obvious by results of an earlier chapter (3), which describes 
an effective implem entation of a coordinate system transform ation for the entire scheme, 
via the use of simple additive body force term s in the lattice evolution equation. Further 
application of the m ethods proposed therein would greatly enhance practical utilisation 
possibilities.
Some valuable applications might be modelled directly and in the  shorter term , but 
it is likely th a t these will be on an ad hoc basis, perhaps even then the m ethod will only 
constitu te a strong contender to other established schemes where those are particularly 
lacking by virtue of their own peculiarities and failings.
The most obvious extensions to  this work are proposed and discussed in some detail in 
suggestions for further work, section 6.1. W hat is mentioned there forms the logical basis 
for a t least one project a t PhD or post-doctorate level. Results generated by application 
of any of the extended schemes referred to there, im portantly, would be of great practical
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use; hence the value of our efforts.
Moving to  more specific points: Consistency of the turbulence model w ith theoretic 
results and simultaneous m atch to experim ental d a ta  has been dem onstrated for all devel­
opments herein. A detailed analysis of ‘error’ term s generated by the m ethod turned out 
to be unnecessary, as these can be arranged to  be zero by choice of a suitably redefined 
lattice density.
Finally, through the studies carried out in order to make our developments, some 
progress has been made in clarification of appropriate directions for general advancement 
in the field. This is described in our concluding section of further work, where a clear 
foundation is provided for the opening of a whole new line of attack on the subject. It is 
felt th a t this may, in the end, prove to be the most significant aspect of the work, in th a t 
it alludes what might be the most appropriate non-continuum approach to the problem 
of com putational modelling of practical turbulence quite generally.
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A p p en d ix  A
Some m a th em atica l technicalities
A .l  General notation  and nom enclature
It is worthwhile clarifying conventions followed regarding notation herein. In the main, 
frequently encountered notations are employed, which should require little explanation. 
For the purposes of removing any ambiguities however, the following paragraphs aim 
to clarify any aspects which might have been taken for granted in the work, or which 
might otherwise cause confusion. Where non-standard notations are employed, these are 
explained at the time.
Starting with the basic independent variables: as is traditional, time and tim e interval 
are denoted t and A t respectively; spatial components are taken, for the Cartesian frame, 
as x ,y ,z .  The latter, when in vector form, is conventionally denoted bold: x. In general, 
as is commonly seen, bold font is utilised to denote the vector form of any quantity. Here, 
the idea is extended to include tensor quantities, where sans serif fonts are utilised: e.g. 
tensor pressure P =  Pap.
Other coordinate systems are introduced a t the time. In particular, r is used in place 
of x to denote coordinates in a general non-Cartesian frame. For the cylindrical geometry 
(especially of chapter 3) r =  (0, r, z).
Velocity, being the one variable which crops up in many contexts, is referred to by 
differing notations to highlight the context. From a purely fluid dynamical perspective, 
especially in section 2 . 2  where the continuum nature of a fluid particle is to be emphasised, 
it is referred to as u, or ua in tensor form.
Where the measured nature of the quantity is to be emphasised, however, velocity 
appears as the more logical v (va in tensor form). So, with respect to the LB, where 
velocity is used (from measured values on previous time step) to calculate equilibrium 
densities f - ° \  it appears as v. The only exception to this is the notation used in the 
section on stability and transition to turbulence. There the v  form is employed to draw
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attention to the fact th a t the velocity decomposition used there (v =  v0 +  v'), differs 
fundam entally from th a t employed in Reynolds’ analysis (u  =  U  +  u).
Differential term s, where they appear in vector or tensor relations, are indicated by 
the traditional abbreviated (suffix) form as follows:
r) XdxX , - .  (A.1)
Here x  stands for any independent variable and X  any differentiable quantity.
Macroscopic differences in contrast, are denoted by uppercase delta, A. Lowercase 
5, where it occurs, implies small differences; lim iting differentials, however, are d for the 
exact derivative and d  for partial derivatives, as is conventional.
Uppercase delta is also used as the rank four tensor specifier, e.g. A a/g7<j, whereas the 
rank two tensor ‘identity’, 5ap =  I, which is 1 for a  = (3 and 0 for a  ^  fd.
Simulation param eters, being discrete, are differentiated from their continuous coun­
terparts by using equivalent uppercase characters. So (2D) simulation space is conven­
tionally (X, Y ),  with X  and Y  domains as follows: 0 <  X  < L, where L  is along channel 
length, and 0 <  Y  < W , W  being the channel w idth. Note th a t r  might be supposed 
to vary 0 < r < R , bu t when m apped to or congruent to  a simulation domain, it is 
convenient to  say r  variies over — R  < r < R , R  being the pipe radius. O ther channel 
param eters include 0h, which is the hydraulic diam eter, see page 97.
Averaging processes and notations are discussed in the following sections, bu t it is 
repeated for completeness: Mean quantities are conventionally indicated in uppercase. 
Stochastic quantities, in the sense of relations 1 to 3 of page 261, are indicated by the 
tilde, e.g. wQ, the fluctuating component of tu rbulent velocity. Averages of measured 
variables (usually velocities) are denoted by the over bar, for example V  is the cross 
channel mean of the tem poral mean velocity, the averaging in these cases is explained at 
the time.
Suffices, where used to simply ‘tag ’ a variable to a particular instance, appear in 
standard  text form. So i m\x is the instance of length i  applicable to the mixing length 
model and so on.
Superfixes, where intended as a label and not a power, are enclosed in parentheses. 
Hence, for example is the first (non-equilibrium) component of the i link lattice 
density; not /* to  the power 1.
Following Boltzmann, /  is used for densities in the lattice Boltzmann; in contrast to 
the notation n  which is often seen. On the lattice, c* is used for LB link velocity vectors, 
which are subscripted by i to denote the link. Hence, in tensor form these appear as cia . 
Such link velocities often appear as e*.
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Finally, ellipses: are used to represent a missing sequence of like, or consistent,
terms. These may occur one or more times in any expression.
A .2 General m athem atical prerequisites
Particular m athem atical identities and relationships which are refered to or assumed 
known in the tex t are, for convenience, simply listed:
1. Representation of sets on the real line, ‘ranges and dom ains’. Boundaries of ‘open’ 
intervals are here denoted by standard  parantheses: ( and ); the boundaries of 
‘closed’ intervals are denoted by square parantheses: [ and ]. This is in keeping 
with conventions in analysis. An open set does not actually contain its boundary, 
closed sets do. E.g. the interval [0,1) contains 0 but not 1. Infinity, as lim it of real 
line can never be ‘in ’ a closed set, hence: 71 = {x  : x  e  (—oc, oo)}.
2. Differentiation rules: chain, product and inverses (e.g. integration by parts). W here 
X  (x) and Y  (x) for all x:
Product rule:
dxX Y  = X d xY  +  Y d xX . (A.2)
Chain rule:
dxX ( Y )  = X d x Y  +  Y d xY . (A.3)
Inverse of product rule
X d xY  = Y d xX - d xX Y ,  (A.4)
which, for generally well behaved integration, gives integration by parts formula:
[  X d xY d x =  [  Y d xX d x  -  [ X Y ]ab , (A.5)Jb Jb
by integrating both sides (with respect to x).
3. Taylor expansion (various ways of expressing).
Basis:
f ( x  + Ax )  = f { x )  +  ^ - d xf  +  ^ - < 9 * /  +  ^ T d* f  +  -  (A ’6)
Vector:
f ( x  + A x ,  t + A t )  =  f ( x ,J )  +  i ( V  +  9() f + I y ( V  +  3()2f + I ; ( V  +  9i)3f +  . . . ,  (A.7)
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4. The infinitesimal volume element in the product space dpdq is.
5. Note th a t the particular way in which the phase space is created leads to  differing
vectors and spaces, or 2 x N  x 3 dimensional vectors and spaces. Individual coor­
dinates (i.e. ‘p arts’ of the product) are often separated hierarchically, employing 
commas then semicolons in order of prescedence. Alternatively in might be decided 
th a t the prescedence is merely notational — in th a t case ju st commas are used. The 
distinction between each is practically irrelevant; for this reason the notation herein 
makes no attem pt to reflect the detailed nature of the product space, hence the use 
of commas only.
6. Vector differential operators in T-space.
Phase space is often denoted by T and the point within it variously by, for instance, 
(p ,q )  in the momentum-position formalism. This is a condensed ‘vector-style’ 
notation; the bold type is used to  highlight the two 3N  dimensional sub-space 
vectors. Such generalised notation is fine until one adopts consistent generalised 
forms for the various vector differential operators; div, grad, curl and V 2 etc. Some 
care is then due. In T :
There exist many ways of expressing this equation, each having specific advan­
tages and disadvantages dependent on the context; see for instance [93] for the 
Ham iltonian form and the Liouville operator.
m athem atical notations. It may be decided to talk  in term s of N  x 6 dimensional
(A.9)
7. O ther forms of the Liouville equation.
The Liouville equation is, in a concise form:
—  +  Vp • (-Pup) — 0 . (A.10)
For the purposes of further development here observe th a t additional complexity
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arises in the dot product Vp * (P u r ) due to the fact th a t the operand is a product, 
P Up- Under the product rule (see item 2 of A.2) this means that:
Vp • (.Pup) — .PVp • Up +  Up • V p P . ( A H )
8 . For the generalised form of Gauss’ theorem, see texts such as Arfken [4]. No further 
treatm ent is deemed nececssary here.
9. Special tensors involved in this work are: The rank two identity
I — ^a/3
which has components {{0 ,
The Levi-Civita third rank tensor:
^a/37 — ^
0  for a  = (3, /3 — 7  or 7  =  a ,
+1 for {a, p , 7 ) € { (1 ,2 ,3 ) , (2, 3,1), (3 ,1 ,2 )} ,
- 1  for (a , /?, 7 ) G {(1, 3, 2), (3, 2,1), (2,1, 3)}.
(A-12)
(A. 13)
Similarly, the equivalent at fourth rank:
=  - ( A ) 0'37* =
+  1 where a/S-yd is an odd perm utation of (1, 2, 3, 4),
— 1 where a ^ d  is an even perm utation of (1, 2, 3, 4),
0  in other cases.
(A* 14)
These are used primarily in simplifications of terms derived during Chapman- 
Enskog expansions, especially 011 higher dimensional lattices. Mostly they reduce 
to a coefficient of 1 or 0  dependent on the perm utation of indeces a , /3, 7  and 5.
A .3 Averaging: notation , relations and technicali­
ties
A .3.1 Technical asp ects
Averaging is a concept intuitively understood by most people. U nfortunately this very 
familiarity precipitates a slight tendency toward loose thinking, even amongst those to 
whom data  analysis is most familiar. W ith respect to this study, the actual notion and
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procedure of averaging must be made precise; moreover, some general concepts must 
be clarified so th a t discussions, especially of la tte r pages, are communicated effectively. 
Since theoretical and experimental approaches lend themselves to differing formulations, 
relevant issues of both  perspectives will be considered.
N o ta t io n
In the following, two ‘generic’ dependent functions are referred to; these will be denoted 
arbitrarily  /  and g. In addition, physical realisations of such are of interest, which in the 
current context are well exemplified by fluid velocity u. All topics discussed are equally 
applicable to  vector and tensor quantities as to the simple scalars for which they are 
quoted.
Firstly, the mean of a fluctuating variable will be denoted by capitalisation (upper­
case); for example /  has mean F . The actual m athem atical operation of averaging, ‘the 
averaging operator’, conventionally denoted by overbars (example / ) ,  is here denoted by 
angled braces, ( / ) .  This is in a way similar to  the bra and ket notation of quantum  me­
chanics. The intention is to  evoke the duality between expectation of a random  variable 
and, in contrast, an observed average; the difference being subtle for sure.
From an analytic standpoint, any fluctuating variable may be taken as consisting of 
a sum of a mean component and a strictly stochastic one; definitions for which are to  be 
clarified in the following. Hence it may be said tha t, say / ,  is ‘decomposed’ as follows:
f  = F  + f .  (A.15)
Therein, the stochastic part is denoted by the tilde, / .  Decompositions such as this, 
whilst widely utilised and of great value, are not necessarily physically accurate however; 
though this is largely a moot point.
A v e ra g in g  p ro c e d u re s
From an experim ental perspective averaging is a seemingly clear concept. However, ju s t 
a brief discussion illuminates intricacies. For instance it is possible to  average measured 
da ta  over bo th  tim e and space domains, for long (wide) or short (small) intervals. For 
averages over finite intervals, especially time, the mean derived may be a varying quantity  
(for example a ‘moving average’ varies over scales longer than  the integration interval). 
This is a t odds with the idea of a mean being somehow invariant. In some cases, especially 
flows, it may seem apparent th a t there is some sort of equivalence between tem poral 
and spatial averages — this is suggestive of the Taylor hypothesis, (see m ost tex ts for
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references).
But again, formalising this idea requires care.
From a theoretical standpoint it is common to seek lim iting averages; various aspects 
of a problem may thus be illuminated. Such quantities are invariant; however, their prac­
tical relevance or u tility  is limited. It is also possible to  average over ‘sta tes’, the (usually 
infinite in number) possibilities th a t a system may occupy. This leads to the im portant 
statistical mechanical notion of ensemble average, which is utilised in sections 2.3 and 2.5.
In particular, w ith respect to the velocity of a tu rbulent flow, a tim e average may be 
defined as: 1 /*to+At
U (x) =  (u (x ,f))  =  lim —  /  u ( x , t0)d t. (A.16)
A t-+oo A t  J tQ
This describes the common notion of averaging, understood from an experimental per­
spective. Note th a t practically the lim it of infinite tim e duration, A t , may never be 
achieved. However, all th a t is required for practical validity is th a t the duration be long 
in comparison to th a t of turbulent fluctuations. Hence, taking the average of a variable 
velocity u  is shown as (u), and the result denoted U . Most fundam ental fluid dynamical 
variables can be treated  this way. Note th a t variation of the mean with respect to the 
space of integration is possible for finite intervals; bu t here the taking lim it removes all 
t  variation from U.
Now going back to  the idea of a variable /  consisting of two components, equa­
tion A.15. The above definition for U , A.16, is adequate to use for F  in A .15, bu t the  
fluctuation term  there remains to  be specified. As the difference f  — F  between the 
variable value and its mean, the following are conventionally postulated of / :
•  It is as often positive as negative; i.e. has zero mean.
•  It has finite variance.
•  (Often implicit, bu t not necessary) It is normally distributed.
In fact /  is decomposed so th a t its mean is essentially invariant and all the variation 
occurs within the fluctuating component / ,  for which there is no ‘DC p a rt’.
As a consequence the following may be taken as defining properties of the random  
variable:
1. ( / )  =  0. The expectation of the stochastic quantity  is zero, by definition. This 
relates to the nature of our decomposition.
2. (f X ) =  0. Expectation of the product of stochastically variable quantity  with 
any quantity X  (except, see 3 below) is zero. The fluctuations are ju st as often
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positive as negative and therefore ‘weigh’ X  to  zero in the expectation operator’s 
integration.
3. ( f g)  ^  0. An im portan t exception to the previous is where the other quantity  g 
(also a stochastically variable) is in some way correlated to / ;  then the expectation 
of the product is not necessarily zero. In particular, g may in fact be /  again, in 
which case the expectation is related to the correlation of /  with itself, or between 
its own components if a vector. The Reynolds stresses are of this form.
These will be assumed known throughout the core of the work herein.
Equation A.16 defines averaging in accordance with its prim ary usage herein. W hilst 
other m ethods are common in experimental investigations, da ta  of which being cited 
occasionally, there is little need to go into further detail so long as the intricacies described 
are borne in mind.
Other averaging is utilised, in particular spatial averages of velocity over (here across) 
the physical flow domain:
Y = W
V- ( y ) =  w  E  (A.17)
Y = 0
but it should be clear from the context what the particulars of each involve. Spatial 
averages are not  shown using bra and ket notation; to do so would be misleading. Instead 
the traditional device of capitalisation is employed.
Other relations
In keeping with the previous definitions for fluctuating or random variables and what is 
m eant here by taking the expectation, it is an easy exercise to derive identities useful 
for analytic m anipulations herein. They are based upon more fundam ental relations 
regarding commutation, d istributiv ity  etc. of underlying operators. Especially linearity 
of integration (due to  its sum m ation nature), which implies linearity of differentiation 
operators and, in particular, linearity of the expectation operator (which is an integral). 
Using 0  to denote any of the above operators and X , Y  any unknowns, the  following 
fundam ental relations are relevant:
1. O perator on a sum of unknowns is the sum of operators on the unknowns:
0 [ X  + Y} = 0[X]  +  0 [Y] . (A.18)
2. Im portantly, the operator on a product of unknowns: 0[ XY] ,  may not be further
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reduced, except when they are ‘decomposed variables’. In which case, the operator 
on a product is the sum of operators on products expanded over the decomposition:
o [fg] = 0[ ( F + f )  (G +  §)] =  0[FG ] +  0 [Fg] +  0 [Gf] +  0 [ f g ] , (A.19)
3. Finally, as regards nested operators, operator order m ay be reversed:
0 1[02[X]] =  0 2[0 1[X]]. (A.20)
These, along with properties of the decomposition, give rise to a summary set of 
‘secondary properties’ or relations, which for emphasis are here accompanied by their 
m eaning in words:
1. ( / )  =  F.  The expectation of a varying quantity, is its average.
2. (F ) = F.  The expectation of an averaged quantity, is the averaged quantity itself.
3. ( /  +  g) =  ( / )  + (g) = F  + G.  The expectation of a sum of term s, is the sum of 
the means of the terms.
4. (Fg)  =  F(g)  = FG . The expectation of a product of mean and fluctuating terms, 
is the product of the means of the terms; the mean being a mere coefficient in the 
averaging.
5. ( f  f .d x ) =  f { f ) . d x  = f  F.dx. The expectation of a integral of a variable, is the 
integral of the mean of th a t variable; via property 3 above, integration in essence 
being summation.
6- (d x f ) =  dx( f )  =  dxF. The expectation of a derivative of a variable, is the deriva­
tive of the mean of th a t variable; an equivalent and inverse to the previous.
All these are assumed known in the body of the current work.
A .3.2 Specific case of Reynolds decom position
Notation
Here the aforementioned ‘cap-tilde’ notation is adopted for the respective components of 
the full velocity variable. Capitalisation of the variable name is used to  denote the aver­
aged quantity, in the usual way; e.g. u  becomes U  under the averaging of relation A.16. 
In contrast however, to some works on the Reynolds decomposition, the purely stochastic,
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fluctuating component of velocity, as occurs superimposed on the mean, is here denoted 
using the tilde, u. Hence the decomposition appears as follows:
u  =  U  +  u ,  (A.21)
where the meaning of averaging and fluctuating components follows definitions of sec­
tion A.3.1. Adoption of this slightly naive picture for the decomposition of velocity 
implies:
i  /* io + A t
( f l)  =  A t / (0 ("  ”  ^  =  0 ’ (A '22)
by definition. This is by the linearity of integration and properties 1 and 2 of relations 
section, page 262.
Note tha t, for readers familiar w ith the treatm ent and notation of say Tennekes and 
Lumley [139], some confusion may arise owing to similarities between the above and 
their decomposition: u  =  U  +  u. This is unfortunate in the light of the quality of 
their exposition, but the differential is deemed both desirable and justified on account of 
current context, also since the notation is equally illustrative either way.
T h e  R e y n o ld s  a v e ra g in g  in  d e ta i l
Following Reynolds, the substitutions described in equations 2.60 and 2.61 of section 2.4.3, 
allow the full m omentum equation 2.20 to  be rew ritten as follows
dJJa -f- dtUa +  UpdpUa +  UpdpUa -I- updpUa +  updpua 
= ~  ^ a P  +  vdpdpUa 4- vdpdpua . (A.23)
To this, an averaging procedure along the lines of th a t described in section A.3.1, may 
be applied. Under property A .18 of the  previous section of this appendix, page 262, indi­
vidual term s may then be treated  separately and thus reduced in the following manner.
Firstly, the expectation of the tim e derivative of the average velocity field may take 
the following values
{dtUa) =  0 or dtUa , dependent on averaging scale . (A.24)
The specific case of averaging duration taken here is discussed in the following. Then for
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subsequent terms:
(dtua ) — b by operator order A .20 and defining property 1
(Ugdpua ) =  0 bv summation convention, then A. 18, A.20 and property 1
(updpUa) = 0 by summation convention and defining property 2
(dap) — 0 by A.20 and defining property 1
(vdpdpua) — 0 by A.20 and defining property 1 (A.25)
These give rise to an averaged equation of the form:
dtUa +  UpdpUa + dp(uaup) = - ~ d aP  +  vdpdpUa • (A.26)
P
Note tha t all term s in means of equation A.23 persist. Also note th a t term  6 in LHS of 
equation A.23 must stay on account of potential correlation between up and ua (defining
property 3). Moreover, using incompressibility condition dpup — 0 and the product
rule in reverse, this appears as dp(uaup) in equation A.26 before being identified as the 
Reynolds stress in equation 2.73.
Referring back now to A .24, this time derivative does not appear in m any texts, 
having been identified as zero in the idealised case where the averaging duration tends 
to, or is equivalent to, infinite. However, it is not essential to assume this; a tim e long on 
the scale of the turbulent velocity fluctuations is all that is required for further analysis 
to be valid. Assuming a finite duration means the dfUn term  persists; its inclusion is 
advantageous in some circumstances.
In this work the dtUa term  is retained; see equation 2.73 of section 2.4.3. This is 
to reduce the behaviour described by equation A.23, to a form very similar to the stan ­
dard Navier-Stokes equation, see equation 2.67. That, as is likely now apparent, being 
the equation th a t the LB scheme models. So the lattice Boltzmann, as it models aver­
aged particle velocities, might be considered more ‘at home’ with the Reynolds averaged 
Navier-Stokes.
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A ppend ix  B
O th e r  sn ippe ts  of analysis
B .l  O btaining the form ula for cjt by solution  of th e  
quadratic, equation 5.15
A brief inspection of equation 5.15: 
substituting the following Q param eter definition
Q =  k24 A  II n l1] | | , (b .2)
reveals that it is essentially a quadratic in 1 /u>t :
\  + - -  —  - Q  = 0 . (B. 3)cjrp gjo
The solution formula for the roots of such a quadratic, adopting the traditional notation 
for the generic quadratic: ax2 +  bx +  c =  0, is
- b  ±  Vb2 -  4ac nx =    .
W ith the following specific instances of constants a, b and c: a =  l ,6  =  l/u;o and c =  —Q, 
and with x = l /W , we find the following:
1 _  - l / ^ o  ±  y / l/^ o  +  4Q ^
Cc?x 2
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Taking the reciprocal and m ultiplying top and bottom  RHS by u 0 then gives
2w°wT = --------------= = = = =  , (B.6)—1 ±  wo \ / l / wo T 4Q
which on recalling rules for combining powers, may be m anipulated as follows:
2ujq
CUT —
-1  ±  u ^ 2ujI / 2 (uq 2 + 4Q)1/2
2uq
—1 ±  2 4" 4Q ))1/2
Wr =  ----------2.- ° (B.7)
—1 ±  a/ 1  +  4 WqQ
which, taking the positive descriminant only, is equivalently:
WT =  - 7- 2a)°  ■ (B.8)\J  1 +  4 w q Q  — 1
Finally, to  rearrange this expression for w, simply substitu te into
u  = 1 f  ( ----- 1------\  , (B.9)
to give:
w = --------2t^  (B.10)1 +  \ / l  +  4cjqQ
whereupon the consequent variation of viscosity may be found from substitu tion  into 
the standard  D2Q9 identity for viscosity 2.114. This is discussed in more detail in the 
relevant section 5.4.
Equivalents to equations B.8 and B.10 above, in term s of the reciprocal relaxation 
param eter r  may be derived; either by solution of the equivalent quadratic, or by simple 
substitution. They are:
rT =  Z ! l + ^ o + 4 Q  (B n )
and
T =  W 2 + i o  (B12)
which are included for their suitability for discussing viscosity in relation to  relaxation 
param eter.
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B.1.1 Gradient of the viscosity with relaxation parameter and 
stress
The functional dependence of viscosity on relaxation param eter and stress param eter, 
here taken as Q by equation 5.16, is of interest as regards finding the region of fastest 
variation. This information is essentially the gradient function of viscosity. For purposes 
of discussion, the functional form of gradient of viscosity v  is derived here.
It is possible to work in term s of both  molecular relaxation param eters, Uo and To, 
however, owing to the reciprocity between Wo and v  it is obviously better to  work with 
To, which is done here.
Note th a t viscosity is dependent on two param eters t 0 and Q and therefore the gradi­
ent required is not so simply arrived at. For functional dependence on two variables, the
to ta l change in v  is the sum of the changes with respect to each independent variable.
Using A to denote the changes:
A t/ =  | ^ A r 0 +  | ^ A Q ,  (B.13)OTo oQ
where note, the two derivative term s are partial These are found the usual way. Here 
the form of v  is
K ro ,Q ) =  T° ~ 1 +  ^ r °2 +  4 Q . (B.14)
as of equation 5.42, and partial derivatives are found to  be as follows:
<Mr o)
dr0 
dv(Q)
= -  (1  +  —7 T° | (B.15)6 1
dQ TO 3\A o +  4 Q
(B.16)
Hence the required gradient function may (loosely) be w ritten
V To +  4Qd(r0, Q) 6
(B.17)
where it must be noted th a t this does not mean a cross derivative (in the sense of 9TOiq), 
bu t the  full variation of viscosity as a function of both t 0 and Q. The RHS expression is 
obtained as the lim it of small changes is considered: Ato, A Q  —> 0. This loose notation 
for derivative with respect to two variables at once, non-rigorously indicates division 
through by A on both sides (implies A t0 and AQ are set equal).
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